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Secretary’s Report 1984.

Commodore:
C. Joe Fitzgerald
Vice Commodore: Liam McGonagle
Rear Commodore: Michael McKee
Hon Secretary:
Brian Hegarty
Hon Treasurer:
Donal O’Boyle
Committee:
Northern Area: Peter J. Bunting (ex officio), Hugh P.
Kennedy, Michael O’Farrell, Arthur S. P. Orr, T. Robert J
Shanks.
East Coast Area: Robert Barr, John Gore-Grimes, John
Guinness, Dermod Ryan.
Cork Area: Barry Hassett, Dan J. Keily, David Nicholson,
Michael R. Sullivan, David Nicholson.
West Coast Area: Patrick A. Dinneen, David B.H. Fitzgerald.
Committee Meetings
Four Committee meetings were held during the year, all at
the Royal St. George Yacht Club. The average attendance at
Committee meeting was 75°70.
To the Royal St. George Yacht Club, it’s flag officers and
Committee, I would express our club’s gratitude for making
their club premises and dining facilities so readily available
to us, not only for our Committee meetings, but also for our
AGM.
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Club was held on
Friday, 23rd of March, 1984 at the Royal St. George Yacht
Club. 66 members attended. This meeting was chaired by Peter
Bunting the outgoing Commodore. In the absence of
nominations for the committee, the Commodore put forward

his own, which were duly elected. Those involved are already
listed at the beginning of this report.
The Hon. Treasurer, Robert Shanks, took members through
the accounts, which include Irish Cruising Club Publications
Limited as well as the Irish Cruising Club. The main features
of the accounts were that £9,041 in cash with the Bank in 1982
had been changed into a small overdraft of £110 in 1983. The
reason was the cost of publishing the 6th edition of the South
and West Sailing Directions. The value of stocks had risen
from £5,868 in 1982 to £14,347 in 1983. The Hon. Treasurer
said that but for the members’ excellent response to the Club’s
appeal to them to purchase the new S & W edition, the Club’s
finances would be in a much worse state. He also drew
attention to a matter of growing concern with the Committee,
namely the Club’s subscription income at £6,630 did not quite
pay the costs of the Club Annual at £6,736. He stressed the
great need to control, if not reduce the cost of the club Annual.
The Commodore, in his address, extended a welcome to
new members and thanked the Royal St. George Yacht Club
for its generosity in making its premises available to us.
Speaking of the 6th edition of the South and West Sailing
Directions, he congratulated Arthur Orr in getting it published
on target at the beginning of June. He spoke of the
involvement of Paul Campbell and the late Bob Berridge, over
the years, with the Club sailing directions.
As Paul Campbell had retired from this arena, he said it
was fitting that the ICC should show its appreciation to him
for his contribution to our Club over many years. He then
asked Paul Campbell to step forward and accept a token of
the Club’s esteem in the form of a cut glass decanter. He went
on to speak of the John B. Kearney Cup. The Committee had
decided that this Cup would be awarded on an annual basis
to any person who, in their judgement, had made an
outstanding contribution to Irish sailing. He told the members
that it had been unanimously decided that the first recipient
would be Paul Campbell.
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Hugh Kennedy, Derry O’Brien and Brian Hegarty after the Galway dinner.
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The Hon. Editor, John Gore-Grimes, was thanked for the
excellent Club Annual and for getting it to member in time
for Christmas. Michael McKee was congratulated on his
adjudication of logs. Commenting on cruises the Commodore
remarked that it said something of the standards of cruising
when Otto Glaser’s crossing of the Atlantic in Verna from
Palma, Majorca to Rio de Janeiro did not win a prize.
John Gore-Grimes was again singled out, this time for
congratulations, on being awarded the Blue Water Medal of
the Cruising Club of America. He said that the Club could
bask in the reflected glory of this wonderful achievement.
Tribute was paid to Robert Shanks, who is stepping down
as Hon. Treasurer, for the excellent work he had done for
the Club in his years in office. Donal O’Boyle, who had
undertaken to fill the post, was welcomed to the Committee.
Others thanked for their special efforts for the Club were
Jennifer Guinness for the work she put into Irish Cruising Club
Publications; Dermod Ryan for organising the Whir Rally to
Port St. Mary; Hon. Sec. for his efforts, but in particular,
with David Fitzgerald for organising the annual dinner at
Galway.
Finally, he said he had enjoyed his three years as
Commodore, and had pleasure in handing over to the
incoming Commodore, Joe Fitzgerald, to whom he presented
his Commodore’s burgee.
Our incoming Commodore, Joe Fitzgerald, thanked all for
his appointment. He paid tribute to Peter Bunting saying that
he discharged his duties as Commodore with grace and style
- as Commodore he had done us proud. He had carried our
club to all, and had been unstinting with his time and energies
on the ICC’s behalf.
Membership
Membership stands at close to 460. At the AGM we
remembered eight members who died during the past year -Gerald Barry, Bill Begley, Finlay Brown, Douglas Heard,
George Kennefick, Clayton Love Snr, Paul O’Hanion and Roy
Starkey.
We also welcomed 15 new members to the Club -- Paddy
Barry, Bernard M. Cahill, Robert Cassidy, Bernard H.C.
Corbally, Alastair R.W. Eves, Stephen Gibbons, Leslie D.
Latham, James A. Markey, Barry O’Donnell, Patrick J. F.
O’Sullivan, Paul J. Ryan, Timothy P. Shanahan, John C.
Stevenson, J. David Williams and Franz Winkelmann.

Who me ! -- Michael McKee. Photo John Harbison
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Senior Membership
As reported in the Hon. Sec.’s 1983 report, the Committee
had decided that a category of senior membership should apply
to any member who had attained the age of 65 and who had
been a member of 35 years. Such a member shall not be
required to pay a membership fee. This was put as a proposal
to the AGM to give recognition to senior members of
longstanding. It was passed at the AGM thereby making senior
membership a part of the Club rules. With effect from
January, 1984 the following sixteen members qualify for senior
membership -- J. R. Bourke, K.J. Broderick, T. L. Cobbe,
R. Courtney, R. S. Cresswell, F. Cudmore, Miss D. French,
C. J. Fitzgerald, T. J. Hanan, K. McFerran, L. McMuUen,
R. Morehead, J. D. Pearson, T. H. Roche, P. SomervilleLarge and J. Tyrrell.
Honorary Membership
As announced by the Commodore at the AGM on
23/3/1984 the Committee decided to bestow Honorary
Membership on Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon who had been a
member
of
the
Club
since
1962.
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Subscription
The AGM on the 23/3/1984 passed the proposal that the
annual subscription should be increased from IR£15 to IR£20
from the 1st January, 1985, the Entrance Fee to be similarly
raised from IR£15 to IR£20 from the same date. Subscriptions,
when they fall due from the 1st January, 1985 should be sent
to our Hon. Treasurer, Donal O’ Boyle, Drake Lodge, Drake’s
Pool, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.

Annual Dinner
Our dinner was held in the Great Southern Hotel, Galway
on Saturday 25th February, 1984. Between members and
guests 195 sat down to dinner, probably the largest number
ever to attend an ICC annual dinner. It supports what the Club
has found in the past, namely, that the West is an extremely
popular venue for the occasion. Our Committee member in
the West, David Fitzgerald, prevailed upon Mr. Bobby Molloy
T. D. to speak on behalf of the guests as he is a sailing man
and a member of the local sailing club. All in all the function
was a huge success.

Whit Race To Strangford Lough
Once again we are all indebted to Dermod Ryan for
organising this event. Nine yachts entered for the Feeder Race
starting from Howth at 21.00 on Friday 1st June and finishing
off St. Patrick’s Rock near Killard Point, the south western
entrance to Strangford Lough. The race was mainly in light
conditions with an improving breeze at the end. Beaver (Phihp
Byrne) the smallest craft in the fleet was first on corrected time
and won the Wright Salver.
For the Rally which followed in Strangford Lough the
following yachts participated -- Tritsch Tratsch IV (Otto
Glaser), Bandersnatch (Ross Courtney), Rockabill (Jack
Flanagan), Estrellita (Clive and Derek Martin), Condor (Bobby
Barr), Beaver (Philip Byrne), Shardana (John Gore-Grimes),
Marden (George Nairn), Freebird (Brian Hegarty), Safari (Ian
Morrison), Daisy 11 (Walter Costello) and Ring of Kerry
(Cormack McHenry). We were joined by Peter Bunting in
Gulkarna with the Rear Commodore, Michael McKee, aboard.
John Olver in Moody Blue was also much in evidence.
A pleasant Saturday was spent between Ringhaddy, White
Rock and the Down Cruising Club at Ballydorn. Barry
Bramwell’s establishment on Sketrick Island was invaded for
an evening meal. Saturday night and Sunday morning the
weather was fairly foul but cleared towards lunchtime allowing
an exhilarating sail to Quoile Yacht Club. Some left for home
on Sunday braving the brisk conditions. Others waited until
early Monday morning and enjoyed an easy sail home.

Giandore Rally
Organised by our Commodore for Saturday 21st July, he
reports as follows -- "As usual the Rally gave members the
choice of racing to nearby Castletownsend. A very enjoyable
dinner for sixty five people at the Marine Hotel, Glandore,
followed by a most successful rafting-up on the Sunday
morning. Special thanks to John Guinness and Bernie Cahill
for the use of their fine craft as a "centerpiece". Yachts present
included Deerhound
(John Guinness), Lola (Pat Walsh), Luv Is (Stafford
Mansfield), Mandalay (The Commodore), Mooduster (Denis
Doyle), Stargazer (Dan Keily) and Whistling Oyster (Bernie
Cahill). Members also at the dinner included Fred Cudmore,
Hugh Kennedy, George Radley, Barry Hassett and Michael
Sullivan".
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Jennifer Guinness and Christine Taggart at Galway. Photo John Harbison

The lgth Century look, Ross Courtney’s views Kathleen Harbison. Photo John
Harbison

Denis Doyle and John Guinness at the Galway Dinner. Photo John Harbison

East Coast End Of-Season-Rally To Carlingford Lough
Because of the bad weather experiences over a number of
years when this event has been held in late September, it was
decided to go for a date in August when hopefully we could
meet up with members from Northern Ireland. Accordingly
Saturday 18th of August was picked, a date which coincided
with Carlingford Oyster Festival. The weather was superb, but
with some eighty odd yachts visiting the Lough our Irish
Cruising Club Rally was somewhat overshadowed.
Nevertheless, after an afternoon of racing in most scenic
surroundings, an ICC raft-up took place with Gulkarna and
Safari as the centerpiece. The raft-up included Little Egypt
(Dick Lovegrove), Sceolaing (Dermod Ryan), Freebird (Brian
Hegarty), Gulkarna (Peter Bunting), Safari (Ian Morrison),
Tritsch Tratsch IV (Otto Glaser), Marden (George Nairn), and
Cuchulain (Michael O’Farrell). Some other ICC yachts around
who did not raft-up were Saoirse (Stephen Gibbson), Rockabill
(Jack Flanagan), Findabar (Patrick Jameson). We were
delighted that our Rear Commodore, Michael McKee, was able
to be present on Gulkarna.
All in all it was a super week-end of fine weather, and those
who took part feel that the earlier date was well worthwhile.
However, maybe combining with the Oyster Festival was not
such a good idea and we should probably go for an early date,
but do our own thing.
South Coast End-Of Season Rally To East Ferry
Again this occasion was organised by the Commodore for
Saturday 23rd of September. He reports -- "The annum end-

of season get together was held in good weather on Jim
Butler’s Marina and much enjoyed by all. Members with
yachts presentwere Black Shadow (David Nicholson),
Carrigdoun (Bill Walsh), Lola
(Pat Walsh), Auretta (Harry Cudmore Snr), Mandalay (The
Commodore), Spellbound (Raymond Fielding), Meander
(Michael Sullivan) and Wind Rose (John Minchin).
List Of Members And Yachts
It is my job to provide the Hon. Editor of this Annual with
the details of members names, addresses and yachts etc. Many
changes have been made when preparing this information for
this annual, and I would thank all of those who answered my
appeal for information. I have no doubt that, despite my best
efforts, there are mistakes and omissions in this Annual. I
would be most gratified if members, on receiving their copy
of this 1984 Annual, would check the detail of addresses,
phone numbers, yachts etc. as it applies to them, and pen me
a quick note if there are errors.
Lastly
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the Flag
Officers and Committee for the support and help they give
me in dealing with Club matters. To all members, may I wish
you a Happy Christmas, secure in the conviction that our Hon.
Editor will get this Annual to you in time for such a seasonal
greeting!
Brian Hegarty.

At the I.C.C East Coast Rally, Dermod Ryan, Patrick Branigan, Brenda Branigan, Betty Hegarty and Peter Bunting. Photo Brian Hegarty
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Challenge Cup Awards 1984
Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon

The standard of logs submitted for an award is extremely
high and altogether should make an outstanding I.C.C.
Annual. A collection of delightful logs include the
adventures of the brave spirits who took the St. Patrick, a
Galway Hooker to La Trinite and Belle Ile; a detailed useful
log, introducing us to many ports in Italy, Corscia, Sardinia
and Yugoslavia from Sung Foon by Tony Morton; the
Club’s Court Jester W. Nixon visiting lesser frequented
places in the environs of the Irish Sea and recounting his
endeavours not to become the "enfant terrible" of the
Flotilla Cruising in Turkey which supply an excellent picture
of the possibilities of this oft’ scorned pastime; beating with
Siamsa; and two family cruises, the O’Keeffe’s to Quiberon
and the Slaters to Spain, Brittany and Scilly Isles. Regretfully
I am not able to award prizes to everybody.
The Faulkner Cup, the premier trophy for the best overall
log is awarded to Otto Glaser for "Under the Southern
Cross". This opens up the possibility of cruising in an exotic
part of the world without too much political hassel, long
sunny passage-making and exotic foods both ashore and on
board. Description of the exploration of the Coast of Brazil
and nautical problems that arose then and now, are of great
interest. One senses Peter Odium is holding a watching brief
on Verna.
The Strangford Cup goes to the very close runner up, the
Hon. Editor J.G.G. His delight in the Faroes conveyed in
the log brings to mind Douglas Heard who would have loved
the voyage, the birds and the rocks, doubted the description

of St. Brendan and deplored the antics on the ROCK.
The Atlantic Trophy goes to Jack Coffey for Meg of
Muglins gallant challenge against the giants of international
sail, handicapped as he was with cruising gear for a family
holiday and three gas cylinders. The picture he presents of
solo Atlantic racing will cause some to reflect and wonder
at his determination, resourcefullness and regard for safety.
I award the Wybrands Cup to Robert Barr on Condor
for a Scottish cruise with a trip to Orkney Island opening
up another seldom visited group of Islands.
The fortnight Cup goes to "Leisurely Potter", a
description of a happy successful family holiday undertaken
by a new member Bernard Corbally and a good introduction
to Turkey and to the advantages of flotilla sailing.
The Round Ireland trophy is awarded relucantly to John
Guinness. As a past Commodore he is probably too well
aware of the publishing costs in the club and was too miserly
to produce a track chart. (Note from Editor: John Guinness
telephoned me to ask if he should produce a track chart.
I replied; "No thanks John. Everyone knows their way
around Ireland" -- I stand chastised.)
The Fingal Trophy goes to Ronnie Sleater whose account
of cruising in North West Spain is beautifully presented, with
many charts and photos.
I have enjoyed reading the many and varied accounts but
I would urge members to submit a track chart with their
account and preferably one which is clearly and neatly
drawn.
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Hon. Editor’s Note

After the printing extravagances of 1983 I am under severe
pressure from our committee to hold down the cost of this
years annual. I have had to be ruthless in reducing the length
of a number of excellent accounts. If bits and pieces are
missing from your submission, I am sorry.
My thanks are again due to our contributors and my
particular thanks are due to those of you who have provided
photographs and well drawn track charts. John Harbison
kindly took the photographs which accompany the Hon.
Secretary’s report.
The cover design has been attended to by Bob Fannin and
the photograph of the "Hooker" was presented to us by
Jamie Blandford of Studio 79. 1 am most grateful to Bob
and to Jamie and I am also grateful to Declan Clancy, our
printer and to my wife Jan for the many hours which they
have devoted to this publication.
I apologise for any errors or omi’ssions which may appear
but hope that they will not detract too much from your
enjoyment of this years collection of sailing stories.
John Gore-Grimes.
Hon. Editor

The crew of Shardana with the Blue Water Medal of the Cruising Club of America in the VIP lounge of Dublin Airport on their return from New
York on Monday, January 23rd, 1984. Photo shows (left to right) Jake Kelly, John Gore-Grimes, Bob Fannin and Pat Colleran. Photo: W. M. Nixon.

Hon. Sec.’s note to Members -- the above photo was surreptitiously inserted in this Annual while the Honorary Editor was out of town.

Under the Southern Cross
Otto Glaser

Crew: Otto Glaser
William Cuffe-Smith
Gerald Kavanagh
Aiden Jameson

moment and instead discovered Trinidad. In place of undying
fame a return to Hispaniola and jail lay ahead. The following
year (1499) a high power Spanish expedition commanded by
Hojeda set out from the Cape Verde Islands. They headed
S.S.W. which meant that the W going equatorial current drove
Verna had been parked outside the Rio de Janeiro Yacht them straight across to Cape San Roque on the:N.E, corner
Club since our arrival from Europe in September 1983 and of South America. On reaching this Cape they made prolonged
under Brazilian customs rules it was mandatory to move her attempts to move S against the current and the contrary S.E.
to some other country before the expiry of six months.
Trades and met the fate many a sailing ship met here during
Alan Morgan’s Trade Wind Yacht Charters marina in St.
subsequent centuries, namely full stop. In the end they were
Lucia in the Windward Islands was selected as our objective forced to turn N.W. along the N coast of Brazil and passing
and to encourage the crew to take the time off they were the Amazon estuary well out to sea, and eventually ending
informed that the trip would be very similar to a somewhat up in Trinidad. In the following year the Spanish Captain,
extended (1,700 mile) Dublin-Wicklow coast crawl followed
Vincente Pinzon en route to the West Indies when caught by
by an additional (1,700 mile) leg out to the Codling.
a storm was driven to the S and sighted land at approximately
the same spot as Hojeda. He didn’t land and travelling N.W.
Brazil
made a brief and involuntary essay into the mouth of the
Brazil is a land of contrasts, sociologically, geographically, Amazon delta.
climatologically, agriculturally, industrially and pretty well in
Paydirt was at last hit in 1500, when the Portuguese Captain
every other respect one can imagine. As both our journeys
Pedro Alvarez de Cabral on his way from the Cape Verde
in Verna has such and intimate connection with this vast Islands to India via the Cape of Good Hope made a major
country this account would not be complete without some
navigational error and took a wide sweep to the W, hitting
reference to it, it’s history and it’s people and I trust that
the South American mainland near to-day’s Porto Seguro,
participants in future post-Fastnet Howth-Rio races will gain
approximately half way down the Brazilian east-coast. A party
some benefit from what follow.
went ashore, .a friar celebrated the first mass on American soil
Columbus almost discovered South America in general and and a great cross of wood was set up to signify possession
Brazil in particular during his third great voyage in 1498. In
of the land in the name of the King of Portugal.
view of the disappointing economic results of his first two
It fell to the next expedition to establish the fact that a New
voyages it was decided to at last reach the fabled gold of the
World and not just an island had been discovered. This was
Indies by, on this occasion, taking a much more southerly
a Portuguese expedition mounted in 1501 to follow-up Cabral’s
route. His fleet of six ships accordingly set out on a W.S.W.
discovery of the year before. It was under the command of
course from Cape Verde Islands and if he continued according Gonzalo Coelho and was accompanied by Amerigo Vespucci,
to plan he would most certainly have reached the shores of
a member of a Florentine family which had previously
Brazil or at least the mouth of the Orinoco. However, in his outfitted Columbus’s expeditions. The expedition this time
usual miss-rather-than-hit fashion he turned N.W. at the last
managed to get past Cape San Roque and went right down
the Brazilian coast, ending up with an investigation of the River
Plate and according to some sources got as far as Patagonia.
Due to Vespucci’s graphic description of the natives they met
Ihla Grand¢ Idyll. Photo O. Glaser
and the lands viewed, there was no doubt that a new world
had been discovered and by 1507, largely thanks to Amerigo’s
P.R. activities, mainly on his own behalf, the continent had
been named after him.
The history of Brazil since Cabral’s first landing falls into
a number of clearly defined phases, each usually related to
the exploitation of a particular natural commodity, and this
explains a great deal of what one finds there today. After a
slow and peaceful start when the economic development of
the country, such as it was, centered around the valuable red
wood (Pau-Brazil)with which the country abounded and after
which it was named, the situation changed radically during
the middle of the 16th century when the N.E. of the country
began to achieve great wealth due to the establishment of the
world’s first large scale sugar cane plantation. To clear the
area for plantations a forest area ten times the size of Ireland
had to be burnt down and hundreds of thousands of Indians
were dead or forced back into the interior within fifty years
David McBride
Frances McBride
Michael O’Reilly

of the discovery of Brazil. To work the plantations, between
three and four million African Negroes arrived over the next
three centuries chained in the holds of small sailing vessels.
A second great commodity boom started in the 17th century
with the discovery of large quantities of gold in the S.E. of
the country relegating the importance of sugar into second
place. The outlet for all this new wealth and the port of entry
for the ensuing gold rush of European immigrants was Rio
de Janeiro and the capital of Brazil was eventually shifted from
Salvador to Rio in 1763. This region at this time became
incredibly rich and able to afford and absorb every type of
luxury.
During Napoleonic times the Portuguese Royal Family fled
to Rio and in 1822 the Emperor Pedro 1 of Brazil proclaimed
the independence of the country. Both Pedro 1 and his son
Pedro 11 were extremely enlightened rulers with strong
democratic leanings and the country made enormous strides,
cotton and coffee becoming the most important sources of
Brazil’s wealth. Unfortunately, towards the end of the 19th
century some grave stresses occurred, particularly with regard
to the abolition of slavery which only ended in 1888 and the
following year Pedro 11 was forced to abdicate and move to
Europe.
The country had now gone through the eras of stone age,
colony, empire and finally republic. The end of the Empire
also coincided with the next great commodity boom, rubber,
which occurred in the N along the Amazon. This was the
world’s only source of natural rubber, the centre of the
industry being Manaus, 1,000 miles up the Amazon in the
middle of the jungle, and at the beginning of the 20th century

Rio Skyline. Photo M. O’Reilly

it became the richest (and most extrovert) city in the world.
Unfortunately this boom suddenly ended in 1910 when it was
found that rubber could be produced much more cheaply in
the South-East Asian plantations.
In the present century the country increased from about 15
million people to around 110 million people and has been
governed by a series of more or less militarily dominated
governments. However, the Portuguese way of life is far more
placid and thoughtful than the Spanish, with the consequence
that revolutions are likely to be bloodless and that the military,
when in control, stay behind the scenes or wear civilian clothes.
The country has continued it’s colossal expansion and become
highly industrialised.
A place which every yachtsman should surely visit is the
island of Ilha Grande about 120 miles S.W. of Rio and
opposite the small mainland port of Angra dos Reis, founded
as early as 1502. Despite the fact the Ilha Grande houses a
large prison it is nonetheless one of the most beautiful islands
I have ever had the privilege of seeing, with wonderful
uninhabited palm fringed little inlets and bays and beautiful,
warm, crystal clear water to swim in. If Robinson Crusoe
stepped out of the woods one would not really be surprised.
In our case the Robinson Crusoe was Peter Bauerridl whom
Stan Haines brought us to see in his lovely 42 foot Swan Tuna
and who lives in a bungalow set up in the palm trees immediately behind the beach at the end of the little bay where
we had anchored Tuna. Peter knew we were coming, for when
we woke up in the morning after arriving in pitch darkness
the previous evening, Lo and behold there was a big Irish
tricolour flying from the highest palm tree in sight! Peter

Brazilian Coastline -- Near Rio. Photo M. O’Reilly

operates an important amateur radio station from here and
is the key station of the so-called South Atlantic network which
stays in touch with yachts making the crossing from Europe,
Africa, North America and also the Pacific.2 During the
Falklands War he was the link man between the illicit ham
stations operating out of the Falklands and the British Embassy
in Rio. He was most helpful to us when we contacted him
from Verna after leaving the Canaries on the way to Brazil
and we began to look forward to our daily chats with him
every night at 19.30 GMT.
The beauty of Rio’s situation is almost unparalleled. The
city sweeps 12 miles along an unbroken water front between
the mountains and the bay which forms a huge landlocked
harbour 16 miles long and up to 12 miles wide. In a country
of contrasts this is a city of contrasts. On the one hand there
is the rich green of the hillsides, on the other there are great
expanses of grey rock reaching for the sky. On the one had
there is the beauty of the deep blue bay studded with islands
and white sandy beaches, on the other there are waving palms
and 21st century buildings. The entry into Rio harbour by day
or night is an unforgettable spectacle.
The city itself is palatial with many beautiful squares, broad
avenues, fountains and lots of greenery. The climate being
what it is and with the vivacity of the populance the place is
also extremely lively and exhilarating.
On looking closer there is however a reverse side to all this
glitter: of Rio’s 8 million inhabitants perhaps half live below
the poverty line in slums and, drawn by the mirage of making
good in these beautiful and vibrant surroundings, an additional
quarter million flock in every year, chiefly from the poor north
of the country. They live in shanty towns called Favellas all

round the outskirts. The individual dwellings are pathetic,
stuck together with straw, bits of planks, clay and rusty old
sheets of corrugated iron, flattened petrol tins and the like.
The hole representing the doorway is normally covered by a
sack and the furnishings are equally primitive. There is no
proper sewerage system and the health hazards would be
terrific except for the fact that due to the favourable climate
the inhabitants of the Favellas are able to spend most of the
day out of doors or on the many beaches.
While in Rio we lived on Verna which was parked at the
Iate Club de Rio de Janeiro on a permanent mooring which
the Club laid for me after our arrival in September 1983. The
Club which was at one time renowned for its hospitality to
visiting yachts had some bitter experiences with some recent
visitors, particularly also groups of beachcombers staying on
indefinitely after the round-the-world races, and has now
swung in the opposite direction in that no visiting yachts are
permitted to stay for more than five days. Thanks to the
intervention and indefatigable diplomacy of the Ocean
Cruising Club Port Officer in Rio, Romulo FedericP the
Club, after presumably sizing us up for a while, in typical
Brazilian fashion turned a blind eye to our continuing presence,
laying of mooring etc. while at the same time never officially
rescinding the five day rule. Needless to say we were very
grateful for this as well as the facilities of the Club which we
were able to enjoy.
Passage to Salvador
We set out from Rio de Janeiro Yacht Club at 07.30 L.T.
on January 28th, being kindly seen off by Stan Haines, who
had sailed with us last year. We said goodbye to the

magnificent Guanabara Bay with its 160 square miles of
glorious blue but unfortunately often rather polluted water and
its more than 5,000 large and small islands. On reaching the
narrow entrance of the bay we turned right past Cotunduba
Island to give the new members of our crew a view of
Copacabana with its legendary 4km of broad beach backed
by impressive rows of highrise buildings and hotels - one of
the most exclusive and expensive addresses in the world. Even
though it was a cloudy day the beach was already inhabited
by thousands of cariocas (female species) and the glasses had
a busy time examining the really splendid display of talent.
We turned towards the E and the 750 mile passage to Salvador.
Those of us who were still entranced by the never-to-beforgotten magnetism of Rio’s incredible setting looking back
for many an hour to the Sugar Loaf, the statue of Christ on
Corcovado and the other exotic mountains which make Rio
what it is. By 09.00 L.T. we passed the three islands called
Pal (papa), Mae (mama) and Menina (baby) and were well
on our way with a 14 knot wind and all our sails up.
In the last minute rush of readying the boat for sea there
was no real opportunity of properly testing our electronics all
of which, with an exception of the DF, had worked very well
on our journey to Rio in September. On commencing our new
journey, we soon found that our Sat Nav was out of action.
This caused little concern seeing that the boat was crawling
with professional (Alden Jameson) and dilettante (Gerry
Kavanagh and self) astro-navigators. However, somewhat to
my astonishment we soon got the home made aerial system,
produced last August in five days of intensive activity on the
way to the Cape Verde Islands, to work and had no further
trouble for the rest of the trip. More annoying was the fact
that our big transmitter, which had permitted us to stay in
contact with home all the way down to Rio, had packed up.
Many subsequent days of checking and testing, unfortunately
without the aid of proper test equipment, failed to get it to
work. The transmitter of our VHF transceiver had also packed
up but we were successful in cloaring the problem when we
got to Salvador.
Anyway, these problems didn’t concern us very much, the
weather was pleasant, the sun had come out and we were doing
7.5 knots. According to the pilot charts the current should have
been against us but in fact we measured a 0.75 knot current
in our favour all the way to Cabo Frio (Cold Cape), the turning
point for going N. This favourable current is probably a back
eddy of the main Brazil current which sweeps around Cabo
Frio in a southerly direction and was already referred to in
1832 by Rennell in his investigation of ocean currents as
occasionally existing together with a set into the land.4 The
loss along this coast of the frigate HMS Thetis in 1830 was
attributed to this current.
The whole 60 miles from Rio to Cabo Frio consists of
beautiful sandy beaches behind which are a number of lagoons,
ideal for dinghy sailing and other aquatic sports, the whole
stretch being backed by beautiful mountain scenery. Darwin
camped near one of these lagoons (Lagoa Marica) during his
Beagle voyage in 1832 and tells a tale of slaves on the run
jumping off a nearby cliff rather than face recapture.5
However, on Verna we were undisturbed by such dark
considerations as we proceeded along this enchanting and
sunny coast with its outstanding monastery at Saquarem as
the breeze gradually died. By the time we came up to Cabo
Frio it was pitch dark and there was almost no wind. However,
Cabo Frio is notorious for sudden squalls and it did not
disappoint us. After rounding the Cape and turning N.E for
Cabo Sao Tome we were suddenly hit by more than 40 kts.
of wind and the mother and father of a thunderstorm complete
with rather short and nasty seas. The log entry cryptically states
"Cabo Frio doing its thing!". The lightning was indescribable

in its intensity with sheets of it descending into the sea all
around us. There was also, of course, plenty of thunder.
However, this couldn’t be heard too well due to the progress
of a committee meeting of our crew regarding the best method
for rapidly getting the sails down. This was excusable seeing
that for quite a few of them it was their first night at sea on
Verna. One of the problems on Verna is the awning over the
cockpit which has to be removed in the event of major sail
changes. On the other hand I could not but feel some
sympathy for Conor O’Brien who when sailing Saoirse through
these waters in 1923 and incidentally surely being the first yacht
to fly the Tricolour in these parts, wrote with feeling "it pays
to sign the crew on Board of Trade Articles and occasionally
to come the Commanding Officer over them so as to make
it quite clear that there is only one Captain on the ship".6
After an hour or so of this tumultuous carry-on the
thunderstorm finished, the wind died to about 25 or 30 kts.
and the sea had been flattened by the torrential rain
accompanying the general uproar. We were once more on our
way with jib and mizzen up, the committee having succeeded
in getting the main down. Needless to say, we switched off
navigational equipment such as Sat Nav while the fun lasted
and stayed well clear of all down leads. Very unfortunately,
someone had opened the port holes of the galley contrary to
standing orders with the result that our electric cooker was
put out of action and even after extensive repair operations
was never the same again, so that Frances McBride was forced
to survive for the remainder of the trip with no oven and just
three and later two rings. It did not seem to bother her one bit!
We had indications that at Cape Frio itself there was an
extremely strong contrary current whistling around the Cape
but were unable to precisely measure this due to the switched
off Sat Nav and the other shenanigans associated with the
rounding of this landmark. Our further plan was to pass
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approximately 20 miles offshore of Cape Sao Tome and to measure any currents until we got past the Abrolhos. A
staying approximately this distance off the various headlands possible though not entirely credible explanation is that the
we would meet and then at latitude 18°S, pass through the islands, rocks and reefs forming the archipelago and jutting
Abrolho Archipelago. The contrary current decreased as we
about 40 miles out into the Atlantic succeeded in diverting the
left the region of Cabo Frio on a N.E heading and amounted
S going current so that we were quasi in the lee of the
to only about 0.8 kts. until we called for a course change to archipelago.
N.N.E when roughly off Cape San Tome. However, the new
This rather dangerous obstacle lies off the coast of Brazil
course was rather theoretical as very unfortunately the wind at about 18°S and consists of a group of five islets and some
came from the N.N.W at about 12 kts. and all we could rocks. All the islets are of coral formation, extremely rugged
manage was about 4 kts. towards the N.E. Morale was not
and devoid of any vegetation apart from a few palms and
helped by an increase in the contrary current strength to around
bushes. Comparatively shallow banks extend for a further
1.6 kts. as we were now well and truly in the Brazil current.
90 miles out to into the South Atlantic from the eastermost
The log entries for the 29th and 30th January refer to
group of rocks. There is a channel, the Canal dos Abrolhos,
numerous tacks with the wind gradually swinging between N
for shallow draught vessels which permits one to steer
and N.E. Plaintive cries from the crew about what happened
through the archipelago and avoid the long journey around.
to the S.E trades were brushed aside with the reply that every The archipelago is surrounded by dangers and many
child knew that these gradually went around to the E and then uncharted shoals exist in its vicinity in addition to the very
to the N.E as they crossed the South Atlantic and that all
large number already charted. While the Canal dos Abrolhos
would be well after Salvador. Needless to say, I continued to is 10 miles wide, the uncharted areas -- and remember coral
have difficulty with Davy McBride who most unreasonably
reefs grow very quickly -- are such that the actual safe
persisted in asking why the hell winds coming from the N.E
channel is only about 2 miles wide. It takes about 15 miles
were called S.E trades and later on, when we were N of the
of reasonable care before all dangers are cleared. As our
Equator he harassed us with mutters about the idiocy of
E.T.A. in the actual channel was around midnight on
ascribing the title N.E trades to winds which were manifestly February 1st we prepared for an interesting night. One of
coming from the S.E. However, by January 31st the wind had
the problems with Sat Nav is, of course, that actual fixes
shifted sufficiently to the E to allow us to lay a course for in the equatorial region are infrequent and that therefore
the Abrolho Archipelago, managing about 6.5 kts. with the on occasions such as our Abrolhos passage, it is necessary
help of the engine. Quite unexpectedly and completely contrary to line oneself up on the correct track well in time and
to the pilot book and the pilot charts the Brazil current had coincidental with at least one good Sat Nav fix. Actually,
decided to give us a miss on that date and we were unable we also managed to get a good star fix when about 25 miles
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from the Abrolhos before beginning the run in. Our passage
was helped by a clear night and exactly at midnight we were
abeam of the lighthouse on one of the islands skirting the
channel.
After a further 15 miles of maintaining a heading of
exactly 0°T we cleared the channel, which has a minimum
depth of 5 metres, and commenced the easy and enjoyable
last 200 miles of our passage to Salvador. From the Abrolhos
to Salvador the course is almost N and with the wind still
coming from the N.E we had a very easy and quite rapid
trip, arriving in Salvador harbour early in the morning of
February 3rd, another of our by now traditional night
arrivals. We again encountered no current worth mentioning
25 or 30 miles off the coast.
Salvador lies on the Baia de Todos os Santos (All Saints’
Bay) and what with the lights of the city and that of ships
and oilrigs within the Bay a certain amount of care has to
be taken by reference to the lighthouse at the Ponta (point)
of Santo Antonio not to hold too far to the east where there
is a shallow bank including some wrecks. One of these
wrecks, at present being recovered by archaeologists, is the
60-gun Sacramento, which sank here in 1668 with the loss
of more than 500 lives.7
The harbour of Salvador consists of two breakwaters. A
detached breakwater, seven and a half cables long, runs
roughly parallel with the shore in a SSW-NNE direction
about three or four cables offshore.
This harbour is not really a good place to anchor a yacht
as the Brazilian navy, which runs a Command Centre along
the shore, imposes considerable restrictions and dinghy
access from yachts to and from the shore via the breakwater
is not permitted at night. The answer to the problem is not
to anchor in the harbour at all but to stop at the Salvador
Yacht Club which is just around the corner from the Ponta
Santo Antonio lighthouse on the way into the bay. The Club
is extremely friendly, there is a beautiful olympic size
swimming pool and a very, very good restaurant. All parts
of Salvador are within easy reach. The only snag is that the
place is quite tidal and there are two to three knot currents
so the anchoring a hundred yards or so offshore has to be
pretty secure.
We spent an exceedingly pleasant few days in this
picturesque old city which was the capital of Brazil until Rio
de Janeiro took over in 1763. Salvador was a major centre
for the African slave trade and people of all colours and
shades jostle each other here, from snow white to coal black.
Wrinkled old negro women with white hair and occasionally
a clay pipe in the jaw the shape of a bag of skin; young
mulatto girls with beautiful bearing and perfect figures. Big
powerful negroes and swarms and swarms of youngsters.
This population mixture is responsible for the folkways,
costumes and very distinctive food for which Salvador is
justly famous.
A feature of Salvador is its division into a lower quarter
which lies at the foot of a cliff and comprises the port,
commercial district and adjoining residential zones and an
upper level comprising the old town (known as Bahia in the
olden days) and linked to each other by an elevator which
lifts passengers 234 feet. The upper city is the interesting
part and is largely preserved in beautiful and richly decorated
churches in Brazil. One will also find a number of market
places selling every conceivable type of goods: sugar, bread,
tobacco, crockery, household goods, fruits and vegetables
and pretty well anything else one might think of. There was,
of course, the usual language problem but luckily Gerry
Kavanagh knew of an excellent young English speaking
guide who proved invaluable during our sojourn in the city,
which had over a million inhabitants.8
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The first few days were largely spent fighting with
bureaucracy, revictualling the boat and getting rid of a most
unwelcome passenger. Some days after leaving Rio we
detected some signs that there was a rat on board and this
dangerous discovery necessitated a lot of extra washing and
other precautions when preparing meals. We presumed that
the rat got aboard while the boat was on the hard for antifouling a couple of weeks before departure. As soon as we
landed in Salvador the crew headed into town with the
Portuguese for "rat" and "trap" on pieces of paper as well
as a drawing of a trap and within a couple of hours we were
able to deploy no less than eight traps and a day later we
duly caught and "liquidated" our most evil looking
travelling companion. Luckily, there was only one solitary
rat and we had no further problems during the rest of our
journey.
Our struggle with bureaucracy took quite a bit longer and
was correspondingly more tedious notwithstanding the fact
that Brazilians are almost always extremely courteous in
their dealings with strangers. Conor O’Brien sailing this
coast in 1923 in Saoirse already discovered that "It is
essential to have an agent. No one man, especially a stranger,
could do all the paper work required". (6) Modern Brazil
has improved a little, but perhaps not all that much. It took
two days of repeated visits to the Federal Police (Polizia
Federal), continuous protestations of innocence and injured
surprise and all the linguistic prowess of Alexandre, our
guide, to persuade the cops not to send us back to Rio. Our
problem was that when leaving a Brazilian port it is essential
to obtain an exit pass (Passe de Saida) from the Federal
Police, which gives details of the next port of call, and then
to obtain a further exit pass from the port authority
(Capitania dos Portos) before proceeding on one’s journey.
When arriving at the next port the Capitania must be visited
forthwith and he must be shown the Passe de Saida from
the Capitania of the previous port. One must then proceed
to the Polizia Federal and show them the police Passe de
Saida from the previous port. Unfortunately, we had
omitted to obtain the required exit pass from the federal
police in Rio port authority, this omission causing no end
of trouble. Subsequent travellers please be warned!
Salvador -- Cape S. Roque -- Fortaleza
After less than five busy yet unforgettable days in
Salvador we reluctantly once more set sail at 01.10 L.T. for
our next port of call, Fortaleza in North Brazil, 750 miles
away. February 8th is Gerry Kavanagh’s birthday and the

occasion was duly celebrated with a birthday cake produced
by Francy who by now was permanently down to two rings
on her electric cooker! Our course, N.E took us right into
the wind and we now had to pay the price for the
comparatively free wind we had towards the latter part of
our trip to Salvador, which took us relatively far to the W.
However, we managed to soldier on about fifty miles
offshore with the help of both engines and sail at an average
speed over the ground of about 5 knots, very conscious of
the fact that we must not let the wind or current set us in
too far towards the shore on our left as this consists of many
coral reefs all the way up the coast and extending quite far
out to sea. The next day, February 9th we began to feel the
effects of a half-knot current behind us as we came abeam
of the town of Aracaju. This was rather surprising as all
charts and pilot books refer to the prevalence of the S going
Brazil current in this area. However, we were fairly close
to a somewhat concave shaped coast and it is probable that
the Brazil current, which can have a speed of up to 2 knots,
causes an inshore back eddy in this area. Later during the
day the wind freed us by going a bit more E and our average
speed increased to 6.5 knots.
Early in the morning on Friday, February 10th, when off
Maceio, we changed course from NE to NNE thus getting
a little bit more benefit from the freeing wind. The halfknot current was still with us and we were making almost
7 knots. Around lunchtime, when we were supposedly about
50 miles offshore, I was called by the watchkeeper and
informed that there was a lighthouse ahead.On my
indignantly denying such a possibility the lighthouse changed
into an oil-rig. After a further ten minutes the oil-rig became
a large ship which, much to our surprise, was stated by
Aiden Jameson to be wearing Irish shipping colours. As we
had met no other shipping in the previous 1,000 miles we
became extremely enthusiastic about the prowess of our Irish
merchant fleet in venturing so far from home waters.
Unfortunately Aiden rapidly deflated us by pointing out that
the ship was the Slaney Venture which is one of the ships
chartered by Irish Shipping from owners in Hong Kong and
now unfortunately sub-chartered out at only a fraction of
her cost. We called her up on the VHF and they were pretty
surprised to meet an Irish Yacht in those waters. However,
as the ship flew the Panamanian flag and was manned by
a Chinese crew under Indian officers the divine spark never
entered into our exchange of courtesies. What a great pity!
Later that evening we were off the great Brazilian city of
Recife and the picturesque old town of Olinda which
preceded Recife by many hundreds of years. The time was
opportune to call up Olinda Radio and ask them to put
through some calls home to Ireland. In general we found
the Brazilian Radio operators most courteous and helpful
once contact had been established and there was usually at
least one operator in each station with a fairly good
knowledge of English. Once they cottoned on to the fact
that we required Irlanda and not Holanda, calls home were
set up within a few minutes and were of excellent quality.
Our course now lay more and more northerly and we were
able to do about 7 knots in beautiful weather and a beam
wind. Early on the 1 lth we reached a position off Cabedelo
where we had made our original landfall last August when
arriving from Europe and crossed our previous track. The
course now changed towards N.N.W. as we headed for Cape
S. Roque and the corner of the continent. We briefly
considered returning to the beautiful island of Fernando de
Noronha 230 miles towards the N.W but as this would have
taken us pretty well into the wind and and the current which
is very strong in this area, we decided to forego the pleasure.
We were, after all not on a cruise but on a passage!
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A glance at any chart will show the importance of these
waters to merchant shipping. Conversely they inevitably
became a happy hunting ground for corsairs, privateers,
cruisers and finally U-Boats seeking fat prizes. The
Confederate Alabama alone captured 14 Federal
merchantmen along here during the Civil War! (15)
Rounding Cape S. Roque -- in the dark, of course, as
usual -was for me the outstanding moment of our journey, perhaps
only to be compared with our visit to SS. Peter & Paul’s
rocks in mid-Atlantic last August. While for the seaman it
in no way compares with the difficulties of, for example,
Cape Horn, Cape S. Roque is nonetheless one of the great
capes on this earth and is of crucial importance to the climate
across most of the globe including the weather here in
Ireland.
Cape S. Roque is where the great south equatorial current
which is driven across from Africa by the S.E. trade winds,
suddenly becomes partly obstructed by land. A small part
of these gigantic masses of surface water turns left and,
running in a S.W. direction down the coast of Brazil in the
opposite direction to which we had been travelling, forms
the Brazil Current. By far the greater portion of the current
continues N of Cape S. Roque in a WNW direction, where
it heats up a sort of gigantic equatorial cauldron, storing
enormous quantities of heat and eventually piling up to a
measurable extent in the Gulf of Mexico. This head of water
is the main cause of the flow of the Gulf Stream, starting
through the Florida Strait, the only possible exit.9
It is therefore very much on the cards that if there is a
small southward displacement of the pattern of the
prevailing South East Trades, the westward moving S
equatorial current will be similarly displaced and the
proportion going into the two branches of Cape S. Roque
altered ultimately to the Gulf Stream.
Such a southward displacement of the ocean current
pattern seems certain to have occurred in previous ice ages
and can be traced in more recent periods of cold climate.
Recovery from this situation may then require a period of
unusual warmth over wide areas of the tropical Atlantic.~°
For centuries Cape S. Roque proved a formidable obstacle
to sailing ships heading from Europe for Rio de Janeiro,
Buenos Aires or Cape Horn. By straying too far to the W
after leaving the Canaries there was a grave danger that a
ship might be swept still further to the W on reaching the
Doldrums and eventually end up on the wrong side of Cape
S. Roque with the impossible task of trying to beat back

around the corner against the wind and current. The only
thing to do under these circumstances was to go back to the
Azores and start again. History does not relate what
happened to the navigator! For centuries the only answer
was to stay over at the African shore and keep heading S
or in fact SSE on the starboard tack until almost the equator,
only changing over to the port tack and heading for South
America when well inside the S.E. trade winds. The literature
is full of warnings of the problems of getting past Cape S.
Roque. Such an experienced hydrographer as Dampier,
writing in his "Discourses"
after he gave up buccaneering as a bad job states "...for
there are so many things which make that a difficult cape
to pass, that hardly any man would try to do it, but at a
distance.’’lj The Admiralty’s "Ocean Passages for the
World" to this day carry the same warning~2 and such an
experienced sailor as the late Dr.Pye, rigidly adhered to this
routing.13 As against this wealth of tradition, the well
known American Navy hydrographer Matthew Fontaine
Maury in the middle of the last century suggested on the
basis of his investigations of the currents and winds in the
central Atlantic that a different and more direct routing
which would bring one in safely S of Cape S. Roque and
in the process save about 700 miles. Before setting off on
our trip to South America last September we located
accounts of a number of sailing ships which had in fact
successfully used Maury’s proposed route~4 and then
followed it ourselves without any trouble in Verna, saving
an estimated 650 miles in the process.
Within ten miles of the coast the area is studded with reefs,
sandbanks and the remains of wrecks and because of the
uncertain strength of the westgoing current it is advisable
to stay well outside the ten fathom line in rounding the cape
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and keep a good eye on the echosounder. This we did and
at 01.21 L.T. We had the loom of the Cape Calcanhar
lighthouse clearly visible on the beam and were on our way
on a W.N.W. heading. For some reason the wind which had
until then been kind to us died and we had to switch on the
engine. During the course of the following morning things
improved and we were once more able to sail, heading
straight for Fortaleza,initally about 25 miles offshore and
gradually approaching the shore sloping out towards us as
we neared Fortaleza. The current along here, corresponding
to our position rather near the shore and out of the main
equatorial current ranged from 0.8 knots to 0.5 knots as we
got nearer to Fortaleza. For once we were approaching our
destination in daylight and were able to observe that the
coast consisted of sandy beaches backed by sandhills covered
by low vegatation and further back some small hills up to
300 ft. high. We arrived in Fortaleza harbour, called Porto
de Mucuripe, at 13.45 L.T. A chart of the harbour is useful
as there are a number of reefs near some of the possible
anchorages.
The modern harbour consists of two breakwaters running
parallel in an approximately WNW direction from the land
with silos and other facilities on shore. There is too much
traffic here for yachts and we anchored in the fishing port
area S of the inner breakwater and just outside one of the
reefs. There is a small yacht club on shore which, as usual,
very kindly offered us it’s facilities except that they were
not too keen that visitors should use their comparatively
small swimming pool.
We were surrounded by the wonderfully shaped local
fishing boats known as Jangeda which we had already
admired so much in Cabedelo on our way down to Rio and
some of which we had met 30 or 40 miles out at sea on our

a good boost and ranged up from 1 knot near Fortaleza to
almost 2 knots off the coast of French Guiana and then
gradually declined to around 0.5 knots between Barbados
and St. Lucia. We were sailing a straight thumb line course
from Fortaleza to St. Lucia and by staying further out we
could probably have picked up even more of a current.
However, such a manoeuvre would have to be judged very
judiciously as there is a fairly thin dividing line between the
N.W South Equatorial Current and the Equatorial Countercurrent flowing in the opposite direction another little bit
further out. As a result of the favourable winds and currents
we began to average a fairly high speed over the ground,
our best 24 hour run being 210.7 nm, an average of 8.78 kts.
On Friday, 17th, two days out from Fortaleza, we had
a rather strange experience at 10.30 L.T. (13.30 z). Our
position was 0° 40’S, 42°26’W, 40 miles S of the Equator
and about 110 miles from the nearest land near Sao Luis.
We were well in the South Equatorial current doing a speed
over the ground of 7.9 kts. of which the current accounted
for 1.2 kts. The wind was coming in our beam from the N.E
at about 15 kts. and there was a gentle swell coming in from
the same direction. According to the chart the depth of water
in our position, which had just been accurately fixed by Sat
Nav, was well over 1,000 fathoms and probably nearer to
2,000 fathoms. The sun was shining and the visibility was
perfectly clear. We suddenly saw considerable overfalls a
mile or two ahead and perhaps a mile to port of our track.
A quick check on the chart showed that there was no way
we could be near the dangerous Manoel Luis Reef which
dries two feet but was at least 100 miles away to the W.
Shortly afterwards we also observed similar overfalls to
starboard and after proceeding for a while between these
two lines of highly irregular breakers, which looked like the
sort of tide rips you can see off Portland Bill on a fairly
quiet day, they closed in on us from both sides and we
continued through this overfall area for the next hour. By
11.30 L.T. (14.30 z) we had left the disturbed area behind us.
Needless to say we were extremely puzzled by our
experience. After our return I consulted some eminently
authoritative sources on the question of seaquakes or
volcanic activity but was informed that this was most
unlikely in the area in question. I am not entirely convinced
by these views as some potential instability in the seabed is
indicated by two 400 fathom soundings only 20 miles to the
E of our position and an even more extraordinary peak
reported in 1968 90 miles to seaward from our position, were
the depth is only 39 fathoms in an area of general depth
of more than 2,000 fathoms.
On following the matter up further I discovered that our
experience with these "tide rips" was, in fact, not all that
unusual. Captain Blythe, sailing in the Central Atlantic in
the Bounty, reported a sudden "violent rippling in the sea"
behind him ’which had very much the appearance of
breakers". He ascribes the probable cause to a large school
of fish, but states "If it had appeared ahead of us, instead
of astern, I should certainly have tacked to avoid it. To such
appearances I attribute the account of many shoals within
the tropics, which cannot be found anywhere but in
maps".16 Humboldt was the first man who, to my
knowledge, attempted to find a reason for the phenomenon
which he himself experienced on his journey to South
America and ascribed to a "conflict of currents".~6
Maury also deals with the matter at length and writes that
"these tide rips sometimes move along with a roaring noise,
like rifts over rocks in rivers, and the inexperienced navigator
always expects to find his vessel drifted by them a long way
out of a course: but when he comes to cast up his reckoning
the next day at noon, he remarks with surprise that no

way to Fortaleza. They are quite an amazing sight when met
at sea, as all one can see initally is a sail but no hull. On
closer inspection two or three men appear to be standing
in a boat full of water. The vessels look weird and consist
of a few logs of very light wood bound together with a plank
down the middle to serve as a keel for beating. They carry
a mast with a very big light sail and the crew sit on high
seats or wade in the water which is constantly washing over
the logs. The helmsman uses a primitive oar thrust down
between two logs. The crew sleep at night in a hammock
stretched between the seats. They are an incredible sight,
extremely fast and their owners seem to have no hesitiation
to take them a day’s more sailing distance from their home
port. It is fascinating to see them riding the surf right up
to the beach when they come home at night.
As we were surrounded by dozens of these boats, all with
brown skinned figures watching our every move, the
question of security arose. The yacht club informed us that
a number of visiting yachts had been broken into and that
it is, therefore, very important to shut the yacht up and to
reinforce this by putting a marinero on board when going
ashore in the evening. They told us that there were even
instances of yachts being entered while the owners were
asleep. We therefore rigged up a mighty boobytrap system
consisting of strings, pots and pans, nails etc. the net result
of which was that we were all woken up by a quite fantastic
crash early in the morning as one of the crew tried to go
on deck! We had no theft problems on Verna but did take
the precaution of putting two marineros on board in the
evening (at a fee of £1.50 for five hours!)
We spent a very pleasant two and a half days in Fortaleza,
which with a population of around 1 million is the largest
city in North Brazil. Salvador is, of course, much more
picturesque but Fortaleza made up for this by producing
the best lobsters any of us had ever eaten. We afterwards
found out that the place is famous for its shellfish. The city
was, in parts, quite modern and we did not observe the same
degree of poverty as in Rio or Salvador although it must
have been there seeing that there is such an exodus from
N Brazil to the S.
On this occasion we had no problems with bureaucracy
and clocked in the out with the Polizia Federal 1 km from
the yacht club in the main port and the Capatania, 3 km
from the yacht club in the other direction, without any
difficulties.
Fortaleza -- Amazon -- St. Lucia
In the afternoon of February 15th it was time to start on
the 1700 mile non-stop passage to St. Lucia. Our course
would gradually diverge from the South American coast and
as we sailed into the night we said goodbye to Fortaleza and
the beautiful beaches around the city which we had been
unable to explore and to Brazil in general. The next land
we would see would be the island of Barbados just before
getting to St. Lucia. We, therefore, took the opportunity
of making some last minute phone calls home to Ireland
through the kind offices of the very cooperative Fortaleza
Radio.
With the exception of a few days in the Doldrums the
sailing now became more and more glorious with first of
all the S.E trades and later on, after the Equator, the N.E
trades, the first on our quarter and the latter, more
boisterously, on our beam. It was wonderful to be sailing
along for day after day, mostly in a glorious sunshine and
with the wind usually around about 20 knots, gusting up
to 25 knots. In the ten days it took us to travel the 1700
nm to St. Lucia the South Equatorial current also gave us
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current has been felt".~s In our case we were lucky to get
quite a number of Sat Nav fixes within a short space of time
and it was clear that here too, there had been absolutely no
deviation from course.
At 21.25 z on the same evening we crossed the Equator.
For most of the crew this was the second crossing in four
months but for the benefit of Davy and Francy McBride,
Neptune came aboard accompanied by his constable to
examine the crew list and arrange for a formal investigation
on the following morning.
The Amazon Estuary lies on the Equator and by the
evening of the 19th this was abeam of us about 150 miles
to port and we were, in a sense, following in the tracks of
Vincent Pinzon and his little carvel nearly 500 years before
us. It is important to stay offshore around here to avoid
the extremely confused seas which arise when 170,000
million million gallons per hour hit the open sea on a front
of 150 miles. This problem is further aggravated during the
rainy season from January to June when the torrential rain
which sometimes continues non-stop for weeks, causes entire
trees and floating islands of debris to be swept out to sea.~9
It is fascinating to think that instead of continuing our
journey along the N coast of South America we could have
cut inland up the Amazon, up its Rio Negro tributary, along
the 200 mile natural canal Casiqiare in Colombia, which
connects the Amazon and the Orinoco, and then down the
Orinoco to its mouth in Venezuela just opposite Trinidad
and from there have reached St. Lucia in a couple of days
sailing. Humboldt who, more than anyone else, is
responsible for the exploration of this whole area showed

End of Journey -- St. Lucia. Photo M. O’Reilly
50 feet. The tidal situation in this area is extremely uncertain
and wind dependent and before spring tides, tidal bores
called Pororca consisting of waves up to 8 foot high, whose
roaring sound can be heard at a distance of up to 6 miles,
fill the whole mouth of the river at a velocity of anything
up to 15 kts. To add to all this fun, sudden squalls called
Paras, occur in the afternoon in the Amazon Delta and we
are certainly able to vouch for their suddenness.
Off the mouth of the Amazon the brisk N.E winds we
had previously enjoyed were interrupted for a while by cloud

Jangeda Fishing boat. Photo M. O’Reilly
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in 1800 that this could be done by travelling all the way up
the Orinoco, across the Canal Casiquiare and a few hundred
miles down the Amazon.20 This route would surely be a
worthy objective for a first time I.C.C passage if not a
Whitsun Rally.
The mouth of the Amazon consists of two main arms,
the Rio Amazonas and the Rio Para, with numerous very
large islands in between. The winds are generally moderate
in July and August but during the remainder of the year
there can be violent gusts know as Marajos. During the rainy
season from January to June there is not only the additional
water from the rains but the water melting in the Andes in
August and September reaches the mouth at the same time.
The fresh N.E winds in this area tend to back up the river
and cause vast inundations with water level rises of up to

and lots of continuous rain and the log states "apart from
temperature, might as well be in Ireland". The winds became
changeable, at times going around the clock. We also
experienced a few Para squalls which consist of extremely
sudden 40 knot winds lasting for perhaps five minutes and
intense rain. At the end of the squalls the wind would go
back to the normal 20 kts. N.E. This sort of variable weather
with lots of cloud, particularly in the afternoon, persisted
for about two days but after that we were truly in the N.E
trades romping away through extremely large but very long
seas, quite glorious and unforgettable sailing.
We saw our first land in nine days when we made our
landfall off South Point, Barbados, on a lovely afternoon
on February 24th and we were off Cape Moule a Chique
light at the S end of St. Lucia early in the morning on
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February 25th. Our long journey was coming to an end. All
that remained was to sail the 30 miles or so up the W side
of the island to our destination in Rodney Bay. It was really
a most satisfactory finish, the blue sea sparkling in the
morning sunshine, the green island looked friendly and the
crew extremely pleased with our performance since
Fortaleza. We had covered the 1700 nm at an average speed
of almost 7.4 knots. Of this distance the current had
contributed almost 250 nm and the wind and our sails had
done the rest.
Watchkeeping routines had been the same as on the way
to Rio, namely two-man watches at night time for company
and safety and one-man watches during the day. As the
automatic pilot failed only at rare intervals for short periods,
watchkeeping was not exactly a strain. Thanks to Francy’s
planning and splendid improvisation during some crises with
our cooker, we fed royally. Billy Cuffe-Smith once more
acted as Safety Officer but fortunately his various abandon-

ship bags and other precautions were not needed. All in all
it was a pretty good show and we had travelled 3500 miles
and seen a lot of the world in less than a month. At the same
time some thought ought to be spared for the cartographers,
many of them Irish, whose excellent and wonderful efforts
at the beginning of the 19th century permit sailors to
undertake long trips such as ours with impunity. Particular
thanks are I feel due to the Navan Rector’s son, Admiral
Beaufort, the father of the Admiralty chart, and the team
of brilliant hydrographers he sent out to chart the seven seas.
The success of our own journey was safeguarded by another
Irishman, Captain Fitzroy, who charted the east coast of
South America on Beaufort’s instructions and Richard
Owen, who charted the Caribbean.
St. Lucia turned out to be quite lovely and came up to
all our expectations of the West Indies. Billy thought that
it was very similar to Hawaii. Unfortunately, the place is
very poor although prices of food and anything else are very
much higher than in Brazil. Rodney Bay, our objective, is
a beautiful haven on the N.W side of St. Lucia from where
the French island of Martinique is clearly visible. In the old
days there was a lot of fighting in this area between the
British and the French and the island changed hands on 14
occasions which accounts for the fact that so many places
have French names. Both Rodney and De Grasse made their
names here.
A narrow channel leads from Rodney Bay to a large manmade lagoon with about 8 feet of water throughout. Within
the lagoon there are moorings and ample facilities and
Steven’s yachts have a large marina and Trade Wind
Charters also provide moorings and other facilities. It is
therefore a very good and safe place to park one’s boat.
Customs and immigration procedures are quite simple but
have to follow a definite bureaucratic pattern, in the absence
of which there can be trouble. In this connection Street’s
excellent cruising guide to the eastern Caribbean should be
a obligatory reading before visiting these islands.(2~)
After a few days of St. Lucia sunshine we sadly bade
Verna goodbye. In six months she had carried some of us
more than 8500 miles. In all this time we never had a
moment’s qualm about her seaworthiness. She had provided
us with a splendid base for a great adventure and we were
truly grateful.

From Rio de Janeiro
To
Salvador
To
Fortaleza
To
St. Lucia

Distance Time
(nm)
(h)

Average
Speed
(kts)

725
763
1727

5.2
5.8
7.35

3215
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"THE ISLANDS OF SHEEP
AND THE ROCK OF
PAUL -FHE HERMIT.

\ \\\

The Faroes have always fascinated Members of the I.C.C.
and our Annuals contain many well-documented accounts
of our sailors’ voyages to this remote archipelago. These
are islands which have a close association with ancient
Ireland and they may indeed have been first discovered by
the Irish anchorites. It is certain that the Irish occupation
of the Faroe Islands pre-date their Viking occupation, a fact
which is graciously acknowledged by todays’ Faroese
inhabitants. But the Irish monks were driven out by the
Norwegian sea-farers, probably at the close of the 8th
century. It is likely, that apart from the anchorites, who
inhabited the remote areas, the main islands were inhabited
by a Celtic population which continued to live there after
the settlement of the Norsemen.
Dicuil, writing De Mensura Orbis Terrie in Circa 825 gives
this remarkably accurate description:"a trustworthy priest told me that he had sailed
for two summer days and one intervening night
in a little boat with two twarts (two pairs of oars)
and landed on one of these islands which lie to
the North of Britain. These islands are, for the
most part, small; nearly all are divided from one
another by narrow sounds and upon them the
anchorites, who proceeded from our Scotia (i.e.
Ireland), have lived here for about 100 years. But
as since the beginning of the world they have
always been deserted so they are now, by reason
of the Northman pirates, emptied of anchorites
but full of innumerable sheep and a great number
of different kinds of sea-birds".
We set off from Howth some minutes after midnight on
Saturday 4th August. The wind was N F.4. and it rained
till dawn - all in all the only small piece of unpleasant sailing
during the next three weeks at sea. Paul Cooper, who has
shipped aboard for the Greenland Trip and some wanderings
in Spain, was with us. Pat Colleran who spent the last two
summers in Greenland and John Harbison who last cruised
with me in Scotland aboard my father’s Moon face in 1954,
made up the full compliment.
The winds stayed northerly between Howth and the Butt
of Lewis and it took a fairly patient 3 days and 21 hours
to cover 340 miles in which time we logged 433 miles. This
was a good testing period for J. Hab who, as a sailor, was
designed by the Almighty to anchor each night in the small
ports of Brittany and to refuel with platefulls of crustaceons
and beakers of Armagnac. Nevertheless the gallant doctor
had passed through the Sea of the Hebrides and the Minches
without complaint, although he must have been saddened
to see so many snug little Scottish ports slip by. One or two
little irritations in calm weather, as our bold pathologist put
us head to wind and through it, made me regret that I had
not stowed "Sailing for little Beginners" published by
Ladybird Books. But these were soon over and J.Hab
learned and accepted the Shardana ways. He was even seen
giving himself a voluntary body wash c~n the foredeck,

something which has never happened to the Harbison body
in some thirty years of cruising.
Eating aboard this year was, for the first seven days at
least, one of our most pleasurable experiences. Our ice box
had been lined with three cartons of chemical dried ice. Ms.
Belinda Murphy’s excellent preparations were placed on top
of this, one feast for each of the seven days. The precise
contents of each were listed and priced on Belinda’s modest
account. For example:- "Navarian Lamb. Lamb £3.40;
turnips .42p; puree .38p; carrots .74p; stock etc. 2Op; onions
.52p; veg £1.18; TOTAL £6.84"
And here was a meal to silence four hungry mariners.
Mariners planning voyages in future years should take note
of this girl’s name. Anyone who is honest enough to price
ingredients, such as turnips, at .42p, is worthy of support,
and even a most diligent search is unlikely to produce
comparable quality.
As we passed the Butt of Lewis the sun set and a slight
breeze filled in from the S. I remembered vividly the feeling
of apprehension which we shared aboard Shardana I, in 1974
when we first sailed to the Faroes. The passage to Akraberg
Head was a sleepless one for me. I did not trust the
helmsman, I did not believe the compass, nor the D.F. and
at night I was fairly certain that someone had shifted the
pole star. In spite of all these misgivings the one piece of
advice which kept me from going to pieces altogether, was
the sage words of the late Rory O’Hanlon:"sure John won’t you just do what you normally
do, keep on sailing until you get there".
Many miles of water have passed under our keel since
Rory spoke those words but it is only recently that I have
understood their true meaning. Accumulated experience
does nurture a little confidence and great peace of mind.
There was just one problem on this occasion and it was

:~%1~-,~ ~- "

’the rhubarb crumble has us cleaned out within the hour"
Belinda’s ultimnate triumph -- a rhubarb crumble fit for
the first prize at any international rhubarb crumble show.
It had been demolished with more than the usual number
of oohs and aahs, but the fiendish pathologist, who is never
content to leave words like ooh and aah alone, started to
describe, in detail, just what rhubarb does to the innards.
The effect was devasting on your four matelots who were
completely cleaned out within the hour. There are new lights
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"The mighty bird cliffs of Streymoy". Photo Paul Cooper
on Rona and on Sula Sgeir which are a great comfort to
the mariner and behind us a big, fat, well-fed, yellow moon
lifted itself slowly from the horizon, skywards. For a while
the genoa was boomed out and then the spinnaker was set.
We started to travel and when you realise that the Butt of
Lewis was logged abeam at 21.OO on Tuesday 7th August
and that we were abeam of Akraberg (Faroes most southern
headland) at 06.35 on Thursday 9th August, you can
appreciate that, although the Faroes are remote, they are
not really very far away. As we cleared the headland we
picked up the Litla Dimun and the Stora Dimun just to the
North of Suduroy, two magnificent pieces of Faroese rock
which had made such an indelible impression in 1974.We
entered Trangisvaagfjord on Suduroy and tied up at
Tvoroyri at 09.05 on Thursday 9th August. Tvoroyri is
quite well supplied with food stuffs and is an excellent port
for fuel and water. Showers were available at the Hotel at
2 kr. per person. At 11.OO we set off into the mountains
to stretch sea-cramped legs and we returned at 17.OO after
a magnificient walk up and across the hills of Suduroy.
Peeping through a cloud at the Litla Dimun from the clifftops is an unforgettable memory. We walked along the
ridges and descended to sea-level at the head of Trangisvaagfjord. As we strolled into Tvoroyri we noticed a small
home with a radar aerial scanning the seas from its gable
end. "Strange place for a radar aerial" said Paul. "He must
think the house is going to move". "It does in winter"
shouted a lovely blonde girl as she sped past us on her
bicycle.
"The Apostles". Photo Paul Cooper
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We left Trangisvaag at 11.OO on Friday 1Oth August.
The wind was S.S.W. and blew at between 30 and 35 knots.
We were bound for the island of Vagur and we slabbed in
three reefs and set the working jib. The sail was a dramatic
one, but what a pity that the swirling Atlantic mists obscured
some marvellous views of Skuvoy, Sandoy, Hestur and
Koltur. We carefully picked our way into Midvagur arriving
there at 17.50. We had travelled 35 miles.
Midvagur is a splendid harbour. It has a small marina and
many large fishing-boat piers. Like all Faroese ports, the
piers are lined with black tyres, so it is worthwhile trying
to berth alongside a fishing boat. There was considerable
activity in this port and since there were no facilities ashore
we decided to anchor off in the middle of the harbour.
After a quiet night, we left Midvagur at 11.OO on
Saturday IOth August. Soon the scenery was too good to
miss and everybody was up looking up at the mighty cliffs.
From time to time waterfalls jumped down into the sea,
caught in a watery sunlight, like thousands of silver shining
threads. We motored up the sound which seperates Vagur
from Streymoy. Green grass, punctuated by boulders and
by sheep, fails down the mountains to the waters edge and
there, swimming among the weed and boulders that seperate
grass from sea, were the Eider Duck. Mother, father and
a family of five or six plunging bravely in and out of the
surf. When you see these courageous little fellows in this
lonely and over-powering environment you have to admire
their pluck. For hundreds of years these brave little creatures
have been almost hunted to extinction by earth’s most
devasting and cowardly predator, Man! Spare them a
thought as you pull your eider-down over your head on a
cold and breezy winter’s night. There are surely other ways
of keeping warm!
We arrived at Vestmanna at 13.15 just in time for lunch,
except that there is no lunch in Vestmanna. We drank some
coffee and walked around this tiny and colourful town. Its
streets were quite empty - definitely the sort of place which
might have inspired Goldsmith, but occasionally a lace
curtain was drawn back. If you looked towards that window
the curtain hurriedly fluttered back into position. We
climbed above the town to the grass fields and here was life
-- men, women and children silently but diligently working
tiny grass plots, turning hay and hanging it on wire lines
to dry. The grass is an important crop. It provides the feed
for sheep which are housed in the village for winter.
We left Vestmanna at 14.30 and headed out into the
Atlantic. The wind was light and the air was crisp and clear.
The clouds passed lazily Over-head allowing the sunlight to
illuminate the cliff face and the valleys and mountains
behind them. The predominant green grasses changed their
shades in the sunlight, producing a magnificent spectacle
of differing colours, now and then divided by the bright
silver line of a waterfall, cascading over the cliffs, soon to
be lost in the mighty mass of the Atlantic Ocean below.
We were passing the renowned bird cliffs which run some
14 miles from S to N on the western seaface of Streymoy.
Whatever we might have thought about our first three ports
of call in the Faroes, these cliffs, which rise at places some
2,000 feet from the sea, made us realise that the
significance of cruising is not just about life in port. Sailing
a small boat so close to these giants was rewarding. We have
all been impressed by the might of the Cliffs of Moher on
Ireland’s west coast which rise to some 700 feet above sea
level. The Streymoy Cliffs require a different perspective,
particularly if you are no more than a cable away from their
base.
At the N end of Streymoy and just before you cross the
entrance to the fjord which separates Streymoy from

Eysturoy, there are two most unusual stacks, rising some
300 feet above the sea. The inner stack is known variously
as "The Women" and "The Apostles". It has two weathercarved human figures on it, one at the very top and the
second half way down the stack looking out to sea. The base
of the stack has a fairly large triangular hole which gives
one the impression that this entire rock phenomenon is
standing on legs. If you pass that way, take a close look
at the Apostles.
We rounded Esturoy’s N side and headed down Djupen
towards Lorvik with the high narrow island of Kalso on our
port hand. It was a bright, clear evening and the sound was
filled with small craft working longlines. I am sure that, it
is not an exaggeration, to say that there was as many as 150
small craft there and they were constantly hauling on their
lines and taking the catch from the hooks. When we arrived
at Lorvik at 21.15 we learned, to our surprise, that this was
the squid season, when millions of squid drift through the
sounds between the Islands, washed on their way by
impetuous Atlantic currents. Some fishermen left a bag full
of squid aboard for us and we gave them a few measures
of Paddy. Within minutes we found ourselves in a taxi being
driven all of 500 yards to Joquan’s (pronounced Jackvin)
house. We were greeted by Joquan’s wife Hallegard. It is
a custom in the Faroes that you remove your shoes at the
porch -- (Japanese style) before you enter the house. We
were seated in a large livingroom, tastefully decorated with
the very best of Danish furniture. We were offered a choice
of whisky, vodka or wine but we chose beer - 3°70 beer
brewed in the neighbouring town of Klaksvik. Although it
is weak it has a most pleasant flavour.
The discussion lasted well into the night and we learned
how well the Faroese economy has thrived in recent years.
There is no oil here and though there is some subvention
from Denmark, Joquan asserted that this was more than
amply repaid by the enormous number of imports from
Denmark. The Faroes are Denmark’s single largest export
customer. The high standard of living is achieved through
farming, fishing, and hard work. There is no unemployment
benefit in the Faroes and if you do not want to work, that
is your problem.
At 01.30 Hallegard ushered us into the kitchen for a feast
of Atlantic smoked salmon and prawns, and beautifully
fresh home make brown bread. We left Joquan and
Hallegard’s house at 03.00 and wandered back to the
harbour. A massive wall of protective boulders stretched
around the inner walls -- further evidence of the Faroese
economy forging ahead, without apology.
We left Lorvik at 11.00 on Sunday 12th August as the
Church bells rang out. Our next port of call was Klaksvik,
but we planned to approach it by a circuitous route. We
motored up Harald’s Sund which divides Kuno from Bordoy
and down Hvanna Sund which divides, or should divide,
Bordoy from Vidoy. We had noticed an irritating little
squiggle on the chart down the middle of the sound but,
it never occurred to us that the sound was not navigable.
Sure enough, when we arrived at Norodepi there was the
occasional motorcar driving straight across a solid causeway.
This meant a further detour but it also afforded us an
opportunity of seeing more of the Faroes. We rounded
Enniberg on Vidoy, which is themost northern point in the
Faroes. We looked across to the remote island of Fugloy.
The cliffs on Vidoy were dramatically sheer with occasional
ledges of grass. Incredibly, on some of the ledges, sheep were
grazing away. How they got there or indeed how they will
get back again, is a complete mystery.
As we approached Svinoysund, the tide fairly rattled
through against us. And there on Fugloy, perched above

the landing stage, was the tiny village of Kirkja looking
lonely and vulnerable. We remembered Joquan’s words of
last night: "the Faroese boatmen never have to go against
the stream. They know and work the shore eddies". We
hugged the shore of Vidoy but were pushed out into the
stream to avoid small outcrops of rock stretching out from
the cliff base. We moved across to the Svinoy side. It is
correct that you can make progress against the Atlantic tide
in the sounds of the Faroes and we had proved this in
Haraldsund. You would have to know the shoreline of
Svinoysund very well indeed to take real advantage of the
eddies there.
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Mountaineering Sheep of the Faroes
The stream delayed us and it was just getting dark when
we tied alongside one of the piers in the huge natural harbour
of Klaksvik. It was 22.35 and Oddmar and Anne-Marie JuulSamuelson came aboard. Pat had met Oddmar in 1977 when
he called here aboard a French yacht.
We left Shardana at midnight to join Oddmar and AnneMarie at their house, to learn more of the Faroese way of
life. It was an evening of song, of discussion and of whiskey.
Again, we were given massive helpings of delicious Atlantic
smoked salmon. Oddmar told us that it was not so long ago
that most of the Faroese lived in stone houses with no floors,
sharing their accommodation with the animals. A doleful
Swedish sea-shanty crackled on the gramophone, as
Oddmar’s loud baritone voice overwhelmed the original
singer. The verse was so slow and so sad that Oddmar had
time to translate it for us. This, and many other songs of
the evening told the story of the old seaman dying far away
from the native soil and it told of the hardships of the
fishermen fishing off the shores of Svalbard, Jan Mayen
and Greenland in the winter months. "It is the same today
-- our fishermen are there now", said Oddmar, and to
illustrate the point further, he told us with considerable
pride, that the Harbour Master in Singapore, is Faroese.
We were seated in Oddmar’s magnificent livingroom and
all the magic of discussion and sad sea-shanties suddenly
evaporated. Anne-Marie flicked up a blind on one of the
small windows and there it was, the dreaded daylight -birdsong and all. It was 07.30.
We bid fond farewells to this engaging and informative
couple and galloped back to the boat to prepare for sea.
It was 10.00 on Monday 13th August before we got away
bound for the little island of Nolsoy, just 17 miles away.

Off Hoydik, we ran into some very heavy overfalls which
slowed progress but then the tide picked us up and sent us
flying down to Nolsoy. As we passed the N end of the island
the grass workers were out in force raking and turning the
grass.
Nolsoy is known as the boat-builder’s island. It is a
precious place to the Faroese, as it best reflects the old
traditions of the Island. We tied up at 13.30 and went for
a climb to the top of the island. We looked across the 3 miles
distance of Nolsoysund to Thorshavn, the Faroese capital.
One of the sons of Nolsoy had set off in July of this year
to row a small boat from the Faroes to Denmark. Twentyfour major firms had made quite a fuss of this hard man,
named Ove Joensen, by providing generous sponsorship.
Indeed, Oddmar was one of the luckless sponsors. A
brochure was published; it is an unique document which
illustrates some of Ove’s former achievements. I quote in
summary:"Hes stands alone is a true adventurer.
He had already visited more than 40 countries.
He was a fisherman of the coasts of Greenland,
Iceland and the Faroes Islands. This did not
satisfy this son of Vikings.
In command of a ship he was robbed by a
notorious gang of anarchists.
During this experience this young Faroese for
sometime indeed risked his life.
But also this problem was solved by him to
perfection.
At that time Ove met an American plutocrat
named Forbes who had just bought a yacht.
Ove was hired to command it to wander regions
in Far East."
With a write-up like that, who could fail? It seems that
Ove could and did! He rowed for seven days and was towed

into the Shetlands where he became a well-known patron
of the Queen’s bar in Lerwick. Anyone acquainted with the
Queen’s bar, will know that Ove’s rowing career is well and
truly over by now. Perhaps a passing plutocrat will come
to his rescue once again! The brochure concludes with the
following prophetic sentences:"No one can yet foretell how this drama will end
Neither can the person that plays the principle
part
In this vast game, the one and only - this son of
Vikings -- Ove Joensen.
From what we learned there are many other sons of
Vikings, including his sponsors, who would happily skin
Ove. If ever you read this account, Ove, take our advice
and tarry a little longer in the Queen’s bar.
We left Nolsoy at 15:30 and tied up alongside Warren
Brown’s War Baby at Thorshavn at 16:15. Warren Brown
is a renowned sailor, known to many members of the I.C.C.
He visited Crosshaven, Dun Laoghaire and Howth leaving
his own particular stamp on each of these ports. Since his
departure from Ireland he has completed a thoroughly
seamanlike voyage along the Norwegian Coast and thence
to Bear Island and to Spitzbergen, arriving at the romote
little Island of Moffen to the N of Spitzbergen. It was
pleasant to renew acquaintanceship with Warren and with
his crew including Skip, Trevor, and Gay. We met some of
the new arrivals including the irrepressible Charlie Berry and
an ornithologist named Peter. We also met two young
friends of Warren’s named John and Sandy.
In Thorshavn it was also a great pleasure to meet Arne
Arnskov the Deputy Governor who came aboard and, in
the gentlest manner, explained the Danish point of view.
This greatly helped to balance some of the more extravagent
claims made by Joquan and Oddmar.
At lunchtime we received a most pleasant invitation to

Shardana Dwarfed by War Baby and Laalia. Photo Paul Cooper
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the house of Michail Muller, a boat builder in Thorshavn.
Michail had built Ove’s rowing boat but he was not anxious
to talk to much about it. We visited the museum on the way
to lunch and we then sat down to a true Faroese meal.
Aquavit and smoked salmon, followed by Aquavit and
Faroese potatoes, Aquavit and whale steak and Aquavit and
whale blubber. The whale steak was good but J.Hab, who
is, by profession, skilled in the matter of cutting flesh, bent
his fork. The whale blubber was not at all manageable and
the Irish palate rejected it out of hand, much to the delight
of Michail’s pretty little three year old daughter, who wolfed
down the lot with great glee. Having seen the many artifacts
in the museum, it was interesting to talk to the men who
still hunt the whale, who are roped down the bird cliffs in
Spring to collect eggs and who herd the sheep from the cliff
edges in Autumn. Michail was the man they should have
chosen to row to Denmark. Later that afternoon we renewed
an old friendship with Sigurd Simonsen, the Director of the
Tourist Office who, with his wife Renata had been most kind
to us in 1974. It was of particular interest to meet Sigurd’s
and Renata’s smiling and happy son Bernhardt, who at the
age of one had joined us for dinner in his carrycot at the
Hotel Haffnia 10 years ago. Sigurd drove us inland to the
bridge which joins Esturoy to Streymoy. The sound between
these two islands is navigable with an 18 metres clearance
under the bridge but, if you wish to navigate this sound,

make sure that the current favours your passage.
We drove across to the beautiful inland sealake at Saksun
and then S to Brendansvik to look again at the fine remains
of the unfinished Magnus Cathedral, left in this state since
1306 when Bishop Erland was put to death on the walls of
his unfinished enterprise. Here too Brendan is reputed to
have landed in or about the year 570. We visited the
farmhouse of the Patersen family. Trondur Patersen sailed
with Tim Severin and with Arthur Magan, (I.C.C.) on the
Brendan Voyage. Trondur is now an artist, living and
working at Kirkjubour. The sun shone and the visibility
across the mountains and fjords was perfect.
We arrived back aboard Shardana at 21.00 for a final
nightcap with Warren Brown and with the delightful skipper
and crew of a French yacht named Laalia. A special word
of thanks to Siguard Simonsen who well remembers the visits
of Ninian Faulkner and of Rory O’Hanlon. His conducted
tour of the inland mountains and valleys of the Faroes was
of great interest.
We left Thorshavn at 10.00 on Wednesday 15th August
and passed alongside two fine old relics of the sailing era.
The smaller vessel is the Westward Ho the sail training ship
of the Faroes. The larger vessel is the George Stage, a Danish
sail training vessel which is a three masted square rigger a real ship.
We sailed southwards to Suduroy, passing the Stora

Pat Colleran in his successful assent ot the Summit of Rockall. Photo Paul Cooper
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"Warren Brown -- Renowned Sailor and owner of War Baby". Photo
Paul Cooper

Rockall Photo Paul Cooper

Dimun and the Litla Dimun and we tied up at Vagur in
Vaagfjord at 16.20 where we made our preparations for the
return journey.
We left Vagur at 10.00 on Thursday 16th August, and
once clear of Akraberg we hardened sail to beat S to St.
Kilda, where we had planned a rendez-vous with War Baby.
We tacked occasionally and mainly we lay to the W of
our rhumbline while the B.B.C. promised more of the same.
At 15.00 on Friday 17th August another democratic decision
was taken aboard Shardana in which nobody was consulted.
The suggestion of a tack was ruled out. If we could hold
a course of 244° C and sail for another 227 miles we would
be at Rockall. Paul and Pat said "why not!" and J.Hab
who, at the time, was doing complicated manoeuvres with
dental floss and pin-headed toothbrushes, said something
like, "Gorty, you must be out of your mind". The wind
piped up that evening and for a while we reefed. The sea
was covered with thick layers of fog but the Sat-Nav was
in good form and we were certain that we could find
Rockall, no matter what the visibility.
By 23.00 on Sunday 19 August we had 23.9 miles between
us and Rockall. There was a light misty drizzle and the night
was pitch black. Paul stayed at the helm until 03.00 on
Monday 20th August, at which time we were one mile off.
We took down the genoa and jilled about in lightish airs,
to await dawn. At 04.55 J.Hab sighted Rockall. It seemed
to be about a mile away, so we prepared a healthy breakfast
and started to make our final approach under engine at
07.00. By 07.10 we were at the rock. It really is much smaller
than you think -- 63 feet high with a circumferance of 276
feet as measured by Michael d’Alton (I.C.C.). We had
logged 383 miles from Vagur on a rhumbline distance of
318 miles.
In his excellent account of Verve’s cruise to Rockall,
Michael d’Alton has said that Rockall was not discovered
until the 16th Century and that the first recorded landing
was in 1811 from H.M.S. Endymion but I would prefer to
believe that it was discovered by Irish anchorites in the 5th
Century. Take this description which is from the Navigatio
Brendanus sancti abbatis;"there appeared to.them a small Island far away
to the South. When they had got to the shore
they could find no landing place because of the
height of the cliff. The Island was small and
circular about 200 yards in circumference. There
was no earth on it but it looked a naked rock."
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Admittedly St. Brendan’s measurement is bigger than
Michael d’Altons, but looking at the sheer slab on the east
face, it is at least conceivable that a fairly large portion of
rock has fallen into the Atlantic in the intervening 1350
years.
St, Brendan and his followers met Paul the Hermit on
Rockall. Paul was apparently covered "by the hair from his
head, from his beard and hair from other places, all as white
as snow on account of his great age". Paul was 140 years
old when St. Brendan met him.
We circled around the Island to check the most favourable
landing spot. There were two possibilities. The N.W. Corner
affords the easier access to the summit. The S.E. Corner
would involve a very difficult traverse and a difficult climb
to the top.
We pumped the dinghy and while J.Hab circled around
the Rock, Pat, Paul and I moved into the swell to attempt
a landing. It was 08.15. The swell caught the dinghy and
filled it. This happened several times and on one occasion
we were picked up and thrown against the rock with such
force that Pat was washed from the dinghy. He opened his
eyes beneath the surface and saw the rock coming towards
him. He put his hands over his head, awaiting the impact,

The Skipper and Pat Colleran off Rockall. Photo Paul Cooper

The Dinghy is hurled against Rockall and fills.
Photo Paul Cooper

but none came. The swell curled away and deposited both
Pat and the Dinghy, about 15 yards away from the rock.
At this stage we realised that a landing with three in the
dinghy was impossible. Paul went back aboard Shardana
while Pat and I continued our attempts to land on the N.W.
corner. It was exciting, with the swell rising and dropping
some 15 feet, at times - not unlike a roller-coaster without
any entrance fee. This funfair lasted for about an hour
before it became clear that a landing on the N.W. corner
was impossible. This was a great disappointment to me,
because I realised that I could not climb to the summit from
the S.E. corner. Fifteen minutes later, at the S.E. corner,
the dinghy rose up and stayed up for the required second
or two. I jumped onto the rock and scrambled upwards
above the surf. There was a picton embedded in the rock
with a caribineer locked into it. I held it firmly but I knew
that further progress was impossible for me. We had to land
Pat! I jumped back into the swell and swam for the dinghy.
Five minutes later Pat was ashore with his coil of rope -a spare main halyard. I collected Paul and some harness and
Paul made two gallant leaps on to the Rock. On the first
occasion he missed his footing and the surge left him high
and dry with his legs dangling above the dinghy, with me,
in it below. The next surge washed him clear of the rock
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and completely filled the dinghy. Undeterred he tried again.
This time he landed feet first and was just about to head
upwards towards Pat, when a sneaky surge rushed around
the corner and washed him, with dramatic force, into the
Atlantic Ocean.
Landing really was a matter of luck but shortly afterwards
I joined Pat to act as his anchor-man as he set out on his
traverse. Around he went and up to the top like a mountain
goat, a great credit to his skill as a mountaineer and to his
determination not to be beaten. You can imagine his elation
as he stood proudly on the summit. Pat read the bronze
plaques affixed to the summit. William Dick, aboard Paul
Campbell’s Verve was the first yachtsman to climb Rockall
in July 1975. He had carved the name "Verve I.C.C." on
one of the plaques. It may still be there but Pat did not see it.
1 returned aboard to find J.Hab in pensive mood.
"What" he declared with characteristic pessimism, "would
you three gentlemen have done if this had been the day of
my cardiac arrest?" What indeed!
Pat descended some of the way and jumped the final 30
feet into the swell. He joined Paul in the dinghy.
We set off from Rockall at 11.05 just 6 hours and 10
minutes since we had first sighted it. We were bound for
Rathmullen, a distance of 243 miles. A strange thing

and by 20.53 we were abeam of it. The fog was thick and
Lough Swilly was just about as dark as it could be, but, by
setting a course from one light to the next, we anchored
safely off Rathmullen Pier at 23.40 having logged 263 miles
from Rockall.
We spent the next day cleaning and fuelling Shardana
before our return to Howth. That evening J.Hab was joined
by his wife Kathleen and by his two most engaging twins
Austin and Isobel. Safe in the bosom of his family again,
at dinner that night, J.Hab summed up his feelings thus:
"Well Gore-Grimes, that was an interesting cruise, but may
I say, right from the start, I shall never sail with you again".
It was not sourly said and I take it as a compliment.

happened as we motored away. The fog rolled in and we
lost sight of the rock within 10 minutes. The fog had been
thick on our arrival but nature had been kind to us by
providing clear visibility for our six hour stay at Rockall.
The winds were light and slightly ahead. Our time was
getting short and we were forced to motor the entire distance
from Rockall to Rathmullen Pier, over a flat and foggy
Atlantic, accompanied frequently by dolphins and whales.
Within two hours of our departure from Rockall a British
Nimrod flew out of the fog and passed no more than 200
feet above us. It was, afterall 1984 and it seemed somehow
appropriate that "Big Brother, should watch us". At 20.37
on Wednesday 22nd August we picked up Fanad Head light

Destination

Distance
Rhumbline

From
To
To
To
To
To

Howth
Trangisvaag
Midvagur
Vestmanna
Lorkvik
Klaksvig

545
35
12
33
47

To
To
To
To
To
To

Nolsoy
Thorshavn
Vagur
Rockall
Rathmullan
Howth

17
3
37
319
243
187
1478

Distance
Logged

Timeat sea
Days Hours

642
38
15
35
63
(Tidal effect)
18
3
38
383
257
196

5

3
2
2

3.50
.75
6.33
22.83
12.67
19.58

1688

16

7.08

Engine
Days Hours

9.00
6.83
3.25
6.75
11.58

2

2
1
7

TOTAL time away 21 days 2 hours 15minutes
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1.00
1.18
3.25
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9.07
3.50
.75
3.43
14.78
12.67
14.42
21.85
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Irish Sea; Lundy; Plymouth;
Fastnet; Irish Sea
W.M.Nixon

It was an odd cruise with an even odder beginning. Peculiar
omens literally got moving the day before we planned to
leave, with The Great Earthquake on the morning of
Thursday July 19th. I happened to be in the throne-room
at the time, seated on business, when the ground rumbled
and the house shook very distinctly for about six seconds.
No damage was done, and if anything the experience
furthered the necessary task in which I was engaged. But
when we heard later that the fairly severe epicentre had been
off the coast of Wales, whither we intended to cruise next
day, we wondered whether Someone was trying to tell us
Something.
The start on July 20th was leisurely in the extreme. So
leisurely, in fact, that it didn’t take place until Saturday July
21st. There was fog as thick as champ on the Friday night,
so after stowing the boat, Brendan Cassidy the Senior
Member, John Malcolm and I declared the cruise officially
under way, and had a most agreeable evening without
budging one inch.
Eminently sensible, for the morning was beautifully
sunny, and a nice nor’easter gave a pleasant hundred-mile
reach down channel, the day’s haze giving way to a clear
starlit night with shipboard routine being painlessly
established. Towards daybreak the wind began to pipe up
in earnest, and we scampered past St David’s Head and on
for the first stop at Ramsey island. Because of the
nor’easterly, the usual anchorage at the bay known as The
Waterings on the E side was decidedly exposed, so we went
on round the jagged teeth of the line of rocks known as The

Bitches which run out from Ramsey about halfway across
the sound, and found a tiny but sheltered nook immediately
south of the rocks. Not only was it sheltered in the conditions
prevailing, but it would also allow us to continue on
southward when we wished even after the tide turned later
in the morning and began hurtling northward through the
gap at six and more knots.
Going ashore after breakfast, the presence of the Lady
of the Manor working in the sunshine in her kitchen garden
improved the view immensely, so much so that when she
shyly said that strictly speaking we were meant to pay to
land on this privately farmed little island (it’s about the size
of Lambay), the Senior Member flourished an Irish fiver
with splendid gallantry. "What would this translate into?"
asked herself. "Four English pounds"
we assured her. "Then I owe you a pound" she said, "it’s
only a pound each .... Oh not at all my dear" said Brendan,
by this time giving a passable impression of Maurice
Chevalier, "the extra pound is for the cameras", and on
that happy note we tore ourselves away and went off to
climb the island’s ’mountain’, looking with suitable awe
westward to the mess of rocks which stretches far to
seawards from the rugged corner of the coast. Farming on
Ramsey had never been easy, and in 1984’s drought it was
more difficult than usual -- we watched the island’s red deer
tripping across the parched meadows below, savoured the
views, enjoyed the feeling of already being on the first island
less than 24 hours after leaving Howth, and wandered back
down to the farmhouse to find that the tide had already

Turtle in the tiny anchorage south of The Bitches in Ramsey Sound -- Ramsey Farmhouse on left. Photo IV. M. Nixon
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When the tide runs north, the anchorage south of The Bitches becomes
a little un-nerving, but it perfectly safe for northerly winds.
Photo W. M. Nixon
turned, rather earlier than my sloppy calculations had
indicated.
The transformation was astonishing. Even though it was
only neaps, the wind over tide livened things more than
somewhat, and the water was literally roaring through The
Bitches. Barely a cable from Turtle the sea was visibly going
downhill. Our choice of place to drop the hook was actually
spot on, but nevertheless it was still something of a shock,
made more so by the noise, so after a while we headed on
into St Bride’s Bay and had an afternoon zizz in the little
cove of Caer-Fal, well sheltered in a nor’easter which was
now blowing with hearty enthusiasm.
In the evening we sailed along to Solva, and thanks to
the small tides at the time were able to find more space than
usual in the little pool inside Black Rock at the entrance
(almost all craft based locally dry out in the inner estuary).
Attractively slotted into the Welsh hills, Solva is an old
schooner port which has survived a certain amount of
gentrification, and we were made so welcome in the Harbour
House Inn that it behoved us to serenade the charm of the
place in song as we rowed back to the boat under a sky so
brilliantly starry that John the Engineer lay for some time
in the cockpit staring up at it through the binoculars, or so
he said.
The N.E. breeze had been very brisk until the small hours,
but it had faded in the morning as we ran gently across St
Birde’s Bay to take the last of the fair tide through Jack
Sound inside Skomer. There are many bricks in this narrow
little gap, but basically your course is plumb though the
middle, and as you’re going so fast over the ground with
the necessary fair tide, it could well create unnecessary
confusion, to say the least, to sail from one rock to the next.
Which is another way of saying that we didn’t hit anything,
but found ourselves through in jig time and shaping our
course towards South Haven on Skomer rather quicker than
we’d expected.
Clambering ashore, we found that as it was Monday
visitors weren’t really allowed, but the dreamy lady at the
Warden’s House was so engrossed in polishing the island
tractor that she was soon persuaded that our visit would not
unduly upset the island ecology. It upset us, however, for
all Turtle’s crew being of farming stock in the not-too distant
past, the evidence of Skomer’s agricultural decline was
painful. The last straw was finding that some boffin was
carrying out a detailed study of the social life of the island’s
rabbits. At one warren, each burrow had its own little name
tag outside. Shades of Beatrix Potter .... we returned aboard
for a late lunch, and noted in the log: "Enormous
temptation to release a ferret or two on Skomer".

Admittedly you’re on a hiding to nothing trying to farm
some of the islands of West Wales, but the way academic
funds were being spent on ’de-farming’ Skomer seemed
almost offensive.
After a chat with Mike Nicholson and his crew aboard
the Elizabethan 35 Jalrna cruising from the welcome new
marina at Swansea (we people on Holman & Pye boats
always have an affinity for each other) we headed on from
South Haven when the worst of the afternoon’s heat had
eased, sailing round Skokholm’s old red sandstone cliffs and
on into Milford Haven. Part of the interest of this area is
the way in which the total shelter available within Milford
contrasts so vividly with the fact that on the adjacent coasts
you are never in anything like a completely serene anchorage,
and indeed may have to move your berth several times in
one day for some sort of peace. But Milford Haven is one
of Europe’s great inlets, and on such a scale that it had been
sardonically observed that even six oil refineries have failed
to spoil its charm.
So Turtle came in round St. Anne’s Head to find herself
in a completely different world, a place of hidden sheltered
creeks and rural peace somehow living side-by-side with vast
oil installations. Brendan made a perfect job of sailing us
up to a mooring off the attractive village of Dale, a proper
Howth 17 job it was, and a fitting conclusion to an engineless day, indeed lack of engine use had been a welcome theme
of the cruise thus far. Jalma came in and took up a berth
nearby, but when we later met up with her crew ashore we
weren’t at our liveliest, though for the best possible reason.
John had felt a culinary urge coming on, so Dale was
memorable for a dinner of roast beef so splendid that we
were giving passable imitations of hippotami when we
waddled ashore, but had sufficiently come to life to have
a race back out to the boats with the inflatables after the
pub shut.
Dale is a marvellously handy anchorage except when the
wind draws from the E, which it duly did next morning as
an area of thunderstorms down over Cornwall was causing
a temporary upset to the weather, but as we’d intended to
spend the day in Milford Haven anyway, it didn’t involve
any hardship. So with the tide under her, Turtle plugged
up the Haven between the oil jetties, and after the most
convenient clearing of customs we’ve ever experienced at
Hobb’s Point (arranged by VHF) we picked up the mooring
at the Ferry Inn just upstream of the mighty Cleddau Bridge,
a massive structure which got the Engineer mighty excited
as apparently it was built in a catenary as an exercise in
extreme economy. Ashore for a seafood lunch in the inn,
we discovered that the economy had been overdone a little,
for during construction a large section collapsed, though by
Moored off the Pembroke Ferry Inn, under the mighty Cleddau Bridge.
The span on the left collapsed during construction. Photo IV. M. Nixon
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some miracle leaving unscathed the little cluster of houses
around the old ferry slip. This information seemed to get
the Engineer into near delirium, for he spent much of the
afternoon striding up and down the bridge before we could
persuade him back aboard for a spot of up-country rambling
by boat, following which we rambled on foot through very
rural countryside for the we!come change of a proper little
country pub, where we were interested to sense the strong
links which exist between S.W. Wales and S.E. Ireland.
Despite this, the setting was so agricultural that it took an
effort to remember that only the day before we’d been out
on salty Skomer with gulls and puffins whirling about.
Downriver again, and a berth for the night was found at
Lawrenny, a mooring-filled little creek which would be
greatly improved if the atmosphere of the inn there was more
in keeping with the character of the place, but as it seems
to be dominated by gaming machines and pool tables we
didn’t like it well, Mike and his crew came aboard to put
the world to rights, and the first real rain for months
drummed on deck. It went as suddenly as it had come,
leaving the aroma of newly-wet grass drifting over the
anchorage, while away to the S, sheet lightning was having
a fine old time to itself. There was the usual agreement to
disagree about how best to cope with the possibility of a
lightning strike -- in other words, I was left to get on with
my favourite ploy of hanging a short lenght of chain from
the cap shrouds into the water. As the thunderbolts never
came near us, there was no chance to test this precaution.

Lawrenny, with Jalma ahead of Turtle. Photo IV. M. Nix’on
Next day we covered nearly forty miles in order to get
to a place only about five miles as the crow flies from
Lawrenny, as the course was down Milford Haven, then S.E
round the cliffs to Caldy Island, and then on into the
roadstead at Tenby. It was mostly boring motoring in a
sloppy calm, so I wasn’t best pleased when ordered over the
VHF to go 14 miles to sea in order to keep clear of the
Castlemartin Firing Range, where 42 expensive tanks were
apparently waiting to do their thing. The range is only
marked on the charts as being ashore, there’s nothing about
hazard to sea, and being in a popular holiday area and at
the entrance to a big oil port, it was incomprehensible that
such a thing existed. Or at least so I rationalised it. I suppose
that the prospect of motoring an inch further than was
absolutely necessary was the real reason. So I warbled my
way through by keeping right under the cliffs, having given
the very pleasant controller every assurance that we were
making best speed. We weren’t actually given permission
to get through, we just kept talking until the halfway point
was reached when the quickest way to solve the problem was
to get us out of it on the other side, but this spot of
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naughtiness didn’t please the Senior Member at all. He was
in his best Law and Order frame of mind, and consequently
when we got to Caldy and found that our extra squeezing
of speed had jammed the throttle in the wide open position,
he was grimly satisfied by this dispensation of the Wages
of Sin.
So we headed on into Tenby in case a spare part was
needed, and found the anchorage there incredibly rolly
although there was no wind whatever. Despite the
maddening conditions -- Turtle is not usually a violent
roller, but the Bristol Channel can bring out the devil in any
boat -- John patiently set to and fixed the throttle, while
I’m told I swore at the rudder because it had the cheek to
squeak during some of the more violent contortions.
Notwithstanding all this, we came away from Tenby with
a great fondness for the place. Because of the area’s big
tides, the harbour dries completely, and as we were keenly
aware, the anchorage in the bay is prone to its discomforts.
But though as you approach from the S. the view of the
town is off-putting, with a row of grimly terraced hotels
beetling along the clifftop, round the corner in the bay itself
the ancient little port clusters steeply on a much more human
scale.
It’s a place with a very long history as a trading port, being
strategically located at the entrance to Bristol Channel, and
though the main trade is now only with the monastic
community on Caldy, there was a vivid reminder of times
past when the traditional Tenby gigs had a race that evening,
their crew rowing very hard indeed. Very soothing, watching
other people work so hard. And best of all, although the
Tenby Sailing Club, housed in an attractively converted
warehouse beside the harbour, is inevitably mainly a dinghy
club, it also extends a warm welcome to cruising folk who
reel ashore after being roiled silly out in the anchorage, and
we felt very much at home there. Some towns have got it
all together, and Tenby is one of them -- it finally won us
over completely by arranging that when we rowed out again,
it was across a calm sea of brilliant phosphorescence somehow the swell had gone, and it didn’t return all night.
On a morning of brilliant sunshine, we went across to
Caldy. Though only about the same size as Ramsey and
Skomer, Caldy seems much larger for it is home to a
miniature monastic city. The religious associations go back
a long way, but the present community of Cistercians is there
as a result of the redevelopment of the place in this century,
with a busy little monastery of 35 brothers running a notably
fine farm, as well as making perfumes from the wild flowers
and shrubs for sale to the many visitors who throng there
in the summer. The atmosphere is Mediterranean,
emphasised by the architecture of the monastery itself, which
has a touch of Tuscany about it, very different from the
little mediaeval Celtic priory on top of the island, but more
suited to contemporary Caldy, which projects an engaging
air of innocent commercialism, for the monks have to work
very hard indeed in their own little corner of the tourist trade
in order to live through the long winter.
Don’t be put off by that mention of tourism -- despite
the summer crowds, Caldy is a restful place, and after we’d
been shown round the monastery, Turtle’s crew were in a
decidedly thoughtful frame of mind. You could linger for
a day or two there, and though the anchorage at Priory Bay
is reasonable, except in nor’easters the best spot is the bay
on the N.E. corner which was favoured as a base by the 18th
Century American privateer John Paul Jones, who knew
a handy spot when he saw one.
But though we returned aboard with Brendan and John
thoughtfully debating just what would be involved in
becoming a Caldy monk, cruising restlessness had set in.

Tenby -- very attractive despite its open anchorage. Photo W. M. Nixon

There’s a distinct touch of the Mediterranean about the Monastery on Clady. Photo W. M. Nixon
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Like most people, we were somewhat awed by the Bristol
Channel’s reputation of roughness, yet conditions couldn’t
have been better for making the 25 mile hop across to
Lundy, with a nice sunny westerly breeze and a lee-going
tide to smooth the sea. So off we went, slicing through the
blue water away from Caldy’s handsome miniature cliffs,
and had one of the best sails of the entire cruise across this
notorious stretch of water. Lundy was soon in sight, and
as we drew near it became evident that here was an island
on a much more epic scale than the little ones off the Welsh
coast, for though it isn’t all that much bigger, its cliffs are
more spectacular with the effect being heightened by its
comparative isolation in open water.
It’s an island which has its enthusiasts, but it’s not really
a sailor’s island at all. A sailor’s island is one with a good
anchorage and a village which relates to the harbour. Lundy
has two or three anchorages, with the main one at the S end
immediately N of Rat Island, but all these anchorages are
restless, and the cluster of buildings which makes up the
’village’ is perched 400 ft up on the plateau in such a way
that none of the places where a boat can lie is visible from it.
In the fine weather we were experiencing, however,
conditions couldn’t have been more suitable for a visit, and
we swept down past North Light and soon had the hook
down off the landing place. The climb up the cliff path from
the very stony little beach is steep, but there’s no doubt that
when you get to the top you’re in a different world, and
the life style of the dozen or so permanent inhabitants is
intriguing, a mixture of farming and catering for the oddball
visitors who find Lundy to their taste.
We were somewhat suitably oddball ourselves, being in
something of a manic mood through the combination of the
sacred and profane which the day served up -- after all,
there must be few crews who have spent the morning with
the monks of Caldy, and then spend the evening of the same
day in the Marisco Tavern on Lundy, with a perfect sail in
between. Everyone was in the best of form as we tumbled
into the night and back down the cliff path to the landing
place, off which Turtle rolled gently in the open anchorage
under the stars.
At 0530 (Friday July 27th) we were on our way again to
take the morning ebb along the N coast of Devon and
Cornwall, taking full advantage of the good weather with
the glass at 1033. In a couplet worthy of the great
MacGonagle himself (the Tayside poet, not the Vice
Commodore) sailors of yore used to intone: "From Trevose
Head to Hartland light -- Is a watery grave by day or
night", about this particular bit of coast, which is littered
with wrecks. But for our passage sou’westward, conditions
couldn’t really have been much better, for though the sea
had the restlessness typical of the British Channel
approaches, the wind settled in as a warm westerly and
progress was completely painless.
However, in late afternoon the haze thickened a lot, and
we were headed, so we closed the coast at Portreath and
with visibility still closing in, nipped through the handy
sound inside Godrevy Island (who’s afraid of Virgina
Woolf, this is the island of To The Lighthouse) and made
on across to St. Ives, not fancying a night in fog off Land’s
End. In fact, visibility improved rapidly once Godrevy was
astern, but by this time we’d got ourselves in a St. Ives frame
of mind, and were encouraged by thoughts of sociability
with fellow ICC members by finding Paddy Barry’s St.
Patrick and Brian Coad’s Raasy lying in the bay. But Brian
was heading home from Dunmore East, and while St.Ives
is physically attractive, it was absolutely bunged out with
holidaymakers, so we failed to make contact in the Sloop
Inn with St. Patrick’s crew.

The best sail of the cruise, from Caldy to Lundy across the Bristol Channel,
with Brendan looking suitably holy after spending the morning with the
monks. Photo iV. M. Nixon

The morning found us tacking across a lumpy sea down
to Land’s End, where we went inside the Longships in calm
before finding a gloriously sunny westerly breeze to take us
up to the Lizard. Rounding that gaunt headland in mid
afternoon was something of a milestone, for it brought us
back into smooth water and a spot of proper yachting -we’d a lovely evening sail into Falmouth harbour, and
thanks to a VHF message to Falmouth coastguard, some
of the family were waiting to greet us when we arrived at
a hidden little landing place at Restronguet near Georgina’s
parents house.
Falmouth harbour and the area around it were ideal for
the doings of the next few days, a mixture of different
generations going afloat on Turtle, and all sorts of
happenings afloat and ashore for entertainment. The famous
sailing oyster dredgers were racing in Mylor regatta next day.
We followed them round and Brendan was delighted that
the stylish winner was the same shade of blue as his own
Anita. We wandered to many little places, one of the more
interesting being Mylor where they’ve one of the oldest Celtic
crosses in existence, but in Pagan England very few of the
locals were even aware of its existence though it’s only a
hundred yards from Mylor marina.
When it was time to head on, my son Brian sailed with
us from Restronguet down to Helford, but it was John the
Engineer who dropped over our halyard winch handle, of
an ancient design which might be irreplacable. Certainly a
quick scouring of the Helford marine industry gave no joy,
but after a family lunch at the Ferryboat Inn at Helford
Passage, it was time to go and we turned to windward for
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Trick shot of the main Lundy anchorage at Rat Island -- there are very
few trees on Lundy, and this view of Turtle was taken looking through
one of them. Photo HI. hi. Nixon
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"From Trevose Head to Hartland Light, is a watery grave by day or night". Rugged sailing for John and Brendan on passage from Lundy towards
Land’s End. Photo W. M. Nixon

The oyster dredgers racing at Mylor Regatta in Falmouth Harbour. Photo W. M. Nixon
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virtually all of that classic passage from the Falmouth area
out to the Scillies, arriving there with 81 miles logged at the
first hint of daylight (Wednesday August lst) just in time
for the summer’s only really determined period of unsettled
weather.
The plan had been to see as many of the Scillies’
anchorages as possible over a three day period, and willynilly that’s just what we did whether we planned to or not,
as a series of complex low pressure areas hurtled around
giving winds from all directions such that an anchorage
which was fine in the morning might be decidedly
uncomfortable in the afternoon. Thus one night at
Hughtown -- after an entertaining meeting with Brian and
Lesley Black of Mary Lunn -- we took the drastic step of
drying out at the quay, as the strong S.E. wind was forecast
to swing W, and St Mary’s Roads can become ’orrible
uncomfortable if not actually dangerous in such conditions.
Things couldn’t have been better, as the boat inside us -Geoffrey Ley’s Timar from Swansea -- was twin keel with
exactly the same draft as Turtle, so taking the ground
couldn’t have been easier. Out in the darkness and rain in
the bay, the fleet still at anchor rolled, pitched, dragged and
generally had themselves a fine old time.
More gales being forecast, we then nipped across to New
Grimsby over the Tresco flats, and found the snuggest berth
available on the W side between Hangman’s Island and
Dunstan’s Rock, with Turtle’s shoal draft proving a boon
for the umpteenth time. We met up with the Grindles aboard
the Nich 35 Ringhaddy (he worked for a while in Belfast,
and has fondest memories of Ringhaddy Sound) while the
aroma of monkfish provencale wafted over from Turtle
where John was doing his thing in the galley. And there was
more than just culinary creativity -- walking ashore on
Bryher, Brendan found a bit of old scrap steel which he
eventually turned into two fine new halyard winch handles,
so good that they’ve given excellent service for the remainder
of the season.

Between the bursts of wind and rain, there were briefly
settled periods, so we walked the islands, visited the gardens
on Tresco, and made our number in that excellent
establishment, the Mermaid Inn in Hughtown. But the
changeability of conditions was indicated in that one
morning another S.E. gale had a yacht driven ashore in
Porth Cressa, yet the following night -- our last one in the
Scillies -- Porth Cressa was the best place to be as the wind
was back in the N with a vengeance.
The hope was that the obtuse low would finally head S.E.
to provide us with a N.E. wind for a handy slant across to
West Cork, but it stayed stubbornly over southern England
and for a couple of days the wind was weaving between W
and N, bang on the nose. So after making our farewells,
we left Porth Cressa at noon on Saturday August 4th,
crossed the Tresco Flats yet again, and took our departure
from the evocatively-named Shipman Head at the north end
of Bryher.
There having been more than enough wind from all over
the place for four days, the sea was understandably
confused, so much so that although we were hard on the
wind, at one stage a big breaking comber came over the
weather quarter somewhat from astern, putting an awful
lot of water into the cockpit and the inhabitants thereof.
Confused was scarcely the word for it ....
But gradually we battered our way away from the islands,
and by evening were really cooking with gas under No. 2
genoa and single slab main, going like a train albeit a
decidedly bumpy one. Turtle doesn’t have the power to bash
herself unduly, but in that kind of going any boat would
thump now and again, so much so that the log had a quote
from the Duke of Wellington in the early stages of Waterloo:
"Hard pounding, gentlemen. Let’s see who can pound the
longest". With every mile, however, the sea was just that
tiny bit more regular, and though things were lively until
mid-morning Sunday, I was frankly delighted at the way
she made weathering, and actually found myself enjoying

New Grimsby Harbour between Tresco and Bryher in the Scillies, during a lull in the brief spell of bad weather in early August. Cromwell’s Castle
is right foreground, with Hangman’s Island beyond. Photo W. M. Nixon
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Turtle getting down to her work, hard on the wind from the Scillies to West Cork. Photo W. 1t4. Nixon

North Harbour, Cape Clear, on regatta day. Photo W. M. Nixon
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the sail, eating like a horse and sleeping like a top when off
watch.
At nightfall Galley Head light stabbed through the
darkness to give us a handy running fix which soon became
rather important as a warm front closed the visibility right
in. Then in a gap we picked up Castlehaven’s tiny light, and
at midnight, 36 hours from Porth Cressa with 189 miles
logged, Turtle’s hook was put down off Castletownshend
in the glow of the village lights. It was the best anchorage
we’d been in since the cruise started.
And it was an idyllic place to end the main stage of the
cruise, for we were into a phase of short hop stuff in West
Cork, and as John’s leave had run out, there were changes
in our shipboard arrangements. But as he had all of next
day -- Bank Holiday Monday -- to get home by leisurely
stages, we celebrated the conclusion of 656 miles of
extraordinarily varied cruising in Mary Ann’s, where that
night Brendan and I dined in style on grilled sole and
somehow found it was very late indeed when we finally
returned aboard.
Quite a time we had of it, over the next week. Now and
again we became involved in the hurry and bustle of the West
Cork regattas, but equally at other times we kept away from
the centres of activity for a bit of peace and quiet. Thus next
day there was a delightful sail westward to Baltimore, taking
the passage inside Kedge Island, and at Baltimore there was
a pleasantly relaxed atmosphere as their regatta had been
the day before, and the place was enjoying the recovery. We
met up with Hugh Kennedy and Baltimore’s Commodore
Dom Flynn. We received ironic congratulations on having
turned to windward virtually the whole way from Falmouth
to West Cork, we made the scene in Bush’s, and then we
sailed out to North Harbour to be ready for Cape Clear
regatta.
It is of course the one in which you’re not allowed to carry
spinnakers or bloopers, but a solar-powered computer
makes sure that everyone wins a prize. We shanghaied Stuart
Nairn aboard to bolster our crew for racing. We’d a lovely
sail, and afterwards even if it was Ted Crosbie who won
the main trophy, we felt that we’d done well by the computer
as it allocated us with a commemorative pottery cream jug
and a bottle of wine.
After that, the racing lust had us in its sinister coils, so
we went over to Crookhaven to scrub the bottom in time
for Schull Centenary Regatta itself. While we were doing
this, Clayton Love came in with Ray Fielding’s Spellbound.
Meeting him on the quay, I praised Crookhaven as ideal for
scrubbing, mentioning that by doing it there for free, we
were saving the £5 now charged for using the Howth
scrubbing pad, the fee having been put up from the original
£2 because Brendan as Honorary Secretary had insisted the
original fee scarcely even covered the book-keeping.
Delighted with this information, Clayton strode along to
Turtle and shouted down to Brendan "We should make you
an Honorary Corkman. Great stuff, charging your members
a fiver to scrub their boats, and then sailing the whole to
Crookhaven to save that fiver yourself!"
Such badinage was typical of the gathering of the clans
for the Centenary Regatta. We finally made our way along
to Schull on the Friday (August 10th) and after some
similarly entertaining exchanges over drinks with Barry
Hassett aboard Bernie Cahill’s Whistling Oyster, joined the
main body of the fleet gathered off the pier. It seemed the
whole sailing world was there. Our intention was only to
do the regatta itself, but somehow next morning I found
myself aboard Mungo Park’s Joliba, heading over to
Baltimore for the Baltimore-Schul! race as well. Having long
associations with the area, Mungo was taking this race rather
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Thanks to the solar-powered computer, everyone wins a prize at Cape Clear
regatta. Photo W. M. Nixon

seriously, but was undone by the fact that Schull operated
on the 20 hour clock. Thus he was told that the start was
at 13.00, and was determined to be there in plenty of time.
What they’d meant was that the start was at 3 pm. Thus
we’d two unexpected hours to fill, and any time that wasn’t
spent in Bush’s with Ross Courtney and his crew from
Bandersnatch was spent equally merrily aboard Joliba with
Desmond Bradley and his crew from State o" Chassis. In
all, therefore, a veil had better be drawn over Joliba’s
performance in the Baltimore-Schull race, indeed little
enough should be said about that entire day -- Brendan and
I had Mungo to dinner aboard Turtle, everyone was in
splendidly argumentative form with Jomo Kenyatta being
a handy basic topic. Some time later we were up the town
which was totally en fete with waves of conviviality sweeping
from bar to bar, and all I can say is that I’ll be eternally
grateful to Bill and Enda Walsh of Carrigdoun for returning
me aboard Turtle, a new split-pin for their sheered outboard
prop being scarcely adequate reward for saving one from
oneself.
The day of Schull Centenary regatta itself was
unfortunately relatively windless, but it didn’t detract from
the sense of occasion which had dominated the week, a week
of regattas admirably organised by the committee of which
the Honorary Secretary was ICC Member Derek Harte. For
the race itself we swelled our crew numbers still further as
Stuart Nairn re-joined, and we also had Mike O’Donnell
from Limerick, in all making as good a racing crew as Turtle
has ever carried.
As for our participation in the Big One itself, well, we
either made the best start of all Class 2, or else we were over
Nooners aboard Moody Blue with Turtle being towed astern like a 12 metre
coming into Newport. John Olver (left) setting the world to rights with
Robert Carson and I.C.C. Sailing Directions Honorary Editor Arthur Orr.
Photo W. M. Nixon

the starting line too early, but we’ll never know because the
wind petered out completely, and in the end the two fastest
boats in Class 1 were the only finishers out of a total fleet
of 102, with Jim MacCarthy’s Irish Mist 11 taking the
honours. We meanwhile took our departure -- Stuart and
Mike hopped aboard Bernie Pope’s Black Pepper for a lift
back to Schull, and Brendan and I set off motoring for home
with time very limited indeed.
The idea was was to get to Ballycotton where Brendan
had to leave as he’d to be in Dublin by Tuesday morning
for work, and thereafter I’d make my own way home, but
off Cork at daybreak on the Monday, still in calm, the
engine started losing power. We trickled into Crosshaven.
Brendan just had to go, but when the obliging engineer from
Crosshaven Boatyard came aboard, the engine seemed to
have recovered again.
So out I went, but hadn’t got very far before it started
to expire again. Later we were to find that it was a blockage
in the exhaust, but by that time I was making precious little
progress near Youghal on an otherwise lovely sunny
afternoon. The prespects of getting back by Wednesday as
hoped looked grim, for there was no prospect of wind for
at least three days, and the 130 miles still to go looked
astonishingly long.
Plodding along at barely 1.5 knots, I was thinking that
at times like this you need a great big diesel engine, and with
that out of the haze astern a great big diesel engine appeared,
with John Olver’s Moody 33 Moody Blue from Cultra

wrapped neatly around it. Next thing I knew, I was under
tow to Dunmore East at just under 6 knots. It all got better
and better, for when the wind disappeared completely, we
found we could get Turtle to steer herself, and I was whisked
aboard Moody Blue to enjoy the hospitality of John and
Sailing Directions Honorary Editor Arthur Orr, together
with Robert Carson and John Currie, as cheerful a quartet
of shipmates as you could care to find.
Out of frustation came a delightfully wacky end to the
cruise, for what started as a quick pluck to Dunmore East
soon became a generous haul the whole way to Howth.
There was a bit of breeze at Carnsore Point, and also at
Wicklow Head, but mostly it was completely Harry Flatters,
so I was able to continue to enjoy the crack on the tow-boat,
which astern Turtle looked to my besotted eyes for all the
world like a 12 Metre being towed into Newport after some
famous victory, and come to think of it, she had won two
prizes at Cape Clear regatta.
From Dunmore, it was round to Arklow, and then a
lunchtime stop at Dun Laoghaire where we’d a tarpaulin
muster for the end-of-cruise toot in the Royal Irish, Captain
Olver covering the bar with tobacco and spent matches as
he searched for the final shillings, before finally coming
round the corner and into Howth. It had started oddly, it
finished oddly -- it was an odd but entertaining cruise of
940 miles in all, 29 places visited, nine islands called at, a
lot of good sailing, some really marvellous sailing, in other
words the complete mixture as usual.
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The Centenary cruise of the
"’Wedge’"
Hal Sisk

Running down past Culzean under full sail with jackyard
topsail and spinnaker on a 22 ft. pole, Vagrant received a
two gun salute from the Castle. The next day, the school
children of The Maidens were brought on an outing down
to the harbour to see the "fantastic wee boat". Two
highlights of a cruise out of the ordinary but then Vagrant’s
voyage was special in several respects.
Most logs can briefly describe the yacht by referring to
her builders’ production class. For Vagrant, I would need
more space than the Hon. Editor could allow, to begin to
describe her in mere words. Fortunately, her unique
character has been publicised before writing this log but for
those who may have missed her at the Dublin Boat Show
or in the magazines, here follows a brief summary.
Built by the Culzean and Boat Building Company at The
Maidens, Ayrshire, for Dublin Bay’s 18ft w.1. class, she was
launched in June, 1884 and is recorded as winning regattas
in August of that year. In fact, she was a very successful
racer winning £12 prize money in 1884 and £19-10-0 in 1885,
not bad for a yacht which may have cost only £60 to build!

Rebuilding Vagrant at Arklow. Photo H. B. Sisk

But Vagrant is not just a quaint period piece. She is almost
sole survivor of the so called "plank-on-edge" cutter type.
Of equal significance is her impeccable pedigree for she was
designed and built by the great Scottish naval architect,
William Fife, Junior, at the start of his career which spanned
55 years. In 1884 he was manager and part owner of the
yard which had been founded by the eminent Victorian
yachtsman, the 3rd Marquis of Ailsa, Lord of Culzean
Castle, 2 miles north of the harbour of the Maidens. His
magnificent castle is now owned by the National Trust of
Scotland.
For decades, Vagrant was just another small old yacht
in Dun Laoghaire’s Coal Harbour, her early racing successes
beyond the recall of even the oldest Dublin yachtsman and
her extreme narrow beam earned her the nickname the
"Wedge".
Because it appeared to be a manageable project and
because of her historic significance, I undertook her
restoration. To me the detailed research before the structural
work was one of the most exciting parts of the whole scheme.
To my surprise, I found the sail plan of an almost identical
sistership to Vagrant so now the opportunity came my way
to recreate not just the appearance, but the sailing qualities
of the yachts of 100 years ago.
When the idea of re-enacting her maiden voyage on her
hundreth birthday first arose, I cannot remember but it just
seemed the perfect culmination of the historic research and
restoration. The cruise was intended to be no big deal: short
hops and plenty of time in port for what was after all, a
wildly overcanvassed open day racer with less beam (5.2ft)
than most modern two man dinghies.
But a chance remark changed all that. At a Lions meeting,
Keith Griffin of Maynooth, with no yachting connections,
casually suggested that if I was doing the trip anyway, why
not do it for charity as a sponsored sail. Although sceptical
that the public would be interested in an obscure old yacht,
I changed my mind when I saw how the notion of the
hundreth birthday cruise could appeal to non sailors, a
miniature Tim Severin type project.
So now we had to go out and seek publicity. The Dublin
Boat show proved the perfect platform for the launch of
the fund raising and it was a brilliant idea of Kevin Byrne’s
to get her in along side the fat tubs built of "frozen snot".
The charities to benefit were simply selected. As my crew,
Kevin Crothers and I were former Vice Chairman and
Chairman respectively of the National Maritime Museum,
this voluntary body got first call but to share equally was
St.Paul’s Hospital and School for Autistic and Emotionally
Disturbed children, introduced by my neighbours, Robert
and Maryrose Lyons of Sallins.
With already £1600 in the kitty after the show, now we
knew we had to complete the voyage!
The timing of the cruise was to be as close to the original
launch date as possible. From "The Field" of July 5th 1884,
I learnt that Vagrant was, "just completed", so this
determined our starting date.
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Master craftsman Jack Tyrell at work. Photo H. B. Sisk

Launching Vagrant in Donaghadee Marina on Friday 15th
June, we sailed around to Bangor with Jim Blaikie crewing
on Sunday afternoon. For part of the lyrical six miles, we
were towed by Gordon Thallon’s superb Breezy which was
to be our escort yacht for the cross channel parts of the
cruise. A southerly 115 Carter designed lifting keel cruiser,
she proved the perfect mothership and Gordon and Myra
the perfect hosts. Also crewing in Breezy was my old friend
Bob Hutchinson who was involved in the Vagrant
restoration from the start in 1979.
Bob built the GRP cuddy over the fore part of the cockpit

Launch 14.00 Donagaadee Marina. Photo David Blaikie
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which was one of our safety precautions. Alter many years
offshore racing, I was well used to ticking off the required
RORC safety equipment lists so most of these items also
went on board Vagrant. Two bilge pumps, an excellent
cockpit cover made by Kevin’s daughter, Olive, tricolour
masthead light, four man liferaft, ground tackle, storm jib
and trysail with handy billy sheets attached, VHF and
Kevin’s Pageboy link, flares etc. Squeezing everything in
showed us how stowage was a vertical oriented exercise in
Vagrant.
We had used the 1983 season to get her rig, running gear
and trim sorted out but apart from the 36 mile delivery
passage from Arklow to Dun Laoghaire, it was all day
sailing.
So despite all our preparations, we did not particularly
relish the prospect of the 50 mile passage with SW 4-5 and
rain forecasted on Sunday evening. To catch both the tide
in the North Channel and to enter the drying port of The
Maidens near H.W., we needed to leave Bangor at 03.00
Monday.
To our surprise the tow out of the harbour became a tow
all the way in a glassy calm. The only pilotage notes we could
find on The Maidens were in a 1947 edition of the C.C.C.
Sailing Directions. "A sandy bay 1 mile N.E. of Turnberry
has a breakwater on it’s S. side and a line of rocks across
the mouth of the bay. The entrance is at the northern end,
but requires local knowledge as there are numerous sunken
rocks and sand banks. The bay dries at low water".
Not very encouraging but with the profusion of natural
deepwater anchorages and marinas in the Firth of Clyde,
it is understandable that this little harbour is unknown to
cruising yachtsmen.
We arrived two hours before high water in perfect
conditions, so calm we rafted up for lunch anchored off the
entrance.
Myra laid on an excellent salad lunch and with a light
south westerly picking up, we decided to use the time before
high water for a short sail down past Culzean Castle. To
our surprise and delight, Michael Tebbutt, the Administrator
of the Castle for the National Trust, spotted Vagrant and
improvised a two gun salute at very short notice!
Returning to The Maidens, we inched our way into the
most likely entrance. Breezy’s lifting keel touched at 6’9"
but otherwise we had no problem.
One of the local yachts kindly made room for Breezy
alongside the pier and Vagrant was moored further down
where a part of the wall showed it’s construction date: 1880.
Now at last we had delivered Vagrant back to the very spot
from whence she had sailed 100 years earlier.
Michael Tebbutt called down to welcome us, setting the
tone for his superb hospitality and we quickly arranged a
programme for the next day. From a previous visit to
Culzean Castle in October 1983, I knew our crews would
enjoy the castle which contains a compact but very high
quality maritime and yachting display.
A quick visit to the village post office was to disappoint
us. Unlike most sponsorship projects where the sponsors get
nothing, I had decided to send each sponsor a postcard
photograph of Vagrant with The Maidens postmark on the
occasion of her return. Unfortunately, local postmarking
had been discontinued so we had to be content with that
of the country town of Ayr. Myra, Gordon and Bob helped
out with the addressing and stamping of 350 postcards!
Later, Bob’s birthday was celebrated in style over an
excellent dinner in the Malin Court Hotel. While there, I
renewed contact with my opposite number on the Clyde as
yachting history enthusiast, lain MacAllister, who set up the
press for the photo call the next day. With another forecast

of rain and SW4, I was obviously still apprehensive that all
would go well since we had only a two hour slot in which
we could leave and re-enter the harbour but Kevin was able
to reassure me. He had an invaluable trait as a shipmate,
a sixth sense for weather forecasting. He just calls this his
"vibes" and when they are strong I learnt to rely on them.
While in Scotland, he just told me not to worry and so the
skies cleared and at most we got a balmy SW 2.
Our early morning start in Bangor did not inhibit a great
get together in Breezy’s spacious saloon with our new found
Scots friends. Bert Andrew’s house overlooks the old slipway
of the shipyard and he believes it incorporates the original
drafting office. He and many local residents were so
obviously pleased to see Vagrant back at her birthplace.
Indeed we could have spent a week there and added a second
volume to her documented history. Among our visitors was
Miss Harvey, a sprightly old lady who showed us her
wonderful collection of old photographs of The Maidens.
That night, I slept on board Vagrant for the first time
just to make sure she would take the ground properly. But
of course, her massive straight iron keel gave us no cause
for worry.
On Tuesday, after breakfast, Michael Tebbutt collected
us and brought us to the Castle. Lending us his car,
providing a special guided tour of the castle for the crews,
morning coffee in his apartment, the use of his office,
Michael could not have done more for us.
Later in the morning, we visited the Scottish Maritime
Museum in embryo, situated in an old shipyard at Irvine,
20 miles N of Culzean. Unfortunately, the project manager,
Stephen Kay could not meet us but he managed to get down
to see Vagrant at The Maidens later.’
Vagrant and Culzean Castle. Photo Ian Hossack "Glasgow Herald"
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After buying a belated birthday cake for Bob, we rushed
back to get Vagrant ready for her "show off". Again,
Kevin’s vibes were right. We sailed out with a full
complement of press photographers on board Breezy. Now,
Kevin and I changed into grandfather collarless shirts and
waistcoats. With wristwatches and blue sailing shoes
scrupulously removed and my straw boater firmly in
position, we rigged all sail as the day before. So on a glorious
summer’s day we virtually re-enacted her builders trials, her
butterfly rig thirty nine feet wide on a five foot waterline
beam. The sun shone and the gentle SW blew just that little
bit more than the day which caused Kevin to have to sit on
the spinnaker boom. (Incidently, a 1957 National 18 spruce
mast cut and sleeved to make up the full 22 ft.)
Michael Tebbutt’s final touch was a barbeque party in
our honour down at the old boathouse under the Castle
where the Marquis of Ailsa founded his yard. Michael’s
surprise guest was Lord David Kennedy, a great grandson
of the 3rd Marquis. After the speeches and before the sun
set, I slipped back to walk down the old slip at The Maidens.
On Vagrant Bert Andrew had left a note saying ’Haste
ye back". We finished Bob’s birthday cake in Breezy’s
saloon and so to bed.
The forecasts were still not favourable but socially we had
to leave on a high note. Lord David Kennedy had promised
to see us off at 06.00 Wednesday morning and between
switching the irrigation sprayers on his still parched potato
fields, he got down to the harbour on time.
Again, the tow out of the harbour became a cross channel
tow. So flat that we repeated the raft up for lunch, this time
in the middle of the North Channel. Fifteen miles outside
Bangor, when a favourable NW 2 sprung up, we were

Vagrant at Culzean 19/6/84. Photo 1an Hossack "Glasgow Herald"
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simultaneously warned of an imminent SW 7 by Belfast
Lough Coastguard. So we reluctantly pressed on with the
tow.
In Bangor, we said goodbye to Gordon, Myra and Bob
who did so much to make the first half of our voyage a really
comfortable cruise.
After a bath and an excellent meal in the Royal Ulster
Yacht Club, we chose to believe the Radio Eireann forecast
of W 2-3, with a cold front later on Thursday, in preference
to the local coastguard’s SW 7 imminent. Kevin entered the
caveat that his "vibes" were not great but he agreed we
should take advantage of the then favourable NW 3 and S
going tide.
Well rested and fed, and after taking a short pluck out
of the harbour from a Ruffian 23 at 21.00 we pulled down
three reefs in a brief northwesterly squall. In true, cruising
spirit, we left the reefs in while coasting quietly down the
Ards penninsula through the short northern night.
Not until 01.00 did the wind pick up again to a W3 and
by 02.00 we had the South Rock lightship abeam.
Throughout the morning Vagrant tramped along, opening
Dundrum Bay and making a steady 3.5 to 4 knots. At 12.15
we sighted Lambay Island although the Mountains of
Mourne seemed to hang over us unmoving, as always when
sailing south.
In the late forenoon, we had experienced a few squalls
of WSW F6 and her total lack of flare showed up as she
would shoot a curtain of solid spray straight up. Her decks
which had dried in the early summer drought, leaked all over
but with a small yacht of her type in a short steep sea,
nothing would stay dry.
By 13.30 off Rockabill the wind dropped and we shook
out the reefs and set the staysail. Soon afterwards, it was
back to WSW 4-5 so we pulled back down two reefs.
Leaning out beyond the tiney counter to tie down the outer
reef points on the 17 ft. main boom, I was very conscious
of completely re-enacting the sailing qualities of the original
rig.
At this stage Vagrant was showing which way she didn’t
like going to weather and that was pointing up close. She
would bury four inch thick, 14 ft. solid pitch pine bowsprit
to the cranse iron and hobby horse so much as to stop dead.
From 15.00 to 16.00 the trailing log showed only two miles
run.
Recreating the Victorian sailing qualities now showed us
why they placed so much emphasis on the reefing bowsprits
and topmasts to be sent down even on small craft. Vagrant
as a very small inshore racing yacht lacked these features.
We realised that she disliked these seas so much that we
would do well to avoid the wind against tide in the Lambay
Sound and lay off instead outside the island.
Sure enough she picked up an easier way and by 19.30
we were off the Nose of Lambay making slow, wet but
steady progress. We had to revise our ETA of 19.00 passed
on to Howth Yacht Club at 16.20.
We had asked Howth Yacht Club, if their launch would
be available to tow us into the Marina. Our VHF failed at
20.30 but we used our back-up Pageboy to advise H.Y.C.
of our revised E.T.A.
Ploughing through the short seas we knew that she would
have been happier in a swell or indeed a longer fetch. She
preferred to be eased off the wind when a particularly
awkward sequence of waves approached. Then her extreme
shape, so different to modern craft, showed it’s use in that
she would just heel over another ten degrees and roll with
the punch without slowing. Ironically, I thought, how both
plank on edge cutters and modern multihulls preferred to
be headed off under pressure.
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Still under jib, staysail and two reefs, at 21.30 we had
tacked back on to a starboard and were coming in under
the lee of Ireland’s Eye about 1.5 miles from the harbour
when the Howth Lifeboat suddenly appeared off our port
quarter. My first thought was that they were out on an
exercise and we gave the crew a thumbs up but when they
offered a tow into harbour, we were not too proud to accept.
Later we learnt that our VHF failure had caused Geoff
Whelan in the Clubhouse to suggest calling out the lifeboat.
We were not in distress, but we did appreciate the tow into
the Marina which would have been difficult to navigate.
To our surprise, the president of the Maynooth and
Kilcock Lions Club, Jim Menton, just happened to be there
to welcome us as we put into the berth next to his Moody
in the Marina.
Well rested the next day, we took off some of our cruising
gear and waited for a break in the weather to complete the
last stage to Dun Laoghaire. I rang Arthur Reynolds of the
’Irish Times" to correct a news item which implied we had
been rescued. He kindly obliged and in Saturday’s
newspaper amended his earlier story. He also announced
that we hoped to make Dun Laoghaire at approx. 13.00.
Another cold front with W 6-7 was forecast but it seemed
we might get a break in the morning.
This time, I checked Kevin’s "vibes"! Sure enough they
were good and we coasted across under full sail and sailed
up to the Royal Irish Yacht Club at 14.00 to a great welcome
from our families and friends.
With photographs and congratulations from Jim Hughes,
President of the Maritime Institute of Ireland, the sponsored
cruise was completed.
As I write to our Hon. Editor’s deadline, the total raised
is £3300. Some critics suggested that after taking tows, I
should give them a discount. The best reposte I could give

Congratulations from Jim Hughes, Pres. Maritime Institute of Ireland
(National Maritime Museum) Dun Laoghaire 22/6/84. Photo Pat Sweeney

was that Vagrant had completed the voyage "under her own
keel" as William Fife’s American’s Cup challengers had
done and as Anne Johnstone, journalist and yachtswoman,
put it so well in a delightful piece she wrote for the Glasgow
Herald: ’a lot of grand old ladies need a bit of help getting
around when they reach 100".

Scottish Maritime Museum (Irvine) where she will be kept
in sailing trim.
So next spring I will be delivering her up to Irvine and
I am sure she could not have found a better home. So ends
the miniature yachting project and my next boat will be a
multihull!
l.Tne. ~ ~-~,,, li,*g..~ Rrddow

Rounding off her season, Vagrant sailed in the
singlehanded race around the Kish and was given a
resounding finish in the R.I.Y.C. regatta.
From our cruise we learnt just how these extraordinary
little yachts actually worked at sea. We had confirmed the
Dublin yachting correspondent, J. G. Kelly’s comments in
"The Yachtsman" January 6th, 1896 when looking back
at the old class he compared them with the newfangled light
and long raters as follows:
"It has stuck me that a class of yacht once very successful
in these waters ought under the new rule, to compete
successfully against the 1-raters. The class to which I refer
is the old 18-footers, which comprised, about ten years ago,
seven or eight boats, including Iolanthe, Ruddigore, Falka,
Owaissa, Pitti-Sing, Wawonaissa, Vagrant etc. The waterline
was 18 ft.beam about 5.5 ft. draught about 4 ft.and sail area
720 ft. It will be seen that they were a cloud of canvas, but
made very pretty starts and were excellent all round little
boats. For cruising along the coast they were a nice size and
two could sleep comfortably on board. They were for their
size, capital seaboats though they were, perhaps a trifle wet
but nothing in comparison to an up-to-date splasher. Under
the old rule they came under 2.5 rating and usually defeated
their opponents at the various local regattas. Even up to the
present day we have seen their names leading the lot home.
The owners of these little craft took the greatest care in
keeping them as trim as possible. They were perfect models
of their bigger brethren and carried an unnecessary amount
of running gear. How the class fell off I never know but
four of the boats still remain here and make very
comfortable cruisers". (When he wrote these notes Vagrant
was based for four years in Belfast Lough).
Appreciating that while many Irish yachtsmen might
admire her for her character and quaintness, I knew that
it would be hard to find another traditionalist as daft as
myself both to maintain and to learn to sail her. Having
sampled the pleasure she gave our Scottish hosts, it seems
entirely appropriate that she should be purchased by the
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T andara’s cruise to the three
Land’s Ends
Ronnie Slater

For as long as I can remember, I have vowed that one year
the annual cruise would start in an orderly and well
organised manner. Water and fuel tanks would have been
filled the previous week; provisions put on board several
days earlier; clothes, books and charts stored securely; and
five minutes before departure time I would step on board
with two pints of fresh milk, hoist my I.C.C. burgee, cast
off the warps and wave farewell to tearful relatives standing
on the pierhead. One year ... but 1984 wasn’t it! There was
the usual hectic last minute rush. Departure time came and
went, while the skipper wrestled with a blocked heads.
Valuable ebb slipped away, and the flood began, and it was
not until 0145 on Saturday, 30th June, that Tandara cast
off from the pontoon at Ringhaddy.
In addition to the Slater family, Rona (19), ]ain (16) and
Heather (13), we had Bob and Connie Gilmore who, after
an adventurous cruise to the Faeroes in their Contessa 32
in 1983, fancied a leisurely jaunt to warmer climes in 1984.
The weather at departure time was settled. A large high was
almost stationary off Rockall and the forecast was N.W
F.4-5. Couldn’t have been better. We worked our usual fourhourly watches during the night, and six-hourly watches
during the day, Rona, lain and Heather taking the 2000-2400
watch every night. Unfortunately, the 4-5 failed to
materialise, and after some good sailing the speed gradually
fell off and the engine was started. We managed a further
one and a half hours later with the cruising chute, but that
was the end of sailing for the day. The Kish Light was abeam
by 1400. Approaching Arklow, we sighted Verve heading
N and had a chat on R/T.
The skipper’s present to Tandara for 1984 was a Decca
Navigator which is an incredibly accurate and sophisticated
piece of navigational equipment, but one would need a
degree in electronics to get the best out of it! We used the
calm conditions in the Irish Sea to fit it with a "manoverboard" button beside the helmsman. This was easy to
do, as there are blank terminals on the back of the unit to
accept the additional wiring. We subsequently tested this by
pressing the button as we threw a lifebuoy overboard,
steamed on for a quarter of a mile and then retraced our
steps, "blind" except for the course and distance given by
the Decca. It brought us back to within a boat’s length of
the lifebuoy in the water.
We cleared the Irish coast by 0400 on Sunday morning
and set our course 200°C for Finisterre in N.W Spain. By
supplementing our fifty-five gallons of diesel in the tank with
thirty gallons in cans on deck, we reckoned we had enough
fuel to motor the whole way to Spain, in the unlikely event
of having unrelenting calm. Time passed remarkably
quickly, and we ate well, usually in the cockpit. Connie and
Heather vied with each other as to who could produce the
most mouthwatering menus.
The log entry for Monday afternoon reads as follows:
"Pleasant relaxing afternoon with Tandara swinging easily
on her way at 6-7 knots. Can there be any better balm to
the coronaries and blood pressure than relaxing in one’s
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Sewing party -- Bay of Biscay. Photo R. Slater,

bunk after a good meal, listening to a good tape on stereo
and reading a good book?".
The weather forecasts became repetitive, with the high in
Bailey following us slowly southwards. The twenty-four
hour run (twenty-two and a quarter under sail) on 2nd July
gave us one hundred and twenty-seven miles, and we know
that we had plenty of fuel in reserve.
One evening, we were startled to see two very large, jet
black whales which we estimated to be about thirty feet in
length, cruising slowly past our stern at what seemed to us
far too close a range.
The barometer which had been high and steady for days
began to fall sharply during the afternoon of Wednesday,
4th July, and the wind freshened to F.7 from the E and
continued to blow for about twelve hours. The seas were
big and breaking, but we continued comfortably on our way
at a steady six and a half to seven knots. The wind eased
as the sun came up, and the reefs were shaken out, but as
the breeze died a wet, clammy fog surrounded us, cutting
visibility to 150 to 200 yards. The Decca had become
unreliable in southern Biscay; presumably we were on the
limits of the French chain and had not started to pick up
the Spanish chain. We "homed in" on the Cabo Vilano
radio beacon until we picked it up on radar at twelve to
fourteen miles range. We could also see a considerable
amount of shipping, large and small, and took the necessary
avoiding action. We followed the coast on radar round
Finisterre Point without seeing it, although we could hear
the foghorn, and at 2100 on Thursday, 5th July, the orange
pierhead lights at Finisterre village appeared out of the fog
at about one hundred yards. It was the first land we had
seen since dropping the Irish coast four and a half days
previously. The mileage was 738.
We all slept soundly until I awakened by a tapping sound
on the hull. Two Spaniards in a dinghy were lying alongside.

It transpired that the anchor had been dropped on top of
their net. I hauled the anchor up to the stem head and they
unhooked their net, smiled and thanked me for dropping
the anchor through it. I thanked them for getting me out
of my bunk at 0700 on a wet, nasty morning, and they
thanked me for thanking them, etc. No one paid any
attention to our Q Flag, but when we enquired ashore were
told that we would have to go to Corcubion in the next Bay,
so we didn’t bother.
Bob is a multilinguist, and his Spanish was working a
treat, although I confess that I crept off and pretended not
to know him when two girls, of whom he was asking the
way to the garbage bins, thought they were about to be given
a present out of our rubbish bags.
We found the village of Finisterre (Land’s End) rather
depressing, partly on account of the damp, misty weather,
but mainly because of the widespread poverty. One is very
much aware that this is indeed the last outpost of the
Continent of Europe. In the afternoon, we motored the
twenty miles to Muros and anchored just N of the jetty with
three or four other yachts. We had a chat with the Battens,
as they rowed ashore from Dyarchy’s successor, a very fine
new ship called Sarajac. We had a good meal in the Nueva
Escocia, a pleasant little restaurant just off the sea front,
the main course being a choice of pork, chicken or fish,
followed by various sweets, ample wine or Coca-Cola and
coffee, all for £2.50 per head.
Saturday dawned another grey, misty morning. We went
ashore for shopping and were fascinated by the Mercado
(indoor market). In the afternoon, we took a two-hour bus
ride to Santiago de Compostela, which is one of the most
famous pilgramage cities in the world and is the reputed
burial place of St. John. From the bus we had a marvellous
view over the Ria de Muros, covered with dozens of large
mussel rafts. The old city of Santiago was quaint, but we
found the cathedral rather gloomy and disappointing.
Everything seems to be geared up to the vast pilgrimage
traffic. We were quite relieved when we arrived back six
hours later to find Tandara, the Avon and outboard all safe.
On the following day, the B.B.C. shipping forecast was
giving gale warnings in Shannon, Sole and Finisterre. It was
yet another grey, misty morning, and the junior members
of the crew were beginning to feel that they had been enticed
across the Bay of Biscay on false pretences! Fortunately,
the weather improved steadily as we headed S from Muros,
and the sun was shining brightly as we headed towards
Bayona where we picked up a mooring buoy at 1710. We

Communal Washing Machine at Finisterre. Photo R. Slater.
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Women of Porto Novo. Mending nets. Photo R. Slater.

were later visited by the Club boatman who directed us to
a vacant berth on the pontoon (£13 for four nights). The
beautiful premises of the Monte Real Yacht Club are
superbly situated beneath the castle ramparts which are
floodlit at night. We were pleased to note that among the
vast collection of yacht club burgees in the bar was that of
Ringhaddy Cruising Club. Bob and Connie treated the
skipper and crew to dinner in the Yacht Club. The meal was
excellent, although more expensive than the average in
Spain. We also obtained a very good meal in the PedroMadrugo Restaurant just opposite the Yacht Club where the
caldo galligo (thick soup) was a meal in itself.
We left Bayona on 12th July in company with another
British yacht, a Moody 42 Jolly Gulliver, and headed for
the Islas Cies. We dropped anchor off the beach on the most
southerly island (Ile St. Martin). It was a perfect "South
Sea" island -- pure white sand, bright green water and pine
covered hills rising behind it. Several relaxing hours were
spent on the beach, swimming and sunbathing. Porto Novo
was blocked with a wire stretched across the harbour
entrance to a dredger, and the harbour in Sangenjo was so
full of yachts, motor boats and fishing boats that we had
to anchor off the beach, which was rather folly and exposed
but in the offshore wind was acceptable. Heather prepared
us a delicious meal of curried chicken, ratatouille, herb
bread, rice and chilli beans, followed by pears and chocolate
sauce. As we were finishing our meal, we were surprised by
a hail from John Waddell on Heather of Mourne. There
was much swopping of news before he took himself off
hopefully to find a berth in the overcrowded harbour.
The following gloriously hot day was spent in shopping,
sunbathing and swimming. Denise and I walked into Porto
Novo, working up a great thirst on the way. It is a busy
fishing port, with dozens of women and girls sewing nets
on the pier. The yacht harbour was still almost completely
blocked by the dredger, but we decided that it would
otherwise have been a most attractive anchorage. After
dinner, we had a great sail up the Ria to Cambarro, where
we wended our way through the many mussel rafts to anchor
in two fathoms just off the pier. It was still blowing hard
from the N, but otherwise a perfect evening, with a full
moon shining across the Ria. The weather forecasts were
now giving out repetitive northerly gales off Finisterre, and
we began to have slight niggling doubts about the homeward
journey. On the following day, it was blowing a steady F.6
gusting 7, and we had a very wet trip up to and across the
Ria Arosa. We tied up inside the harbour at Eugenia de

of chain and the anchor immediately bit in firmly. Although
this anchorage was totally open to the S and S.E, we felt
quite secure in the offshore wind. In views of the weather
forecast, it seemed unlikely that there was going to be a
sudden change. By midnight, the fierce gusts had eased off
and everything was quiet, apart from the gentle booming
of the surf on the beach just a few yards ahead of our
anchor.
The morning forecast was still giving gales for Finisterre
and the barometer had dropped a couple of millibars during
the night. We noticed that a large French ketch also dragged
inside Corrubedo harbour and came over and joined us off
the beach. With some difficulty, as it was still blowing very
hard, we managed to land Bob and Connie through the surf
onto the beach, and they walked off to the village for stores.
After lunch it was the Slaters’ turn to go ashore for a walk
along what must be one of the most beautiful beaches in
Europe. It was a glorious day of warm sunshine, with the
scent of pine wafting down from a forest fire far inland.
In the late afternoon, the wind went into the E, and we
decided to get out and head for Muros, but as soon as we
cleared the Point found that the wind was still strong
northerly and the seas were very big and steep off the
lighthouse. We turned back and anchored in our old spot
off the beach. The evening was spent playing Cluedo and
Monoply. It was a bright, starry night with a moon track
across the bay but blowing as hard as ever, gusting up to
F.8, and I kept anchor watch until 0200 when the wind began
to ease slightly.
Tuesday, 17th July was a beautiful, calm morning
although the forecast was still giving N.E. 5-7, locally gale
force round Cape Finisterre. The persistent northerlies
appeared to be due to a combination of a stationary low
over Spain and a high moving into Shannon. After breakfast
in the cockpit, we were under way at 1025. The wind was
relatively light, but the seas were still quite heavy and
breaking. We tied up alongside the pier at Muros at 1350.
It was calm and very hot -- 1 IO° F in the cockpit! The
"diesel man" came promptly, but the "water man" only
came after his siesta. When the tanks were full, we anchored
off and the entire ship’s company retired to a shady bar
opposite the landing slip for cool drinks. We again ate in
the Nueva Escosia and, perhaps because we felt our sojourn
in Galicia was coming to an end, had a more extravagant
than usual meal which cost us £4.00 a head! It was carnival
night. The fishing boats were dressed overall. The town was
packed with good natured people. There was a funfair on
the pier, and a pop group in the town’s square was blasting
out its music at painful decibels. There were stalls
everywhere. It was a great atmosphere. We returned on
board about midnight, but the sounds of the revelry
continued for another four hours.
The morning forecast on Wednesday, 18th July, was
different; there were no gales in Finisterre! The forecast was
E to N.E, 4-5, locally 6, becoming cyclonic 3-4 in the S. We
felt that it was probably as good as it was going to be, and
made ready to set off for home. Last minute shopping for
souvenirs after breakfast, then off at 1200. There was a light
S.W. wind, and visibility was about two miles. We got our
last glimpse of Spain as Leixoes and Punta Carriero
disappeared. When Cabo Villano came abeam, course was
set 040°C for Camaret. The engine was stopped at midnight,
and we had some very pleasant sailing. It was a peaceful
night with brilliant phosphorescence in the water. As the
wind died away, one became aware of all the sounds of a
yacht at sea: the occasional quiet whine of the autopilot,
the click of the Harrier measuring off hundredths of miles,
the tapping of blocks and halyards and the creaking of

Riviera for lunch, but found it a very large, unpleasant
fishing port, with little to recommend it except a most
helpful harbour master who spoke good English and kindly
obtained a hose to fill our water tanks. The job was
completed in about twenty seconds due to the size of the
hose and the water pressure! Under way again at 1800
heading for Villagarcia at the head of the Ria de Arosa, and
we were tied up at 2020 in a snug corner of the Police and
Customs pier. We were ashore in double-quick time, looking
for a restaurant, but were unable to find one, and in
desperation hailed a taxi driver who instructed us to get into
his taxi and then whisked us off the the country where he
deposited us outside Senor Chocolatas Restaurant which is,
famous for its good food. We had an excellent meal and
enjoyed the long walk back to the boat in the moonlight.
On the following morning, a very pleasant young Customs
Officer came on board. We filled in his card, and he joined
us in a cup of coffee. It was the only evidence of officialdom
which we experienced throughout our trip in Spain. Before
leaving Villagarcia, we had a walk through the town with
its pleasant squares shaded by overhanging and interlocking
trees. We left at 1230, and had a good sail to the entrance
of the Ria. The 1355 (1455 local time) forecast was still
talking about gales in Finisterre.
Leaving the Ria de Arosa, there are two narrow passages
which are "tortuous and beset with rocks and should not
be attempted without first-hand local knowledge"! After
much deliberation, we decided to take these two passages
as it would subsequently save us quite a few miles of hard
windward slog. Although the marks all came up as expected,
there remained some doubt in our minds about the accuracy
of the Spanish based charts, and as there was a lot of
breaking water in the the outer channel with very little room
to manoeuvre, the adrenalin was flowing well by the time
we finally cleared and everyone heaved a sigh of relief. It
was blowing about F.7, and the seas were very steep. We
decided to abort the passage to Muros, and headed instead
for Corrubedo where we anchored inside the harbour.
Although the anchorage is described in "A Yachtsman’s
Guide to the Atlantic Coasts of Spain and Portugal" (Slom
& Ganger 1983) as being sheltered with good holding in sand,
we started to drag after a couple of hours, slowly at first
and then quite rapidly. We re-anchored closer inshore, but
the anchor never appeared to get a grip and felt as if it were
bouncing over rock. We motored round to the four mile long
beach which lies to the east of the harbour, and dropped
anchor in fifteen feet of water. We paid out twenty fathoms

Tandara at Villagarcia "1 must remember to slacken the mizen backstay".
Photo R. Siater.
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Ushant Graveyard. Photo R. Slater.

ropes, the slapping of wavelets against the hull and splashing
of water in the tanks. Eventually, even these sounds became
quiet. The speed had dropped to below one knot, and
reluctantly the engine was started. It was found that the
injector on No.3 cylinder was leaking diesel at approximately
one pint of fuel per hour. I assumed the thread in the
cylinder head had stripped, but was scared to attempt to
tighten the bolts in case I caused further damage. We had
no option but to keep pumping the diesel out of the engine
tray. On the following morning, we were accompanied by
a large school of whales. We reckoned there were twentyfive or thirty of them, each about nine or ten feet long, black
or dark grey, much beamier and slower than dolphins but
with a dolphin’s head, and they swam two, three or even
four abreast, tightly packed. The trip across the Bay of
Biscay was mostly motoring into an uncomfortable head sea.
On one occasion, we had to make a complete 360° turn to
port to avoid being run down by the Uralor Cuarto of
Bilbao, a large freighter which had approached on a
convergent course of approximately 20° from our starboard
quarter. I called them up on R/T to ask why the rules of
the road did not apply to him, but there was no reply, and
we assumed that his radio watch was as efficient as his deck
watch !
At 1015 on Saturday 21st July, we approached the Raz
de Sein as the north-going tide was commencing. The Decca
Navigator was spot on, and our dead reckoning was one and
a half miles out, which we felt wasn’t too bad after almost
four hundred miles. We sighted Hoshi heading south out
of Camaret with all sails set, and she was a fine sight. We
tied up at the marina at Camaret at 1345, took on water
and diesel, and dismantled the leaking injector, which
confirmed that the trouble was indeed a stripped thread in
the cylinder head. There is an engineering shop beside the
lifeboat station near the marina, and the friendly engineer
(who couldn’t speak any English but understood engines)
came up with the solution to the problem, which was to
screw a length of threaded rod tightly down into the cylinder
head, i.e. beyond the portion of stripped thread, and then
fasten the injector down with a nut. Complete success, all
for ten francs! We went ashore in a happier frame of mind
and did justice to the langoustines and coquilles St.Jacques.
When we left Camaret at 1240 on Sunday 22nd July the
visibility was between one and two miles, and the navigation
was relatively easy, all the buoys and lighthouses coming
up as required. We turned into the Bay of Lampaul on the
recommended bearing of 056°T. on the N side of the
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prominent Le Corce rock. Course is altered just before
reaching the rock to pass S of it and forward into the
anchorage of Lampul on the island of Ushant. The approach
is not particularly difficult, but the long line of jagged rocks
on either hand look like the backbone of some prehistoric
animal. We picked up a mooring off the harbour. There
were ten other yachts in anchorage, mostly French.
After yet another excellent meal, we went ashore to see
the village which was something of a disappointment, the
best bit of it being the beautifully kept graveyard with a most
wonderful display of flowers. Many of the graves had photos
of the departed ones on the headstones. The cr6perie was
closed for the night, but we were determined to sample the
delights of Ushant, and sat on the terrace of the hotel in
freezing cold, eating our ice creams and drinking coffee. (A
few of the less hardy ones had calvados in,stead!)
On the way back to Tandara, we gave a French couple
and their two young children a tow out to their boat as their
outboard would not start. As we settled down for the night,
the five million candle power light on Creach Point,
apparently the most powerful light in the world, was flashing
through the ports twice every ten seconds with an intense
blue light, and sending a piercing searchlight beam around
the anchorage.
We had planned to leave at 0800, but it was such a
pleasant morning that we got under way at 0650 and had
breakfast in the cockpit. Permission was requested from
Ushant Traffic Control to cross the inshore and main
shipping lanes and was immediately granted, and we were
wished a pleasant voyage. As soon as we had cleared Ushant,
a light E. breeze filled in; the engine was stopped and all
sails set. Perfect sailing, but quite cold. Visibility
deteriorated as we approached the Scillies, and we were
within three miles of Peninnis Head Light before it became
visible. We didn’t relish the thought of trying to find our
way into Hughtown,so we called up St.Mary’s coastguard
to ask advice. Land’s End answered and advised anchoring
in Port Cresso on the southern side of the island until
morning, and then reporting to Customs in Hughtown. We
had some difficulty finding our way in to Port Cresso, and
yet again we were very thankful to have radar. Anchor was
down at 0015 (2315 B.S.T.) just as a most impressive
lightning display and downpour commenced. When we saw
Port Cresso in daylight, we wondered how we managed to
get in with rocks so close on both sides. It was a horrible
morning, pouring with rain, and there was an easterly gale
warning for sea area Plymouth. The anchorage in Hughtown
was very crowded, but we managed to get a spot to anchor.
Soon afterwards, we were visited by Mr. Allard, the
Customs Officer. The water tank was filled at the pier for
a charge of £1.00 and fifty-three gallons of diesel taken on
at £1.20 a gallon. This seemed rather excessive, but we
noticed that practically everything on the Scillies is
expensive, presumably due to carriage from the mainland.
We later moved to New Grimsby, passing Tresco Flats two
hours before high water (the smallest tide of the month) but
the echo sounder never showed less than nine feet. We tried
to book a table for dinner in the Island Hotel, but they were
fully booked. Instead, we had a most acceptable meal in the
New Inn above the pier for a fraction of what we would
have paid in the Island Hotel; which was fortunate as it was
the skipper’s turn to pay!
Thursday developed into one of those glorious, warm
summer days. Everyone was ashore by 10.00. Bob and
Connie headed off for the Abbey Gardens, and the Slaters,
who had seen the Gardens on a previous visit, hired five
bicycles and circumnavigated the island, ending up in the
Island Hotel for coffee and ice creams. There were thirty-

five yachts in New Grimsby anchorage, but there were still
one or two vacant berths. The 1355 forecast was giving N.E.
winds going northerly, 3-4. Under way at 1430. We were
followed all night by a storm petrel which looked quite
cheerful when illuminated by the starboard navigation light,
most sinister when illuminated by the port light. As the wind
drew ahead, we got very little benefit from the sails, and
in the early hours of the morning the sea was very lumpy.
However, it was found by increasing the engine revs slightly,
the motion became quite smooth again. The Tuskar was
abeam at 1610, and we made good progess up the Irish Sea.
Heather baked beautiful scones with jam and clotted cream
for afternoon tea. It was very warm - warmer than Spain!
There was a most spectacular sunset over the Wicklow Hills.
A fresh breeze came through from the W at 0400 when
Howth Head was abeam. The engine was stopped, and we
had some great sailing at seven knots plus in a smooth sea.
Approaching St. John’s Point, the wind fell away and the
engine was started, but no water appeared in the exhaust.
The engine was immediately closed down and the trouble
traced to a stripped Neoprene impeller in the Jabsco water
pump. A spare impeller was fitted, and we motored into
Ardglass at 1530 to await the tide in the Strangford Narrows.

Brittany Landfall -- Raz de Sein. R. Slater.
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We tied alongside the pontoon at Ringhaddy at 2020, and
went to Daft Eddie’s to use up the remainder of the ship’s
purse.
We had covered 1736 miles in 322 hours, and had spent
11 nights at sea. We felt rather disappointed at not having
warmer weather in Spain, but we were blessed with
favourable conditions both N and S in the Bay of Biscay,
and for this we felt particularly grateful. We had visited the
Finisterre (Land’s End) of Spain, the Finist6re of France
and the Land’s End (almost) of Great Britain. We wondered
if the poverty and isolation of Finisterre village in Spain
would be lessened once the E.E.C. begins to pour money
into the area. We thought of that beautiful graveyard in the
island of Ushant where in such a rugged outpost of northern
Europe premature bereavement must have been commonplace over the centuries, and what a contrast when we come
to the Finisterre of Britain with the bustling holiday crowds,
the affluence - and yet even this pleasant isle had claimed
its share of lives, in days when the prayer of the Scillonians
was: "Oh, Lord, it is not that we would pray for a
shipwreck, but if there is to be a shipwreck, please let it be
on our island".

Date
1984
30
June
July
5
6
8
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
27

Distance Time at sea Engine
Log miles Days Hours A/Speed

Destination

From Ringhaddy
To
To
To
To
To
To

Finisterre
Muros
Bayona
I. St. Martin -- Sangenjo
Camberro
Eugenia de Riviera -Villagarcia
Corrubedo
To
Correbudo!
To
To
Muros
From Muros
To
Camaret
Lartapaul (Ushant)
To
To
P. Cresso (Scillies)
To
New Grimsby (Scillies)
From Scillies
Ringhaddy
To

/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/

/
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738
20
48
22
10

5

35
18
(6)
18

19.25
3.25
9.00
4.50
2.17

5.30
6.15
5.33
4.89
4.62

6.83
4.00

5.12
4.50

3.42

5.27

413
31
100
6

3

1.75
4.92
17.42
1.58

5.60
6.31
5.74
3.79

277

2

4.08

5.32

1736

13

10.17

5.39

Hibernation
Hugo Du Plessis

At the advanced age of sixty it seemed a good idea to retire,
or at least semi-retire, (very semi) and go sailing. A winter
of sailing was possible. No one in their senses would spend
the winter sailing in Ireland (even though it would have been
warmer if I had). It should be S of 40°N, like the
Mediterranean or Spain. And what more sensible way to
go, late in the year, than through the French canals. So went
the master plan. The homework confirmed that draft, air
height, seasonal cromages, everything would all be suitable
for Samharcin to get through before the canals were closed
by ice or the floods came.
It was not until September 17th that we set sail and for
who knows where, or when we would return. There was just
my son Chris and I. Samharcin is a 36 ft. Westerly Conway
ketch, flagship of our charter fleet, which had been slowly
converted and adapted for rapid change from one role to
another since I bought her in 1980. She is arranged for an
old man to sail her singlehanded without much difficulty
but on this trip I needed an extra hand for the locks, in any
case I prefer two on longish passages.
Gales were forecast; they had hardly stopped since
September 1st. and we just made Castletownbeare before
the rain came. We moved next day to Dunboy where Pat
Tidsley sailed in, another swallow going south.
Three days and three gales later we were at North
Harbour, Cape Clear and at last had the chance to leave.
It was the equinox, a good omen perhaps and for the first
time I would be navigating DEC.S. It was a beautiful day
for once, cloudless sky, fair wind NW force 4. By midnight
we were motoring, at 08.00 next morning hove-to, SE 7 on
the nose, at midday under bare poles somewhere in the
middle. Chris, out to the wide, hogged the best sea berth.
So much for those who say we must not sail singlehanded.
Under way the next morning with a circle of uncertainty
about 50 miles across which reduced substantially once I
realised that a new worldwide SSB radio affected the
compass of the Seafix RDF when used near the chart table.
Round Island was sighted, the bottom fifty foot and
uncomfortably close, only a few miles after hearing the fog
horn. Thence it was rock-hopping into Tresco, glad that I
knew the way. It was almost empty in contrast to the crowds
in summer.
For four days the weather was strong S.E. or fog or both.
On the 28th September the weather looked fair and we left,
having cleared the old telegraph cable from our anchor in
classic style. Sometimes there was wind and sometimes there
was not. Off the Wolf we met six Dutch stern trawlers in
battle formation sweeping the seas like de Tromp. During
the night there was wonderful phosphorescence, brilliant
shooting stars from shoals of small fish possibly pilchards.
Chris had an even better display when some dolphins joined
in. I had an uncomfortably close encounter with a ship, the
closest I have had to being run down. I suspect it was one
of those Dutch trawlers in which case the thought of passing
close astern and being rolled over, dragged under, or cut
in two by the trawl wires was not pleasant. It was foggy at

the time. Nowadays of course that old chorus of foghorns
on a foggy night is heard no more. Even under power we
had right of way but there are none so blind as those who
are not looking at their radar. The rest of the sail to
Salcombe was reasonably uneventful. I made three attempts
to escape Salcombe during five days of strong SE wind or
fog, before succeeding. I was glad to be away from the only
harbour where I’ve ever been charged for anchoring. It was
a fine sail across the channel with a fair wind, bright
sunshine and for once flawless navigation. The main
problem was fouling a large plastic sheet in mid-channel
which, by the time Chris noticed it, was wound round the
prop which spins when sailing. While trying to dislodge this
Chris started howling. His hair had got foul of the line to
the trailing rotor of the charger and he was fast being
scalped. Luckily I could pull in the rotor quickly and
disentangled him, but it could have been more serious if I
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Training Ship on the Seine. Photo Hugo DuPlessis

had not been beside him. It is a point to watch when towing
a rotor. These Charger rotors are quite powerful.
St.Peter Port is difficult to enter in the dark because the
street lights and their reflections are dazzling and it is hard
to see the numerous moored boats. The marina dory, alerted
by radio via the harbour office, (the marina cannot be
contacted direct because it operates on UHF only) towed
us straight to the wall where we dried out (Samharcin has
twin keels) and removed from the screw a plastic sheet big
enough to cover the boat! Yet another Dutch hazard
according to the label.
Here Chris left me to take an exam and I put in three
weeks hard work to finish a book. Guernsey is one of my
favourite places -- and not just because gin was £2.90 a
litre! I first visited it in 1946, soon after liberation, and have
been many times since.
My schedule was to be at Le Harve before November 1st.
I left Guernsey on October 26th, single handed to cover the
180 miles with five days to go. Alderney appeared somewhat
before expected in misty weather and I dodged in for the
night, getting a rope through the mooring buoy at the tenth
attempt.
This was followed by one of the roughest sails of my life,
a short confused sea caused by a fresh N wind against the
strong N-going Race of Alderney. The suddenness with
which the seas became calm in the lee of Cap de la Hague
was like coming to the end of a patch of Irish roadworks.
The sail probably started the hernia which troubled me for
the rest of the cruise (and has banjaxed next winter’s sailing
while I write this in hospital)
Cherbourg is not my favourite port but it served to initiate
the plonk phase. Next day was cold with a strong N wind.
The palm trees round the marina looked as out of place as
I felt myself. Winter sailing was not meant to be cold sailing
-- oh how little I knew.
The Sunday was fine and I motored most of the way to
Barfleur. Barfleur was another old haunt. I used to come
here from Lymington to paint the bottom, not easy in the
Solent with a 6’6" draught. The coast is rocky but
straightforward once clear of the tidal race off the
lighthouse. Barfleur dries out but Samharcin is used to that.
A dawn start was followed by a grand run across the Baie
du Seine to finish up with. Spinnakers singlehanded are not
my sort of sailing. Even using a spinnaker pole to boom out
the genoa had its handling difficulties and dangers. I devised
a method of rigging the pole firmly first then hauling out
the genoa with an outhaul. It was slow of course by slick
racing standards but delightfully safe and easy for a
singlehander.
Le Harve appeared at sunset. Never have I seen so many
navigation lights, all feebly trying to compete against the
bright shore lights behind. I sorted out the confusion of
lights, dashed across the ’road’, having looked carefully left
and right to make sure nothing was coming (actually it is
more like crossing an airport runway), turned sharp left and
entered the yacht basin with just three hours to go before
the November 1st deadline. The crew of Sniffenburg whom
I was to meet again several times helped sort out the mess
I had made of my first attempt at mooring.
In a few days, like a queen ant, the wings had been shed,
masts stowed on deck (Jack Tyrell had given me an old
boom gallows said to be off the original Asgard), sails were
packed away, all eight folded neatly into the space usually
occupied by one, and the transformation to motor boat was
complete.
Chris returned on November 13th (should have known
better) and we set off on the adventure of the long inland
voyage.

The mouth of the Seine is open sea and could be rough.
No place for an inland motor boat which is what we were
now. But we were lucky, the sea was calm, dotted with the
sails of Sunday sailors and the weather was as fine as a
summer day.
Below Tancarville incoming plaisanciers (that means you)
should keep to the E to left side, not the right. There is well
over 2m close outside the buoys. The ship channel runs close
to the W bank above Honfleur and an incoming ship can
crowd a yacht close into the shore where the suction wave
exposes obstacles. The R.Risle looked a useable anchorage
with the advantage that, unlike Honfleur, one could leave
at low tide. It is possibly navigable further. There is a small
village at the head but mostly it is a deserted creek.
Technically the sea ends just below this river.
The books say Le Havre to Rouen can be done in one
tide. But not in winter when daylight is short. On this
occasion I had only an old book of chartlets which were not
good or accurate, as well as reproducing a very winding river
as a straight line like old time coaching maps. We anchored
as it got dark where the book recommended off Caudebec
which was not at all a good place. The tidal Seine is a hostile
river.
Next morning was a hard, sharp introduction to winter
sailing. Up at dawn to catch the tide, a frosty red dawn with
a biting easterly wind. Frantic reference to the stowage
index. Where were gloves, scarves, balaclavas, the thickest
sweaters and big white woollen seaboot stockings (1942 Navy
issue hitherto used only as children’s Christmas stockings
-- but not this winter). At least we were heading S, keeping
pace with the sun. Heading S is a loose statement for a route
which most of the time goes E, W and even N. The Seine
is as straight as a rope dropped loosely on deck. Yet it does
not seem that way, one just keeps plodding steadily up the
ditch confident it will one day get to Paris. Duclair was
reached between dawn and tide-turn. There are some
moorings off the yacht club one of the few places to stop.
These are private, not to be relied on in season. The mast
needed restowing. We had been warned that overhang
forward makes it liable to be damaged coming alongside.
But it is seldom mentioned, though obvious in retrospect,
that it must also be high enough to give clear and
unobstructed view forward as when driving a car. On sailing
yachts we accept far to readily an inability to see where we
are going. This is dangerous on rivers full of much larger
vessels and difficult when entering the locks.
Another early, bitterly cold start. On past Rouen with its
miles of docks full of ocean-going ships. Despite being
inland it is a major port. Then under the Jeanne d’Arc
bridge, the first low bridge where the sea and ships are really
left behind.
There was a fuel strike at Le Havre when we left and my
tanks were only half full. This was the point of no return.
The Villegarde boatyard has a good chandlery and a
waterside pump but it was frozen. So it meant the first of
many fuel portages, fortunately there was a garage opposite.
I was brought up on an old saying that the three most useless
things in a boat were a wheelbarrow, and umbrella and a
naval officer. I admit I have yet to find a use for the naval
officer, but an umbrella is certainly useful when without a
wheelhouse and on a trip like this a wheelbarrow is
absolutely essential. In my case it was a wheeled shopping
trolley. It is no joke carrying a five gallon can of fuel a few
hundred yards and that is only one day’s supply.
The flood tide up here lasts only three hours and it is
weak. We pushed the ebb as far as Oissel where we anchored
near an island. At least up here there were only barges, even
though they might be eight packs (four by two plus a
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Amerville (Poses) The first and last lock on the Seine, a deep lock because
it is the tidal lock. Photo Hugo DuPlessis

powerful pusher tug) 200 yards long. The greater danger is
a small barge or peniche keeping close inshore to dodge the
tide.
At midday we entered our first lock at Poses and we tied
up to a beautifully kept Belgian family barge, finding it was
not nearly so fearsome as we had expected.
The placid reaches of the non-tidal river are a completely
different world. Instead of being below high muddy banks
we floated at cow level, fields stretched away on either side,
gardens came to the waters edge, woods, islands, everything
was at our level. The Seine was no longer an unfriendly river.
Here plaisanciers were welcome, the river was a pleasure
ground as well as a highway as old as history. There were
lots of islands and attractive backwaters. In places chalk
cliffs rise high above the river, crowned by the occasional
castle. At Roche Guyon is an old du Plessis strong-hold.
At Les Anderlys the huge Ch~.teau Gaillard built by Richard
Coeur de Lion commands the river. We paused at Les
Anderlys, a pleasant riverside resort with good restaurants,
for shopping and diesel but the main shopping centre is a
mile inland.
One lock a day is good progress. They are huge, remote,
operated from a control tower, five barges long, three wide,
quick and efficient, controlled by traffic lights with little
problem even to a small boat.
On the third day 100 km above the first lock, disaster
struck or rather we struck disaster. Opposite the big power
station at Porcheville there was a bump. We never saw what
we hit. We heard nasty noises anchoring in a quiet backwater
only revealed that visibility was nil and November was no
month to go swimming in the Seine. The old chartlet marked
a boatyard some ten kilometres on so we struggled further.
The boatyard had long gone but Les Meulans is home of
Le Circle de la Voile de Paris, one of the top French clubs.
The secretary was most helpful. Yet even my limited French
could see the problems he had on the phone. 1.5 m draught
when the river was low ruled out most slipways and a ten
ton displacement yacht, heavier than river motor cruisers,
was too much for local cranes. Eventually he found a yard
who could lift us on Monday morning. It was then Friday
evening. Meanwhile we were invited to make ourselves at
home for the weekend. They even hoisted an Irish courtesy
flag. Les Meulans is quite a yachting centre with several clubs
and a lot of racing. A leaflet described this as "les regattes
passionantes". No, it does not mean what you think it does.
We soon found another problem. A bad leak from the
stern tube. Luckily I had a spare electric bilge pump but even
so it had to be switched on every hour all night until in the
morning I could temporarily reduce the flood with caulking
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cotton (always carry caulking cotton -- even on a fibreglass
yacht).
On Monday morning we just made it to Parrieres-sousBoissy. When M, Garcia of Nauti-Mechanique stepped
down from the crane cab and having docked the boat he
straightened a bent shaft and repaired the stern tube. It was
not good but it held. A full repair would have delayed us
weeks. I worried about ice or floods and we were already
late. The five days spent ashore were the worst of the cruise
and by far the coldest. A boat in cold water is warm. But
perched up high the icy winds blow all around the bottom.
This was a particularly cold November spell.
I had bought a Taylor diesel paraffin heater in Guernsey.
Though it did not burn well on French diesel and was very
dirty despite generous help from Blakes, and a chimney
extension made of milk cartons. It did at least keep me warm
all winter. It used no electricity either, an important
advantage over sophisticated yacht heaters when living
aboard and dependent on the engine for electricity for
lighting during the long winter evenings.
Conflans-St-Honore is the junction with the Oise is
famous as the principle home port of the barges. There were
hundreds of them, tied up ten deep. Yet even a stranger
could read that barge business must be bad despite the
numbers still on the river. The blockades, fortunately, came
later.
Bougival, where we stopped that night has one of the Port
du Paris Halte de Plaisance. These have water and bankside
mooring for about two boats. Shopping and restaurants
nearby. There are about four of these serviced Haltes de
Plaisance below Paris. None of them are large and in
summer it is probably difficult to get a berth. There is
generally other mooring space nearby.
It was a stormy night but what care we about gales. Gales
are for sailors at sea to worry about and we are far from
the sea. We were almost due W of Paris, now only about
10 km away and quite near Versailles. In fact it was from
here that the water was pumped for the fountains of
Versailles. Before we reached Paris next day we would end
up N of the city before finally approaching it from the S.W.
If you want a direct route, go by train or motorway, not
by the river Seine.
But eventually there was Paris. No one can add to what
has been written about Paris, except perhaps for an engineer
the fascination of the underside of the bridges which might
have come straight out of a college text book or in some
cases a Meccano set. At least you get a different view coming
by sea.

Bardge disappearing under the underground. Bastille Metro Station is on
the bridge. Paris -- Arsenal Marina. Photo Hugo DuPlessis

We left Paris on December 1st and it was full ahead for
the sun. It takes a day to clear Paris and the industrial fringe.
Then the Seine becomes a very attractive river especially
around Fontainebleu. The French do know how to look after
their rivers. Villas range from the very exclusive and even
large old ch~teau to shacks and caravans but nowhere seem
to intrude. It might be different in summer on water-skiing
reaches. There was plenty of barge traffic but the river is
wide. The locks are still large and controlled but closer
together now, two or three a day.
Fuel points are scarce everywhere. One bankside source
is St.Manim’~s, 100 km beyond Paris. Another barge home
port and junction with the Canal du Loin. We went a little
further to Monterau where the S bound voyager leaves the
river Seine after nearly 300 miles of the river Yonne leading
to the canal du Bourgoyne, on the shallow canal du
Nivernais. The Yonne is a slow and winding river, narrower
and close to the country. Not far away were gentle chalk
hills so typical of France. Occasionally you might see an
orange rocker streaking across the fields, the high-speed
Lyons express. The bends of this river are no more than an
ambling road unlike the day-long loops of the Seine. The
locks are closer together and now small, with keepers one
can see and talk to. Some have sloping sides, but, are little
problem even with twin keels. It is easy enough to keep clear
with a long boathook.
The first hint of trouble came from a barge-wife. ’The
canal is closed". "You might mean the Canal de Nivernais"
(which I knew was closed). "The Ministry in Paris assured
me that the Bourgoyne was open".
Three locks further the question arose again. The keeper
kindly phoned the engineer. There was no doubt about it,
not only was the canal du Bourgoyne quite definitely closed
but it had been closed for three months due to lack of water!
There was now even a chromage for the tunnel was under
repair. We exchanged caustic comments as fellowprovincials about bureaucrats in capital cities.
This was a problem, not least because I had arranged for
mail to be forwarded ahead thinking I could hardly avoid
a town on a ditch. We went on to the next town the old city
of Sens and I went to Laroche, the first contact point, in
the speed, comfort and warmth of a train, wondering what
was the attraction of travelling by boat in winter anyway.
This delay was no more than an inconvenience for there was
still the Canal du Loin leading to the Canal du Centre and
eventually to Chalon-sur-Saone where we would have ended
up anyway a couple of days back-tracking. But halfway back
to the Seine at the ecluse de Port Renard at the end of a
short narrow canal cut, we found the way blocked by a
sabliere, a sand barge. There was too little water for it to
get out of the lock. These big barges draw 2.5m as opposed
to the standard canal draught of 1.8. Now I really did start
getting worried. Unable to go on and now unable to go back.
We were stucko , it seemed checkmate. But the river was
raised overnight and at dawn the cork came out and we were
on our way again, back to St.Manim’~s to try the Canal du
Loine.
Now the real problems started. Two things soon became
very obvious: (a) the canal was not U shaped as we were
led to believe by every book in my thick file of homework,
but there was a distinct shallow ledge each side 2-3m wide,
(the shape is more like a soup plate); (b) with twin keels and
maximum draught at maximum beam there was not enough
room in a 15m wide canal for a 5m. wide 500 ton steel barge
and a 3.5m wide yacht unable to get any closer to the bank
than 2m because of her twin keels. With a fin keel boat one
can get halfaboat’s width closer to the bank, and believe
me this is critical.

At first I was too cautious, I measure sea room in miles
not metres and certainly not centimetres. This was wrong
for the second barge we met swung us broadside on and hit
the stern a glancing blow. This was very frightening.
Obviously caution was wrong. We needed the bold Nelson
touch. By going full speed and bumping along the bottom
or more likely the side of the ledge we survived for another
day. Bouncing along the bottom is a way of life on the
canals. Samharcin has iron keels. A boat with fibreglass
keels would probably damage the keels and many of the
modern fin keel boats would be badly damaged by kick
back. The Ambre caught us suddenly around a bend with
no room to manoeuvre or time to crash moor. Moveover
we were almost at once aground on a hard wider part of
the ledge for there was some constriction at this point. Full
engine and full rudder held the stern in for the bow wave
but could not hold against the suction of the barge’s large
screw and the stern again swung out. This time the mast
caught the barge and was knocked sideways giving Chris
a nasty bang in the face.
That settled it, a decision I had made anyway the night
before, if it happened again. We were a danger to others
as well as ourselves. What if we were "grounded" by official
order. Unable to go on or back. There was no alternative
but to abandon the whole plan of the cruise. This time there
was no other way round except the distant Bay of Biscay
in January. Sadly but very cautiously we went back to the
Seine with our tails right between our legs, using the VHF
to monitor traffic and avoid being caught unawares and
always moored to the bank when a barge approached. This
took three days.
I have had various suggestions since. With better French
one can warn oncoming barges by VHF as they keep open
channel (14 I believe), but there is always the risk that one
fatellier might have had a bad night and have a dislike of
plaisanciers in general. A red flag can be used to give
warning of being aground. "Aim for the bows and the bow
wave will push you clear" I was often told, but as well as
courage this needs a precision of control and even more of
visibility lacking in the average sailing cruiser. Altogether
these were too uncertain for me. The canals need strong
nerves. They are not the soft option so often assumed.
But if it wasn’t for the barges the canals are delightful
and a fascinating way to travel. So quiet, peaceful and
leisurely. Plenty to look at, birds galore, farms, back gardens
and all so close and intimate. And of course virtually
regardless of the weather. All so different from the sea -especially in December.
There was one more discovery before we rejoined the
Seine. I had asked the Ministry specifically about ice. "The
central canals never freeze" I was told. Wrong again.
Admittedly it was only thin cat-ice from one frosty night
but even that slowed the boat and made a surprising amount
of noise. The ice may never stop a barge or jam lock gates
which was probably his criterion but the ice will certainly
scratch a fibreglass boat. A few nights frost and it could
get thick enough to be quite damaging especially kept up
for hundreds of miles. Fuel consumption would be high.
Our immediate need was for somewhere to think and for
mail to catch up. The first stop was Saumois, a pleasant
small town on a backwater on the edge of Fontainebleu
forest. I would have been happy to winter there. But Chris
wanted to leave. He had been a good crew and energetic
locksman and would have been willing to go all the way.
I could not have managed without him. But having been
forced to admit defeat the sense of purpose had gone. I had
still not completely given up hope of finding a way
somehow. If we waited, the canal de Bourgoyne might open
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again, the coast was still far away in time as well as in
distance and I was reluctant to give up so much ground.
Besides some mail was urgent and had to catch up as soon
as possible. Paris seemed the sensible place to stay. So back
to Paris we went, to the dirty Seine where I stayed until
Christmas and Chris went back to his true love.
Chris rejoined on January 7th and we left the basin the
next day locking out again into the Seine.
We got to Bougiral again for the first night. Downstream
we managed longer legs but daylight was very short. It took
four and a half days to get back to the first lock at
Amfreville and this time I explored some delightful
backwaters on the way. Amfreville was our seventy-eight
lock, the last -- and of course it would be the one where
something went wrong. Our stern warp jammed on a sheave
at the top of a bollard and the incoming barges were held
up while Chris scrambled ashore to cut it. Being the tidal
lock it is the deepest and most difficult.
Samharcin seemed to skip with glee, I could feel her
different motion. Ahead lay the sea and she knew it. She
was not, she made plain, an inland motor boat. As if it was
the taste of the water I don’t know than I blame her. After
those ten day on the Seine in Paris the scum on the waterline
was half an inch thick and had to be scrapped off with a
shovel.
We shared Elbeuf quay with several thousand cars. No
it was not a car park, but a huge three-deck car transporter
barge, bigger than many a city carpark.
Just above Rouen there is a backwater, the only one on
the tidal reach suitable for a quiet overnight stay. We looked
at the official yacht stop, the Bassin St. Gervais and were
not impressed. It is a very small part of a dull commercial
basin in a dull part of the city. The small derrick for masthoisting looked primitive, and suitable only for small boats.
It is far better to use Le Havre.
The weather looked bad and told no lie. On the long reach
past the docks it was rough with a strong wind against the
tide. There was worse to come and it was Friday 13th too.
Approaching Duclair we met a strong squall. Wind Force
10 and snow. It was impossible to pick up the buoys as
planned and the next long reach would be no place for us.
A large notice on the quay said ’no mooring for pleasure
boats’. Just at that moment I reckoned the description
’pleasure boat’ did not apply to us. Lunatic perhaps but
pleasure ...... ? With difficulty we moored to a works barge.
There was very little option.
The squall passed and we cast off. It was no place to stay
even in an emergency. The wash from one passing ship raised
dangerous four-foot waves and the barge had projections
which caused some damage. But with the ease in the wind
it was possible to go back and pick up a mooring off the
Yacht Club du Normandie, where we remained, moored fore
and aft for two days of vigorous snow-squalls.
We left on Sunday when the snow stopped (snow? this
was not, repeat NOT on the master plan). It was sunny but
there was little warmth in it. In the squalls it was rough
enough when the wind thundered up a reach but not
dangerous. Our target was a shoal patch just inshore of buoy
VNAM at La Vaquerie where the shoal would give us a lee
out of the traffic and also it was sheltered from the forecast
gales SW to W which was not long coming. This is the best
anchorage on the tidal reach. Here we remained for two
days, F 9 plus with the hurricane anchor down. The last
possible anchorage was Quilbeuf and being short of stores
we moved there after looking at Lillebonne, the ancient
Roman port opposite, which might once have made a nice
yacht harbour but is now entirely overgrown. Luck was with
us as next day the smoke of the refinery chimney opposite

no longer streaked sideways. The forecast promised a slot
in the weather long enough for us to make a dash for the
river mouth. It was a clear sunny winter day, almost too
nice to stop when we got to Honfleur.
The old town of Honfleur had been much written about,
painted and photographed, and even made into a jigsaw
puzzle. It is indeed a living mediaeval museum, a fascinating
old, yet modern town. It was an unpleasant surprise however
to be told I could stay only a week.
I pleaded the boat was not ready for sea -- and made very
sure she was not until well into March. Chris left to seek
a job so I could also plead I had no crew. The single hander
always has an excellent excuse.
Actually I really did have work to do on the mast which
had not been down since I bought the boat. When the time
suited me I had them stepped, more cheaply than at Le
Havre, although the bureaucracy to enter the Commercial
Basin for the crane was rather formidable.
The Vieux Basin was a peaceful and pleasant place to be,
much quieter than Paris. But it was awkward as the Yacht
Club have all the berths and I had to cross five wobbly little
boats to get ashore. It was lonely too for unlike Paris there
were no other liveaboards.

Jean D’Arc Bridge. Rouen. Where the sea and ships are really left behind.
Photo Hugo DuPlessis

I still felt shut in, even if only by one gate and it was with
relief that I left, singlehanded on March 9th. A short,
shakedown sail to Trouville. More lock gates here but at
least they stayed open all tides. The old basin was being
dredged out by a JCB on a barge and no one took any notice
of me or asked for payment. That suited me. I stayed for
a week, waiting for a mist to clear.
It was still misty when I left for Barfleur. Once outside,
strong easterlies were forecast and visibility was poor, not
good enough conditions to approach a rocky coast in the
dark. Ouistreham seemed more sensible. Unaccountably I
overshot the entrance by several miles in the mist but spotted
a buoy just in time, which was lucky as it was on the very
edge of my new chart. There was a pontoon outside the lock
for yachts, limited to a 12-hour stay while one waited for
the lock to open which only works for about three hours
on the tide. I’stayed there a week. I was fed up with being
shut in. In any case I was waiting to leave as soon as I could.
Every day was mistier, then foggier or worse.
Finally a clearance was forecast, followed by strong, S.W
wind which would have been equally undesirable. Wrong
of course. I motored all the way with visibility between half
mile and nil.
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Fortunately the fog cleared to mist just in time to reveal
St. Vaast. Then it was plain rockdodging into Barfleur, in
mid harbour (no worry with twin keels) well inside shelter
instead of rolling at anchor outside until the tide served.
Here I stayed for three days of strong wind and a tummy
ache.
This was the only place where I encountered the Douanes
who gave me quite a going over on a day I was not well,
until the flames blowing back from the stove, due to
downdraughts from the quay above, frightened them away.
The silly thing is that this was my last French port of call
and I had been in France five months!
Three days later wind and tide served and I got to
Alderney in mixed showery weather, urban Cherbourg
offering few attractions. The island appeared in a clearance
nicely where expected. Casquets DF on which I had intended
to rely, cannot be picked up until quite near Alderney. On
this occasion I managed to get a rope through the buoy first
time. Half an hour after I got in it was blowing a gale. The
next day, Spring had come at last, warm and sunny and I
explored places I had not been to for years. Almost the last
time had been in Dyarchy when Eric Hiscock and myself
winched in 70 fathoms of chain as she dragged in a F 9 gale
which slowly enlarged the holes which a British battleship
had made in the breakwater. I would love to have stayed
but business had caught up and I had been dragged back
reluctantly to reality and the most unwelcome prospect of
being required as a techinical witness in London.
I had not tried the Swinge before. It started easy enough
and I had a Sealink boat to follow. But the unexpected
overfalls at the southern end were really fierce and caused
a few stowage disasters. The gannetry did not seem to be
a patch on the Skellig. It was another warm, sunny day
almost sunbathing weather, but I had lingered too long and
forgotten how circular the tides were. No matter, Sark would
do as well as Guernsey. At 17.30 1 anchored in Greve de
la Ville. Birds sang on the daffodil covered cliffs. It was calm
and peaceful, just what I had been longing for all those
months of noisy ports and beastly shut in harbours of the
Baie du Seine.
Then. Gale warning S.E. to E. This was no place to be
and the tide was now foul. I waited till the last of the
daylight, then motored across to St. Peter Port against a
still strong tide. By 04.00 it was uncomfortable, easterly gale
just as forecast. When another yacht got a stern line on my
buoy the motion was cruel, jerking just when it should be
giving. This is the only time I have ever chafed through a
mooring rope. Luckily I had doubled up. Entering the
marina in the evening was tricky singlehanded in a gale but
managed without fuss.
Timmy O’Shea joined on Wednesday, May 9th from
Bantry. Poor Timmy. I forgot it was Liberation day and
all the cheap drink shops were closed! We left that
afternoon, finding strong overfalls off Les Hanois before
heading W for home. The wind was light and most of that
day and night we motored. The battery needed charging
anyway. At sunset I sat on the dinghy forward as Samharcin

followed a golden path straight towards the setting sun.
Crossing the shipping lanes at night was a good time to
try the newly installed radar. It was an eye-opener. I never
realised how much I had overestimated distances. Ships I
would have said were over two miles away were under one.
I recommend anyone to try the exercise themselves.
At midday we were off the Lizard and the new radar
packed up. It seemed sensible to get it fixed under guarantee
as the Irish agent was probably in Dublin The bearing of
the Lizard remained stubbornly unaltered. We would have
done better to have sailed. Later than intended we anchored
off Penzance E of the pierhead.
Phone calls eventually produced a radar mechanic from
Falmouth. By which time we were aground at the bottom
of a high quay wall. While he did not mind going up the
mast in a bosun’s chair he was not so good at scaling walls
like a commando. Anyway it got fixed. Penzance is full of
Aladdin’s caves of surprisingly cheap souvenirs. To prove
how far we had been we loaded up with grass skirts for the
girls.
Away next morning early. Lands End was abeam at 09.00
looking quite benevolent in the sunshine against a blue sky
and sparkling sea. The forecast north-easterly became N and
freshened, getting up to 6 by afternoon. It was just too far
ahead for Samharcin to really fly but all the same she did
a record 150 miles 24 hr run.
At dawn, with the wind dropping down to 3 I unrolled
everything and set the mizen staysail but it was too late. By
midday we were motoring again and kept motoring after
the wind came light ahead. Ireland appeared where expected
despite the southwesterly set due to the persistent N.E winds.
A warbler perched on my head as I sunbathed on deck. The
mizzen was abeam at 1900 and we could stop the engine for
a while. Bantry Bay looked its best, a beautiful red sunset
over the mountains. But we were going the wrong way now
"to sail to the setting sun until I die". I dropped Timmy
at Bantry Pier just 30 seconds late (I had said midnight)
before picking up my weed-ballasted mooring for a quiet
night. He had been a good and cheerful crew and I had had
doubts about my fitness to make this part of the voyage
singlehanded.
Prim, my daughter, rowed out to welcome me and at high
tide, a string of courtesy flags at the yardarm, I went into
our usual berth at the quay.
I had been eight months away. The plans had been a
complete failure; my winter was spent on the wrong side of
France, where it had been colder that at home! Yet it had
been fun. I had not reached the target of 40°N but had
stayed S of 50°N -- even if only just. I would have been
happy to go on and I was reluctant to come back. But the
boat had to earn her living even if I thought I had retired.
The sailing was not dramatic, no records broken or
attempted or even intended. The total distance covered was
less than most people would do in a two or three week cruise.
The log says we visited sixty-seven harbours or anchorages.
In fact I lost count. The distances were generally short and
for half the time Samharcin was just a river motor boat.
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Paddies without Paddy
Dermod J. Ryan

Having wintered Sceolaing in Spain last year, a short cruise
there to open the 1984 season seemed a natural. However
having visited El Ferrol many times during the winter to
supervise Sceolaing’s repairs, the thought of another gamba,
the smell of more Spanish cigarette smoke, the words
"manana", or "Sir, your baggage should be on the next
flight", ruled out another cruise there this year. Perhaps
in a year or two!
Instead I decided to head N to Scotland and the Faroes.
My previous effort to visit the Faroes in 1982 had been a
failure, blown out in Scotland. It seemed an idea therefore
to complete two years cruises in one, namely bring Sceolaing
home from Spain, thereby finish last year’s abortive effort
and later visit the Faroes and make up for my 1982 failure.
Furthermore, we could have a leisurely family cruise in
Scotland on the outward journey. It all seemed ideal and
so indeed it proved.
The family cruise to Scotland began on July 8th when we
set off from Dun Laoghaire in a flat calm. However, a S.E
breeze gradually filled in and we sailed quickly towards East
Loch Tarbert, our first port of call, then through the Crinan
Canal and on to the Hebrides. We ran aground twice in the
Crinan t~.anal in spite of being assured at the sea lock that
there was plenty of depth, which was mighty disconcerting,
firstly approaching a landing stage after lock number eight
and again at the landing stage at lock number nine.
The weather for the two weeks was changeable, at times
sunny, at times very overcast and cold. We visited the usual
anchorages on our way to Stornaway where the crew change
was to take place. The cruise was enjoyed by all, so much
so that I was pressurised into agreeing to participate in the
CCC 75th Anniversary Cruise in Company next year. It was
great to be sailing in Scotland again.
Saturday, July 21st came, the family flew home and the
heavies arrived -- John McGuire. Jarlath Mullen and Dave
Ryan. We engaged in some hectic last minute shopping
before the shops closed as we knew that absolutely nothing
would be open on Sunday morning before we left for the
Faroes. We ca’st off from Stornaway at 12.25 on Sunday,
July 22nd. There was not a gasp of wind for some nine hours
as we motored N. The Island of Sula Sgeir is on the rhumb
line and I was concerned that I would not see it in the dark.
I need not have worried. It and the Island of Rona are now
both fitted with powerful lighthouses. In any event the night
was so bright that their silhouettes could be seen for miles.
It is said there is an easterly set between Scotland and the
Faroes. As we approached these Islands we realised that we
had been set several miles to the E of our course. The short
night passed and we sailed beautifully under number two
Genoa and Main in a Westerly 3. A whale swam leisurely
across our bow and dived about 100 yards ahead. What
wonderful creatures they are. We continued to sail quickly
N with the wind gradually increasing to NW5. The Akraberg
aero beacon on the Island of Sydero is alleged to have a 100
miles range, yet from 15 miles distance we could barely make
out the call sign, let alone obtain a satisfactory fix. However,
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one thing was clear, we were well E of our E.P. Visibility
at this time was poor, although occasionally a clearance
would come and give over ten miles of visibility. It was
during one such a clearance that Dave sighted land, the
Island of Sydero, some miles ahead on the port hand. The
land disappeared again and for the next three hours came
and went as heavy mist and fog drifted over the Island. A
strong southerly tide slowed our progress considerably, but
eventually it turned in our favour and we made rapid
progress into the inlet of Trangisvaag. It was unbeleiveably
bright as we tied up alongside in the little harbour of
Tvoroyri at 00.50. The 240 miles journey had taken just over
thirty six hours of magic at sea, with not the sign of a gale
one anticipates in these exposed waters, especially with T.J.
Mullen on board. We had been told that the lighthouses do
not operate in the Faroes during the Summer months as there
is virtually no night. They did operate when we were there
and long before darkness set in.
The Faroes (Sheep Islands) are eighteen in number
covering a total area of some 550 sq. miles, slightly smaller
in total than Co. Leitrim. They are separated by narrow deep
channels and rise steeply out of the water with sheer cliffs
with, on the whole, pretty barren land on top. Trees are
unknown. It is said they were first discovered by an Irish
monk but the subsequent occupiers were Norse, year 800
A.D. et seq. Due to the Gulf Stream the climate is mild.
Winter average 40°F and 52°F in Summer, However,
overcast skies are the norm, especially in Summer with a
lot of fog and mist. The statistics indicate rain in two days
out of three! ! Ownership of the Islands was Danish and they
controlled affairs quietly for centuries primarily through
local Government. When Germany invaded Denmark in
1940 contact with the Island was lost. However, the Faroese
Parliament decreed that they would govern themselves on
behalf of the Danish Government. Two days later Britain
established naval and air force bases there so as to hinder
German shipping making for the Baltic. However, they did
not interfere with the local administration of the Island. In
1948 the Danish Parliament passed an Act decreeing that
the Faroes were henceforth to be a self-governing
community within the Danish Kingdom. They have
representation in the Danish Parliament and although
foreign affairs are a Danish responsibility nonetheless the
Islanders have certain rights where international trade or
fishing is concerned. Hence the Faroes voted against joining
the EEC when Denmark did. With hindsight that seems a
wise decision. They believed, probably correctly, the
Europeans would destroy their rich fishing grounds. The
Faroes are entitled to have, and have their own National
flag.
Before leaving home I brought the Admiralty Pilot and
Charts and additionally the Danish ones. It was interesting
to compare them. The Danish ones show the plans of each
harbour superbly and also, in colour, the leading lights to
each. They are excellent. However, we thought the
Admiralty Charts easier to use for identifying high ground

and therefore easier to plot ones position from afar. We had
had some difficulty in identifying a few inlets. However,
both are excellent. Another feature of interest was that the
passage chart we preferred was the Admiralty one for the
British Isles, Chart number two, which oddly includes the
Faroes, as well as Rockall. Perhaps there is a message there
somewhere for the Faroes!!
We slept late next morning having decided to spend the
day in Tvoroyri and after brunch cased the town. We cashed
travellers cheques and strolled through the town. Allegedly
the population is 2,000 but it seemed to us there were that
many houses. The town is typically Norwegian with
colourful houses built of wood or metal, all very pretty and
all looked very prosperous. John was at his magnanimous
best and went out of his way to be friendly with a "hello"
to everyone in sight. Somewhat to our surprise the locals
failed to respond at all, although many could speak English.
Indeed John commented they didn’t even seem to speak to
each other. Having seen all that was to be seen in the town
we returned to the harbour and acquired fish and ice at the
fish factory. We were highly impressed at the size and
efficiency of the modern factory which processes huge
quantities of fish. The locals work hard here, but are
regularly laid off in Winter due to storms. The fishing boats
are enormous. They go to sea for weeks at a time, return
and offload their catch, reprovision and head off again.
Both the fish and the catch were huge.
We invited the Harbour Master and a colleague on board
for a drink. The former declined, but declared that the
services of the Port were at our disposal, while the latter
having emptied his first glass stood up, expressed profuse
thanks and left. We had used "Right Guard", so it wasn’t
the obvious, it was merely they would not abuse our

hospitality. Regrettably the Faroes are dry -- they do not
sell alcohol!! Provided one is well provisioned the rules
regarding the purchase of booze are amusing. I have added
an appendix for any potential visitor. The locals having
complied with the regulations send to Denmark for their
supply of the creature. The booze on arrival in the Faroes
suffers, it seems, a quick painless death. Hence people can
be terribly, terribly sober or terribly, terribly drunk!
That evening we adjourned to the local Hotel for Dinner,
armed with naggins of Paddy. Dinner we were told is served
at mid-day, but we were welcome to have tea. A large plate
of open sandwiches was presented with coffee. All very
palatable, especially as we laced the coffee with large dashes
of Paddy. We were surprised at the number of people who
dined that evening, including a Japanese gentleman who was
more or less resident there buying fish for the homeland.
He had our sympathy as he sat alone, as on every other
night. The quietness that pervaded the dining room and the
general lack of animated conversation depressed us
somewhat. After tea we had another aimless walk around
the town before returning on board and attacking the
bottles. The absence of a pub was to us a real drawback.
Surely a pub is the best place to meet the locals, when over
a few drinks one can discuss the variety of topics that keep
pubs in business. They are great focal points and we quickly
realised we would miss them!!
The tides dictated a departure at 13.30 the next day. The
wind WN4 gave us a superb sail to Thorshavn on the Island
of Stromo where we tied alongside five hours later. The sail
had been exciting, especially so when Dave discovered a
"Steering anomoly" off the Island of Sando. We had read
in the Pilot that a magnative anomoly occurs here but Dave
it seemed had discovered a "steering one". It happened

Tvoroyri from The Chruch. Photo Dermod Ryan
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Sando Island in Faroese fog. Photo Dermod Ryan
when he declared, in a restrained but anxious voice, that
Sceolaing would not respond properly to the wheel. Wouldbe voyagers to the Faroes need have no fear, however, Dave
merely had a mental aberration and forgot that the wheel
works the opposite way to a tiller!! Dave’s drink was
removed immediately. What a clanger, it was replayed in
glorious technicolour many a time thereafter. Poor Dave
and he’s so considerate and understanding of others!!
The sun shone as we approached Thorshavn and it looked
beautiful. The main harbour is large but the eastern one
where we tied up is very small but convenient and pretty.
The small local boats tie up to a little Marina, so the pier
is left for yachts. A Swedish yacht which we had seen on
leaving Trangisvaag tied alongside us. She was Cigale III
her owner a Swedish lawyer living in Paris. We exchanged
pleasantries, especially as the daughters were rather
attractive. A Customs Officer boarded to clear us. This he
did quietly and efficiently but nonetheless formally. We
strolled through the town that evening which was as
attractive as it seemed from the harbour and very prosperous
too. The car population was not only high, but they all
seemed very new. Once more the houses, metal or wood,
were colourful, brown, red and green seemed to
predominate. Some had the traditional turf roofs with grass
actually growing on them. What a bore, it is difficult enough
to persuade the wife to mow the lawn but the thought of
adding the roof exhausts me.
We decided to stay next day and hire a car to see more
of the Island of Stromo and the adjoining Island of Ostero,

which is connected by an impressive bridge. Although the
Summer was, we were told, the best for many years, next
morning was raining and yet again a heavy mist covered
everything. On driving up the steep hills that surround
Thorshavn, we entered thick fog which lasted for hours. We
could hardly see beyond the bonnet. The comments were
predictable -- "thank you Skipper for taking us on this
super sightseeing tour", etc., etc. Eventually we got glimpses
through the rain of superb fjord like inlets. The Islands are
very high and steep so the views from the top are pretty
spectacular. After about four hours the sky cleared, the sun
shone and the scene brightened beautifully. We crossed on
to Ostero and drove as far as Runevig on Skaale Fjord. We
were truly amazed at the extent of salmon farming in the
inlets. The Faroese are not merely content to fish their rich
seas, but also utilise their inlets for farming. On the return
journey to Thorshavn, Dave talked two six lb. salmon out
of a farm and into the car. As we approached the high land
on Stromo again we encountered more rain and thick fog.
It became pretty dismal once more. We stopped at a large
shopping-centre outside Thorshavn and bought supplies,
including alcohol-free beer and wine.
Our stock of booze was dangerously low, as due to the
absence of pubs the consumption on board was higher than
usual. It seemed logical to top it up locally, it wouldn’t taste
too bad, better than nothing in any event, we thought. On
returning on board we tried both beer and wine and they
were awful -- no substitute for the real thing. We were now
in desperate straits -- one day’s supply and at least four days
from Scotland. Hysteria set in. Dave stated he never drank
at sea so he would be OK, clearly he had forgotten the
"steering anomoly". Jarlath threw a King’s ransom in notes
on the table and declared there must be an illicit still
somewhere and he would buy it. The suggestion that the
Swedish yacht beside us must have duty free on board
developed into an argument as to whether or not the Swedes
now drank alcohol at all because of their driving laws.
Finally we concluded Cigale III was our only hope. We
decided that John, who incidentally was sleeping all this
time, was the natural "procurer". Furthermore, having
married a lady from that country he would know their ways
and would make the correct approach. We knew their plans
included a visit to Dun Laoghaire, so we roused the
unsuspecting John and instructed him to extend the
compliments of the Vice Commodore of the Royal St.

The eastern harbour, Thorshawn. Photo Dermod Ryan
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George Yacht Club and advise them that a mooring would
be available for Cigale III when they arrived in Dun
Laoghaire. Furthermore, he was to present to the Skipper,
with our kindest regards, the I.C.C. Sailing Directions and
one of our valuable salmon, and to enquire if we could be
of further neighbourly service. We also gave him a clear
directive, return with booze or not at all!! The next fifteen
minutes seemed a lifetime as John played his opening moves
and eventually worked his way into Cigale’s cockpit and
finally below. Dave, who was preparing Dinner, could see
all through the window and gave a graphic account of John’s
progress. Eventually John returned, empty handed!! We
learned that our neighbour was sympathetic to our plight
and had offered John a bottle. John, however, decided to
gamble all and said that -- "one was no good, we needed
two", whereupon the Skipper promptly returned the bottle
to its locker and wished John well. In micro-seconds John
heard a precis of his usefulness to yachtsmen in general, and
to us in particular. It wasn’t overly complimentary.
However, a little later we heard a sharp knock on the
coachroof, a scuffle of feet in the cockpit and a fairy
godmother in the form of our neighbouring Skipper came
below with two forty ounce bottles. We didn’t give a damn
if he was either a fairy or a godmother, or both, we were
saved. Profuse thanks were heaped on him, may he have
many sons, and we waited with difficulty for him to leave
before we broke them open and drank to John’s continued
health and long life. Splendid chap John, marvellous man
on a yacht, never doubted he’d succeed!!
Next morning we had to move to a western harbour as
a Russian liner had arrived and the pier would be needed
for its tenders. Naturally it was raining and very misty. We
shopped and had lunch ashore in the Hotel Hafnia. The food
was good but washing it down with harmless wine killed
conversation other than a rude comment at the pointlessness
of displaying beautiful wine bottles in beautiful wine racks
when they are filled with useless wine. We telephoned home
before leaving, direct dialling incidentally, and set out to
Klaksvig on the Island of Bordo. Once again the tides
dictated our departure time. There was no wind so we
motored the entire seventeen miles. The channel between

the Islands is about a mile wide with each side rising sharply
to some 1500 feet. It stopped raining and the sun broke
through the clouds. The scene was superb. We rounded into
Klaksvig and in the evening sun the town and hills looked
exciting. We tied alongside a trawler three hours out of
Thorshavn. Klaksvig is a sizeable town with a stated
population of 5,000. Again we thought there were that many
houses. In any event, it is not the small town suggested in
the RCC Sailing Directions. On the contrary, the sizeable
inlet is surrounded on all sides with wharf. They are needed
too. The trawlers are numerous and, as in Thorshavn, some
are immense. We explored the town, which was obviously
a working class one, fishermen all, with much unsurfaced
concrete in evidence, no fancy frills, but it seemed more
friendly than either Tvoroyri or Thorshavn. The wash from
the trawlers and ferries which passed at speed was a slightly
negative aspect to the town. When we tried to telephone
home that evening we discovered, to our surprise there was
no hotel and we had difficulty in locating a telephone. It
was bright that night as we had a farewell stroll and later
to prove the point Dave read a book in the cockpit at
midnight.
We listened to the BBC forecast at 00.15 and were thrilled
to hear a W5 in prospect, as we planned to set off that
morning at 11.00 when the tides turned fair. However, the
local forecast in English at 09.00 on 525 MW and 90 FM,
was for near gale-force westerly winds. We topped up water
and diesel tanks at the quayside and motored out of Klaksvig
waving good-bye and down the channel until in open water
where we encountered the promised W7. Under number two
Genoa and a double reefed Main we sailed quickly towards
Stornaway. The sea was lumpy, very at times, but having
cleared the Islands the sun shone and we could enjoy a wee
dram in the cockpit.
Reflecting on our four days in the Faroes, we had about
four hours sunshine, the scenery, when we could see it, was
beautiful as were the towns. The people were courteous when
approached, but somewhat distant. We were amazed at the
prosperity, but when unanimously of the view that the
absence of pub life was just too much. We simply had no
forum for conversation with the locals.

Salmon farming in Skaale Fjord. Photo Dermod Ryan
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Thorshawn. Houses with turf roofs. Photo Dermod Ryan

Steps in Thorshawn. Photo Dermod Ryan

At midday next day, Rona was ahead. Yet again we had
been set well to the east. Some hours later the wind died
and we resorted to the engine to bring us to Stornaway. At
20.55 we sighted Scotland ahead, yet it was 04.30 on
Monday morning before we were anchored off the pier in
Stornaway. I had anticipated that the fishing fleet would
be setting to sea after midnight on the Sabbath and so they
did, but the sheer size of the exodus was breathtaking. There
were hundreds of boats leaving at the same time, at speed
too. Red lights, green lights, steam lights were everywhere
and us in the middle. To add to the fun it poured rain.
Next morning we slept late, had showers in the Mission
for Seamen and, smelling sweetly, adjourned to a convenient
bar. Gosh it was great to order alcoholic beers and to
participate in banter with the locals. One could reasonably
consider the evening rowdy with an excellent Dinner in the
Caberfeith Hotel, preceeded and succeeded by the
unsuccessful verbal pursuit of an attractive barmaid. Next
Morning while alongside topping up the water tanks we
reminisced on the previous evening, to the amusement of
some by-standers. One of them it transpired was a BBC
radio interviewer who subsequently interviewed John for his
programme on BBC’s Island Radio, "Visitors, how others
see us", and inevitably during the course of his interview
referred to our ornathological exploits of the previous
evening. John, with a masterly use of the language, the birds
of passage bit et al, not to mention his Downside accent,
did us Paddies proud.
We left shortly after mid-day and had a beautiful sail the
thirty three miles to Rodel. The tide was just right when we
arrived so we had no problem crossing the bar (the shoal
one that is) into the pool. It was absolute magic. It rained
G & Ts that night and at one stage John blubbered that an
old friend had married a cousin of the Queen and lived on
the adjacent Island on North Uist, he wondered should he
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phone her. Tile response was, as always, predictable and
John made unsteady progress to the phone. Some moments
later he returned, to advise his cynical shipmates that Lord
and Lady Granville had invited us to Dinner next evening.
The morning was beautiful if a little painful. However,
hangovers were quickly jettisoned when Sceolaing rubbed
her keel on the bar as we departed the pool. The thirteen
mile journey was in windless conditions, but Loch Maddy
looked its best when we anchored. An afternoon snooze was
essential before we met the Lord Lieutenant of the Isles and
his good Lady. At six o’clock that evening we stood in a
row with reefers, white shirts, dark grey slacks, hair combed
and reeking of aftershave -- the ICC would have been proud
of us -- and we, sober and all. The Land Rover appeared
and we were whisked off for a fabulous evening in their
modern circular castle, which provided spectacular views
over the Sound of Harris. Excellent food and wine and a
few before and after with animated chat, even intellectual
at times, was unforgettable. H.M. was scheduled to arrive
the following week for a short holiday, but we simply could
not stay.
On returning to the Anchorage we were distressed to see
a neighbouring yacht high and dry on a nearby reef, the wind
had changed direction during the evening. Clearly the
seamanlike thing for us to do was to set a second anchor
to hold us off the reef should the wind shift further. Now
the Laird, God bless him, had had a heavy hand with the
bottle, and the goodly Skipper, not overly sober yet
concerned for his crew, persisted in pulling the Avon back
alongside before the chaps were in position to shoot the
fishermen. Some words ensued, and the action concluded
successfully on the fourth attempt!!. Next morning we were
Klaksvig. Photo Dermod Ryan

still friends somehow and set off the fifty odd mile sail to
Castlebay on Barra. It was another superb sail. We anchored
at 21.00.
The sail to Tobermory was, yet again, a beauty, close
reaching in a Force 5, as the sun shone. Bert Hall who owns
the "MacDonald Arms", amassed a fortune as he dispersed
pints to Sceolaing’s thirsty crew. It was a night to forget,
as apart from an overnight stop in Puilladobhrain, we were
on the last leg. Dave, (the oldest swinger in town) even went
dancing, correction, he went to the Dance Hall!!
Our sail to Puilladobhrain and home was delightful.
Sunny, wind at times, spinnaker up, then down, breakfast
in bed and then its all over, on the moorings in Dun
Laoghaire enriched with another wonderful cruise. The best
of weather, the best of cruising grounds and the best of crew,
to whom my thanks. A special thanks to T.J. who with a
superhuman effort this year in fifteen days never let the wind
rise above Force 7 and even than it was on the beam; perhaps
he is getting old. In any event it was all so good, I have
already started training for next years’s challenge.

Date
1984

Destination

July
From Dun Laoghaire
8
21
To Stornway
From Stornway
22
Tvoroyri
23
To
Thorshavn
25
To
27
To
Klaksvig
28
From Klaksvig
Stornway
29
To
Rodel
31
To
Aug
1 To
Loch Maddy
2
To
Castlebay
Tobermory
3
To
Puilladobhrain
4
To
5
From Puilladobhrain
6
To
Dun Laoghaire

y,q T, obg

Distance Time u/sail Engine
Log miles Days Hours Hours

269

1 14.30 31.50

240
33
17

1

.50
4.80
.00

11.90
.20
3.00

270
33

18.40
6.00

12.60
.50

13
54
47
22

.00
8.00
7.20
4.20

2.30
.50
.50
.20

189
1187

14.30 21.00
5

5.70
60%

84.20
40°7o
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BRYGGJARI
MINERALVATNSVIRKI
Postgiro 5 5050

v/ Einar Waag

Telefon (042) 5 54 54

D^TO
How to buy beer on the Faroes.
They brew an exellent beer on the Faroes, the problem is how to get it,
because you can only buy a light beer (2.25 % alc. by weight) at the
grocers and in the hotels.
Here is the long and troublesome way you have to go :
1. At Landsf61kayvirliti6 ( National Register) address:Yviri vi~ Strond 19
T6rshavn, Phone 17530 you ask for a certificate to proof that you are a
nonresident.
2. At Skattadeildin (Inland revenue department) address Yviri vi~ Strond 19
T6rshavn, Phone 14662 (in the same building as National Register), you ask
for a certificate to proof that you owe no tax to the Faroese Government.
3. At FSroya Landsst~ri (Government Office) Tinganes T6rshavn Phone 1 1080
Open 9 AM- 4 PM you ask for a license to buy the quantity you want.
Max 4 cases a 30 bottles of export beer.( 4.6 % alc. by weight).If you
only want Lager (3.7 % alc. by weight) you can leave out point 3 and go
direktly to :
4. Now you can order your beer on Phone 1 3434 in Tdrshavn or another
Depot in the list below if it is closer.Next day Vou will receive a
postal cheqe form on your address or poste restante in a post office of
your choise.
5. You pay your beer at the postoffice, and at the same time you have
to give up your tax receipt and the license if you order export beer.
6. Now you can get your beer at one of our depots by handing over the
postal cheque receipt. Minimum sale 1 case a 30 bottles The address in
T~rshavn: F6roya Bj~r,Akranesg~ta (vi~ Velbasta~vegin).
If youhappen to be outside T6rshavn when you want a beer, in Klakksvfk,
TvCroyri and maybe other places too the town council will arrange point 1
to point 3 for you, but it takes some days.
If you think this is not wort while you can still buy a light beer at
your hotel or at the grocers.
F6roya Bj(~r Depots
T6rshavn Phone 1 3~34
4 3038
Lorv Lk
5 5454
Klakksv{k
Sk~lav~k
6 1231
~~royr i
7 1025
Spirits and win<- you have to order from a wine-merchant in Copenhagen.
Time of delivery is about a week. Quantities up to 6 liters will be mailed.
You have to get the same cetificates as ~m_ntioned above for export beer.
The quantities of spirits and stronZ wine (Port etc. ) is restricted to
3 liters of each.

FOROYA BJC~R . POSTBOX 4. FR.3870 KLAKKSVIK/FAROE$
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July 1984

OSTAR and onwards in Meg of Muglins
Jack Coffey

When l asked my Company Accountant to witness my
signature on the Form of Entry for the 1984 OSTAR way
back in 1982, I honestly believe he thought I was
experiencing hallucinations of grandeur.
Both he and I, like most sporting enthusiasts in Ireland,
were content to leave the Observer Singlehanded
Transatlantic Race to the preserve of the ocean giants, whose
names to anyone who sails can be rattled off:-- Chay Blyth,
Eric Tabarly, Clare Francis, Naomi James, Rob James, Phil
Weld. More recently we have had the new breed of French
Yacht Racing drivers who, in the sponsored Tris and Cats,
stylishly prepared in dazzling livery often hit the news, year
round, with record breaking Transatlantic crossings -- can
you credit -- eight and a half days west-east, Sandy Hook
to the Lizard by Patrick Morvan in Jet Services (April ’84)!!!
These top paid professionals in their ’high tech’ machines
receive so much public attention that little notice is given
to the many very ordinary unsponsored individuals that
form the bulk of Class IV and V in this monster four yearly
International contest.
Entrants for OSTAR must show that they have sailed at
least 500 miles as a skipper, or 1,000 miles as crew, before
their singlehanded qualifying cruise of not less than 500 miles
in the open sea, without anchoring or putting into port. This
500 miles must be measured in straight lines joining not more
than four points on the cruise track. The cruise must be
made in the yacht intended to enter the race. The entrant
may not be escorted and each yacht, must have done at least
1,000 miles with the entrant on board.
The entrance fee is £300. Entries are limited to eighty with
a further twenty at the discretion of, and by invitation, from
the Committee. The closing date for qualifying is normally
at the end of March, two months before the start.
At this juncture, the object of the Race, as seen by the
Royal Western Yacht Club may be worth relating, for there
is little doubt that since its inception many, many super ideas
assisting shorthanded sailing have been contrived, finally
making their way to us all, via the Marine Industry. RULE
2. Object. The race is intended to be a sporting event and
to encourage the development of suitable boats, gear,
supplies and technique for shorthanded ocean crossing under
sail.
Although entering in 1982, I was at that time 40th on the
waiting list and continued to be in that position, despite
monthly ’phone calls’ until mid-March of this year. At the
end of 1983 I was so despondent I decided to go to Plymouth
in January ’84 and have an eyeball to eyeball discussion with
the kindliest of gentlemen, the Secretary, Commander Lloyd
Foster R.N., Retd. He is also the king-pin of the event. I
quoted him John Hunt of Alabama’s ditty as follows:
I have a few good reasons for entering,
And one has just entered my head.
If a man can’t enter while he’s living,
How the hell can he enter when he’s dead?
Hunt finished in his second OSTAR a place away from
me. My eagerness to get into this, the Seventh in the Series,
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had to do with my age. 1 believe he was sympathetic to my
application, for he rang me in mid-March notifying me of
my acceptance. Being in a state of limbo for nearly two
years, as 1984 unfolded I had to make preparations as if
I were competing. Therefore my ’make ready’ was well
advanced when I got the word. On reflection, I believe I
would have gone across anyway.
Finally we were away to Plymouth on the noon ebb of
Friday the 18th of May, motoring all the way and arriving
on Sunday evening at the Mayflower Marina. We found that
this Marina was well run with up to the minute facilities
ranging from a yacht hoist to an above-average bistro. We
stayed there until the Millbay Dock was ready for
competitors on Thursday the 24th of May. One is obliged
to report to Millbay a week before the start and failing to
do so brings a penalty for late arrival. Eleven yachts were
penalised under the Rule, the penalty being a percentage
added to their finishing time, quite considerable in two cases.
This gives the amateur Committee of the Royal Western a
reasonable chance of getting through the inspections of
upwards to one hundred boats in the week. The inspection
is thorough and inclines towards safety, rather than anything
of a niggardly nature, and includes the engine
immobilisation. The Committee’s dedication deserves the
highest praise.
After the inspection, a Certificate of Acceptance is issued
and on production of this the System Argos Transmitter is
fitted to the boat. A plastic base fitting is screwed down on
deck on whatever position is selected by the skipper and later
the system’s dish is fitted to this base plate. This is a safety
and tracking device which is simply operated if in trouble
and works through two Satellites ’in service’ at the moment.
The list of ocean races it has serviced since 1979 is
impressive.
If there is boat work to be done that week, it can be a
busy time, with official receptions most evenings and the
final briefing at noon on the Friday. Parties are constantly
in progress on board most of the Class IV boats
(unsponsored) and a great deal of the competitors have visits
from their National TV to film their favourite sons.
Altogether the action that week is swift, to put it mildly.
Meg of Muglins saloon became the studio for the weekly
Radio 4 Rollercoaster programme (or part of it) put out by
Alan Smith on Thursdays. To round off the exciting week
my wife and daughter arrived on the Thursday.
Early Friday morning a kindly pair of Plymouth citizens
insisted on driving us to the markets for perishables, steering
us to the reliable stalls and generally making this unenviable
task essentially a smooth operation. The briefing at noon
started with a roll call and it was the first opportunity I had
to see what the ’big guns" were really like up close,
Faucouncer, Ponpon, Pajoy, Tabarly, Peter Philips, Warren
Luhrs, Walter Green, David White, etc. etc. etc. The tow
out, as explained, started at 06.30 and finished at 08.30. The
start by gun and a green Verys light fired. The start would
be counted down from 30 seconds to zero on Channel 6 and

Meg on tow in a good company with Philippe Paupon in his winning
trimaran Fleury Michon. Although first over the line and record holder
in 16 days 12 hours, he was placed second overall due to a R.W.Y.C.
Committee’s evidence of Fauconnier in Urnuprojardin V standing by the
capsized Credit Agricole thereby gaining a 16 hour time allowance. Photo
Niamh Strathern

anyone over the line would be recalled at once on that
Channel. We were warned to pay no attention to a twentyone gun salute from the Hoe at noon, it was a salute
celebrating the anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation. A
special notice to mariners for the North Atlantic had been
issued and all commercial aircraft would be listening on
121.5 MHZ.
My wife and daughter were on board a spectator boat
taking photographs of it all and I believe persuaded the
skipper that their boy was in Number 60 and to ’please keep
as near as possible to him’. The start line was divided by
the Committee boat, multihulls to the port and monohulls
to starboard. There was no confusion for such a large fleet
of 92 boats, in fact it was very orderly but most unnerving
with a huge armada of helicopters buzzing very low. It was
difficult to concentrate with such noise.
In deteriorating weather I set a course to pass the
Eddystone Light on its starboard side. I believe that if I
could get far enough out into the channel I would not have
any hassel with the Lizard and thereby avoid the trials and
tribulations often described by previous competitors. As it
turned out I kept my original course from the start line for
about 20 miles before throwing a tack down the channel in
poor visibility. It was cold and hardly the kind of evening
one would expect for the 2nd of June. The S.E wind died
for a time and came again a steady F4, visibility improved.
Penzance and Newlyn town lights were clear in Mounts Bay.
When some miles abeam and S of the Wolf Rock Light, that
easily recognisable red and white sentinel, I picked up the
loom of the Bishops Rock at the Scillies on the port hand,
which was a clear indication that if cruising westward I
would not clear the island. Hence I tacked S and held it for
approximately 20 miles awaiting the dawn of the 3rd of
June.
At first light I talked with a competitor I saw a distance
N.W of me, David Duncombe, in his Westerly Go Kart and
heard of the early retirements and casualties, in particular,
June Clarke who had capsized her trimaran Bachelors Sweet
Pea (formerly Downtown Flyer) and one of the big French
boys, Peyron in Lada Poch who was dismasted and now
in Dartmouth. It was difficult to imagine how these early
casualties could have occured in such reasonable conditions.
I had thought many times about the start and on the finish
of the race and my one fervent wish was for fair weather
down and out of the English Channel and likewise across
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Rhode Island Sound to the Brenton Reef Tower. The first
part of my wish was granted for, by the close of my first
full day out, I was clear of the Scillies and where I wanted
to be, on the northern side of the approaches to the Channel.
My plan for the race was to go S, but yet, to keep N of
the Azores until I reached 40°.00’ N -- 40°.00’W, then to
straddle the 40th parallel until going N for Nantucket.
Icebergs were reported as low as 42°.50,N -- 490-50, W in
mid-May with a heavy concentration on the Rhumb Line.
A comparison between the numbers about, in May 1980
twenty were reported, May 1984 1,054 were reported.
Obviously this report cannot have bothered the professionals
for it was a record breaking crossing. I suppose I chose the
easy way and what they call the Southern Route of 3,530
miles. I had hoped to avoid the area of Azores Highs by
cutting above them and thereby saving 200 or 300 miles.
During the 6th to the 9th of June we made close on 400
miles in a N.W F6-7. Dull, cold, rainy days being swept
down S all the time. Around then we were in line with Cape
Finisterre some 400 miles W. We then hauled our wind and
headed directly W reaching what must have been the original
Azores High. We drifted and sailed fitfully for the next five
days not really in command of where we were going other
than meandering south westerly. We did in fact pass between
the group of five Azores Islands and their Northern relation,
Corvos and Flores.
There were two remarkable happenings during the first
half of June. While in the High, I noticed a spinnaker to
the N.W and found it to belong to John Howie of Corpus
Christie, Texas, U.S.A. who was rafted to me in Plymouth
for the ten days before the start. It was a joyful occasion
for both of us and we made all sorts of promises we would
do all manner of things when we got to Newport. The other
happening was that by the 16th of June we had completed
1500 miles and by stretching the mind a wee bit, very easy
to do out there, the halfway mark of the race was lying
alongside.
The weather in the middle of June was so intensly hot
that the shade became a must. I spent a great deal of time
during the middle of the day in the saloon. My main meals
were totally inappropriate for the conditions I was
experiencing. I drank eight to ten cups of tea a day during
these times and believed it was the correct thing to have
done, thanks to my friend, Pierce O’Brien Butler of Lyons
Tea.
Last year I had purchased a Lokata piece of equipment
called a WATCHMAN, which had proved unsatisfactory
on my first trip to the Azores. The Company replaced it and

Some beautiful sailing days. Photo J. F. Coffey

Meg settling in quietly after the start. Photo Niamh Strathern

Thursday Childaway like a bomb to be the first Mono home in a record 16 days, 22 hours, 27minutes, and the fastest Mono ever. Photo Niamh
Strathern
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it became the best component on the boat and on this
passage performed without fault. What a boon to be warned
by alarm when a vessel was about, providing the vessel was
using his radar. It awoke me many, many times and in good
time to be master of the situation.
I hoisted the ’lazybones’, my spinnaker cut for use
singlehanded with the addition of a chute, on two occasions
and after it performed satisfactorily for many hours, I got
it wrapped around my furled genoa and spent nearly as many
hours disentangling the wretched thing. I noticed little
difference in my speed, up or down. I know this to be a
fallacy but this was how I measured its performance.
When 175 miles W and 60 miles S of my planned check
point, 40°-00’N -- 40°-00’W, the barometer started to lose
height around noon of the 20th of June. Gently, it must be
said, but so significantly that the information was 75%
assimilated by the singlehander, for I at once took a reef
in the main and furled the jib to balance. 1024 to 1020 m.b.
It proceeded on its downward path until it reached 1010 m.b.
on the early morning of the 24th of June. It arose again to
1019 m.b. for a short time on one day, but never again rose
higher than 1010 m.b. for the remaining 24 days of the
crossing. The warm, intensly warm, sunny days of the
middle of the passage were over.
It was during this 10 m.b. drop in pressure that I recorded
all my worthwhile, and not so worthwhile, passage statistics.
The significant drop and its effects lasted for approximately
fifty odd hours. The facts were:
1. The S.W. winds reached their highest -- 30 to 40 kns
-- Gale F.8 of the passage.
2. All the damage was done to the boat in this period.
(a) Tore the mainsail.
(b) Ripped off 15 ft. of the starboard mahogany
toerail.
(c) Smashed the No. 1 starboard stanchion from its
base.
(d) Buried the starboard saloon windows in green
water for some hours -- wet saloon.
3. Recorded 2000 miles run.
4. Made our fastest daily runs, 147 and 157 miles.
5. Made the fastest number of miles in one hour ever -8 kns. but only holding it for minutes, thank God!
The hurly-burly racing along did get us westing, which
was necessary if we were ever going to get in, but the manner
of it was untidy. I had only taken in one reef with the genoa
furled to balance and it was not enough. We were careering
along so fast that there was danger in going aloft in the
darkness of the early hours of the first morning. There was
nothing for it but to bite the bullet and hold on. I literally
held on to the stainless steel grab stanchions below the
companionway transfixed and could not believe my eye as
Meg stuck her starboard shoulder further and further into
the green Atlantic, till the sea rushing past became a steady
flow through the two saloon side windows. I awaited, by
the minute, for some part of the rigging to go with a heart
rendering explosion, but nothing happened apart from my
legs turning to jelly, which left me exhausted. This might
be bearable for periods if your mate was outside at the helm,
but when you are doing it with ’no hands’ it is something
else. I kept remembering Kipling’s stirring words (with
apologies);
"If you can keep your head when
All about you are losing theirs,
It is possible you haven’t grasped
The seriousness of the situation".
At 38°-42’N -- 47°.00’W, some 2,300 miles out, an
extract from my diary for the 25th of June shows the mood
one can sink into. "It is very difficult to make one’s way
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Some, so hot, that the shade amidships was the only alternative to staying
below. Photo J. F. Coffey

about the ship when she’s all over the road. The bumps,
scrapes and cuts are on-going. I was exhausted today after
the gooseneck and slab reefing jobs and so down in the
dumps when my only morning sight went wrong, God knows
one can hit the deck in spirits. I also spilled a lot of gin and
tonic which was fast running out. Bless me, my God, what
an exercise this is. Its all about you and patience and
goodwill to all ’things’ as there are no people to be kind to".
On the 26th of June, a lovely sunny day, sailing sublimely
westwards at five knots, suddenly Meg careered rapidly upwind and I discovered to my horror the main self-steering
rudder was being dragged through the water by its safety
rope. It had broken off at the rudder safety tube. On looking
astern there was no sign of any object, whale or dolphins.
I searched with my binoculars to no avail. Initially, on
purchase, I had wondered why the maker had insisted on
selling me spares for both rudder and oar. Thank God he
had insisted! !
Resourcefulness being the name of this game, I inflated
the rubber dingy, launched it and having fitted the new
safety tube to the rudder, lowered the weighty blade into
the dancing dingy. As the operation was bound to extract
high physical effort and therefore my balance might be in
question at some stage, I lashed myself to the main selfsteering fitting and to a cleat inside the cockpit. I brought
the following stores. A set of flares, a torch, pair of oars,
a fruit cake my wife had made for me, water in a collapsable
container, oilies, my EPIRB, and wraps, all just in case we
parted from Meg through some miscalculation or unforeseen

happening. All these preparations for a journey of 15 ft. we were 3,200 miles out of Plymouth the totals seemed to
aft may seem overdoing it, but I was alone at 39°.00’N tally. My track and navigation seemed reasonable, so far.
48°.00’W. Another thought had crossed my mind since the I cleared up the VHF Radio problem, while Tilia Gorthon
break, that perhaps we had struck a sleeping whale or other kindly "waited out" for me to examine the main fuse
connections. These were loose and certainly needed
sea creature, for there was no sign at all on the rudder blade
of contact with a sharp object. If this idea had any
tightening. A storm in a tea cup, but nevertheless worrying
substance, perhaps then, I might be on to a ’tit for tat’
while I was getting broken type reception for quite some time
situation and a return visit from a lurking, cunning mammal.
before this.
The weight of the rudder was considerable and with the
I am afraid I was inclined to take the easy option
up and down pitching of the counter and transom to the
throughout most of the race. Originally I had in mind if I
mid-Atlantic swell, there was no way I was going to make
qualified under 50 days I would be satisfied. I steered clear
the connection in this sea. The shaft which I was trying to of many of the hardships I faced, such as lack of sleep and
connect to, very nearly punctured one of the main rubber pressing the boat hard etc. In reading my diary while
torpedo floats as it came down fiercely with the transom
preparing this log, several entries during the last five days
and sank into the inflated rubber. It was, at this stage, that
made me mad to think, if I had kept at it, taking advantage
I decided to give up the fight until another day.
of the conditions, I believe I should have got in around 38
I waited the next day, and the next, and on the following or 39 days which would have been very good for my boat,
day it seemed to be reasonable and worth going through the weighed down as she was with my family’s four weeks
holidays accoutrements, including three full gas cylinders.
long ’make ready’ ritual again. Although, and I repeat again,
the weight of the rudder was immense, plus the crazy
Sunday the 8th of July, five days out from Newport, my
gyration of the inflatable, I eventually managed the diary reads: "I got very tired of thrashing along at 7 and
connection. God only knows how!!
8 knots. Tired may not be the word, perhaps anxious and
It was only a matter of some days later when, again to nervy at the bashing both Meg and I were getting, we were
my second horror, I found my oar, the other vital part of clipping off the miles and in real big Atlantic stuff. I decided
my self-steering, floating astern having been fractured in it eventually was too much for both of us and we didn’t have
exactly the same way. Again, no sign of any obstruction.
Luckily, I had the spare fitting and by hanging precariously
downwards through the pushpit, made this much lighter ..................
connection in a short time. Thereafter no difficulty was
experienced with the system, which I have no doubt is the
best available. Perhaps one might expect some damage to
a hard working component, such as this, after performing
for over 7,000 miles without fail.
A great handicap to me during the middle part of the
passage between longitude 35°.00’W and 65°-00’W along
the 40th parallel, was the continual foul-up of my Walker
trailing log which also fed speed on to a separate dial. Keenly
watching speed at all times it was most disheartening to find
the dial not registering. The drill was then to haul in the
spinner and disentangle this tentacle type weed with its small
berries clinging to it. It certainly does not resemble the
seaweed we know around our shores. It succeeded in
disturbing me mentally for there were some hours the Vineyard Haven’s peaceful moorings. Photo J. F. Coffey
operation of hauling had to be done at least five times.
Registering mileage was of great importance, so it had to
be done. I continually lost my cool and eventually, luckily,
not far from my goal, I lost my second spinner and was to put up with these 20/30 knot winds even though they were
without a mileage recorder from then on. I had reckoned from the most suitable quarter, the S.W. The day had been
an average speed of 4 knots from then on, apart from the heavily overcast and the evening brought rain. The warmth
obviously much slower and faster speeds.
of the last few weeks was just a dream now. I decided when
My VHF radio seemed to get fits and starts and I was I was reducing sail, having put the second reef in, why not
most apprehensive about it lasting the course. This was even have a good comfy sleep, pull the main amidships and lie
more important to me than the log. Around 11.00 on the ahull till early morning. This I did."
6th of July my watchman called me from a reading snooze.
On the afternoon of that famous Irish date, the 12th of
I could hardly be blamed or dropping off, for it was the July, I encountered the dreaded Nantucket shoals heading
De Lorean Report I was reading. Outside I saw a big fast
from the S.E in towards the Island. These shoals on this
grey cargo vessel thundering down on my track, heading W. pleasant day were docile and appeared similar to the stretch
As she would come close to me and stay with me for a short of broken water that runs out from the Baily at Howth
time, if my radio did not work, I would have an opportunity towards the North Burford and from the Muglins at Dalkey,
to signal by flag. I was excited for she was huge. With my into the Bay. Long fingers of broken water about 50 metres
heart in my mouth I waited until I saw the whites of its eyes in width and 200 metres between each stretch of shallows.
before launching into the radio call-up sign. I then waited i passed through them in about two hours and as evening
and waited and, blow me, in he came loud and clear. She closed, I picked up the lights of Nantucket Island. The
was the Tilia Gorthon from Sweden bound for New York. airfield with its tall masts is right on the edge of the southern
She filled me in with all the details I could need. We were coast and easily recognisable. I closed with the Island to
404 miles from the Nantucket Light vessel (which in fact within a mile and a half and with the light of the moon to
is not a light vessel any longer but an automatic light buoy) make things just perfect, I threw about, tacking in a westerly
and 112 miles from there to Newport, R.I. As I reckoned direction until dawn. There was no sleep this night. A fine
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fast sail towards the S.E. tip of Martha’s Vineyard and as
the day began a further tack out the, this time, in a W
direction. On this tack we ran out of wind just before midday and things were getting frustrating. However, I was not
too hard on whoever was deciding the weather, for as
already mentioned, I had hoped so strongly for this type
of day to end things. It was not long till we got wind and
then from the S.W. -- the quarter that should see me into
Narragansett Bay and the finish. We romped along the S
coast of Martha’s Vineyard in company with a loaded tunny
fisherman, bound for Falmouth on the Cape Cod. We
picked up the coast of the Continent and as the daylight
failed, happily saw the Gay Head, alternate white/red light
on the S.W tip of the Vineyard. On a balmy, but very dark
evening, we sailed close hauled, going very dark evening,
we sailed close hauled, going very quickly across Rhode
Island Sound towards the Brenton Reef Light Tower, which
I had no difficulty in recognising. I knew exactly where I
was so I called up Goat Island Marina, as instructed, and
gave them my position and an ETA of 22.00. As I glided
towards the light tower, for it was an oblique finishing line
between it and its whistle buoy close on the Reefs, I heard
my daughter’s voice congratulating me from a launch pacing
alongside me, then my wife’s greetings and at last I stumbled
on the fact that this was the RWYC Committee boat
awaiting to tow me into Newport. I took the line and off
we went into the Goat Island Marina at around 20.30 on
the 13th of July. My elapsed time was 41 days 16 hours 30
minutes. Placed sixty-second out of sixty-four finishers and
with 28 retirements and casualties.
I spent a happy week relaxing with my wife in Newport
docked at Peter Dunning’s Goat Island Marina with all the
facilities one could need and into the bargain, being the
official Observer Race Headquarters. Four of my family
arrived, two for the week-end and two for their fortnight’s
holidays. We left Newport for Shelter Island, N.Y. on
Saturday the 21st of July and had a long passage in
indifferent weather via Fishers and Gardiner Island to
Deering Harbour at Shelter Island Yacht Club. We had spent
time here in 1981 and now renewed friendships and being
made very welcome with a dinner specially cooked for us
that Saturday evening.
During the next week we cruised around this end of the
Long Island Peninsula visiting West Neck Harbour, Sterling
Creek and Greenport. Across the Sound then to visit Pilots
Point Marina on the Connecticut mainland where I had
arranged to leave Meg for the winter, returning then to Long
Island to visit Sag Harbour where I had to pay $1.25 per
foot to dock overnight, which is $44 and in our currency
out there adds up to just £42 for the night. Its the smart
area of Long Island, beside the Hamptons, but never again
at that price. We found Block Island very attractive and
highly sociable and could imagine what its like during Race
Week in the middle of June. Two of my family joined us
here from N.Y. for a fortnight. Block Island to Martha’s
Vineyard by the attractive Vineyard Sound into Vineyard
Haven is a long but very pleasant 50 miles sail, especially
when there is one of the best retaurants in the Island at the
end of the day., the Black Dog Tavern at Vineyard Haven,
first recommended by John Gore-Grimes in 1979. Here we
took up a mooring for $10 a night and stayed for a week,
touring the Island by car, and swimming most days on the
Atlantic Coast in and around Gay Head. The weather was
glorious during our stay. Unfortunately the original two of
our family to join us departed for Dublin via a steamer
bound for New Bedford.
We stole out of the Haven for Nantucket in doubtful
weather and had a difficult passage in thick fog only relieved
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The ’free’ town dock and moorings, Nantucket. Photo J. F. Coffey

by help, at times, by the company of other yachts. We
eventually got in as the fog lifted but having taken double
the normal time. Its only 25 miles. At Nantucket we dropped
anchor, having examined the Harbour and other yachts’
locations, in the nearest position to the Town Dock. A
further interchange of family gave a fillip to the poor
weather we were experiencing. We spent a week here due
more to fog rather than for the Island’s beauty. The town
is a gem and practically unchanged since its whaling days.
It is the most concentrated tourist trap that we encountered.
Lobster £12 to £16 as a main dish. Perhaps it may have been
our currency that was at fault. On the other side of the coin
there were ample fast-food restaurants that were excellent
and very reasonable.
We parted as soon as the fog lifted and visited Edgartown
on the eastern tip of Martha’s Vineyard, a stone’s throw
from Chappaquiddick. We had an excellent meal at the very
formal Yacht Club and during the next day or so went board
sailing and swimming in and around this attractive holiday
anchorage.
This was the turning point of the holiday, for on leaving
Edgartown we were heading W for Connecticut where Meg
would find peace and a well earned rest. On our way we
visited Falmouth on Cape Cod, then down the Vineyard
Sound into Quicks Hole, through the Elizabeth Islands and
into the Cuttyhunk Island. Later a few days spent, again,
in Newport R.I. before sailing to Fishers Island, the

The light at the entrance to Edgartown on the eastern end of Martha’s
Vineyard. Photo J. F. Coffey

archipelago that divides Long Island Sound and Block Island
Sound, by the famous Race whose daily current tables are
so graphically illustrated in Eldridge’s Annual Tide and Pilot
Book.
After a quiet evening in the Silver Eel Pond at Fishers
Island we sailed W on our last day out across the entrance
to New London and later the Connecticut River at Saybrook
breakwater. A few miles further W to Duck Island where
behind lies Pilots Point Marina on the Westbrook River.
Meg edged into a slot, directed by Harry Morgan, part
owner of the Marina, to await being lifted later and put
under cover for the winter. We spent two nights on board
and on the second night we were not aware how historic it

might eventually be for the New York Club’s Challenge
America II for Perth in 1987 was launched under great
secrecy. We met her skipper, John Kolusis, a sail maker,
of who they say, he will not make the same mistake as Denis
Connors did.
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Scottish Grandeur And Orkadian Delights
Robert Barr

There is a body of opinion that Condor and her crew have
a pronounced starboard bias and can flourish only in
southern waters. This is, of course, quite unfounded. And
so it was decided that, in 1984, we would circumnavigate
Scotland (insofar as it can be done without including
England as well) and also pay a first visit to the Orkney
Islands. I am bound to concede, however, that at the
insistence of the crew a couple of well worn French charts
were carried lest perhaps we encountered an impossible
northerly gale at the Baily -- which was defined as anything
above F 4. In the event we found that there is very little harm
in the North and the further one goes the better it gets.
The dramatis personae were much the same as in previous
years. Paul Butler and I as usual made the round trip. The
old lags, Peter Fagan and Philip Wall-Morris, were on the
outward leg and we were joined in Kirkwall by my son,
Patrick, and the only newcomer, Joe Dunn, a redoubtable
maritime cleric who had sailed with Paul, Patrick and I in
an epic passage from La Coruna in the gales at the end of
August last year when we brought Estrellita home. Once
again he made no discernible progress in the conversion of
Butt but his seamanship and company were much
appreciated.
Condor, a Ruffian 8.5, was the last one built by the
Browns at Portaferry, so it was only right that Strangford
Lough should be first on our itinerary. In this regard we
had great good fortune because we were scheduled to set
off on Friday 1st June and that coincided with the I.C.C.
East Coast race from Howth to St. Patrick’s Rock,
Strangford followed by a week-end of jollities here and there
in the lough. The race started at 21.00 and the conditions
could hardly have been better. It was a glorious evening with
a brisk 15 to 20 knot S.E. giving us a splendid spinnaker
run from start to finish. From Howth we surged along
happily at 8 or 9 knots and Rockabill was abeam in an hour
and a half. St.Patrick’s Rock was reached at 0.7.43 on
Saturday and all of the participants made such fast passages
that we found ourselves contending with a strong and lively
ebb tide against wind which made the going slow and lumpy
through the narrows. The race was an admirable entre to
the cruise. During the night the wind moderated a little but
went into the S necessitating several spinnaker gybes. It
emerged that Fagan has remarkable latent foredeck
potential. We are confident that, in time, he will blossom
and become the oldest deck-ape in the business.
The festivities that followed added joy to round one of
the cruise. Having traversed the narrows, we all met at
Ringhaddy. Later most of the fleet rafted-up at the Down
Cruising Club’s converted light ship at Sketerick Island
which is convenient to Barry Bramwell’s congenial watering
hole, Daft Eddy’s where we got together for fork supper
and a few scoops. It was good to meet numerous northern
members who came to join in the festivities and also to be
made so welcome at the Down C.C. We are particularly
grateful to Stuart Crummie who kindly lent us the keys of
the Club so that next morning we could benefit from a

Kinloch Castle, Rhum -- a Hebredian Folly? Photo Paul Butler

shower and shave.
It blew up hard during the evening but as night fell the
wind died away and all was tranquil in a lovely anchorage.
But not for long. I woke at 06.00 to find a gale blowing from
the S.E. and lashing rain. Later in the morning the rain
cleared away and the wind moderated to F.5. We headed
towards the Quoile Y.C. in company with Brian Hegarty.
In course of the passage the wind piped up again to 30 knots
S.E. and I decided that it would be better to forego the
pleasures of Quoile and head for Scotland in case it livened
up still more in the narrows later on. Soon after passing
Portaferry we heard a message on the R.T. that a yacht was
in trouble at the entrance to the lough, having lost her
rudder, so we went to her assistance. Conditions were
difficult but not impossible in the narrows with a big sea
whipped up by force 7 over tide. In the event our help was
not required as Billy Brown’s in-shore lifeboat had reached
the casualty and he told us by radio that a large motor cruiser
was on her way to help out. We were glad to reach the
Ballyquintan buoy and alter course into less lively waters.
Incidentally, the S cones on the buoy were missing. The first
part of the passage to East Lough Tarbert was a splendid
run in a big sea with reefed main only, at 6.5 knots. Later
on the wind went E and moderated. Monday was the first
of many hot, cloudless days with gentle winds. East Lough
Tarbert is one of my favourite ports and I was glad to find
that it is now enhanced by a congenial small marina with
water and electrics laid on. Sandy Taggart had been kind
enough to mark our card and so our first night ashore in
Scotland was well spent at the West Lough Hotel. The crew
were obliged to conceded that Scottish cuisine has progressed
a long way from the haggis.
Tuesday was devoted to traversing the Crinan canal in
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hot windless weather (fee £23). We were lucky to have the
company of Kevin Lagan and crew of Fisher Buoy from
Strangford to share the chores as there is plenty of hard
work. I had forgotten just how much pushing and hauling
is involved.
The Crinan hotel lived up to expectations and the shades
of night were enlivened by kindly hospitality on Fisher Buoy.
We also had the pleasure of meeting John Moore, skipper
of one of the Ocean Youth Clubs 42 footers, who was in
Crinan with a crew of six youngsters from inner Belfast. He
told us about the splendid work of the O.Y.C. in introducing
deprived children to the joy and excitment of cruising.
Wednesday was tranquil with little wind but superb
visibility. We motor-sailed to Tobermoray and marvelled
at the contrasting beauty all around us which makes the west
of Scotland so unique. Of all the cruising ports I love,
Tobermoray is in the first three and returning there was one
of the particular delights I had in the mind’s eye when
planning the cruise. The realisation exceed the expectation
and looking at the idylic horseshoe bay and 1;he many pastel
shades of the houses along the promenade glowing in the
warmth of the evening sun, one could only marvel at the
genius of the anonymous bureaucrat in the last century who
decided the situation for Tobermoray and its shape and
form.
Thursday was a rest day in relentless sun which beat down
from dawn to dusk. A sickly northerly gave up the struggle
by mid afternoon and the temperature sored into the 80’s.

Why should one ever think of the Greek Isles - or even
Western France! Peter and I had a swim in surprisingly
refrigerated water. The Butt recommended the Harbour
Restaurant as being suitable for our needs that night, and
an admirable choice it turned out to be -- simple, friendly
and very good. One problem I did not expect at Tobermoray
is kelp. During the afternoon we moved our position closer
in-shore. Later on when we were down below, Derek Carr,
the skipper of Melora 111, very kindly rowed over to us and
pointed out that we were dragging our anchor even though
I had plenty of chain out. Our original position had excellent
holding and I had assumed that the new one, which was close
by, would be just as good.
On Friday the relentless sun was in sole possession again
and another gentle northerly was murdered before noon.
We headed N on the tide in the early morning and
Ardnamurchan was its most benign. Our destination was
the minature Lough Scresort in the Isle of Rhum, a lovely
secluded anchorage dominated by Kinlough Castle. This
remarkable edifice was built in 1901 by Sir George
Bullough, a Lancashire mill-owner of ample means. Some
idea of his wealth may be gained from the fact that he loaned
his yacht to the Admiralty during the Boar War for use as
a hospital ship. The castle comprises a grandiose collonaded
structure of red Arran sandstone all of which was brought
to the island, and it is very untypically Hebredian. The
exterior has been not ungenerously described as "rather like
observing a vision of St. Pancras Station in the middle of

Salmon farming at Tanera M6r, Summer Isles. Photo Paul Butler
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the Sinai desert". However, the interior and its furnishings
are superb and are just as they were when Sir George died
in 1935 and bequeathed the castle, and the whole island, to
the National Trust. The castle is managed by James and
Laura Beaton. There are some guest rooms and visiting
yachtsmen may dine there at a very reasonable price and
in great splendour, but the snag is that 48 hours notice is
required. Rhum itself is an ornithologists’ and naturalists’
paradise. It is, of course, remarkably unspoilt and there are
many delightful walks in the hills and valleys. Philip and
I were glad to find a river pond for swimming in the heat
of the evening. On Saturday we had another 07.00 start
to catch the tide in the Kyles on passage to Portree, Skye.
But first, sadly, we had to drop Philip on the Kinlough estate
tender to await the ferry to Mallig and the train to Glasgow.
The sun was still in command but the north easterly put
up a better performance than of late so we had an
exhilarating sail down the sound of Sleat on the tide and
then through the Kyles at 10 knots over the ground. The
wind freshened to 25 knots as we thrashed through Lough
Alsh. We were also just in time to go through the spectacular
Scalpay narrows at Lough na Cairidh and then on to Portree
which has a magnificent setting even by Scottish standards.
Saturday evening is a good time to arrive there because the
fishing boats are all in port and tied up at the quay for the
week-end. There is no problem about lying outside one of
them. Dinner at the King’s Haven hotel was excellent and
we are indebted to the proprietors, Tony and Judith
Vaughan-Sharp, who.kindly made us a present of bread and
milk as the shops were shut when we arrived at Portree.
Early on Sunday morning we set out on the 57 mile
passage to Ullapool. The sun failed to perform on the
Sabbath and instead we were surprised to find low cloud
and drizzle with a not very impressive N.W wind. The
situation improved slowly as the day went on and good
meterological order was restored in time to enjoy the
splendour of the mountains and the majestic delight of
Lough Broom as we approached UUapool. Visibility was
perfect and the entire vista had a cameleon quality in the
evening sun which was memorable. Ullapool itself was also
a revelation. It is not at all as spartan as one might expect
and, though not strikingly beautiful, it has a good heart and
there is a warmth about it which seems to reflect the kindly
nature of the inhabitants who were unfailingly, cheerful,
helpful and friendly -- not least Mrs. Valerie Smith, the
proprietress of the Ferry Boat Inn.
A few observations about general facilities at Ullapool
may be helpful. The main pier, which is for the Stornaway
ferry, is of lattice-work open consturction and therefore,
it is difficult for a yacht to lie along-side without risk of
damage. The pier is also vulnerable to heavy swell. However,
it seems that in the evenings there are usually a few small
fishing boats tied up on the inside and one may lie alongside them safely -- at least until early morning. The depth
is over 6 feet at L.W.S. There is also plenty of room to
anchor off the pier. Water and diesel are available by hose
on the quay. Camping Gaz and all stores are also near at
hand.
Although I understand that Kinloch Bervie, a small fishing
port on Lough Inchard about 10 miles south of Cape
Wrath, offers a safe anchorage in almost all conditions, I
had decided to make a single passage of 130 miles from
Ullapool to Kirkwall, the capital of the Orkney Islands, via
Westray Frith. It is essential to get the tides right in the
Orkneys as they set at over 12 knots here and there at
springs. Navigation also requires vigilance as mistakes may
be impossible to rectify. I wished to reach the N.W. entrance
to Westray Firth at about 17.00 on Tuesday so as to be sure
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of a favourable tide past Ronsay and Egilsay islands and
south to Kirkwall. This gave us time to visit the Summer
Isles just north of Ullapoool for a few hours en route. These
islands are well named. We found a lovely sheltered cove
at Tanera M6r where we anchored among numerous floating
fish pens. In late evening we set sail for Cape Wrath in, once
again, perfect conditions for seeing the splendid Northern
Highlands at their best. It seems that the further north one
goes the more spectacular the coastal scenery becomes and
I wished that we had more time to explore this remarkable
area with its many loughs and solitary anchorages of great
beauty. Although earlier in the day we had received the first
of several gale warnings for Hebredies and Fair Isle, we were
enjoying a brisk 15 knot S.W. However, later on heavy
clouds gathered and when we reached Cape Wrath we found
that it is aptly named. A big sea had built up and we were
on a dead run with wind and rain gusting 35 knots. We
quartered and gybed as necessary and managed to maintain
a speed of 6.5 knots under reefed main only. Having
rounded the Cape, conditions became a little more
comfortable and it was possible to add the No.3 genoa. The
remainder of passage to Brough Head was uneventful with
good sailing and a glorious array of sea birds for company,
including gannets in abundace. A few cheerful dolphins
checked us out too from time to time and made up for
almost total absence of boats of any kind in these waters.
In mid-afternoon on Tuesday the rain eased off and visibility
lifted just long enough to give us an encouraging sighting
of Brough Head LH abeam about 4 miles. The barometer
had started to fall rapidly and there were further radio
warnings of an imminent SW gale. In the event we reached
the comparative shelter of Westray Firth before the wind
whipped up to 35 knots. At the same time the clouds lifted
and the sun appeared in a lovely evening sky. The end result
was a glorious 8 knot finale to the passage together with
at times, 10 to 12 knots of tide giving us a speed over the
ground of close on 20 knots! We simply flew past Ronsay
and Egilsay Islands and Kirkwall bay was soon opening up
before us. However, in the end Nemisis reared it’s head.
When approaching Kirkwall the time came to douse the
genoa. But despite all our efforts, it resolutely refused to
budge. The problem was at the mast-head sheave but by then
a full gale was blowing and conditions were too lively to
send anyone up top to put things right. I thought of Gilbert
and Sullivan’s "Let the Punishment fit the Crime" and
wondered whether our come-uppance would be a neverending cruise in gale-swept Kirkwall bay! Fortunately there
were three ships tied up at the outer quay and in their lee
we had just enough shelter to roll the genoa and lash it to
the forestay. We made for the inner basin, which is
completely sheltered, and tied up along side a couple of small
fishing boats. The basin is ideally situated in the heart of
the town and we were told by the Harbour Master that it
had been dredged recently. While lying close to the inner
end of the port side I sounded 7 ft. at LWS. A friendly yacht
club nearby is an added attraction.
The Orkadians are undoubtedly a race apart and we were
surprised how Scandanavian orientated they are. Originally
the islands were a province of Denmark, but it seems that
in the 14th century the Danish King was short of ready cash
and pawned them to the King of Scotland. The Danes have
never been forgiven for not redeeming the pledge. The
Orkadians are a gentle, soft-spoken people and kindly
hospitality seems to run in the veins. They do not receive
many visiting yachts and the Harbour-Master could not
remember when they last had one from Ireland. The islands
are comparatively low-lying with remarkably lush green
fields and cattle rearing is the prime source of income. There

is also a distillery and a small amount of fishing is done.
Back-up services for oil rigs are provided from a new pier
at Scappa Flow, but we were glad to find that oil does not
seem to have impinged very much on the traditional way
of life on the islands.
The town of Kirkwall was also a revelation. It has plenty
of life but set in mellow tranquility with many narrow
flagged streets reminiscent of Muros and some of the other
medevial fishing villages in N.W Spain. The entire is
dominated by the imposing cathedral of St. Magnus, most
of which was built in the 8th century.
Wednesday was a rest day. The Butt solved the genoa
haylard problem at the top of the mast. It had jumped off
its sheave and had become wedged and badly chaffed. Later
we were joined by a Danish yacht skippered by Paul Elkjaer,
the Commodore of the Struer Y.C. of Lime Jorden, Jutland
who was returning home from the Faroes. The highlight of
the day was the arrival of Patrick and Joe from Dublin, and
it was decided that we should have the Annual Cruise
Christmas Dinner to celebrate the occasion. The spiced beef,
plumb pudding and brandy butter had all travelled well and
it was generally agreed that the banquet was up to
expectations.
It would have been a joy to spend another few days
exploring the islands but time was against us. On Thursday
afternoon we headed for the Moray firth and Inverness on
the tide. We also had the advantage of a 25 knot northerly
which gave us a lively fast passage across the Pentland firth.
As we continued southwards we saw some of the huge oil
rigs in the Beatrice field and, later, numerous other rigs
closer in-shore. We also found that Cromarty is heavily into
the oil rig service industry and it now has its own fullscale
harbour authority. By Friday afternoon we were sufficiently
S for the sun to have warmed itself again and it was a
glorious afternoon as we traversed the narrows into the small
picturesque Inverness Firth. The famous Fort George is on
the port hand and the village of Fortrose is on the opposite
side. The tide had started to run against us and so we found
a spare mooring off Fortrose and spent a tranquil night
before completing our passage to the Caladonian canal sea
lough at Clannaharry in Iverness. We set off on Saturday
morning in, once more, glorious conditions at the
commencement of the flood. There are large areas of
shallows in Iverness Firth and the navigable chanel is narrow
and somewhat torturous. It is unwise to make the passage
at low water without a detailed chart. The Caladonian canal
is substantially bigger than the Crinan. It can take vessels
of up to 160 ft. LOA 36 ft beam and draft of up to 19 ft.
The total distance is 60 miles from sea to sea. Most of the
locks are in multiple flights and all are mechanically operated
by the lock keeper in charge of each flight. Having entered
the canal at Clannaharry sea-lock we proceeded through two
further locks into Muirtown Basin and paid a visit to the
marina there which is small and rather grotty. However it
is a good place to re-fuel and there is a small shop near at
had where most basic food stores are available. Also nearby
is Muirtown Motor Inn where a very good and ridiculously
cheap pub lunch is available for £2.
After lunch we went through a flight of 4 locks
accompanied by a converted dragon. A short distance
further on there is a road swing bridge and one blows a horn
to alert the keeper. There follows an attractive stretch of
4 miles alongside the Ness river made colourful by banks
of rhodendendrons in full flower. At the end of the stretch
there is a final lock-gate which gives entry to Lough Ness.
We found that lake looking its spectacular best in the evening
sun. There are steep wooded mountains and hills on the
northern side and more gentle slopes on the other. Then the

Caledonian Canal -- the departure of Fagan dress overall. Photo Paul
Butler

lake narrows and is steeply wooded on both sides with a
great variety of trees and in the distance are purple and white
snow clad mountains dominated by Ben Nevis.
Alas Peter was not with us to see it all. We bid him
farewell at Muirtown to catch planes home from Inverness
and Glasgow. What a splendid cruising companion he is full of kindness and good humour. We are now in our 1 lth
maritime year together and he is still hopelessly ill equipped
for the sea. Over the years this has become his hallmark.
Even in the gales off Cape Wrath and in the Orkneys, which
were bitingly cold, he scorned socks and his feet had the
benefit only of his favourite sartorial motif - a remarkable
pair of tennis shoes. We have long since given up extolling
to him the virtures of sea-boots. His fear seems to be that
they might interfere with the webbing of his feet. After a
decade of observation we are now satified that he is a benign
gannet which has taken on partial human form.
The day ended at Fort Augustus. This is a pleasant small
market town which is dominated by a Benedictine Abbey
which is also a well known boarding school for boys. Sunday
was pleasantly warm with good visibility and sun now and
then. The canal is closed on the Sabbath and no further
progress could be made until Monday morning. We visited
the Abbey and later the Butt and Patrick hired mopeds
(£5.50 per half-day) and drove for miles and miles in the
mountains. Joe and I walked in the hills instead and built
up a good appetite for a pleasant meal at the Inchnacardoch
Lodge Hotel on Lough Ness and about 2 miles north of Fort
Agustus.
Monday was progressively more overcast until eventually
the clouds came down on top of us and we never saw Ben
Nevis or any of the other mountains again. We started
through the Fort Agustus flight of locks as soon as they
opened at 08.15 and the whole operation takes about 12
minutes per lock. Water is laid on at either end of each flight.
We would like to have seen more of Loch Oich and Loch
Lochy but we could just make out the shore in the mist.
However, at least we made good time and arrived at the head
of Banavie locks (the last flight down to Corpach) by early
evening. There is a pub near the bottom of the flight of locks
and a hotel/restaurant called "The Moorings" about half
way down on the eastern side. There we had our best meal
in Scotland which made up for the murky day.
On Tuesday we were up early to see if there was any life
among the lock keepers. Four appeared at 08.15 and ten
minutes later we commenced our descent of 8 locks in
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solitary state. The entire took 1 hour 15 minutes. The
weather was murky once more and there was still no sign
of the mountains. At the double locks just north of Corpach
Basin we met a problem which set us back half a day. One
gate would not close behind us and eventually the lock
keeper had to send for a diver. In view of the delay I decided
to stay at Corpach until the following morning and then sail
direct to Ard Fern at Lough Craignish. Corpach has nothing
to recommend it but the lock keepers in the basin are friendly
and helpful.
Wednesday morning brought no improvement in the
weather. It was lashing rain, visibility was down to 100 yards
or so and to complete our misery there was a 25 knot wind
on the nose when we came out of the sea lock. We left early
in the morning and groped our way past Fort William and
down Lough Linne. As time went on visibility improved and
we had less rain but more wind which gusted 36 knots.
However, by degrees it began to free us a little and it was
a real joy to have exhilarating sailing again -- particularly
when the sun re-appeared in a blue sky which we thought
was gone forever. Lough Craignish with its many islands
and back-drop of mountains is particularly attractive. The
small marina at Ard Fern is well sheltered and also well
equipped. The Galley of Lorne about a mile up the road
is a well known congenial watering hole. It has changed
hands this year and I am glad to report that the new
proprietors are maintaining the best traditions of the past
-- including the provision of showers for yachtsmen and
admirable meals reasonably priced.
On Thursday we had a lazy morning doing nothing more
energetic than taking on diesel and water. The charge for
the marina berth was the modest sum of £2. At noon Ian
Morrison came in and tied up astern of us and he kindly
invited Joe and I to see the sun over the yard-arm of his
splendid new Hallberg Rassy 42. Thus fortified we cast off
and headed for the small Isles of Jura in a spanking 33 knot
westerly which gave us a stimulating close fetch to our
destination. In late afternoon we tied up at the head of

Date
1984
June
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
14/15
16
18
19
20
21
22/23

Destination
From
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To .
To

Dun Laoghaire
Howth
Ringhaddy
Sketterick Island
East Lough Tarbert
Crinan
Tobermoray
L. Scresort, Rhumb
Portree, Skye
Ullapool
Summer Isles (Tanera Mor)
Kirkwall Orkney Islands
Fortrose
Fort Augustus
Banavie Locks
Corpach
Ard Fern, L. Craignish
Craighouse, Jura
Dun Laoghaire

Total duration of cruise = 23 days 21 hours
Total time under way = 7 days 19 hours

Distance
Log miles

Craighouse pier outside a lobster boat and a small bilgekeeler Gorganzola. The main pier at Craighouse was built
some years ago for a ferry service which never materialised.
It is used only by occasional trawlers and less frequently by
coasters serving the Jura distillery. The pier is of lattice
construction and, therefore, is not suitable for a yacht to
lie alongside directly. I sounded 13 ft. at the end of the pier
at LW neeps. The Jura Hotel is pleasant and very
comfortable. Baths are available at £1.20 and good
reasonably priced bar meals are served up to 21.30.
On Friday as a westerly gale 8 was imminent I decided
to stay at Craighouse rather than move on to Gigha as
intended.
Patrick and I got a lift to Bowmore on Islay via the ferry
across the sound of Islay at Portaskaig. We got back to
Criaghouse in late afternoon to find that a full F8 N.W.
was making life very uncomfortable for Gorganzola and
ourselves at the end of the pier. The former is owned and
crewed by Hugh and Nan Atchison from Abersoch. Joe and
Paul were coping well on Condor, but it was obvious that
both yachts would have to move soon. Just then prayers
were answered in the shape of a trawler which came
alongside the lea of the pier and created good shelter. We
moved round to that side and tied up to the trawler. We
were followed by Gorganzola and soon afterwards two other
yachts joined us. The wind continued to gust 50 knots for
another three hours or so and then moderated to a modest
F5 in time to allow us to have a pleasant final cruise dinner
ashore at the Jura hotel. Early on Saturday morning we set
sail on our final passage to Dunlaoghaire. Out in the sound
the wind was a fresh F5 N.W. which gave us lovely sailing
in a flat sea. As the day progressed the wind went round
to W and ultimately back to S.W. Happily that did not last
for long and by early Sunday fresh westerlies had returned
and remained with us for the rest of the passage. At 14.25
we tied up alongside the R.I.Y.C. having logged 1003 miles
since we left three weeks earlier. Our Northern exercise had
done us good and we were well pleased.

Distance
Rhumb line

7
71
3
114
21
41
34
57
59
12
143
120
36
25
2
65
29
164

7
68
3
112
18
40
33
54
57
11
130
117
34
25
2
57
27
158

1003

953

Time at sea
Days Hours

1

2
12
1
0
11
10
6
10
10
2
0
0
11
10
2
10
5
8

8

14

1

1
1

Average speed (ex canal passages) = 5.7 knots
Ports and anchorage visited = 18
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Engine
Hours

2
1
2
10
8
4
2
2
5
6
9
10
2
4
1
5
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Freebird to the Scilly Isles and
South West Wales
Brian Hegarty

On Thursday 21st June at 04.45 Freebird slipped away from
Howth. It was a decidely chilly morning having regard to
the time of year. However we were catching the first of the
ebb stream and were soon reaching S across Dublin Bay with
main and number 2 set to a NW force 4 to 5.
Aboard, as in the previous few years were Betty and our
two sons, Robin (17) and Andrew (14). This year we planned
only a fortnights cruising instead of the usual three weeks.
Freebird is a 1976 vintage Achilles 9m designed and built
by Chris Butler near Swansea.
This year we planned to make the Scilly Isles our cruising
ground for a week, and to spend our second week exploring
Milford Haven and S.W. Wales. Our NW’Iy breeze served
us well giving us fine reaching conditions until some ten miles
from the Tuskar at 16.00 when it died away. As we
approached the Tuskar at 18.00 the wind was picking up
from the SW, and the shipping forecast talked of SW force
6 to 7 during the night before it would veer to W to NW
next day. What to do? We decided to keep going and heaveto if need be. Each year the boys get bigger, stronger and
more experienced so that tougher conditions at sea are more
easily endured.
By midnight we were sailing fast down the Rhumb line
under double reefed main and No 4 Jib to a WSW force
6 to 7. By 01.00 on Friday, Andrew and I who were on watch
hove-to. We could have carried on, but it was a very black
night and because I could not see the seas Freebird was
tending to slam and pound unnecessarily. It was the first
time we had hove-to in Freebird and she did it easily.
Suddenly all was relatively peaceful.
Watches changed at 02.00 with instructions to get underway at first light. Robin called me for 06.00 and they had
been hove-to for their whole watch. It was only some days
later that they admitted to having fallen asleep in the
cockpit! For the five hours hove-to the log gave us eleven
miles. I reckoned our leeway to be some ten miles over the
same time, so we compensated in our course and got
underway to what was by then WNW force 6 to 7.
With the wind forward of the beam we had a fast and
exhilarating days sailing averaging six knots plus. Visibility
was poor to fair depending on rain showers. Seas were the
usual open sea type, large but soft. As we approached the
Scilly Isles we knew from the weather forecast that we could
only expect two to three miles visibility, so the navigator
blessed Round Island’s powerful DF signal. In due course
Round Island Light House appeared where it should about
two miles off. A tired, and somewhat sickly, crew were
suddenly sitting up and taking notice. In no time at all we
had entered New Grimsby Harbour to anchor SE of
Hangmans Rock. It was 19.30 on Friday evening. We had
made the 205 mile passage from Howth in 383/4 hours
including being hove-to for five hours. We were satisfied
and slept soundly that wet and windy night.
Later in the day when the flood tide had sufficiently
covered Tresco Flats, that shoal separating New Grimsby
Harbour from St. Mary’s Road, we motored rather than

sailed to Porth Cressa to exercise the engine and charge our
batteries. Before leaving New Grimsby Harbour we spoke
briefly with ICC member Benny Gallagher of Blue Belle.
He was hobbling about on a crutch having damaged an ankle
on the passage out.
Porth Cressa is easy of access and is sheltered from winds
from W through N to E. With our wind from the W, F4.
Porth Cressa was as flat as a mill pond. As it was Saturday
we hurried ashore for provisions. Later we togged out in
our number ones to enjoy a meal which we had booked at
the Inn Place. That night it blew really hard. At about 04.00
I was up to check because of the whining wind in our rigging.
We were perfectly sheltered by Garrison Hill and lay snugly.
Next morning the wind was northerly; it was bright and
sunny; it was Sunday and a rest day was declared much to
the delight of the crew. The Scilly Isles were coming under
the influence of a high, and winds were to remain N for
almost a week. In the bright sunshine the island revealed
their beauty -- the white granite sand, the blue sea, and green
islands. We lay about on the beach, or strolled around
Hughtown, or enjoyed a beer at the restaurant by the beach
and watched the cheeky sparrows snatching morsels off the
tables at which people were actually dining.
That Monday afternoon we made the two mile passage
across St. Mary’s Sound to put the hook down in three
fathoms in the Cove which lies between the islands of St.
Agnes and Gugh. Like Porth Cressa, The Cove provides
shelter in winds from W through N to E. The Cove is divided
by a Sand Bar from Porth Conger to the N. This Sand Bar
coveres at HW Springs making the anchorage exposed for
a short time either side of high water. However, we were
visiting at Neaps so this did not apply. For us with a NW’Iy
never more than a F4 it was a snug place to lie.
St. Agnes is a pleasant island with a population of 50 to
60 people. It is farmed extensively and we walked between
the eight foot high hedgerows which protect the fields and
indeed the little roadways, from what must be harsh winds
in winter gales. On St. Agnes, as on the other populated
islands, flower growing is the prime business. I understand
that this island industry was started as far back as 1880. The
Old Lighthouse on St. Agnes, situated in the centre of the
island, is one of the oldest in the UK having been completed
in 1680. It was used until 1911 when other more modern
lighthouses rendered it superfluous.
On Tuesday an overcast sky had given way to sunshine
by 09.00. The breeze was by now N F3 as we motored back
to Porth Cressa to visit the shops in Hughtown and generally
stock-up. After too many missed forecasts an alarm clock
was on the shopping list as we had come away without
remembering to bring one. At lunchtime we motored the
four miles back across the Tresco Fiats to New Grimsby
Harbour where an afternoons bathing and sunning was
followed by an evening in the New Inn on Tresco with a
Welsh couple whom we had met at Porth Cressa.
New Grimsby Harbour is reputed to be the safest in the
Scilly Isles and I can well believe that this is so. However,
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with the wind in the N a wind against tide effect is created
at certain times which is most uncomfortable with even light
to moderate winds. We were to spend several days in this
anchorage and there were times when we were thoroughly
fed up with the motion.
We visited Bryher on Wednesday morning and walked
over to the Hell Bay Hotel where we enjoyed a Pub lunch.
Bryher is a different island in as much as it seems less cared
for than the other inhabited islands.
Thursday dawned and we really wanted to be released
from the grip of the kindly NNE breeze that had been
blowing for several days. We were expecting a slant to take
us to Milford Haven and accordingly were underway at
11.30. Once outside we found the breeze firmly NNE F4 -right in our teeth. After beating to windward for about an
hour we put the helm up and were quickly back at our
anchorage to give it another day before deciding to tackle
a long beat. That evening we consoled ourselves with a meal
ashore at the New Inn on Tresco.
Next morning was flat calm and beautifully sunny. We
were up and about early enjoying the sun and quiet of the
place. Later, at about noon when the tide served our
purpose, the breeze came up NNW F3. We beat slowly out
of New Grimbsy Harbour to lay our course on port tack.
Our patience had been rewarded and on a clear day in bright
sunshine the Scilly Isles were soon dropping astern. Later
in the afternoon the breeze backed to NW and stiffened to
F4 giving us a fine reach with the wind forward of the beam.
We needed a reef in the main to ease the helm, as we reeled
off the miles on our course of 032° for Milford Haven.
Towards 20.00 we came up with a school of porpoise who
amused us with their antics, and kept us company for a

while. At 22.40 with 57 miles on the log -- about half our
journey to Milford Haven -- the wind quite suddenly veered
to the N, and over the next two hours veered still further
to NNE. We had been predicting arrival times in Milford
Haven at 08.00 Saturday, but suddenly this had been blown
out. After midnight we made a long board of 35 miles to
the NNW on starboard tack. At 08.00 the wind backed
slightly to N by E and we tacked to port making a course
of 070° which brought us in on the Smalls Light House
which I had never seen before. We then reached off in
sunshine and smooth sea to sail past Grassholm, which
island is renowned as a gannetry. The air above the island
was literally white with bird life wheeling about it. In a
strenghtening breeze we reached S of Skokholm Island and
close past St. Anns Head to take a mooring at Dale at 15.00.
That evening we revisited the Bistro at Dale, which we
had "discovered" the year before. We would recommend
it to anybody visiting Dale. The row ashore is a lengthy
business at Dale and we were soon wishing we carried an
outboard for the dinghy. Dale Yacht Club is friendly and
worth a visit. It is also an excellent spot for showers.
We used a moorings at Dale the charge for which is £2.50
per night payable to Dale Yacht Yard. However, one does
not have to take a mooring as one can anchor to the N of
the moored yachts if one so wishes.
This year we planned to explore the River Cleddau
spending a few days in this vast harbour. Milford Haven
is a place whose beauty five oil refineries have failed to
destroy. The red rock, or red sandstone in the cliffs also
manifests itself in tilled fields and farmland. In bright
sunshine, such as we enjoyed, the whole area looked quite
magnificent.

The entrance to New Grimsby Harbour, looking N.W from Tresco past Cromwell’s Castle to Shipman Head (Bryher). Photo Brian Hegarty
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On Sunday at lunchtime we motored two miles across the
harbour entrance to Thorne Island. This is an old fort on
an island on the starboard hand entering Milford Haven.
We anchored below the fort and climbed up to what is now
a small hotel. It is a fine old place with excellent views of
the haven. We met Simon Pearson the present owner of
Thorne Island. His grandfather had purchased the island
in 1933 for £95. With his wife he now runs it as a business
during the summer months.
Later that Sunday afternoon with the flood stream under
us we sailed up river for some twelve miles to Llangwm
before turning back to take a moorings off Lawrenny Yacht
Station. Up stream the River Cleddau is wooded and pretty.
Moving up stream from Thorne Island one finds different
areas with moorings, and altogether there must be several
hundred pleasure craft moored in the River. Tidal streams
are very strong so when moving, it is best to plan to have
the stream with you rather than against you.
The visitors moorings at Lawrenny are just off the landing
pontoon in the Carew River and are very convenient to the
shore facilities which include an hotel-cum-pub, ship
chandlery and boat yard. Provisions, in food terms, are not
readily available. Tidal streams are swift which needs to be
considered when handling a rubber dinghy with oars. It is
a pleasant sheltered spot and worth a visit. The overnight
moorings charge for Freebird was £2.07.
On Monday lunchtime, with the ebb stream gathering

Andrew, Betty and Robin with St. Agnes old lighthouse in the background.
One of the oldest lighthouses in the UK, it was built in 1680 and was in
use until 1911. Photo Brian Hegarty

Thorne Island, Milford Haven. Run as a holiday hotel by the present owner,
Simon Pearson, it was purchesed by his grandfather in 1933 for £95. Photo
Brian Hegarty

strength, we motored the two miles downstream in double
quick time to bring up at a mooring off the Ferry Inn -in the shade of the giant road bridge crossing the Cleddau
River at Pembroke. The Ferry Inn is a pub of character
which does a very fine line in pub grub. A pint of prawns
make a nice appetizer washed down with pints in liquid form
-- much to be recommended!
Later in the evening we sailed and motored another five
miles downstream to take a mooring amongst the yachts
moored on the N shore off Milford Haven itself. There was
much excitement here for the boys as we moored adjacent
to two Achilles 9 meters Dead Beat and Freewill.
Next morning Tuesday, the skipper was astir early. A high
over Rockall was supposed to be moving slowly S.E. For
us the morning was bright sun and not a stim of wind. We
waited until 09.00 for the flood stream to slacken and then
we were away under engine to catch the W and N.W. tidal
stream off St.Anns Head, the western entrance to Milford
Haven. That morning the "Haven" was a picture if one did
not look at the oil terminals. By 10.00 we had covered the
five miles to St. Anns Head, and by 11.00 we had covered
the next six miles to North Haven, Skomer Island via Jack
Sound where we dropped the hook amongst more puffins
than I have ever seen before.
I have heard Jack Sound spoken of with a certain amount
of awe. Tidal streams run at up to seven knots at springs
and there are several rocks to avoid. However, with good
visibility, a large scale chart, a fair tide, a sound engine and
gentle conditions it presents no difficulties and makes for
a scenic short cut into St. Brides Bay.

North Haven anchorage Skomer Island looking east. Photo Brian Hegarty
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We spent lunchtime and afternoon at North Haven. It
was one of those pet days and our surroundings looked
wonderful. Skomer Island is a nature reserve. A warden and
assistant, man the island all summer. Visitors are charged
a landing fee of £1.50. The wardens are very strict about
visitors sticking to the prescribed pathways as nests are
everywhere, and a minimum of bird life disturbance is the
order of the day. Skomer Island has both a North, and a
South Haven, which provide good anchorage in all
reasonable weather conditions. Skokholm Island only a mile
and a half away is another nature reserve. Bird life is prolific
on these islands and there is a fine air of unspoiltness about
the islands and the immediate coastline which is appealing.
In the later afternoon, wafted by a gentle westerly air we
set the spinny to reach the eight miles across St. Brides Bay
to Solva on the Bay’s N shoreline. As Solva’s quayside
anchorage dries out, we anchored in the entrance behind
Black Rock Islet in two fathoms chart datum. Living as we
were beneath a "High" with very calm conditions we were
fine, but the anchorage we had chosen would be exposed
in winds from SE to SW. If one found oneself in this
anchorage with onshore winds it would be a case of clearing
out, or of going up river near highwater and lying alongside
the quay where one would dry out. The quayside and river
afford good shelter in all conditions nestling between hills,
and protected from the open sea by bends in its course. Solva
is a delightful village in picturesque surroundings.
Next day, Wednesday, we had decided to spend the day
anchored off Ramsey Island, so when the tidal stream suited
at 10.30 we motored away from Solva on a westerly course
along the N shore of St. Brides Bay. It was only five miles
to our chosen anchorage off the landing place on Ramsey

Solva at highwater. The old village meanders along the valley from the
slipway in picture. Photo Brian Hegarty

Island just N of a menacing reef of rocks, running E from
Ramsey Island, called the Bitches. These rocks restrict the
flow across half Ramsey Sound and turn a strong tidal
stream into a spring flow of up to seven knots. Definitely
an area to approach with a favourable tidal stream! Whilst
tides are strong Ramsey Sound is not difficult to negotiate
being deep and having a minimum navigable width of
quarter of a mile. I have seen coasters passing through it
on several occasions. Horse Rock, unmarked, just over a
third of the way across the sound from the mainland shore
needs to be considered.

Freebird anchored at the entrance to Solva looking W.S.W. Photo Brian Hegarty
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We spent a sunny day at our chosen anchorage, in out
of the tidal stream. Ramsey island is privately owned and
farmed from premises close by the landing place. In the late
evening when the N going flood stream had set in we
motored away from Ramsey Island in absolutely flat
conditions. Off St.David’s head we set course, 350°m, for
Wicklow Head. It was a night of excellent visibility and oily
calm.
It is a 96 mile passage from Ramsey Island to Howth.
Taking the first of the flood from Ramsey Island means that
with a fair breeze, or in calm, one can run off the journey
on two flood tides and only one ebb. As we approached
Wicklow Head a gentle breeze picked up which gradually
strengthened to Southerly force 5 to 6. In sunshine and a
brisk breeze we enjoyed a fast sail from Wicklow Head to
Howth, a fitting end to an enjoyable and leisurely fortnight
cruising.

e

Destination

Date
1984
June
Thurs 21st
Sat 23rd
Mon 25th
Tues 26th
Tues 26th
Thurs 28th
Fri 29th
July
Sun 1st
Mon 2nd
Tues 3rd
Wed 4th
Wed 4th

From
To
To
To
To
To
From/to
To
To
To
To
To
To

Howth
New Grimsby, Scilly Isles
Porth Cressa
The Cove
Porth Cressa
New Grimsby Harbour
New Grimsby Harbour
Milford Haven (Dale)
Thorne Is/Lawrenny
Pembroke/Milford
Skomer Is/Solva
Ramsey Is
Howth

12 Different Anchorages in 15 days

Distance
made good

Time
Underway

Engine
Time

Speed
made good

(miles)

(hours)

(hours)

(knots)

38.75
1.00
.75
.42
1.08
1.75
27.00

1.25
1.00
-.42
1.08
.50
--

5.3
4
2.7
4.8
3.7
3.4
4.3

3.50
1.83
4.67
1.58
18.25

1.83
.92
2.25
1.58
13.33

4.6
3.8
4.1
3.2
5.3

100.58

24.17

4.8

205
4
2
2
4
6
116
16
7
19
5
96
482

Engine Hours 24% of time underway
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Eastward to Kekova, Westward
to Marmaris
W.M. Nixon
Together with Dick and Pat Watson, Georgina and I set out
for a first experience of flotilla cruising in the ’new’ area
of far southern Turkey. Island Sailing Ltd had done
everything to make getting away as painless as possible in
the best flotilla organiser’s style.
Late at night on Tuesday May 1st we found ourselves in
somewhat bewildered state on the exotically Levantine
quayside of the little town of Kas, heaving our gear aboard
the brand new First 32 Sardunya , following which
achievement we adjourned to a bar to celebrate our
successful extraction from two households comprising a total
of eight children, four cats, one dog, nineteen tadpoles, one
Contessa 32, one Hustler 30 and sundry smaller craft. Of
our fellow flotillaries, the nine English crews involved
meekly went to their bunks as suggested by the flotilla leader,
while the only other Irish crew, two men three women from
south County Down, also went on board but instead of
settling down, had the father and mother of a punch-up
for a brisk couple of hours.
It was a weird start, and being accustomed to cruising our
own boats, we were decidedly wary about the whole
business. While we wanted a holiday in the sun, and wanted
to be free of the hassle of having to deal with boat and
equipment repair if it arose, we didn’t at all feel inclined
to be regimented. It says much for the managerial ability
of the flotilla leader Chris Blunt (his father Charles is the
Commodore of the Royal Anglesey over in Beaumaris) that
after a couple of days of mutual reconnaissance, he and his
team provided a setup which gave us quite simply the best
holiday we’ve ever had.
Chris’s team consisted of Nigel Edwards the bo’sun and
a remarkable Chinese girl from Trinidad, Shan Ho, who
was the hostess. Between them all they kept the show on
the road, fixed things when necessary, gave useful
information when required, were an asset to any party, and
quietly let us go our own way when it began to seem probable
that we wouldn’t wreak the boat, and were, at the same time,
temperamentally unsuited to the jolly Anglo-Saxon
organised jaunts which seemed to be expected by most of
the other crew.
It took a day or two to settle down to this agreeable state
of affairs. The first morning in Kas was necessarily
regimented as everyone was introduced to the boats, the
Turkish way of doing things (not necessarily the quickest
in the world) and the world of southern Turkey generally,
for which Kas was an ideal introduction, as it is virtually
midway in sophistication between the utterly primitive deep
south around Kekova, and the relative smoothness of
Marmaris. Finally all the paper work, preliminary storing,
and introductory testing was concluded, and in early
afternoon we headed off, plugging into a brisk but sunny
easterly. The coastline is rather barren, rocky with decidedly
prickly undergrowth, with an impression of greenery so early
in the season. The sea is utterly, blue, the boat is new and
clean, and even if she is no greyhound to windward -- being
the shoal draft version - we have an excellent Volvo auxiliary

Sardunya, a First 32 with roller reefing genoa and a totally reliable Volvo
diesel auxiliary, provided a fortnight of carefree cruising.
Photo W. M. Nixon
to get the miles astern as the wind fades towards evening.
Course was shaped for Ucagiz, a tiny village on the inner
anchorage inside Kekova Road, with a complex entrance
where the other Irish crew managed to find one rock when
going full ahead, and then bend their rudder reversing off
onto another one. Everyone however was wary of saying
too much about it, as the distinguished looking grey-haired
man leading that particular party was reputedly a computer
king recently returned from a successful sales expedition to
Cuba, and seeking a spot of relaxation. His mysterious air
caused him to be treated with a certain amount of awe, not
withstanding the fact that nocturnal activity aboard his craft
revealed all-too-human tendencies. We certainly looked like
the popular image of flotilla cruising with the group all
together in Ucagiz, and it in turn looked an idyllic little
Mediterranean village from the sea with white houses and
a couple of attractive restaurants on their own quaysides,
off which the elegant Turkish fishing craft were berthed.
Going ashore, however, was something of a shock, for
behind the waterfront the place was primitive in the extreme,
with the womenfolk kept firmly out of place while the men
ran the resturants with magnificent inefficiency. Doubtless
as this coastline gets opened up to yachts it will all become
much more smooth, but for us the culture shock of making
Ucagiz our first port of call was almost total. Still, the cost
of ’dining’ ashore offset our bewilderment -- a somewhat
uneven meal washed down by the excellent Turkish beer
came to about £1 per head all in.
A perfect morning saw us beginning the process of finding
our own way about, aided by the fact that Chris and his
team had to devote part of the day to straightening our the
South Down mob’s rudder stock. It was suggested we might
like to go to the ruins of Demire nearby -- formerly Myra
of the ancients, it was the home town of Santa Claus. As
we’d deliberately chosen a children-free holiday, we had no
wish to be reminded of that universal trouble maker, so we
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wandered off on our own along the south coast of Kekova
Island.
Owing to communications breakdown, I’d failed to secure
either the British or the superior French cruising guides for
this coast, and the Island Sailing booklet was naturally
limited to the basic flotilla itinerary. But on the passage from
Kas we’d tested the Turkish charts by eye-ball investigation,
and had found they seemed reasonably accurate, so it was
with a real sense of exploration, and with continuous
blessing of the glorious absence of tide, that we began what
was to become ten days of enchanted wandering into all sorts
of little anchorages, a form of cruising so painless that we
began to wonder if we weren’t dreaming.
It’s an intriguing coastline -- handsome, often
spectacular, mysterious with distant glimpses of ancient
snowclad peaks, and the better natural anchorages there
were usually to be found the remains of an old Byzantine
sea village. The sense of history is at times quite
overpowering, a feeling of layer upon layer of old
civilizations, but it has to be confessed that our approach
to it was utterly physical, and totally in the present. So
generally we kept to ourselves.
It says much for the coastline that the very first anchorage
we found on our own was so perfect that we felt everywhere
subsequently would have to be a let-down, but gradually
we came to the delighted realization that behind each little
islet on the chart you could usually find a secluded spot of
sunlit perfection. Thus on that first morning of going it
alone, we headed towards an inlet shown on the S.E corner
of Kekova Island. Later we were to find it was known as
Karaloz to the Turks and St. Stephanos to the Greeks, but
on our chart it had no name at all, the entire area was
uninhabited, and we had this bit of paradise to ourselves
for the day.
Still being in the process of establishing our credentials
with Chris, we re-joined the flotilla that night back at
Ucagiz, the short passage through Kekova Roads being

memorable for the infinite gradations of the lines of
attractively varied hills towards the sunset and the distant
mountains. To port on Kekova was evidence of the ancient
city which flourished here about 1200 years ago, now in ruins
through earthquake and conquest, but still a vivid reminder
of the glories of the past, particularly in the way it was
possible to swim among ancient buildings which earth
movement had put under water.
More recent civilisation was in evidence at the old fort
of the Seljuk Turks which dominates the roads on the heights
above the entrance to the inner anchorage. We did our
cultural bit there next morning by climbing to the ramparts,
and seeing nearby, remarkable in their contrast to the
generally barren countryside, the hidden cornfields which
made the chief of this place some five hundred years ago
the monarch of all he surveyed.
The region around Kekova is a superb miniature cruising
ground in its own right, but after two days of fairly dedicated
lotus eating a spot of seafaring was in order, so there was
some winward work back along the coast and in for a
lunchtime stop at a tiny cove we thought the chart hinted
at a couple of miles north of Ulu point. It was an idyllic
spot but we felt we were intruding on the tiny farm there
which had an impressively large flock of black goats, which
seem to thrive in the rugged Turkish coastal terrain. Then
on for a late afternoon stop in another cove before being
good flotillaries and re-joining the gang back at Kas, which
now seemed like Monte Carlo after the experience of Ucagiz.
More than anything the feeling of being on pure holiday
rather than battling our way through a cruise was the way
in which it made sense to eat ashore each evening, for even
in the most expensive places a good meal for four was often
less than £10 all in. Thus we didn’t have one evening meal
aboard throughout the entire fortnight, and as dusk drew
on we’d shape our course for little anchorages where almost
invariably there’d be a simple little fisherman’s restaurant
where you’d usually dine to repletion under a canopy of

Karaloz on Kekova Island, out first ’discovered’ anchorage. Photo W. M. Nixon
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Dick was an ace on the sailboard, as seen here in Karaloz, and was very patient in teaching the rest of us. Photo: W. M. Nixon
vines, with the boat sitting contentedly nearby with the stern
anchor down and the bow made fast to a tree or two.
From Kas it was westward to Kalkan with a highly
entertaining lunchtime stop in a little bight in Saribelen
Island before a fine sail up to Yesilkov bay for the requisite
late afternoon swim and sailboard instruction course
patiently conducted by Dick. Then, being Saturday night,
there was a bit of a rally in Kalkan which apparently was
once renowned for its pirates and featured an inn which
delighted us by having all the attributes of a bordello until
we found the price would match - the pirates were still
around -- so we ate at a little restaurant whose chef
apologised for not being in a cooking frame of mind, but
he was a least reasonable in his prices.
According to the log, the muezzin of the mosque in
Kalkan "appeared to sneeze and cough, and burp and fart,
as he called the faithful to prayer with a loudspeaker from
his minaret" at first light next morning, but his iioisemakeing was welcome as we’d an early start to get round
the ’dread Seven Capes’ on our way to the inland sea of
Olu Deniz. Far from the forecast Force 6 nor’wester at the
Seven Capes, we rounded the last of the, Kotu Burun, in
a gentle sou’easter, and were comfortably in Olu Deniz by
luchtime after looking into an impressive but unsheltered
gap in the very high cliffs on the way.
Being a popular beauty spot, and being a Sunday, Olu
Deniz was somewhat crowded, or so it seemed to our fussy
tastes, so we upped hook and went round the corner to the
sound N of Gemiler Island, where there was the very
impressive remains of a Byzantine village crowded on a steep
hillside and disappearing under the water as well -- the
ancient sea people of this coastline really were quite
something in their prime.
That evening we sought out a little fish restaurant with
its own tiny quay in the bay behind Karcaoren Island,
blissfully alone as the rest of the flotilla were still back at
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Olu Deniz. Fish for our supper were taken fresh from the
ponds at the water’s edge, all were cooked together with a
generous sprinkling of herbs and vegetables in a huge flat
pan in an open air oven, and the result was as superbly fishtasting a meal as you could wish for. The morning -- May
7th -- brought the hottest day so far as Sardunya ran in
intense sunshine into the Gulf of Fethiye, making our
lunchtime stop at Kizil island before heading on into the
attractively located port of Fethiye itself, a town of distinctly
Middle Eastern atmosphere set under cliffs which are dotted
with Lycian tombs of classical antiquity. Here we got
involved with some heavy socialising, and in a crowded
shipboard party the attempts by Dick and me to console a
blonde called Viv of Swindon in her recovery from an
unhappy love affair though some avuncular advice was
totally misinterpreted by our womenfolk, such that there
was a certain frost in the morning as breakfast was, as usual,
being eaten in the cockpit. Operating on the principal that
redemption would come through volunteering for anything
remotely in the line of domestic work which might turn up,
Dick went rushing forward to take aboard a huge block of
ice with which Chris had arrived on the quayside.
Unfortunately in clutching it Dick came an awful cropper
in boarding through the pulpit -- as usual we were berthed
bow on -- and when his agony persisted for the rest of the
morning, I asked Chris how we could best go about dealing
with a suspected fracture. He said "the only thing we could
do was hop into a taxi and say ’hospital’ over and over
again. "Oh and by the way," he added, "next time, tell Dick
that ice floats ...... "
By afternoon the agony was over and we were heading
out across the gulf after a lunch break at an unexpectedly
delightful little cove just inside the entrance to Fethiye
harbour.
The breeze lasted for long enough to give us an impression
of sailing, and by late afternoon we were among the islands

of Skopea Limani on the W side of the Gulf of Fethiye, into
one of the finest miniature cruising grounds in the whole
world. We lingered here for a couple of days, getting into
such a harmonious frame of mind that we even joined
enthusiastically in the flotilla barbecue, being so much in
the spirit of things that we arrived in the selected cove with
the biggest pile of driftwood for the fire towing in the dinghy
astern.
But generally we were able to keep to ourselves, wandering
among the islands and finding our way into the many little
bays where you lie at peace in scenes of breath taking beauty,
private places where shy cruising folk can learn the
rudiments of board-sailing (Dick was saintly in his patience
as an instructor) far from the public gaze.
Occasionally you come across simple little fish restaurants
cum bars in unexpected plac¢s, and best of all is Four
Fathom Cove where a pleasantly prosperous little farm has
a few pampered cows in addition to the usual thriving goats
ruled over by a black goat king who poses himself on the
peaks of the rocky hills, the very image of ancient
mythology. Here in Four Fathom Cove is the most attractive
fisherman’s restaurant of all, where you dine on the quayside
with the boat berthed bow on only a couple of yards away,
and Attila the Swimming Cat rules supreme, seeing off
snappy little dogs from French cruising yachts, and living
in amiable harmony with the fine chickens which lay the
most excellent eggs on a platform in the tree right in the
middle of the eating area. And beyond, among the island,
the scenery is on such a scale that other yachts become just
fleeting flashes of sail as they wind throught the many
channels among handsome hills. From those channels the
view is for ever, lifting your eyes to the proud peak of Baba
Dagi and beyond, onwards to the remote heights of the
Western Taurus still blanketed in snow.

Kycian tomb at Kekova, partly submerged through earthquake.
Photo W. M. Nixon

That is how it is in the western islands of the Gulf of
Fethiye in early May, and for two enchanted days we
immersed ourselves in its magic. But even the most
undemanding escapist holiday cruising inevitably sees
everyone spurred on by restlessness, so early one morning
we headed on westward, and that evening rejoined the
flotilla berthed stern to in the natural ampitheatre of Ekincik
at the head of Koycegiz bay. Through the night a strong
southerly brought rain and dust straight from the Sahara,
and though things had cleared in the morning, it was very
humid and we were back to feeling anti-social.
Thus there was absolutely no inclination aboard Sardunya
to join the day’s organised option, which was a journey by
one of the stylish double-ended Turkish motor-boats up the
nearby Dalyan River to visit the remarkable ruins of ancient

Aren’t we the good little flotillaries? Taking our contribution of driftwood (towed in the dinghy) to the cruise barbecue. Photo: W. M
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Caunus. We headed westward to the bay of Turunc Buku
south of Marmaris. The other Irish boat commanded by the
mysterious computer king likewise had nothing to do with
the organised outings, indeed they seldom had any contact
with the rest of the flotilla at all.
So we had Turunc to ourselves, and that was just dandy.
The little town is built along a sandy beach, and looks for
all the world like somewhere in north Africa, but the south
end of the bay has a sheltered cove and here we anchored
-- for once free swinging -- under an attractively located
clifftop restaurant. It turned out to be in the throes of
renovation, but the owner took us along to his friend at the
first restaurant on the beach where, being so early in the
season, we were greeted royally and had a memorable meal
while the wavelets rippled on the sand beside us.
By this stage we’d difficulty keeping track of time, but
a feeling that things were coming to an end let to a special
effort for the final free day. After the hiccup with the
Saharan southerly, the weather had become its usual bright
self, so after the standard cockpit breakfast we went south
round Cape Kadirga and headed first for Ciftlik Limani
behind the island of the same name. Though the island had
an intriguing miniature modern castle on it, there was noone about and for once we respected notices which clearly
told you to keep off. The little village on the mainland side
looked totally unprepossessing, but anyway we sought
seclusion and had been inclining to the opinion that the best
indication on the chart was a cove behind the peninsula of
Ince Adasi.
Sardunya serendipity’, as it was now being called, worked
again. It was an idyllic little place with clear water and
hidden among the scrub at the head of the cove, strategically
placed on the little isthsmus, were the ruins - generally in

Four Fathom Cove -- cruising perfection. Photo W. M. Nixon
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quite good order -- of the most appealing little Byzantine
village we’d found yet.
In this sublime place we swam and even manifested a bit
of energy by scrubbing the boat’s decidedly weedy bottom,
there being the first sign of a certain competitiveness in
anticipation of the flotilla race next day. While I was in the
throes of this, virtually sightless at anything over five feet
without my specs, Georgina from her sunbathing in the
cockpit noticed another cruising yacht coming into the bay.
This wouldn’t do at all. So with slow dignity she removed
what little clothing she was wearing - with all the slow dignity
in the world it still only took two seconds -- and then in
even more leisurely style she climbed down the stern ladder
into the sea.
This well know international signal had the desired effect.
The intruder hovered for a while, and then headed seaward.
That evening after a for once sail along a rugged coastline
looking its superb best in the evening sun, we rejoined the
flotilla at the rather open bay immediately N.W of Kadirga
where a rip-off restaurant masquerading as a Yacht Club
took full financial advantage of the fact that Chris and his
team planned for everyone to have a final meal together
before Marmaris itself.
The sunny morning brought a mixture of calms and wind
from all over the place, but I’d happened to notice that a
little fishing boat out in the approaches to Marmaris had
its steadying sail bellying to a crisp nor’wester, so after a
slow start to the race in virtual calm, we did everything we
could to glide in that direction, and once into the nor’wester
soon lenghtened away from the rest of the fleet, tacking into
Marmaris Bay which really has to be one of the finest inlets
in the world, surrounded by handsome green hills and
providing some excellent sailing water within, big enough

The last secret port, scene of the successful use of the recognised
international signal to indicate that privacy is requested. Photo IF. M. Nixon

for a large fleet -- it would make a splendid setting for a
regatta week.
The terminal base was at a little marina attached to an
entertaining establishment called the Hotel Amos on the
western shore, and we were comfortably ensconced under
the vine canopy and into our third beer when the second
boat finished. Dreadfully smug we were. Having got the race
out of the way in unexpectedly quick time, we then slipped
away for a last afternoon down at a little cove on the N side
of Keci Island. Georgina and I went ashore for a final walk
through the now-familiar terrain, and a final swim in the

warm Mediterranean, and by the time we returned aboard
it was to find that Pat was already into the throes of the
final clean-up in order to return Sardunya to Island Sailing
even more spotless than we’d received her.
The flotillary part of it ended with dinner under the stars
and all pals together at the Amos that night, then the
morning had a shopping expedition to ancient Marmaris even more attractive than its attractive name suggests -where my sanity was preserved by adjourning aboard the
Warners yacht Quanto H for nooners, then it was off on
the long journey home, reflecting on a cruise in which we’d
visited 29 different places sailed only 210 miles, and had the
time of our lives.
At home in Dublin about a month later Stephen Gibbons
brought Saoirse ICC into Howth, and we were yarning with
him about the may good times we’ve had with him up in
Carlingford Lougb.
"We hear you have good times in places other than
Carlingford" said Stephen. "The word is that a crowd from
our part of the world were with you out in Turkey".
"Oh indeed" I said. "The South Down crew. Very
mysterious they were. Everyone was in awe of them. It was
said that their skipper was an international computer king
who was relaxing after swinging a big deal with Fidel Castro
out in Cuba".
Stephen sat back savouring this information with a wide
smile. With eyes twinkling, he turned to his shipmate Leo
Kearney. "Leo" he demanded, "Leo, what in God’s name
would Father Dessie be doing selling computers out in
Cuba?"
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"’Exploring a Dream’"
Admiral Sir Anthony Morton K.C.B.

I had, for many months, planned that I would take the year
of my retirement to explore my dreams, sailing in the
mediterranean in order to find out how much of my life I
wished to spend sailing and where. To this end I had moved
Sung Foon to Port Grimaud in July 1983.
I set off on my first leg to Naples from Port Grimaud
on 7th April. It was a beautiful spring day with a clear sky
and light southerly airs. As the afternoon progressed these
freshened and soon I was bowling along under spinnaker
reaching Antibes in good time for supper.
The weather pattern was similar for the next three days
as I worked my way along this attractive coast with its
backdrop of snow capped mountains; first to the excellent
Porto Sole marina at San Remo, where I stopped to
complete the Constituto process, then to the nice little
harbour at Alassio, the charm of which was somewhat
diminished by getting green weed into the WC System and,
finally, past Savona to Varazze.
During the night at Varazze the wind began to blow hard
from the N and a scend began to build up in the harbour.
As the forecast was not too unfavourable, I decided to get
out and go on well-reefed. I unwound from the berth and
worked my way to seaward. This proved to be an unpleasant
operation, and, as I got clear of the land, the wind increased
so that I had to contend with squalls of 6/7 plus torrential
rain. Shortly after noon, when I was S.W of Genoa, I heard
a gale warning, which was quickly followed by a particularly
fierce squall and heavy rain. This passed in about 20 minutes
and the wind then died away leaving a most confused and
unpleasant sea. I picked up a light but fitful Southerly
breeze. There followed a damp and unpleasant passage until
early evening. By then I was off Porto Fino, but, in view
of the heavy swell and scend I ploughed on through much
debris, brought down by the floods, to Rapallo.
After a quiet morning on Tuesday 12th, I sailed gently
down to Sestri a Levante to see if I could spend Friday 13th
there, but neither my reconnaisance nor the weather
forecasts were encouraging and so I returned N to the
Marina at Lavagna. During the night the moan of a strong
wind punctuated by the whistle of passing trains offset any
disappointment.
On Saturday I set off early with a light N.E breeze. Sestri
a Levante and the Bay of Silence looked most attractive,
particularly the latter, which appeared to offer good shelter.
The mountainous coastline of the Cinque Terre with
glimpses of snowy peaks was superb, and even more
dramatic once I had rounded Punta Del Mesco. I made a
short visit to the delightful little town and harbour of
Vernazza, but found it very restricted and already packed
with trippers. Thence I sailed close in-shore past the hill top
villages of Corniglia and Rio Maggiore, to Punta San Pietro
and the entrance to the Porto Venere Passage. This was
followed by a grand sail across the Gulf of Spezia to Lerici
where I secured under the walls of the Castle. It was a
memorable and most enjoyable passage despite the fitful
winds.
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I spent the next three days at Viareggio where I fouled
my propeller with some rope. A diver cleared it for me. The
weather was poor but by Wednesday, the rain had stopped
and the wind had eased. By 13.00 1 was out of the harbour
and under sail in a good breeze.
I had a fast passage down the coast of Livoro and after
some difficulty in finding shore to moor I set off very early
the next day, I cleared the harbour and, reefed down, was
soon going very well. Over the next three hours the N.E wind
freshened to F6 with fiercer squalls and then began to die
away again so that by the afternoon I was ghosting along
under spinnaker. Then, when I was N.W of Piombino, I
was hit by a squall out of the blue and, after ten action
packed minutes, I was settled on a broad reach with a very
brisk N.W which carried me down the E coast of Elba to
Porto Assuro. Although I was still feeling rough, it had been
a very sporting 50 miles passage.
I liked what I saw of Elba and found Porto Assuro a
pleasant place, but, although there were not many yachts,
the town itself was already crowded. After a poor night and
still feeling low, I decided to push-on Southwards, and by
09.00 was away with a good N.E breeze, which carried me
until I was off the N end of the Channel between Giglio and
the mountainous Argentario peninsular, where after a short
lull the wind backed to N.W and freshened. I was off Porto
Ercole by 1850, but I sought the shelter of the Marina at
Cala Galera.
The next six days went pleasantly as I worked my way
down the coast to San Felice Cerceo, stopping at
Civitavecchia, not very attractive nor easy berthing,
Fiumicino, an excellent 3 night stop for visiting friends and
Rome,and Anzio, very comfortable and pleasant. As I
approached Cap Circe I experienced a stiff wind and very
violent squalls; Circe herself must have been feeling irritable.
The weather was not good for the next five days. I had
a quiet start from San Felice Cerceo, but, as I approached
Pta Della Standardo and Gaeta, it was blowing hard from
the W and forecast to go N.E. Berthing at Gaeta looked
crowded, difficult and likely to become very uncomfortable,
so I decided to try the small harbour at Caposele. This
proved hard to find but once inside looked very promising.
Once again there was some reluctance to give me a berth;
but I eventually reached a quiet corner; unfortunately o-e
from which I could not get ashore. The next day, Saturday
28th, I moved into Formia itself, where I found a good berth
in the N.E corner.
Sunday dawned calm and grey’with a light E.N.E wind
as I set out on my way to Coppola Pinetamare. However,
after about an hour the wind began to freshen and I had
a lively sail to Porto d’Ischia.
I spent two nights in Ischia with a near gale on the
Monday, and on Tuesday 1st May set out for Naples and
the Allied Naval Headquarters at Nisida. It was a hazy and
muggy day as t made my way slowly S of Procida. I reached
Nisida in the early afternoon and was made most welcome
and comfortable. I spent three days there preparing and

storing Sung Foon for the next leg, and on Saturday 5th,
I flew back to England.
On Thursday 24th May, I returned to Naples and was
joined by Richard Franklin, who had kindly offered to crew
with me down to and along the Southern Italian Coast. We
were made most welcome and found Sung Foon in very good
condition, despite having ridden out one of the worst May
storms in the area for several years.
By midmorning on Friday, having retrieved the Constituto
through the good offices of an Italian Chief Petty Officer,
we were bucking a stiff S.W towards Capri. We reached the
harbour in the early afternoon and berthed about 50 yards
E of the Turistico Marina, being somewhat surprised to find
it closed with a boom.
We had a stiff Northerly blow during the night; but with
a reasonable forecast and after watering at the town
fountain, we set off with a favourable breeze for the Straits
of Messina. We made excellent progress until the evening
when the wind died. By 22.00 the wind was blowing from
the S.E and we had to bear away. As the night progressed
the wind freshened and backed further until dawn. Shortly
after this we raised the Aeolian Islands and the wind began
to ease again, finally dying away completely W of Salina.
It was a pleasant afternoon so we sailed round the S of
Salina and E of Lipari to look at possible harbours etc. As
we rounded Pta Castagna we picked up a garbled but
disturbing weather forecast and set off for the harbour at
Pignataro in the Rada Lipari. It was soon blowing hard from
the S.E and becoming rough; but the harbour and friendly
fishermen at Pignataro made us welcome and secure.
We had a good restful day on Monday, as did the
fishermen, and on Tuesday had a slow sail across to the
Straits of Messina, entering them just before slack water,
it being Springs. After a brief interview with Charybdis, we
sailed down to Reggio for the night. By midday we were
taking the tail of the S going stream with a good breeze.
Off Punta Pellaro we experienced both eddies and fickle
winds, and from then onwards were plagued by little wind,
which was mostly on the nose, as we worked our way up
the coast, finally arriving at Crontone.
After talking it over with Richard, I decided to abandon
plans for Greece and concentrate on Yugoslavia, and on
Saturday we had a very good passage with some grand
sailing to Santa Maria Di Leuca, where we anchored late
that evening. We had a quiet Sunday with a walk up
Mussolini’s Steps to admire the view, and then after lunch
a gentle sail to Tricase, which we found to be very good little
harbour in the process of extension and a pleasant town.
The next day we went on to Otranto, where we had a very
happy and interesting visit and got much good work done.
On our last day at sea together, we had a cracking sail
with a steadily freshing wind up the coast to Brindisi,
enlivened off Punta S. Cataldo by Italian gunnery practice.
During the afternoon, the wind increased and it became
hazy, which made identifying the marks in the approaches
and reconciling them with the marks on the chart difficult.
As we beat our way up harbour the wind suddenly backed
nearly 90 degrees. However, we made a good berthing at
the Lega Navale to round off a very successful but tiring
cruise sail for both of us.
Richard left to catch his train to Naples and his flight to
England early on Wednesday morning, whilst I set about
preparing foi" Yugoslavia and also arranging to leave the
boat at Brindisi in July.
Early on Friday I extricated myself from the Marina and
set off for Monopoli. Once clear of the harbour I was faced
with a stiff N.W and a very short and lumpy sea and made
so little progress that I decided to motor sail. Then after

4 hours the wind eased, backed and gradually faded away
leaving the lumpy sea. I reached Monopoli, an attractive
town, in the early evening and being unable to find a berth,
anchored under the Northern Break-water; but then owing
to a fresh S.E wind, had to shift berth and secured outside
other boats in the S.E corner with the aid of a friendly
German yacht; but to the displeasure of a rather precious
local owner.
The next two days produced lighter winds as I made my
way first to Bari, where I spent the night in the small new
yacht harbour associated with the University, and then on
to the Lega Navale at Trani, having got as far as Barletta
and then turned back as I did not like the look of it.
I enjoyed Trani, an historic and attractive town, where
the members and staff of the Lega Navale made me very
welcome, and I stayed there for three nights to recharge the
boat’s and my own batteries.
On Wednesday 13th I worked my way across to a pleasant
anchorage at Mattinata about half way up the coast of the
Gargano Peninsula, as a stepping off place for Yugoslavia.
It was a strange day’s sail of wind and no wind, with close
off the Peninsula a very lumpy sea possibly due to the S.E
currents.
I was off very early the next morning on my way to
Korcula, the nearest "entry port" in Yugoslavia, and by
11.00 had taken my departure from Vieste with a suitable
allowance for the strong S.E currents. Throughout the day
there were signs of a N.W breeze, but never enough to make
more than two knots. In the late afternoon, I passed close
to a Yugoslav merchant ship and studying her ensign, I had
a nasty feeling that it was different from the one which I
had bought in London. When I got this out, my heart sank.
I checked it with the Mariner’s Handbook. To turn it upside
down was easy; but this was not so for the 5 pointed star.
There followed 2.5 hours hard and sore needlework as I
coLbled up the correct flag. It was a rather delicate one and
so I decided to use a Dutch Ensign upsidedown until I
entered the harbour.
At 21.38 I raised R. Struga light and, after another hour
or so, the light on O.Glavat. There were signs of mist about,
but by 0100 as the Glavat light was coming abeam ,I had
the comfort of a bright full moon. By 0340 I was anchored
in the calm of Uvala Przina amidst the sweet scents of
Cypress.
Just after dawn I was woken by the sound of fishermen’s
voices and looked out to see an attractive bay. I weighed
and set off through the Islands to Korcula, delighted by the
scenery and the greenness of it all. It was very calm so my
courtesy flag was at little risk. I berthed at Korcula, itself
an historic and attractive town, at 0800 and everyone was
very friendly. Thirty minutes later the Head of the Milijia,
the Captain of the Port and the Customs man were happily
having coffee on board and completing the bureaucratic
processes. The only surprise was a request to see my Radio
Licence.
After a very happy and restful stay, I sailed the next
morning in squally and wet weather first to the excellent
anchorage at Uvala Luka, where I stopped for lunch and
entertained two officers from a Milijia launch, then off
towards Hvar. As I approached Scedro Island the wind died,
but I kept going along the attractive coastline and past Hvar,
which was very crowded. I entered Luka Vela Garska to find
the W end filled by two large tourist boats and the E by a
German Yacht. It was now dark but all I could do for the
night was to lay out bow and stern anchors in the shallower
water along the shore line.
On Sunday I pushed on towards Split and any mail, which
might have been forwarded to the Consulate. I did not pick
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up a breeze until I cleared Splitska Vrata, but then had a
good sail to Split Spinut where I spent the next two nights
whilst I maintained, sorted out my affairs and enjoyed the
company.
I left on Tuesday for Zadar and had three most enjoyable
days amongst the islands with some good afternoon sailing
as I worked my way to Uvala Sicenica, wonderous, peaceful
and attractive, thence to Kaprije and finally with a splendid
sail through the Pasman Channel between Ugljan and
Pasman to Zadar where I had an exciting time berthing in
the brisk breeze, only to find that there was now a new and
very comfortable marina close by.
On Saturday I had an excellent sail N of Ugljan and then
Southward to Iz and Uvala Soline for the night. It was a
lovely spot and very well sheltered, not least against the
forecast strong N.E squalls. I was shortly joined by two
Austrian yachts, which rafted so that the families and their
dogs could swim together. Sure enough the middle watch
squall did its stuff and much disturbed the Austrians.
The next morning was wet and windy, and whilst I was
weighing under sail, I twisted my back which had already
had a hammering at Zadar. I thought little of it at the time
but it was to become a curse in the days ahead. I beat my
way down the Ravski Kanal, and on past U. Zhanscica to
anchor in an attractive small bay on the N.W shore of Otok
Krknata. In the afternoon I pressed on in more wind and
rain towards the narrows leading to the sea and Luka
Telascica. The islands looked bleak and bare, but the
narrows and channel were well marked, and I had no
difficulty in making my way to anchor at the head of Luka
Telascica close to East Skolj. There were many boats in the
area.
On Monday I had a very exciting and memorable sail, well
reefed, in a very brisk wind down Luka Telascica, thence
close N of Otok Sestrica Vela Lighthouse and on down
through the Kornat Archipelago looking into all the
anchorages. By mid afternoon, as I cleared the S.E of
Kornat, the wind had eased slightly, but not enough to
enable me to sail N again to Zut, and so I anchored in the
pleasant creek at the S end of Otok Smokvica Vela.
After a good night and in light airs, I went across towards
the mainland and up river to Sibenik for stores. Later the
same day I explored up river through the dramatic gorge
to the big lake and thence back to the small town of Zaton
where I had a very good evening.
The next two days I spent in light airs exploring the coasts
Southward towards Trogir with a pleasant stop at the head
of Luka Vinisce. I spent the best part of a day and the night
at the most attractive Venetian town of Trogir, clearing up
my affairs, storing and trying to rest my back.
Over the next three days I made my way back to Korcula,
and managed to much improve my mobility by somewhat
painful exercises in the warm and sunny weather. I spent
the first night alongside at the small but friendly ferry port
of Sumartin and the next at Uvala Luka in the N.W corner.
This time it was all heavily populated with yachts. Finally,
on the 2nd July, I had an exciting sail to reach Korcula just
after midday.
All the omens, the local advice and the weather forecasts
indicated that the next day, the 3rd July, would be a good
one on which to cross to Italy. So by 0835 the Head of the
Milijia, the Captain of the Port and the Chief Customs
Officer came on board in a most friendly way to "log me
out", and by 0845 I was off through the islands with
everything looking its best. As I went further into the open
sea the wind slowly freshened and became more Westerly
so that by the early afternoon, about 8 miles S.E of Rt.
Struga, I was going very well.

By the evening the wind was firmly N.W and freshening.
Shortly after dark, as I was engaged in fixing myself on the
light on Palagrusa Island, there were signs of a very heavy
thunderstorm approaching. By 22.30 it was upon me with
wind force 6, and about 10 minutes later a fierce squall
struck and very quickly the sea became rough and I was
carerring along at over 6 knots with a storm jib and three
slabs in the Main amidst fishing vessels all going hard for
home. It was not a good moment for making a landfall.
However, I chose a safe course and was slowly able to adjust
it as the situation became clearer. Thus by 01.00 1 was well
on track 2.5 miles N.E of Gargano Head and with the wind
easier. At 02.30 there was another squall and
the wind then died until I started my approach to Mattinata
when it began to blow hard from the S.W. However, by
04.00 I was anchored, feeling very weary and my back
exceedingly sore.
I weighed the next morning amidst fierce squalls and made
my way to Manfredonia, where once again it was very
difficult to find a decent berth. However, at last a kind
customs man and the friendly, especially the fishing boat
crew, and even the ferry which berthed very close that night
did it with the minimum of drama.
It was difficult to get myself moving the next morning,
but I headed for Trani and had a very pleasant close hauled
passage with only one tack to seaward. When I got there
in the early evening, I could not have been made more
welcome -- "Why would I not stay longer?". I had a very
happy and successful stop there with an amusing family
party in a Yugoslav yacht. After a very good night’s sleep
and getting rid of my Yugoslav Dinars, I said goodbye to
all my friends and sailed for Bari. On arrival there I went
to the Yacht Club in Porto Vecchio where I was made most
welcome by all, and even managed to find the Volvo Agent.
The next morning life seemed easier, though it was not
made so by a local who took my gangway away, used it to
board his boat and then sailed away. A Frenchman and I
could only laugh.
The trip to Monopoli did not go too well. After I had
passed Mola Di Bari, I had to buck a stiff head wind, and
then had a nasty fall as I was entering Monopoli, once again
to find there was no good berth. Although the early part
of the night was uncomfortable with much rolling,
conditions improved as the wind went Northerly and
freshened. The wind remained Northerly and near gale force
all next day, which once I had managed to get my anchor
up and on board, gave me a very fast trip to Brindisi.
I was again made very welcome at the Lega Navale and
spent the next three days cleaning up the boat and
maintaining, stories etc ready for the next leg. On 12th July
I left the boat early and flew back to London.
I returned to Brindisi on the evening of 30th July and
found all well. After a full day’s preparation, I set off on
the morning of 1st August for Otranto.
Once I was well clear of the harbour, I picked up a
favourable breeze, but before long, this freshened and veered
to give me a beat down the coast. I made disappointing
progress and when I was E of Rocca Vecchia with night
approaching the wind began to die. Accordingly, I ploughed
on determined to reach the sheltered and clear waters of
Otranto as soon as I could, and just before midnight I
anchored there with great relief. Next morning I had a happy
sail down the coast looking at creeks and harbours to
Tricase, where I found the inner basin now completed and
well filled with local boats.
The next day I set off with a promising forecast for
Gallipoli, but about an hour after rounding San Maria Di
Leuca the wind came ahead and freshened giving me a long
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and ricky flog up the coast passing to seaward of the rocks
and shoals of Secche Di Ugento, until S of Suda the wind
began to die once again.
When I reached Gallipoli I secured in the main N harbour
stern to the Fishmarket jetty with the help of a friendly
Italian. Michael Ridler joined me during the afternoon when
it died and the sea became greasy clam, whilst the sky began
to develop a greenish hue. Between 16.00 and 17.00 we
experienced a most remarkable and violent thunderstorm.
It was a miniature typhoon with galeforce winds, which
produced readings off the scale high on my normally most
conservative anemometer. The sea quickly became very
rough and greeny white, and the air seemed full of driving
ran and spray. The barograph went from 1019 to 1024 and
back to 1019. All this might have delighted a Hollywood
producer, but I did not like it a bit.
By 18.30 we had a town in sight and thought it might be
Crotone, but as we closed nothing fitted. The only town
shown on the chart and even on my new road map was
Crotone. However, by 19.20 it was evident that we were off
a completely new town N of the Neto River and about 8
miles N of Crotone and its offlying oil rig. We entered
Crotone at 21.00.
We had an enjoyable, restful and yet productive day on
Wednesday, and with a favourable forecast the next morning
we were well clear by 07.30 in a good breeze. However, as
we rounded Cap Colonne it was evident that, unless the
forecast came true, we would be lucky just to make a
closehauled passage. We were not; and, after only making
good some 12 miles in 6 hours, with an unsettled weather
pattern and some 40 miles to go to clear the Bay of Squalls,
I decided to motor sail out of it.
As we cleared the Bay in the middle of the night, the wind
began to fade and soon we were in very light airs. These
persisted until we rounded Capo Del Armi for the last lap
up to Reggio where we encountered a sharp head wind as
well as an unfavourable stream. Nevertheless, shortly after
midday we were happily secured in the Lega Navale marina.
After lunch and a snooze we set off in his car with the
very helpful "Mister Fix-it", Michaeli, to clear the
Capitainerie and then to obtain Diesel, Ice and provisions.
It was an "interesting" drive but happily it was also a
relatively cool one on an exceedingly hot afternoon.
The next morning we completed out maintenance and by
13.00 were off with a favourable forecast to catch the slack
water in the Straits of Messina. As we passed Punta Pezzo
and approached Scylla and Charybdis we looked back to
see eight ferries under way between Messina and Villa San
Giovanni.
We passed the Straits at slack water and the only
excitement was a swordfishing boat with its very long mast
and bowsprit. For the next thirty hours, apart from a brief
flurry when thunderstorms were in the vicinity, we were
again beset with light airs, generally unfavourable, despite
continuing forecasts of a F.3 S.W. As we passed Stromboli
the light was not working but at least the volcano was.
Next morning we began to pick up the loom of the
mountains near Punta Licosa and these and then the loom
of Capri and the nearby mountains all indicated a S and
E set. There was a 1.5 knot current in the Bocca Piccola
and the wind was also adverse. However, by 22.00 we were
secured three cables out from the shore at the East end of
Capri harbour, which was almost stuffed with boats, smelt
of Diesel oil and had a large motor yacht gyrating in the
middle trying to clear her foul anchor.
After a reasonable night we decided to go on to Ischia
where we hoped to have a rest. We found Porto d’Ischia
very crowded but we managed to berth stern to in the S.W
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corner. We stayed here until Tuesday when we settled down
to sail, and as the afternoon progressed sped along with a
freshing Westerly wind. As we came up to Monte Cicoli the
thunderstorms, which had been over the hills, began to close
in upon us. We then had a very unpleasant hour of near
gale force winds from varying directions, interspersed with
calm patches.
When this was over we found ourselves about 2 miles off
Mte Scauri and shaped course for Formia; a half an hour
later with the winds Easterly 6, I decided to make for Gaeta
and Santa Maria.
By 20.15 we were off Santa Maria in pouring rain with
a strong Easterly wind and darkness was setting in. We were
warned off, "Go to San Antonio". We approached the
latter and were warned off again; "Go to ...... "
accompanied by gestures up the coast. Amidst a real deluge,
we felt our way up the coast and found a harbour, Porto
Salve, which was not on my chart at all. We worked our
way into a sheltered berth and secured, and then picked up
a good stern warp.
The next two days were much quieter as we made our way
first to San Felica Circeo, which was remarkably crowded,
and then to Anzio, where we were given a good berth but
picked up a line on the propeller, which Michael quickly
cleared.
We had a useful and comfortable stop at Anzio, where
we obtained and fitted extra cable for the main (kedge)
anchor and the standby kedge and also acquired a wine
syphon device for transferring diesel from cans to the tank.
Then, the forecast being reasonably favourable with N.E
winds, having changed the engine oil and having fuelled,
we were on our way to Sardinia in light airs. Six hours later
we had a Northerly breeze 2/~ which held until Sunday
morning and then became flukey.
It was very hazy and the visibility for ships was only about
four miles. Thus when we raised the loom of land in mid
afternoon, it took a while to reconcile the various peaks,
contours and edges into a good position as the visibility over
land and above about 1,000 feet was evidently much greater.
However, all went well and by 18.30 we were happily
anchored in Porri Bay just N of Olbia.
On Monday we went into Olbia and I said goodbye to
Michael, who had been a tremendous help on a tiring series
of passages with some excitements but little good sailing.
After a quick visit to the Capitainerie, the bank and the
shops, I was again down the channel and then southward
to anchor for the night in porto Della Taverna.
Tuesday started with very light airs, but as I worked N
up the coast towards the Straits of Bonifacio the Easterly
wind strengthened. The coast was most attractive despite
the haze, although there was a multitude of yachts and
hordes of motor boats, and particularly so off Porto Cervo
where the Italian 12 metres were busy working-up. The wind
freshened appreciably as I entered the Straits under
spinnaker, but the pleasure of this was much spoilt when,
whilst I was on the foredeck gybing the boom, a large motor
yacht roared close by at a critical moment with a huge wash.
I held on to everything but cricked my back again. However,
it could have been much worse.
That night I found my way into Cala Stagnali, which,
although it was shallow, was very well sheltered and with
a transit for its rocky entrance. Early next morning, with
a freshening wind, I made my way over to berth in La
Maddalena where I cleared for Corsica and replenished.
That afternoon, with the wind steadily increasing, it was
evident that the harbour would become most uncomfortable
and I decided to go. After a hairy departure, during which
my anchor came home, I made for Bonifacio. I was borne

along in grand style by the F 6 S.E and three hours later
I was welcomed and well secured in the Marina at the head
of the most impressive creek there.
The strong S.E wind persisted, and the next day I had
an exciting sail up the coast looking for a snug anchorage;
but each one was crowded. As I went further on the wind
eased slowly, backing along the line of the coast until off
Campo Moro, where I had hoped to anchor, it died only
to spring up hard from the N.W. Accordingly, I pushed on
to the excellent shelter of Port De Propriana where everyone
was very friendly and helpful.
After a night of thundery rain, the forecast was not
encouraging with the wind going N.W and increasing. Thus,
after shopping I made for Ajaccio. As I came up to Cap
Muro the wind freshened from the W and I then had a good
sail to Ajaccio where I secured in the new marina. I spent
two comfortable and cheerful nights here and in the light
of my experience at La Maddalena, bought and fitted
another anchor.
The W wind had eased on Sunday and I sailed for the
N. As I approached the Parata Channel and saw the
breaking seas there, I decided it would be wiser to go
seaward of the Iles Sanguinaires. Although the swell was
heavy, it was long and the shallower waters clearly marked
by breakers so that it was not too difficult a passage.
Off Cap De Feno the wind began to ease, and in the heavy
swell I decided that I would be unlikely to reach Gaeta early
enough to find good shelter owing to the large number of
boats which would be there before me, and I set course for
Sagone.
As I made my way across the bay, I felt more and more
depressed. The afternoon forecast was very gloomy and the
swell enormous, which it remained until very close to the
anchorage. I anchored in about 4 metres a couple of cables
from the beach and found it not too uncomfortable. The
evening forecast was more encouraging, which made me feel
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that perhaps I might have pushed on to Gaeta after all.
After a somewhat disturbed night, I awoke early to light
winds, and decided to have a try for Antibes. By 0930 1 had
taken my departure from Cap Rosso and was doing well
under spinnaker. All that day I alternated between trying
to sail and having to motor in a heavy swell with light winds,
mostly N.E. By nightfall it was calm.
During the night there was much shipping and many
yachts about with poor visibility, and just after 0200 1 raised
Antibes light so that I had little rest. At dawn I picked up
a breeze and was able to sail until 0630, when approaching
thunderstorms made me head as fast as I could for the W
side of Cap D’Antibes, where I anchored N of the entrance
to Port Gallice, just as the heavens opened.
After a little rest, I weighed and entered Port Gallice in
the monsoon-like rain, but was told no room until after
1300, and so went across to Golfe Juan, where I eventually
got a good berth.
Golfe Juan proved to be a good stopping place, and next
morning, the 29th, I was off in very calm conditions on the
last lap back to Port Grimaud. There was very little wind
until mid afternoon when I was about 4 miles S.W of Le
Lion de Mer. After that I had a grand sail to the entrance
to Port Grimaud, and just after 1800, welcomed by Jan and
Robin, I secured in the Marina, so bringing to an end a very
successful cruise and especially so in Yugoslavia, of some
2,800 miles, over 1,700 of them singlehanded. I was never
really at ease when having to use my engine for long periods
of passage making in the frequent light airs; but its 7.5 HP
and single cylinder never failed.
A week later, having prepared Sung Foon to winter afloat
and tidied up, I flew back to England. I had neither fulfilled
all my dreams nor killed them; but I had at least come to
terms with them and insured myself against thoughts of "if
only" in the years ahead.

A leisurely potter along the Lycian
coast of Turkey
Bernard Corbally

We arrived at Dalaman Airport shortly after 16.00 on
Tuesday 31st July 1984. It was warm outside the aeroplane
but nothing like the solid wall of oppressive heat that we
were expecting.
We boarded the bus. Then, to our consternation, we
noticed that our driver climbing up behind the wheel was
only about ten years old. Very competantly he started the
engine, gave it a couple of bursts of the throttle and then
climbed out again. The passengers, who had become
strangely silent, relaxed and smiled.
The bus journey to Marmaris lasted about two and a half
hours, where we were enthusiastically welcomed by Debbie
and Greg, the skipper and mate of the lead boat Harriet.
It was a very small flotilla party. Including us and the lead
boat there were only four yachts in the flotilla. We were
escorted to Puffin and helped aboard with our luggage. A
selection of fruit, cheese, bread, honey, a bottle of wine and
other goodies were laid out for us on the cabin table. We
noticed that all the boat gear was meticulously stowed and
everywhere was spotlessly clean. We were happy and excited
to be in possession of our charter yacht.

soon enjoying a lovely cool swim in the crystal clear water
just off a fairly crowded sandy beach. The flippers and
goggles, provided for everyone aboard, added to our
enjoyment.
We sailed back to Marmaris, round Keci Island leaving
it to port. We were too late to find an unoccupied company
mooring and had to anchor about a cable out from the
shore.
It was a most interesting experience to explore the
quayside locantas. Most of them had a pavement stall which
displayed the fish and meat courses available on their menus.
We eventually selected one with a particularly helpful waiter.
Colin and I had red mullet followed by lamb kebab. Ruth
was served a most imaginatively decorated dish of prawns
which was a choice that she some-what regretted.
Nevertheless, she ate the lot in order not to offend our most
charming and attentive waiter!

Thursday 2nd Augus!
Having cruised extensively off the W and N coast of
Scotland for a great many years, I sleep very !ightly when
depending on an anchor. But, the sounds that awakened me
Wednesday 1st August 1984
At 10.00 the skippers were briefed on the idiosyncrasies at 04.00 were outwith my comprehension. It was some
of rigging on the individual yachts. We were given a brief moments before I realized that they were emanating from
loudspeakers mounted on the tall tower of a mosque in
homily on the delights and hazards of sailing in Marmaris
Bay. We were then encouraged to take the boats out for a Marmaris. I presumed that it was a Moslem Mullah calling
the faithful to prayer.
sail in the bay. It was arranged that we would moor the boats
At 09.30 we motored up to Marmaris warf, found a space
that night in the bay just S of the town where the company
had some buoys. We were all invited aboard Harriet for and went on a shopping expedition to provision the boat
for three days at sea.
cocktails at 19.00.
At 11.30 we set sail for Turuc Bay. There was a NW F.3.
Nobody seemed to be very interested in the windsurfer
provided for the flotilla. So, we volunteered to carry it on wind which dropped considerably and became very erratic
Puffin. Colin and Ruth Corbally had tremendous fun with as we approached the channel between Keci and Yiliz
it on many occasions through the cruise. We found that the Islands. We decided to obtain assistance from our ’iron
mainsail’. But, the engine key, instead of turning, broke into
most convenient way to carry the windsurfer was to strap
two pieces, one of which remained firmly jammed in the
it on top of the Avon dingy which we towed behind us.
We stocked up with basic provisions, ice, beer and a vast lock. Colin unscrewed the switch unit and short circuited
quantity of fruit. The peaches were particularly luscious. the wires behind it to get us started. Then, with the aid of
The necessity to use sign language was a challenge and one of Ruth’s hair clips, he managed to extract the broken
bit of key from the lock. When the switch was screwed back
tremendous fun, particularly when we wanted to ask for ice!
At 15.00, having enjoyed a very leisurely lunch watching in place, we discovered that our screwdriver could be used
the world go by from the cockpit, we got the engine going, to operate the switch.
Ruth, our radio operator, arranged with Dipper that we
untied the bow warps and pulled ourselves out astern by a
long warp which was attached to about fifteen fathoms of should meet up in Turuc Bay for a swim. We anchored in
chain on a Bruce anchor that was holding very firmly about about 3 metres depth about 25 metres off the shore.
three boat lenghts out. When we were clear of the other Everybody swam, played with the windsurfer, launched and
generally had a marvellous time. It was then only a short
boats on the wharf, we released the anchor warp at the stern
pleasant sail round the Karatasi Islands into Kumulu Baku
so that it fell forward on the windward side of the boat onto
the stemhead roller fairlead, we were then able to haul up Bay. We picked up a mooring opposite the Kuluba locanta
and stow the anchor in the most convenient way. This at at 17.45.
Since this is a pretty exposed bay and the moorings are
proved to be a very useful technique on many occasions
only attached to concrete blocks, we were advised to drop
throughout the cruise.
The bay is only about 3 mls. deep and 2 mls. wide. So, our anchors about three boat lenghts NW of the buoys and
after about an hour and a half pottering about, we dropped then to fall back to secure a warp to the buoys.
We dined very well together that evening at the Kulubu
the hook in the mainland bay behind Keci Island. We were
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A lesson in windsurfing. Photo Bernard Corbally

Locanta at anchorage south of Domuz Is, (Four Fathom Bay). Photo Bernard Corbally
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locanta. Their chicken and cherry juice dish was
exceptionally delicious.
Friday 3rd August
09.15 breakfast at the Kulubu locanta was memorable for
the wild boar bacon served with fried eggs. It was delicious
but very fatty.
10.45 we left Kumulu Baku Bay under sail in a northerly
F.2 - 3 wind. Our rendezvous that evening was to be at
Enkinchik Bay, about 15 mls. down the coast. We set a
course, S of the prohibited island Yilancik, for a small bay
just beyond Guduk Point. We arrived at 14.00 and anchored
off the deserted sandy shore for a swim and lunch. At 16.30
we weighed anchor and motor sailed, in negligible wind,
around Kizil Point to Ekincik. We tied up to the wharf with
a stern line to our anchor which we dropped about four boat
lenghts out.
The only locanta in this little bay was smaller and more
basic than those in Kumulu Baku. But the food was plentiful
and excellent and the service could not have been more
helpful and friendly.

Anchorage South of Boz Point -- Gulf of Fethiye. Photo Bernard Corbally

Saturday 4th August
An expedition was arranged for our group to visit the
Caunus ruins on the high lands overlooking the Dalyan river
estuary. A kaiki (open type fishing boat with a canopy)
collected us at Ekincik and brought us round Delikada Point
through channels in the dense 10 ft. high rushes which filled
the Dalyan river estuary, to the river itself. We were landed
on a small wooden platform from which we walked a few
hundred yards on a somewhat primitive raised wooden walkway, through some reeds and swampy land to the hills on
which the ruins were situated. We were told that the whole
reedy area, which we had crossed, used to be a deep water
harbour with a flourishing trade.
The only modern habitation in sight was a hut type
building used to accommodate the convict labour working
on the excavations. The ruins were scattered over a wide area
and combined features of the Greek, Roman and Byzantine
cultures prevalent in the fifth century B.C. It had been quite
a large city with part of it surrounded by a wall. We were
led to temples, roman baths, an open air theatre and other
structures which were almost hidden by bush type growth.
There was some evidence of excavation, but generally, the
whole place was completely unorganized and informal. We
were able to wander in and around the buildings wherever
we wished.
After the visit to the Caunus ruins, we reboarded our kaiki
and continued up the river to a small locanta on the banks
just S of Dalyan village. On the hillside opposite the locanta
were the Kings Tombs. These had been carved into the solid
rock face and incorporated elaborate entrances which looked
like the fronts of small temples. These were very impressive,
even at a distance, and were remarkably well preserved.
The next stage of the expedition was to visit a huge fresh
water lake further up the river. We tied up at a tiny very
picturesque village a little way up the W side of the lake.
There were quite a lot of people wandering about, most of
whom appeared to be dressed in very baggy pyjamas. One
guide had arranged for us to have a sulphur bath in a
purpose built round building with a dome. As we
approached the building the evil sulphur smell was so
powerful that it required a considerable mental effort to
enter the dimly lit marble lined interior. The bath had been
vacated for our benefit. It was about 30 ft. diameter and
appeared to be filled with a horrible black steaming liquid
Debbie climbed in first followed by Ruth and then the
others. There was no way that I was going to immerse myself

in that stinking pool. Soon, the others were all bobbing
about like corks, and a few of the local people, who had
remained to watch the fun, were indicating in no uncertain
manner that I should join them. The bottom of the pool
consisted of black rocks through which the sulphur water
was being continuously renewed from natural springs. It was
the blackness of the rocks that made the water look so filthy.
When the others held up handfulls for me to see, it looked
remarkably clean and almost clear. I still hesitated, my
reluctance reinforced by the fact that I had forgotten my
swimming trunks and knowing that my underpants would
have to suffice. Suddenly, quicker than a flash, I was in.
The water was almost unbearably hot, but otherwise not too
bad, and one got more-or-less used to the smell. After
quarter of an hour in the bath, it was a great pleasure to
rush out across the quay and jump into the lake. Debbie
had advised us to bring soap and shampoo. Watched by an
amused audience, we almost washed off our suntan getting
rid of the sulphur smell.
Sunday 5th August
After another delicious dinner in the locanta and a second
night tied up in Ekincik, we set sail at 10.50 for ’Four
Fathom Bay’ about thirty miles further down the coast just
S of Domuz Island.
Colin and I took one hour spells at the helm with the
occasional half hour by Ruth. We had a fair wind for most
of the way and enjoyed a lot of good sailing. By 14.00 we
had Kara Point abeam. One and three quarter hours later
we were approaching Kurtoglu Point inside Peksimet Island
when the wind dropped to a very light breeze and we found
ourselves bouncing about in a very lumpy sea. It was a
popular decision to start the engine and motor round the
point where we found a lively northwesterly which carried
us down to the narrow passage just below the private Island
of Domuz by 17.30. We motored through the gap and round
to port into the first bay which Greg referred to as ’Four
Fathom Bay’.
There were already several yachts in the bay. We were
lucky to find a space to anchor in two and a half meters
depth about 50 yds. down the beach to the left of the
locanta. Debbie very kindly swam out to take our stern line
ashore. Behind the locanta was a steep hill from the top of
which we got a beautiful panoramic view of the huge bay
and it’s many islands.
The flotilla would disperse for the next three days and
rendezvous again for a barbecue at about 19.00 on Thursday
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steel structure lighthouse at 14.47. We anchored off-shore
just opposite some locantas at 15.10. Soon afterwards we
watched a First 32 from another flotilla being hauled off
the sand having gone in too far.
There was a small village just up behind the locantas where
the shop keepers were extremely friendly. We were
entertained to a ceremonial cup of tea at the shop where
Ruth bought a teeshirt and had had difficulty in refusing
at other places where we made minor purchases.
The waterside locanta was quite a distance down towards
the E end of the bay. So, when Pippet arranged with a
fisherman to ferry them over to it, Dipper which also
happened to be in the bay, and ourselves were delighted to
hitch a lift. As at many of the other locantas which we visited
during the cruise, there were not many customers. In this
case, we were welcomed into the kitchen where the staff were
delighted to demonstrate how they prepared the food.
Locanta at Disilbilmez (note cookhouse on the left). Photo Bernard Corbally

9th August in a small bay round the point about a mile to
the W of us.
Monday 6th August
We had a late breakfast at the locanta which included a
remarkably nice bread. As Ruth commented, it was much
more like cake. Colin managed to negotiate a large loaf for
the boat.
Our destination for this day was Fethiye as we were most
anxious to get some ice for our cold box and that was the
only local place where it was likely to be available. We left
this delightful little bay at 11.45 in a pleasant N.W.F.3.
Ruth enjoyed herself scrubbing the decks while Colin and
I lounged happily in the cockpit adjusting sails, spotting
landmarks, sipping cool drinks and really appreciating the
pleasure of being in this beautiful part of the world on a
yacht.
By 13.40 we had Kizil Island lighthouse abeam. After a
slight delay waiting for a French yacht to untangle it’s
anchor, we were tied up at the Fethiye quay alongside
Harriet at 15.10.
We dined in style that evening in Hotel Likya which is
located on the waterfront at the S end of the yacht mooring
quay. Later on, all the sailors on Pippet joined us on Puffin
and we made a respectable impression on my bottle of duty
free ’Bells’.
Tuesday 7th August
We spent the morning on a very pleasant shopping spree
ashore, where the prices were considerably cheaper than in
Marmaris. The carpet and leather goods shops were offering
good value. Worked silver and gold were particularly cheap.
After lunch we went for a sail in the Fethiye Gulf,
stopping only for a cooling swim in a secluded little bay just
west of Kara Point and north of Katrancik Island, before
returning to Fethiye.
Wednesday 8th August
At 12.25 we eased out from the Fethiye wharf. We had
some trouble in freeing our anchor from that of another
yacht, which, despite our frantic signals, had dropped their
equipment right across our line earlier that morning. We
managed to resist the temptation to take both anchors away
with us!
The strength of the wind that afternoon varied between
F.0 and F.4. So, we sailed or motored according to the
prevailing conditions to arrive abeam of Gocek Island’s tiny

Thursday 9th August
A light breeze during the morning, and the extensive area
of shallow water in the bay provided an ideal opportunity
for Colin to give Ruth some lessons in windsurfing.
At 12.30 we finally weighed anchor and sailed down the
E side of the islands S of Gocek to a lovely little bay on
the N.E corner of Tersane Island. A very narrow entrance
widened out into a sizeable bay in which there were already
about 20 yachts. We anchored at 14.00 at the top of the bay
in a depth of just over 2 m. Colin swam a stern line ashore.
Then Ruth and I joined him for a super swim before
enjoying a late lunch. We noticed, as we had also done on
many previous occasions, that the Bruce anchor was, as
always, well dug in.
At 15.30 we left this delightful spot and sailed, under very
variable wind conditions to arrive at the rendezvous bay at
16.50. Debbie and Greg were already ashore preparing for
the barbecue. We anchored and ferried our stern lines to
the beach.
This was the most deserted little bay that we had yet
visited. There was a tiny wooden jetty suitable for a rowing
boat and nothing else. Soon after we arrived we noticed two
little children, with some goats, near the top of the wooded
slope at the back of the beach. The children saw us and came
bounding down the steep slope with impressive agility. They
had collected handfulls of pleasant smelling herbs which they
proffered to us as a gesture of welcome and were delighted
at being offered cold soft drinks. They sat down to watch
our preparations with interest. After a while they
disappeared back up the slope. About an hour later, as the
barbecue was just about ready, they reappeared with several
adults and more children. The adults brought homemade
bread and a variety of fruits which they presented to Debbie.
There was plenty of food and drink for everyone. After the
feast, during which wonders were achieved with sign
language, we sang, they sang, they danced and attempted
to teach us the steps. It was a fantastic spontaneous party
thoroughly enjoyed by all present.
Friday, 10th August
At 10.55 we motored out of the bay, through the narrow
passage into the open sea to start our return journey to
Marmaris. We had almost reached Kurtoglu Point when the
wind suddenly increased from practically F.0. to a very
favourable S.W.F.4. and we began to enjoy some fabulous
sailing. Ruth spent a bit of time up on the Pulpit sunbathing
and enjoying the motion. I was later to regret letting her
stay there so long.
13.30 we resorted to motor sailing to punch through the
very lumpy sea, which, we were told, is the normal condition
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at Kurtoglu Point. At 13.45 we had cleared the point and
switched off the motor to enjoy three hours of very pleasant
sailing.
We encountered some more uncomfortable seas at Kara
Point, through which we motor sailed. Half an hour later
we navigated into a tiny little bay behind a huge exposed
rock along the coast 2 mls. N.E of Disibilmez Point. This
was a fantastic anchorage just big enough to fit our four
yachts. The only habitation was a very very basic locanta
with a canopy supported on sticks and planks for seating.
A local person swam out to take our stern line ashore and
to reassure us that they would be delighted to feed us that
evening. We were eventually served one of the best meals
of the cruise which was accompanied by some very good
wine which we suspected was locally made.
Ruth eat practically nothing and was feeling very poorly.
But, she was determined to remain in the party. However,
soon after the meal she began to hyper-ventilate and look
very ill indeed. It was a very worried Daddy that tried to
get her to drink as much as possible and, after a spongedown which seemed to reduce the fever, put her to bed that
evening.
Saturday llth August
We weighed anchor earlier than usual at 09.95. There was
not a breath of breeze and the weather seemed hotter than
usual.
When we were clear of the bay, a very welcome little
breeze came in from the W. With great joy we switched off
the motor. The strength of the wind varied considerably
during the day, including a spell about twenty minutes after
mid-day when we were completely beclamed. By 15.45 we
had picked up a mooring opposite the Kulubu locanta and
laid out a precautionary anchor. The conditions were ideal
for windsurfing and Colin was away within minutes. Ruth
and I went on a social swim visiting friends on other yachts.

to do as we wished. Occassionally we found ourselves in the
proximity of one or more of the other flotilla yachts and
enjoyed a little competitive sailing. Some of us managed to
meet up ashore on most days to exchange stories over
copious quantities of the local light beer.
Tuesday 14th August
After an early breakfast, we restored the boat to the same
immaculate condition in which it was when we took
possession. The idea was to get it all done below decks before
the sun got too high. We were packed and ready in good
time, and were in the process of stacking our gear on the
quayside when catastrophy struck us. I was below at the
time. So, my first indication of the incident was sounds of
anguish and a clamour of voices on the quayside. Ruth had
misjudged the difficult manoeuvre of stepping from the
pulpit to the quayside, fallen into the water and disappeared
completely under. Fortunately Peter was nearby, saw what
happened, and fished her out within seconds. Ruth had put
on a pretty dress for the journey home, got her hair nicely
brushed and was looking her best when it all happened. So,
naturally she was rather upset. We soon had her dried and
into a new set of clothes. Within fifteen minutes she was
sipping a cool drink at the quayside locanta with her holiday
story to tell.

Sunday 12th August
The whole day was spent swimming, windsurfing, and
being sociable. Everybody had a super time culminating with
dinner at the Motel Maris, the only apparent alternative
eating place in the bay. It was a superb meal in a more upmarket environment than the Kulubu. The wash room and
shower facilities were palatial in comparison and the prices
were marginally less.
Monday 13th August
After a leisurely breakfast in the Motel Marls we sailed
off our mooring at 11.45 and headed for Marmaris. The
wind dropped completely soon after mid-day but picked up
again within fifteen minutes to a comfortable N.W.F.3 -4. We had great fun beating up through the E channel into
the Gulf of Marmaris. Having eventually made it through
the channel, it only took us half an hour to reach the marina
quay at Marmaris.
The whole flotilla met for a meal that evening at the same
locanta where we had all been introduced almost two weeks
earlier. The universal feeling was that we had all enjoyed
a fabulous holiday in a Mediterranean area which had not
yet been over-run by tourists. As a flotilla we had not been
regimented in any way. Greg suggested rendezvous for just
over half the evenings, otherwise we were left very much
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Brittany by Hooker
Paddy Barry

Friday afternoon on a warm July 7th saw the Galway
Hooker, Saint Patrick take on final stores at the ’George’
slip for a three week cruise to South Brittany.
This 1909 gaff cutter, built to carry cargo off Ireland’s
west coast, displaces 15 ton, carries 1,100 square feet of sail
and is 40 foot overall on the hull. She has a bowsprit projecting 16 feet forward and the boom extends 4 feet aft of
the transom. Auxiliary power is by Perkins 4.236. She is
decked and has accommodation which, though somewhat
spartan by Marina standards, is luxurious by Connemara
yardsticks. After half a century of hard work she almost
died in the sixties before being rebuilt in the mid nineteen
seventies. She has since been to France, Spain, Scotland and
has been around Ireland three times.
Our crew were Kevin Cronin, Sean Mullan, Paddy Barry
and Joe Kenny. Joe had never been further offshore than
the ’forty foot’ but has his own place in nautical local history
as one of the very few to go off the Blackrock Baths top
board on a bicycle during the Sandycove Gala comedy act.
The rest of us have a more conventional sailing background.
At mid afternoon away for La Trinite we went. The tides
were half springs going down with the flood running north
Galway Hooker ’Saint Patrick’. In 1912 Paraic Pearse travelled from
Rosmuc to the Aran Islands in his boat.

until 17.00. The wind was as forcast, F.3 S.E. with the
weather warm and sunny. We motored. In Killiney Bay the
wind changed, or seemed to, to F.4 southerly. We set 2-man
four hour watches and streamed the log in a dirty sea with
the wind blowing over the tide. At 21.00 determined to
establish a civilised regime, we partook of a tot of malt all
round. The fire was lit to take the chili off the cabin. We
stayed inside the Arklow Bank and outside the Wexford
Banks and picked up Tuskar out of the fog at 05.30. It was
now flat calm. Course was set for Round Island and we
motored on.
Saturday was another sunny day. A forecast southerly 2-4
did not materialise. Some sun sights were tried to get the
hand in and the brain working and were found to agree
tolerably well with the dead reckoning. At 100 miles off
Round Island the Seafarer R.D.F. registered it not at all.
However the cooking from a still well stocked larder was
to an excellent standard. By 17.00 a breeze had come up
from the E.S.E. Up went all sail and the engine was
gratefully turned off with 110 miles logged. A beautiful
evening followed. This was cruising as it should always be
with regular meals, steady progress, dry bunks and good
company. We altered course by ten degrees to allow for
leeway to the east. Porpoises were jumping about and
Gannets (according to Sean) were in abundance. An evening
sun sight again put us on our D.R. line. This was really too
much! Saturday evening dinner was washed down with a
light red Quinnsworth as we reached easily at 4.5 knots.
However the sun set high over a cloud bank to the W and
a ground swell came up. The forecast had given a deepening
low W of Shannon.
The R.D.F. picked up Round Island before midnight five
or ten degrees off the starboard bow. Now the question was
whether we would sail on past the Scillies or pull in? The
log shows copious calculations of depths, E.T.A.’s and the
likes which indicate that the navigator at least had no
intention of passing the delights of chart 34 (Isles of Scilly,
St.Mary’s Road). At 04.00 on Sunday, Round Island light
came in sight and Seven Stones was showing on the port
quarter. We sailed in through Crow Sound and went
alongside a crowded pier at Hughtown for a 07.00
breakfast.
We were shortly after encouraged by Art, the assistant
harbour master, to move out to anchor. Over a glass later
in the day when he had more time, he described in
loquacious detail the feudal system under which the islands
are administered. These are part of the Duchy of Cornwall.
In even more lucid detail he described the difficulties
pertaining to his own job. In Hughtown the harbour fee is
now £3.00 per day.
An intended short stay in the Scillie.s extended to 2 days
as a southerly gale kept the large international fleet of
cruising yachts pinned down. As a by product we visited
many anchorages within the islands using depth sounder,
arithmetic and Chart 34. We also visited some yachts and
(between us) all known pubs. By Tuesday we were impatient

Sailing South. Sean Mullan, Paddy Barry, (in musical mood) and Joe
Kenny. Photo Kevin Cronin

to get moving. The low was moving slowly away and when
the evening forecast gave S./S.W. 5-7 off we did go with
all reefs in the main and the top 10 feet of the jib tied in
what they call, in Connemara, a ’Barr6g’. Spanish Ledges
were cleared and course was set on chart 2649 to pass well
to the W of Ile D’Ouessant. We close reached our course
in big seas with plenty of white stuff all about and us hanging
on. Shortly after dark a V.H.F. call from a Welsh yacht
in St.Mary’s came on the air enquiring after our state of
health. They were informed by our watch that the skipper
was asleep in his bunk. In his bunk, yes, but sleeping
unfortunately not! A tough night followed but not what you
might call a pasting. The pump blocked a couple of times
and was cleared. This is a hands and knees operation on
the cabin sole which is normally guaranteed to unsettle a
body. However it is remarkable how a problem is diminished
if fed and fit.
The log notes 02.00 -- 03.00 "vessel on our port".
This brief note gives little indication of our trepidation as
it seemed intent on charging us from all angles. By 03.10
’This vessel which was quite large, eventually changed
course". It must have been a fishing boat.
At 13.OO the following day, out of the grey, a buoy
appeared. Glory Be? The position plot was hastily updated.
We were 30 miles out to sea N.W. of Ouessant. Chart 20
(lie D’Ouessant to St. Nazaire) was called upon and sure
enough it revealed our buoy more or less where we were -very good. The Navigators star was in the ascendant again
after some temporary doubt.
Easing sheets we now paid off for the western light off
Chaussee De Sein crossing first the S bound shipping and
later the N bound lane in sparkling blue seas on a beam reach

at 6 knots with all reefs still in. The log shows a close eye
being kept on the depth sounder to watch for easterly set
as we bore down on the Saints. It was now showery and
at 19.30 a clearance showed the western buoy on our
starboard bow with the big Ar Men off to port. We rounded
the unseen rocks a half mile inside the buoy and eased sheets
further for Penmarch. Crew all in fine fettle we added a
foresail and by midnight had the blaze of lights, which marks
this big headland, abeam. Penfren(Glenaan) came in line
with its protecting S mark by 04.00 Thursday. The wind
held up as we bowled along. Belie Ile appeared, on cue,
ahead and foresail was doused to slow us for the tricky
looking Teignouse Passage. Going through we met an early
morning racing fleet and exchanged pleasantries in our best
French. A gybe off the lighthouse and across the shoal
waters of Quiberon we ran, in showery squalls, to tie up
at the outer pontoon in La Trinite Marina at mid-day
Thursday.
Harnesses and oilskins were peeled off as we prepared
ourselves for the civilised pleasures of La Belle France.
Two of our families had combined to rent a ’grand
maison’ in nearby Carnac for July. Contact was made. They
had successfully traversed their party of 12 plus Mirror dingy
on the Car Ferry route. Notwithstanding engine problems
on the ferry putting timetables out of joint, their trip was
fine with double servings of movies and discos enjoyed by
the juniors.
Carnac is an old Breton village, overshadowed by the
considerable influx of French visitors in the many holiday
houses in the area. Life there is good if a little pricey. Meals
were typically £7.00 - £10.OO a head, the dingy in the local
yacht club was £40.00 for July, the house rent £500 per
week.
La Trinite Esturary is a well organised yachting centre
under the benevolent control of the Municipal Authority.
For £10.OO/day we got a pontoon berth or mooring, 24
hr. launch service, security, weather reports and company.
For 12 days we forayed forth ’en famille’, generally every
second day, to a variety of places. The abiding impression
I recall is of anchorage in a couple of fathoms off sandy
beaches. All would swim ashore with a couple of life
jacketed toddlers in the dingy with the consumables. The
weather was only middling for sailing but was great for the
beach. Places visited were Belle lie (Les Grand Sables)
Quiberon (Port d’Orange) and within the Morbihan, Port
Navalo, Locmariaker, lie Longue, Le Bona and the old
village of St.Goustan at the head of the Auray River. Happy
Passage do la Teignouse. Kevin Cronin and Paddy Barry. We converged
with a racing fleet here, one of which is seen hounding astern of us. Photo
Joe Kenny
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days, how quickly they passed. The only worries were fast
flowing tides and bookings for dinner. Our bachelor crew
reported the night life as being exotic but unrewarding.
The indiginous working sailboats of the Morbihan were
lug rigged and run by local islanders called Sinagot. The
boats, as far as we could make out, are also known as
Sinagot. Alas, we saw only two and those somewhat out of
character having being tarted up. The French all along this
coast are most interested in old sailing boats. The Societe
Nautique de la Baie de Concarnneau is one of several active
groups along the Brittany coast who host an annual maritime
festival featuring old boats both local and visiting. The
French in general and the Breton in particular show a
particular affinity for Les Irlandais and their boats. While
at Locmariaker a ferry load of Parisienne holiday makers
were thrilled to see the red sails going up on an old black
Breton boat. The ferry skipper told us that evening that he
hadn’t the heart to tell them that their ’Anciens Bateaux
Bretagne" had been Irish! C’est o.k.
While at Quimper we had an evening with our friends
from the previous year Bernard and Michel Cadoret.
Bernard runs the magazine ’Le Chasse-Maree’ which deals
with Maritime arts, particularly old working sailboats. He
has also published 2 volumes of ’Ar Vag’ -- a beautifully
illustrated and detailed description of Breton fishing/sailing
boats. He described to us how the S.W Irish coast was
formerly particularly well known to Breton fishermen. They
used to do a round trip of a fortnight to S.W. Ireland to
work the lobster and crawfish during neap tides. The
’troubles’ in Ireland were apparently good years for the
Bretons due to the lack of attention from the forces of law
and order ashore who were otherwise engaged.
Time to go. Sean had been replaced by Peter White who

came out Britair; Cork-Quimper (£150). Among his baggage
Peter has some elegant ham radio equipment about the size
of 2 V.H.F. sets. An aerial was rigged up and down in the
shrouds and, powered by the boat’s 12 V battery he was able
to talk to people very far away. He seemed to be particularly
pally with some sea dog type who described his life in a
California Marina in a series of bulletins. To us, the
conversation sounded like a cross between a fish market and
a stock exchange report with its heavy emphasis on numbers.
For the technically interested Peter says the machinery is
a "Yaesu 757 GX General Coverage and Amateur Bands
Transceiver giving IOO watt output".
And so to sea again we went, homeward bound. On
Tuesday 24th the clock was reset to B.S.T. and 4 hour
watches were set. Calls 10 minutes before time were agreed.
The wind was on our nose F.3 W.N.W. We motored out
and kept motoring all day arriving at Raz de Sein before
dawn on Wednesday. Notwithstanding that this was the
fourth time in 3 years going through the Raz we had
difficulty with the lights. There are so many and the bright
ones are not always the nearest.
We lost a couple of hours getting a positive fix before we
punched the neap ebb to go through. We breakfasted in
Chenal Du Four. Sail was hoisted but the wind was too light
so the motoring continued through Chenal De La Helle
setting course for the Longships.
Sail was set up now and again but no wind lasted more
than an hour. However by 17.00 the log shows more settled
sailing. The Engine was off since 18.00 and we were reaching
at 4.5 - 5 knots in an easterly F.3 By 20.00 we were reefed.
Midnight brought a light on our starboard bow identified
a quarter of an hour later as the Lizard some 24 miles off.
03.00 on Thursday saw the wind fall and the Lizard

La Trinite Marina. The junior section waiting for crew. Photo Kevin Cronin.
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the ear which then acts for three days. This product is
marketed by CIBA and is very popular in the States where
it is available on prescription. As usual one never can tell
with the various remedies whether the ’mal de mer’ would
have been worse without. Our conclusion at any rate was
that this was not the answer.
Some general comments on the Galway Hookers as
cruising boats may be of interest.
The gear is heavy. The helm is heavy. When the sails are
full and drawing life is comfortable but any change requires
knack and muscle in that order. Reefing down is hard work
particularly in the sea conditions in which it is usually done.
Twenty minutes would not be unusual to allow for reefing
in a seaway. Hookers are a dead loss on a long windward
passage. We use the engine on tickover if close hauled. If
headed on a long passage we would down sail and motor
in to it. The decks leak and we are only moderately
successful in deflecting the resulting drips. As against that
they are a stable sea-kindly boat on which to eat, sleep,
navigate and live aboard. An open coal stove makes life
below distinctly cosy. The decks are broad and solid
underfoot, a rigid 9 ft dingy is easily carried. Shoregoing
is facilitated by taking the ground alongside where possible
and storage presents no problem at all. Off the wind they
are a delight to sail, but foremost of all is the arua which
they exude of other days and rocky places.

disappeared in haze. Motoring on Tater Du was sighted and
then we lay off westward along the coast passing inside the
Runnelstone (not recommended) and outside the Longships
to motor into St. Ives in hot sunshine.
St. Ives is strictly a fair weather port of call with its drying
harbour crowded with small boats and the bay open to any
swell running. On the Friday evening we took the ground
on clean sand alongside the old short pier on the W side
of the harbour. As I stayed with her while taking the ground
the local brass band played on the pierhead. This was good
solid stuff being enjoyed in a thoroughly old fashioned way.
A small pleasure ferry runs from the steps beside this pier
but it is otherwise far more practical a staging point than
the damaged main pier. The ’Sloop Bar’ bears about 020°T
from this W pierhead and this appears to be the favoured
watering hole of nautical types both yachting and working.
St. Ives is a beautiful place but was over run with visitors.
It was worth the one off visit as a change from the Scillies
or more usual stop off places. We met Brian Coad and
family who had stopped in there with Raasey. Joe reported
that at 06.00 "the seagulls own this town".
The last leg of 191 miles was good. For most of it, we
reached to an easy westerly up St. Georges Channel and the
Irish Sea at 5 knots to bring us into Dun Laoghaire on
Sunday afternoon.’Ar ais aris’.
This year for sea sickness a remedy was tried - ’Transderm
Scopolamine’ in the form of a thin tablet disc fixed behind

Date
1984

Destination

July From Dun Laoghaire
Hughtown
6/8 To
Tresco/Hughtown
8/9 To
La Trinite
10/12To
15
To
Belle Isle/La Trinite
17
To
Locmariaker/Le Bono
San Gouston
18
To
lie Longue/Port Navalo/La
20
To
Trinite
22
To
Quiberon/La Trinite
24/26To
St. Ives
28/29To
Dun Laoghaire

Distance Time at sea
Log miles Days Hours
207
5
225
34
15
3

l
1

16.25
2.00
17.00
7.00
5.00
1.50

26.83
-1.00
3.00
-.50
2.00
-36.00
8.00
77.33

17
15
235
191

2
1

6.00
5.00
.00
22.00

947

8

9.75

Ports/anchorages visited: 11 Average speed: 4.7 knots

Engine
Hours

Engine use: 3807o
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Little Egypt -- 1984 season
Dick Lovegrove

We purchased Little Egypt (a 1974 MK IV Scampi) in 1983
as a compromise cruiser racer. Our first year produced a
couple of encouraging results on the race track and highly
enjoyable week-long family cruise all the way to Peel in the
Isle of Man. These events indicated that the compromise
would work; the additional space and speed were an obvious
improvement on our Ruffian 23 Ruffino and so, with lots
of hard work over the winter, and the purchase of some
expensive crackly new sails, we looked forward to compromising ourselves some more in 1984!
With our racing programme largely behind us, straight
after the Friday race we off-loaded the light NO. 1 Genoa,
the Mylar No. 1 Genoa, three spinnakers and the R.O.R.C.
Hurricane jib and on-loaded the saloon table (incorporating
drinks locker).We still had six sails on board. Quickly other
things began to fill the space. One and a half tons of Action
Man and Star Wars gear, two tons of Sindy dolls, large
numbers of jig-saws, paintboxes and Enid Blyton books (for
those rainy days) and the dog’s bowl soon contrived to bring
Little Egypt back to her marks.
The plan was that the remnants of the racing crew would
help me to sail non-stop to Kinsale. Heather and the family
(Emma 8, Philip 6 and dog Tess) would join there by road
and the delivery boys would take the car back. The
southwards delivery trip took 32.5 hours from Baily to
Bulman.
Being a poor benighted Dun Laoghaire yachtsman,
marinas are still a source of total fascination to me. In

Little Egypt and crew
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Kinsale the personnel could not have been more helpful and
the advantages for crew changovers, particularly when small
children are involved, have to be experienced to be fully
understood. In the event, so fascinated did I become that
we stayed there for two days and enjoyed ourselves
thoroughly. We sorted ourselves out at a relaxed tempo and
watched the neverending activity. Activity which extended
from tiny tots swimming around the marina fully clothed
as part of their junior section tests to the arrival of Eric
Tabarly ("he smiled at me" - "Oh no he didn’t" - "Oh yes
he did") in Pen Duick accompanied by the 42 competitors
in the "Figaro Single-handed around Europe Race" each
of whom were sailing highly exotic thirty footers. Eventually
of course, the cruising had to start and on Tuesday 17th
July, with Philip at the tiller (Doesn’t time fly when you’re
having children?) we motored away from the marina, and
around The Old Head before hoisting the No. I Genoa and
the mainsail and beating westwards in a leisurely sort of way
intent on very little. The Seven Heads were abeam at 1400
hours and the log records that dolphins were sighted to the
great excitement of the children who had never seen them
before. Galley Head came and went in the afternoon
sunshine and in the evening, we entered Glandore by the
time-honoured method of shunning Adam and hugging Eve.
We dropped anchor off the harbour at 17.40 and the
children rowed us all ashore for a pint first in the spotless
Marine Hotel and then in another lovely pub further up the
hill. Meanwhile, roast beef and several veg. were timing
themselves to perfection for our return to Little Egypt and
when we finally made it, was hard to escape the conclusion
that God was in Heaven and Heaven isn’t far away from
West Cork.
The only cloud on the horizon was some intermittent
engine and drive trouble and that and sheer idleness decided
us only to move half a mile to Union Hall the following day.
Although the distance was short, the morning was absolutely
perfect and we decided, in the best cruising tradition, to set
off early! When I finally set foot ashore at Union Hall about
an hour later complete with hydraulic hose and oily bucket
the stillness was still total. In my mind’s eye, I can still look
N across the anchorage and see the only moving thing which
was a white cat slowly stalking small birds in a very green
field on the other shore. In an effort to solve my hydraulic
drive problems I ended up walking most of the way to
Skibbereen and back through unbelievably lush countryside
and I confess I enjoyed every pace of it. As Heather spent
the day lazing and reading and the junior crew spent the
day digging and diving on the small beach by the pier,
everyone was happy.
The next day’s sail was not much longer than the previous
one. Just around the corner to Castlehaven under main alone
with the anchor going down just off the slip that leads to
Mary Anne’s at about 12.30. Always believing that one
should work for one’s reward, we decided on a family walk
up the hill and out the far end of the village before our pint
and were rewarded by the amazing sight of a local youth

cycling an ancient bike out of the village after us with his
eyes tight shut! Presumably like many a good yachtsman
his trusted transporter knew it’s own way home. On Friday
we sailed early in 15 knots of breeze and headed for
Baltimore with a planned lunch time stop at Barlogue and
Lough Hyne. Hours of pouring over tide tables finally
produced the result that if we were in Barlogue at 12.00 we
would be able to shoot the rapids into Lough Hyne in the
dinghy on the last of the flood and then do the reverse on
the first of the ebb. We dropped our sails outside and
motored in and it was as we were in the entrance gorge that
the engine, which had been running all morning to charge
the battery, failed. Imagine the surprise of the two yachts
already peacefully at anchor when we burst into the pool
from the gorge neither under sail nor engine, but still doing
only slightly less than four knots and apparently intent on
leaping into Lough Hyne in one bound despite our five foot
draft. With steam coming out of my ears and several wellchosen words of advice, I suggested to Heather that she
might care to lower away the anchor (which was fortunately
well prepared and ready for action on the foredeck) and
when this held first time we stopped rather abruptly and only
slightly too near a RNIYC yacht named Moody Blue whose
crew of saints and scholars watched our actions as if they
were perfectly normal instead of more closely resembling
a steeplechase at Lepoardstown. Meanwhile, down below
the Famous Five and an entire Brigade of Imperial Storm
Troopers lead by Luke Skywalker himself carried on quite
unperturbed. And thanks again to the crew of ’Moody Blue"
who volunteered to keep an eye on the gap between
themselves and ’Little Egypt’ and thus enabled us to keep
our appointment with the tide at Lough Hyne and spend
a fascinating three quarters of an hour in that enchanting
place. As for the engine, when the time came to leave, it
started instantly and never missed a beat until we were safely
out into open water where we hoisted the full main and No.
2 for a brisk reach in thickening mist into Baltimore. My
nervous reaction to the whole episode was quickly spotted
by Philip, but I didn’t realise this until the something which
he spied with his little eye and which began with S.P.G.
turned out to be "Second Pink Gin"!
We stayed in Baltimore for three days, anchored in the
recommended spot just NW of the North Pier of the harbour
and buoying the anchor if we wanted to go alongside or off
for a sail during the daytime. Once again, we enjoyed the
lovely sensation of just staying still and watching the world
go by. Cruising yachts came and went. We left Baltimore

’Cruising is Hell" - Tim, Emma, and Heather

early on the morning of Monday 23rd July, and motor sailed
out under the high tension lines off North Entrance again,
this time bound for North Harbour Cape Clear. Our engine
again spluttered and coughed on the way in, but we made
it in alongside safely.
Once inside North Harbour, the sensation that this was
where it was going to happen was inescapable. There had
been no prior arrangements made between I.C.C. and
R.St.G.Y.C. members, but already there were Andante (The
Hall Family), neatly breasted off the Eastern shore, and
Spectra (The Fowler Family) who had cleverly found a deep
hole in the sand alongside the old disused ferry in the inner
harbour where they could float at all states of the tide.
Before long we were joined by Silver Foam (Brian and
Heather McManus), Bandersnatch (Peter Courtney and
Shay Moran) and Morgana (Ron and Ann Cudmore and
Family) and on the following day by Madame X (Shay
Moran but on loan for the duration to Philip and Sue
Watson and friends) and Bali Hal (Tony - one of these days
I’m going to Adrigole -- Dorherty). For the children, it was
heaven on water and endless games of water-borne bumper
cars in inflatable dinghies developed, moving in and out of
the inner harbour, over to the little beach and in and out
of the yachts. For the adults, the party started on Spectra
and moved via Little Egypt and Paddy Burke’s excellent
hostelry to Andante where we were joined by the children
for The Cruising Olympics.
In addition, most of the crew of Little Egypt and
Bandersnatch managed a walk over to South Harbour where
a solitary piper, practising his skills on the rocks, was treated
to a cheery "Bon Jour".
We stayed in Cape Clear for a further two days. The
weather was so perfect and the family were enjoying it so

Little Egypt and others at North Harbour
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much that it was hard to think of a good reason for leaving
at all, but we were now well into our second and final week.
We were tied up alongside the pier just ahead of the ferry
berth as motorists to double yellow lines -- ’Ah, it doesn’t
really apply to me - I’ll only be gone a minute" and then
seemed rather miffed when they did have to move after all.
There were several other yachts outside us, but everyone
took lines ashore and even when we dried out there were
no problems. The sun shone continuously, the children
rowed and swam and Tess occasionally stretched and moved
to the other side of the cockpit.
But problems did occur when we finally tried to leave on
the morning of Wednesday the 25th. Once again our engine
let us down and we found ourselves ghosting the ten-odd
miles to Crookhaven in a very light SW breeze. The sail was
lovely and we had no difficulty in beating up the harbour
through the holiday mirror fleet and dropping anchor
outside O’Sullivan’s, but nevertheless, the total lack of an
engine to charge the batteries as well as push us along was
a worry which was to occupy me (and others) almost
exclusively for the next two days. The original intermittent
engine failure had been correctly diagnosed by Brian
McManus as being caused by dirty fuel and under his
instructions, we had cleaned out the filter and bled the fuel
system in both Baltimore and Cape Clear, but without
finally solving the problem. When the engines died again
on the way out of North Harbour, I had resolved to have
one last go at it myself. This time, without Brian’s
restraining hand I had succeeded in fracturing the copper
overflow pipe from the injector. "Ah well" I thought,
"getting it soldered or braised shouldn’t be too much of a
problem" and the following morning early, a friend who
was holidaying in Crookhaven drove me to a garage in
Goleen to have the job done. Unfortunately, the mechanic
had been working late the night before and wasn’t expected
in for a while, but I left the pipe and arranged to call back
in the afternoon.
After lunch, Heather brought me in the dinghy up past
the fish pond to where the eastern most extremity of the
harbour meets the road and I walked into Goleen from there
and collected the pipe. Back in Crookhaven, Brian
McManus (Silver Foam had also arrived by now) again
volunteered his services and in truth, if it hadn’t been for
his help and calming influence over the next day or so, the
holiday might have been genuinely spoiled. But even his
gentle touch couldn’t prevent the joint fracturing again when
we tried to refit the pipe. Forgetting our problems, Heather
and I and the children ate ashore that night at the excellent
restaurant that the Pitcairn family are running during the
Summer in Daddy Nottages old pub "The Welcome Inn".
Early the following morning, I borrowed Angela
O’Sullivan’s car and drove to Schull where a very professional looking job was done on the pipe. I hurried back to
find that somehow I had managed to lose a banjo nut which
held the pipe in place. I rowed ashore, smiling pleasantly,
jumped into Angela’s car again and drove like a lunatic back
to Schull for a replacement. Back on board, the original
soldered joint fractured again as soon as we attempted to
fit the pipe! By this time I was fit to be tied. Help came
however, in the many talented form of Pierce Pitcairn, who
had been responsible for our very fine meal on the previous
evening. It appears that before taking up running a restaurant, he had been a itinerant jewellery maker touring
Europe in an elderly diesel van which was now parked
overlooking the Cockle Strand and which had given him
plenty of opportunity to acquire the skills of a mechanic as
well. Using a jewellers blow-soldering iron and silver solder,
Pierce did a truly artistic job on the fracture and then rushed

Emma, Philip and Paddy Durke

off to prepare the scallops! Feeling that victory was ours,
Brian and I rushed back to the boat and fitted the pipe
without a bother, but still the engine wouldn’t go.
By now the whole of Crookhaven seemed to be involved
in the saga of Lovegrove’s diesel engine. Poor Heather,
Emma and Philip hadn’t seen or heard of me for two days
(with the exception of the occasional blasphemy emitting
from the engine compartment), but in Nottage’s pub that
night the chat was of nothing except bleed nuts, fibre
washers and the like with the diners having to wait while
Pierce put in his contribution.
Just before closing time Tim McCormick who was to join
Little Egypt for the last week-end of our cruise, arrived from
Dublin. We held a final pow-wow and on the advice of Billy
O’Sullivan decided to sail for Schull early on the following
morning. There, even on a Saturday, we should find a
Ciaran Molloy, either father or son, both of whom were
expert engineers and would surely be able to sort out our
problems once and for all. We hauled the anchor at 09.00
and were off, making good speed under main only running
before a helpful Westerly F.3-4. We sailed up Long Island
Sound, into Schull Harbour and alongside the pier, tying
up outside the newly painted trawler Ocean Breeze.
Ciaran Molloy Jnr., was finally located scrubbing the
bottom of his own fishing boat, dried out on the beach. Not
surprisingly, he was a bit reluctant to leave off, but I assured
him that mine was only a tiny problem and wouldn’t take
a minute to fix (I didn’t mention the fact that it had baffled
the rest of us for upwards of a week). And I was right. He
took one look at the engine, opened a bleed nut on the high
pressure pump which no-one else had spotted, turned the
engine over and all our problems were solved in less than
a minute. The engine has been singing like a bird ever since!
Isn’t it easy when you know how.
With still a day and a half to go and the sun still shining
there was not a moment to be lost. Heather, Emma and
Philip finished the shopping and with Tim on board, we set
sail once again for Cape Clear. As we motor-sailed slowly
southwards from Schull nibbling on crab claws and prawns
bought from the fishery on Schull pier, we again
contemplated the glories of Roaring Water Bay. Tim, who
had spent the morning teaching Emma and Philip to play
Racing Demon was probably regretting it by now, but if so,
he was putting on a brave face on it. Heather and I were
quietly sampling some of the excellent wine which Tim
always just manages to have in his bag when he comes
cruising and it seemed no time at all till we were nosing into
North Harbour again and this time we tied up right at the
curved end of the northern most pier. Shortly, we were
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joined by Tony Doherty (Ba# Hai) who we had also seen
in Crookhaven and Schull, but who this time was definitely
on his way to Adrigole! He was lucky, he still had time on
his side, but our time had now run out.
At about 14.00 next day (Sunday 29th July), feeling just
a little bit frilly round the edges as a result of a prolonged
farewell to Paddy Burke, we left North Harbour for the last

Date
1984
July
14
15
17
18
19
20
23
25
28
29

time. John and Marilyn Griffiths were on the quayside at
Schull to greet us with the car and the sadness of leaving
her was at least tempered by the knowledge that Little Egypt
was in excellent hands. We had enjoyed our first full cruise
in her enormously and we had, of course, been blessed with
the weather and the company we had met on the way.

Destination
. From
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

Distance Engine
Log miles Hours

Howth
Kinsale
Glandore
Union Hall
Castlehaven
Barlogue
North Harbour
Crookhaven
Schull
North Harbour
Schull

147.30
39.40
1.00
10.00
8.20
6.90
9.50
8.50
6.00
6.00

2.00
1.00
.25
.50
.00
.50
.00
.00
.50
1.00

242.80 5.75
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Windward work to France
back again
M.M.A. d’Alton

Having been persuaded to the Inner and Outer Hebrides -and to St. Kilda -- for the last two cruises, the other two
part-owners of Siamsa, a Ruffian 23 foot, Franz
Winkelmann and Leslie Latham, had developed a yearning
for the Sunny South, which the third one felt he could not
resist despite his apprehensions about Marinas.
We slipped out of Dun Laoire harbour, at dusk on Friday
27th July and soon found ourselves hard on the wind, just
about lying due S down the Irish Sea, outside the Banks,
once S of Wicklow Head, in surprisingly bumpy seas and
cross seas.
When well short of Tusker we were broken off to the S.E;
later on in the morning haze we tacked in looking for it,
as it makes a handy departure for the Scillies or Lands End,
where we intended making our final decision whether we
would continue on to the French Coast, or turn left and
cruise instead, the S coast of Cornwall and Devon.
We were just about lying our course due S still in very
bumpy seas, hard on the wind for the next fourteen hours
or so when we were again broken off to the S.E., thus
making it a dead beat, and so did not get back on our
Rhumb Line for another fourteen hours, eventually being
broken off yet again so that our landfall was not the Scillies
but the splendid lighthouse of Pendeen on the N Cornish
coast, sighting it at about 01.00 on Monday 30th July. The
rest of the night and all the morning was spent in lightening
winds beating on and out for the Scillies -- we had intended
to keep on for France if we had had a fair passage this far,
but we all felt that a night’s sleep had been well earned as
the passage had been far from easy.
I had as usual on a passage of this length, taken several
series of sun sights, either when almost on the beam for a
position line parallel with our course -- an extremely useful
indication of how one is in relation to the Rhumb Line -or when dead ahead, for a position line at right angles to
the course, for distance run. Again as usual, induced by that
apathy that creeps upon one at sea -- upon me perhaps I
should say -- these were kept in reserve for working up later
on should the necessity arise, which in this case was rendered
superfluous by the sighting of Pendeen Light.
At late lunch time we beat our way in the northern
entrance of New Grimbsy ’harbour’ and anchored almost
where we had on our first cruise here in Siamsa a few years
ago, just in beyond the old castle and immediately below
that striking spike of rock -- the "Hangman" with its gibbet
still intact.
We took our ease on board for the rest of the day, had
a splendid sleep all night and soon after breakfast next
morning, near high water, motored across Tresco Flats (the
first time we used the engine) past Hughtown and on out
through St. Mary’s Sound, in absolutely lovely weather -the Scillies were a picture as we sailed through them, even
though we did not set foot on shore this time -- and once
outside, laid course for France, to a point about ten miles
off Ushant.
The first half of the day was perfection itself, a broad
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reach F3-4, brilliant sunshine with cotton wool clouds here
and there, the Scillies lovely as a necklace, all brilliant
colours, till finally they faded and slowly subsided into the
sea astern; this was sailing as it ought to be!
Later in the afternoon I took a shot of the sun which when
worked up and laid off on the chart, put us quite a few miles
to the E of our dead reckoning; this seemed to indicate that
my old and faithful grid compass -- surplus war stock, ten
shillings and sixpence in 1947 -- was being deflected, but
we could not find out why, nor make certain if this was
indeed so, as even before midnight, we sighted the loom of
Ushant Light House though it was many miles outside its
range; we were tramping along in great style despite now
being hard on a freshening wind; we dropped the main and
beat on with our No. 2 jib alone, as this greatly reduces stress
upon the fabric of the crew.
The midnight BBC forecast was not comforting, S.W.F.
5-6, locally F7 in North Biscay, which we were now about
to enter, so the rest of the night was spent trying to cross
the separation zone, much of the time with little or no wind,
the not unusual harbinger of bad weather.
Soon after dawn we had a consultation in view of the
forecast; we had kept well out to sea off Ushant so that we
could pass outside all the dirt off the Raz de Sein and so
keep on for Belle lie, our ultimate destination if we were
fortunate.
Reluctantly we came to the conclusion that it would be
imprudent to press on with such weather on the way, and
so sadly and greatly disappointed laid off for Camaret, just
S of Brest, where after about six hours beating in
deteriorating visibility past the splatter of rocks S.E. of
Ushant, we put in by mid afternoon and secured alongside
one of the pontoons in the marina; disappointing as I have
said, but at least we were in Brittany.
We spent the next three nights weatherbound in the
marina (and the town) of Camaret, secure but frustrated,
hooked on the forecasts, one after the other, all S. F7 for
North Biscay; right in our teeth. We had a shot at getting
S through the Raz de Sein, the day after we arrived, beating
out with No. 2 Jib only in murky weather and huge swell,
out around the Papuette Beacon at the western end of the
five mile finger of sunken rocks just S. of Camaret, but had
to admit defeat as it was blowing up to the seven forecast,
with less than half mile visibility in the driving mist. We
turned tail with the justification of having tried and scuttled
back to Camaret, where there were now several other Irish
boats.
The next two days were spent comfortably in this marina,
the best discovery being the very good underground hot
showers alongside the splendid castle, Fort Vauban, beside
the harbour; the next best the "Hotel de Styvel", the first
one on the way to the town, where we had a couple of very
acceptable diners for the modest sum of about £8 or £9 all in.
Camaret may appear to be merely a waterfront around
the harbour, now largely a tourist resort -- the vacation
fishermen were everlastingly on the harbour wall, some

remaining right through the night -- but it is backed by
several vary narrow parallel curving streets of quite
intriguing character, with tiny interconnecting alleyways, a
pleasure to explore.
Saturday, the 4th August was a lovely sunny day with a
wind nearer W. F 4-5 but alas too late for us to get any
distance S, so we reconciled ourselves with a passage through
Chenal du Toulinguet and a close reach was down to the
Cap de la Chevre, about seven miles to the S, rounding it
on a mile radius with the help of the sextant, between the
dirt off it and inside the one or two offlying dangers, and
then a few miles N up inside the peninsula to another well
known harbour resort -- marina Morgat in the N.W corner
of the magnificent bay of Douarnenez where we lay
alongside a floating concrete caisson, forming the outer leg
of the marina, the charge for which was much the same as
at Camaret, somewhere between £3 to £4 per day; well worth
it if convenience be the name of the game.
We had dinner in the "Restaurant Les Flots", highly
recommended by Cormac McHenry an I.C.C. member.
Somewhat less in cost than Camaret, which we thought
tended to show itself in the meal, good but not quite so good.
Sunday was another lovely morn, a perfect summer’s one.
Franz and Leslie opted for a lazy day on the beach; I had
a yen to walk down to the Cap de La Chevre, about 9 km.
by road, and back along the fine cliffs and the magnificent
beach on the W side of the peninsula. This proved to be
a splendid walk of great interest especially the beach where

everyone wore either two part bikinis, one part bikinis, or
no part bikinis; all intermingled in a wonderfully casual
manner, youths, maidens, parents, children and even
grandparents. Ah well. when in Rome (or Brittany) .........
We splurged on our last dinner in France, in the "Hotel
du Kador", having the extra large menu which included an
enormous platter of "Fruits de Mer" even though this
entailed a night’s work getting at the contents of the shellfish
of every kind; it must be said our patience and our skill fall
far short of Bobby Barr’s.
We left Morgat -- and France -- soon after breakfast next
morning, Monday 6th August; yet another lovely one,
though with little wind at first.
We beat back down the Bay, the few miles to the Cap
de la Chevre and once around this as before inside the outer
dangers, close reached towards Ushant but before we were
half way there, we were once again on the wind which soon
turned into a dead beat. After we had taken a twenty mile
tack out to the W across the separation zone off Ushant the
wind, which had been forecast as N.E. becoming N.W.
instead split the difference and settled stubbornly in the N.
where it stayed for the next two and a half days. We had
a damp and drawn out flog, almost all in very uneven seas
for the whole of this protracted crossing of the western
English Channel.
I reckoned that we must be heading somewhat to the E
of the Lizard so deliberately held on towards Falmouth,
over-reaching in the poor visibility so that when we did tack

Siamsa in the racing mode complete unto large protest pennant during Dublin Bay SC Centenary Regatta on June 17th.
Photo W.M. Nixon
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Though we all were getting concerned about time yet we
all resigned ourselves happily to the inevitable and let the
pleasure of being able to do nothing soak into us -- by doing
nothing.
We lowered all sail, let the log line act as a plumb-bob,
brought up cushions from below, Leslie quietly slipping
forward into his (and my) favourite position on the foredeck,
nestling in the lowered jib, and for half a dozen hours lay
about in the sun as though time were of little consequence;
in the middle of the afternoon a whisper returned so we
hoisted sail again and by dark had logged almost 5 miles
in 12 hours! This suspended animation, this ethereal sense
of time in such utterly relaxing circumstances, is a deep and
memorable pleasure of the mind, one which does not make
itself known to the hustling "five knot boys" -- those who
automatically switch on the engine whenever sailing speed
Siamsa alongside in Cameret. Photo Leslie Latham
drops below that rate; though they may be missing much
frustration they assuredly are missing a rare joy of sailing
too.
At local noon both Leslie with his little pocket box sextant
to the W again, we would not miss sighting the headland and I with my more venerable instrument, took meridian
and so sail on out into the Atlantic but would make a
altitudes, which to my amazement, came out within half a
landfall somewhat to the N of the Lizard, which I am
relieved to say turned out to be so, even though our hopes mile of one another, a comforting check of our progress
northwards.
during the day that we might get in before nightfall were
This perfect day was not finished with us yet, for after
too optimistic, for by the time we beat around the Point
dusk
there was the most magnificent show of
and across Mount’s Bay and so into Newlyn the night -phosphoresence that any of us had ever seen; little bow
our third on this passage -- had lightened into dawn.
wavelets of most brilliant green skidaddling in a ’V’ out
We lay alongside a trawler just inside the outer breakwater
-- there is a new jetty down the middle of the harbour where along the surface of water, in a most remarkable manner,
yachts are meant to go, but it is one of those horrors with for suddenly it ceased completely only to start again a few
hundred yards further on; this it did many times as though
open piles, though to be fair, it has a marvellous well padded
we were crossing bands of water of two quite different kinds
floating boom the length of the of the pier on both sides
-- as indeed we must have been.
so it would have been quite suitable to lie there.
We slipped gently on in a light N.W. wind for most of
We had a day of great pleasure here, resting for a while
the remainder of the night; Saturday revealed itself to us
aboard before we went ashore, then discovering a truly
wonderful relic of Victorian Industrial Design on the pier, in a lovely dawn so that a little later I got a series of sextant
shots in perfect condition when the sun was due E magnetic
a communal lavatory consisting of a huge open raised trough (at right angles to our Rhumb Line), the perfect check of
with a rounded teak strip along the length of one edge on
our course made good.
which the Customers precariously cantilevered themselves,
Soon after noon, a pair of dolphins who had sported
the trough having at its upper end a Niagra of a flush pipe alongside and under us for an hour earlier in the morning,
which from time to time sent forth a Severn Tidal Bore
swishing down the trough, always it seemed, just before one were back again but this time accompanied by all their
friends and relatives, dozens and dozens of them all
expected it! and yet, despite its antiquity, it was scrubbed,
frolicking close around us and up to a mile distance, some
whitewashed, spotless, even fragrant in its freshness, a lesson
gracefully and soundlessly arcing completely clear of the
to pubs in every part of Ireland.
The other discovery was the "Smugglers Hotel" on the water. Leslie, who has lived out East for years and made
many trips by sea out and back (in the days before one is
waterfront, where Leslie and I had a splendid luncheon
whilst Franz luxuriated in the vast open spaces on board now pole-axed from here to there by air) had, in all his time, never
seen a display to equal this one, either in numbers or in
that we were out of the way.
duration.
We left Newlyn soon after supper, in good time to Catch
the first of the flood tide at Lands End about ten miles away,
so that we would carry all of it up the N Cornish coast;
The Cameret Marina. Photo Leslie Latham
however before we reached the Runnelstone Buoy, that
turning point S of Lands End, we had to start up the
outboard as the wind went down with the sun. We continued
motoring for the next three hours in order to get clear of
the Separation Zone around this S.W point of the U.K., a
fairly busy point, though not so busy as we found the zone
S of the Lizard to be.
We left the Longships Light House a mile to starboard
switching off as soon as a light wind set in, close hauled
and just about lying along the coastline but had to tack well
before dawn when we found ourselves closing the shore. By
breakfast time the wind had disappeared so we motored
another couple of hours and when the tank ran dry gave
up the ghost and just lay still upon the silent sea, as we had
to keep the remaining petrol in reserve so that we could push
the boat into Rosslare if necessary to buy more fuel.
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somehow succeeded in tearing the mainsail handsomely; tins
caused a little further delay, but no matter, there was now
a light wind, and so we could continue our beat through
the heat haze across Killiney Bay, a wind which finally
evaporated off Bulloch, so instead of finishing in silence as
we hoped we had to break the spell and use the outboard
to get us back alongside the platform of the Royal Irish,
in Dun Laoire Harbour.
We had logged 868 miles (including those upon the
Moulditch Bank!) in 16 days, being at sea 11 nights and
almost two thirds of our time away.

At supper, we sighted the Smalls Light House and were
able later on to get a ’distance off’ off by sextant angle,
confirming how much we had been broken off to the E. By
midnight there was no wind at all so we decided to use the
last of our petrol to push on towards the Tuskar so that we
could refuel in Rosslare. However a light N.E. set in by dawn
as we dimly sighted the Tuskar through a thin mist, just
enough however for a running fix to confirm our distance
off, and so we continued close hauled until the soundings
very suddenly halved, when we promptly tacked out from
the edge of the Blackwater Bank (these buoys are not here
for nothing!) and beat on up inside the Arklow Bank so that
we could call in to the town for fuel if we had to. By now
it was a lovely evening, even though a dead head wind, but
with the tide favourable we rounded Wicklow Head as the
sun was going down. Four hours -- and five miles -- later,
in dead calm, when on the Moulditch Bank, about threequarters of a mile offshore, with the tide just turning foul,
I quietly shot the kedge, lowered all sail, leaving our
masthead tri-coloured light burning and crept into my bunk
below, joining the other two for a splendid sleep until well
after dawn.
It was a superb night, warm, no whisper of a breeze, a
low golden full moon lightly laying its shimmering ribbon
of molten bronze upon the placid sea right up to the boat;
another memorable sea moment which the ’five knot boys’
might never know.
As well as the masthead light, I left the Walker’s Log
hanging over the stern and to my delight five or six hours
later, when coming up on deck again noticed that we had
’steamed’ 3.3 miles whilst we were all asleep below! Is this
mileage legitimately to be claimed as distance sailed upon
a cruise? if not, why not? for such distance is normally that
logged through the water.
The maritime pedant may raise an eyebrow at the thought
of a yacht at anchor displaying a tri-coloured masthead light,
but further thought persuaded me that in a tideway this is
more correct than a riding light, for the whole purpose of
navigation lights is to inform any nearby ship of one’s
progress through the water (not over the ground) and, for
the avoidance of collision, where may I ask, lies the
difference between a ship moving ahead through the water
and water moving astern past a ship?
We hoisted sail to complete our amble home - and

Date
1984
July
27
30
31
Aug 1
3
4
6
9
9
13

Destination

From
To
From
To
At
To
From
To
From
To

Dun Laoghaire
Scillies
Scillies
Camarel
Camaret
Morgat
Morgat
Newlyn
Newlyn
Dun Laoghaire

Distance
Log miles

Time at sea
Days Hours

Av
Kn.

Engine
Hours %0Time

265.20

2

17.83

4.03

--

.00

132.60
10.00
19.10

1

6.75
2.83
5.25

4.31
4.00
3.64

.75
---

2.40
.00
.00

245.20

2

19.50

3.63

.33

.50

196.00

3

17.25

2.20

11.53

12.90

868.10

10

Time away: 16.5 days
Time at sea as %0 of time away: 65.3%0
Av distance logged per day: 52.1
Nights at sea: 11
Ports visited: 3
Overnight anchorages: 2
Rhumb Line 134. Logged distance = 183% of Rhumb Line.
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21.42 3.32

12.62 4.80

In the wake of Vancouver
Peter Gray

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, Captain George
Vancouver of his Britanic Majesty’s Navy, spent a fair
amount of time looking for the western entrance of the
fabled North-West Passage. As he and his ships sailed up
the mostly inhospitable W coast of North America, they
came upon a long narrow entrance, now called the Straits
of Juan de Fuca, stretching roughly in the expected direction
and so they sallied in. At the end of the Strait, they turned
right at first and explored all the way down to where the
city of Seattle now stands but had to find their way back
again when they had "discovered" every nook and cranny
without finding an exit either back into the Pacific or across
the Continent to the Atlantic
And so they re-traced their steps in a N.W direction,

Dougal with the one that didn’t get away. Photo Peter Gray
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passing by Juan de Fuca Strait and, missing quite amazingly,
the Fraser River as they headed up the inside shore of
Vancouver Island. Of course, they did not know it was an
island until one of Vancouver’s officers, Johnstone, found
his way in a small boat through the Strait which Vancouver
generously called after his junior and on into the much wider
Queen Charlotte Strait leading out into the Pacific, S of
Alaska.
Our cruise started in Vancouver itself and, byandlarge,
first followed the E side of the Gulf of Georgia as we sailed
in a N.W. direction. When we reached the area Vancouver
rather unfortunately called Desolation, we sailed through,
and about, the islands returning towards Vancouver along
the W side of the Gulf.
Vancouver Island is about 250 land miles long running
roughly parallel to the lie of the mainland. It is seperated
from the mainland by gulfs and straits ranging in width from
about 25 miles to about a mile. The area in between is dotted
with hundreds of islands and long, fjord-like, inlets.
The rise and fall of the tide varies from a few feet within
the tidal lagoons to over 18 feet with a average mean of 14
feet. The sequence of the tide is irregular and needs to be
studied. The flood sets into the strait of Georgia via Juan
de Fuca Strait in the S.E and via Johnston Strait in the N.W,
meeting at about Desolation sound. It moves at about two
knots in the wide straits but up to ten knots and more in
the narrows which need to be negotiated with great care.
Otherwise, the area provides a safe, picturesque and easily
navigated cruising ground. The bird life is especially
fascinating. Oysters and Clams are free for the taking while
Salmon (the Red Canadian variety) and Ling-cod almost
begged to be lifted from the depths into the frying-pan -or onto the charcoal grill, which, we preferred.
It is an area of the most fantastic scenery overlooked by
the grandeur of the mighty snowcapped coastal mountain
range. The shore on the Island and on the mainland itself
is real backwoods country with a wealth of Indian and
logging lore. It is fascinating to explore.
Our cruise was on the Cooper 416 "Excalibur I/", a 42
foot Sloop with a 55 h.p engine owned by Peter and Jane
Byrne of Vancouver who manage it with the help of their
two teenage sons, Sean and Craig, who are agile and efficient
hands.
On Thursday 2nd August, we slipped out lines at the
Royal Vancouver Yacht Club Marina and had a pleasant
and easy sail across to the Yacht Club out-station at Tugboat Island just off the Vancouver Island Coast. An outstation, in Royal Vancouver terms, is a mini-marina with
a small club-house and civilised facilities. They have three
of them in the area. Tug-boat is a beautiful wooded Island
with the harbour entrance guarded by the Thrasher Rocks;
it abounds with red cedar, yellow cedar, douglas-firs and
western hemlocks as well as the sort of tidal pools which
I imagine would have sent John Steinbeck’s Doc of Montrey
wild with delight.
The following day we were up early to pick oysters and

then, with an ideal wind from just S of E, we headed back
towards the other side of the Gulf of Georgia for Secret
Cove, a distance of about 26 miles. Excalibur II carries a
Genoker (possibly and more accurately called a Cruising
Chute) and we had no trouble making 7 or 8 knots over the
smooth, sparkling water. The Genoker tended to wrap itself
round the forestay but we soon made it clear who was master
and, for the rest of the cruise, the sail behaved well. The
passage into Secret Cove is narrow and exciting -- indeed
the whole area reminds me of Glandore to Crookhaven
inside the islands, but on a much much larger scale.
On Saturday, the 4th, a beautiful clear day, we spent time
fishing for salmon - not a bite -- off the nearby Thormanby
Islands but soon got bored with the snobby fish and headed
into Buchaneer Bay for latish breakfast. We spent the day
swimming, sunbathing and sailboarding with occasional
resort to the bottle for lubrication.
I should explain that the Straits and Gulfs inside
Vancouver Island are fiercely tidal down as far as Desolation
in the N.W and up as far as Vancouver in the S.E with a
sort of tidal node in the middle rather like one finds off
Dundalk. The bitterly cold S flowing waters from Alaska
break at Queen Charlotte Strait to flow both inside the
Island and out and the outside stream whirls around the S.E
tip of the Island to flow up the Gulf of Georgia, meeting

itself on the way, so to speak. Thus, the sea is bitterly cold
at the N.W and S.E ends of the Gulf but is remarkably warm
in between -- certainly warm enough to swim. Indeed, the
weather as a whole was rather like an exceptionally good
Irish summer.
On Sunday, 5th August we headed N.W again, fishing
as we went along the Jerre Shoal where we caught a twopound salmon and a ling-cod both of which made an
excellent dinner when we anchored for the night, with stern
line ashore, just inside Fox Island. Swimming and
sailboarding were again the order of the day.
During the night we endured the most incredible storm.
It went pitch black with ferocious rain and hail accompanied
by thunder and lightning. The following morning, August
6th, we fished from the Rubber Duck and caught two
reasonable ling-cod. It was a lovely day, sunny with scudding
clouds and we headed towards West View -- a fairly large
town -- where we were to pick up Dougall, a young friend
of the Byrne boys. We had an exciting sail after safely
passing the aptly named Grief Point and lay snuggly for the
night in the Public Marina of which there are several along
either coast.
On the 7th August (day 6 of our cruise) we awoke to a
light drizzle with little wind. We decided to make Desolation
that day and, motoring smoothly, we passed Sarah Point

At anchor off Mink island.
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Peter Byrne at the helm of Excalibur II as we navigate one of the many narrows between the Islands of desolation.

which is considered to be the "entrance" to the Area. Pop
went a bottle of champagne as it is regarded as a special
occasion when one first passes the Point. Our anchorage
at Mink was quiet and beautiful, tree lined and sheltered
by an interesting rock arrangement which allows several
boats to be accommodated without loss of privacy.
The next day we decided to have a lazy morning fishing
and fooling around. Sean went up the mast to collect a
halyard which had been used to pull up an non-existing sail.
Mid-afternoon, again with the sun blazing, we left for
Refuge which is the last output of civilisation. There is a
small shop and a water-point at the public Marina. A
pleasant place to stay but our destination for the night was
Talbot Cove, in Teakerne Arm, a little further to the N. We
had to lay out 250 feet of chain to get a good anchorage.
On Thursday, 9th August we headed further up the Arm
to look at the waterfall where Vancouver and his men are
reputed to have come to wash. The waterfall is at the exit
of a beautiful fresh water lake -- Cassel Lake.
After lunch, we set off for Octopus Islands which was
to be our turning point. We sailed through narrow, tree lined
passages with sheer towering sides while all the time we were
conscious of the backdrop of the still snowcapped Coastal
Range.
We went through the top end of Lew’s Channel leaving
Cortes Island to port. We had to wait around a little for
the tide at the mouth of Hole in the Wall and filled in the
time by fishing. The Hole in the Wall is another long narrow
passage with problems at one end where the tide runs at 10
knots except for about 15 minutes of slack. We got it just
right and were soon safely through and anchored in a

tranquil cove on Octopus. There were several little bays in
this lovely group of Islands.
The following morning we upped anchor and headed back
toward home. We passed through Surge Narrows where, like
at Hole in the Wall, one needs to get the tide just right or,
favourable or foul, the overfalls would soon suck even a
fine yacht into trouble.
With Gennoker set, a pleasant 10 knot S.W sent us on
our way and we enjoyed the narrow passages, the frequent
islands and the motion of a lively yacht. The wind started
to die about mid-day but we were soon in Drew Harbour
-- a beautifully sheltered sand and tree fringed bay. We were
on the E side of Quadra Island near the southern extremity
of Desolation and were able to take the Rubber Duck for
provisions at Herriot Bay, a small holiday settlement with
a Bar -- the only one we were in on our whole cruise.
In the evening we walked the Isthmus which forms the
Harbour but could not find the ruin of an Old Indian
Fortress which is supposed to be there. On Saturday, 10th
august (the 10th day of our cruise) we set off at dawn as
we had a 45 mile trip and wanted to fish on the way. We
trolled at 60 feet, using the outrigger and caught 4 fine
salmon along the outside of Rebecca Spit. One was a seven
pounder and made delicious eating.
It was an overcast sort of a day with only occasional
flashes of sun but it had brightened up considerably by the
time we anchored in Tribune Bay right over towards
Vancouver Island. An easterly wind got up in the evening
and it became uncomfortable. By 23.00, the persistent
easterly had built up a sea in the bay and we felt it prudent
to haul our anchor and move to the much more sheltered
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Deep Bay on Vancouver Island itself. This was the nearest
we got to visiting the Island, and our only night sail. We
never went ashore but we understand anyway that the
mainland shore, on the opposite side of the Gulf, is far more
interesting.
A reasonably early start next day and a free wind brought
us a fair way down the coast by mid-morning. We were soon
in behind Newcastle Island which shelters a busy commercial
and yachting harbour on Vancouver Island. We moved on
in most pleasant conditions navigating the narrow
Northumberland Passage inside Gabriola. This led to the
exciting Dod Narrows where, once again, one needs to catch
the tide just at the right moment. We were just about halfway through the dog-leg Narrows when we came across a
log raft under tow in the opposite direction and just
managed to slip pass it, wondering what we would have done
if we had been a little later. We arrived back at the Royal
Vancouver Yacht Club station at Tug-Boat where we had
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spent our first night. The sun continued to shine right into
the evening but the water at this point is cold again.
It was here we had our scrumptious dinner of barbequed
salmon, asparagus tips and new spuds followed by rum
baba. Our log say, "yum yum". We strolled the Island in
the dusk and thus ended another perfect day.
Monday 13th August, the last day of our cruise, saw us
loafing around Tug-Boat Island and Silva Bay while we
fished, swam, sailboarded and generally got ourselves into
the mood for ending our holidays. We headed back across
the Gulf on a close reach at 6/7 knots in a 10-knot S.E and
we were soon docked at the Club Marina.
We finished the holiday with a super dinner at Bridges
Restaurant down by the waterfront in Vancouver. Just past
midnight, it seems it was my birthday so the celebration went
on rather longer than anticipated. A lovely end to a really
lovely cruise.

"’Ghostwing ""
Robert Fannin

It was a cold bright day as we headed out of Newport, Rhode
Island, aboard Ghostwing, a Camper and Nicholson A.C.
40. Bound for Antigua W.I. We were among the great flock
of hulls heading S to the warmth and the business of
chartering. It was the 30th of October 1983. The crew were
Jacinta Conroy, 1st mate, Emer O’Grady, Neill Fitzgibbon
and Rucard O’Tierney all Irish and all, with the exception
of Jacinta assembled hurriedly. Neill and Rucard had
phoned me in Newport from Ireland merely a week before
departure. Emer, who had done many passages aboard
Ghostwing, was almost a permanent delivery crew. She was
to join us in New York.
There are two ways one can approach this southwards
passage. One is to go straight down, usually stopping off
in Bermuda, or you can go down through the "Inland
Waterways" as far as Morehead City and then out into the
Atlantic. The latitude there is 32° N. We opted for the latter
for two reasons. The first was the curiosity of sailing through
canals and small towns of the deep south. The second was
to avoid a repeat of last years battering.
In 1982 John McGrath and myself brought two Nic’ 40s
as far as Bermuda. On both occasions we hit storms. In early
winter storms flair up along the E coast of the United States
with a fierceness and regularity which is simply stunning.
The hooligan which played havoc with us left four yachts
sunk and six people dead. Personally I don’t like storms,
the option of an easy sail S sounded soothing.
So out of Newport we were heading, down Long Island
sound, where our first stop would be City Island, just N
of Manhatten. It was a cold sail through the sound, avoiding
lobster pots, searching through the mass of blinking lights
trying to decipher which ones were not. Eventually the dawn
decided for us. We motored throughout this day, watching
the N and S coasts draw closer together, where they met the
tall buildings of New York emerged.
As we pulled into City Island Marina a large red sun was
setting behind Manhatten. It was Halloween night and so
with the help of some theatrical make up, which, strangely
enough, was had aboard, we clad ourselves for the occasion
and headed Downtown to, as the Americans would say,
"party".
Bright and early next morning Emer O’Grady jumped
aboard. We were just surfacing. Emer turned to me as I
stumbled out of the forward cabin. "So this is the crew?"
she said. I turned and saw Neill and Rucard and realised
the source of her dismay. Both sat sheepishly, their makeup smeared darkly about their blood shot eyes. It was not
long after we pulled out of City Island before Emer realised
she was in the company of highly competent sailors and not
a troupe of out of work actors.
By 10.20 on November 1st Manhatten lay abeam. The
sensation of speed driving down the East river is remarkable.
With the five knots of Ghostwing coupled with the rip roar
of the East river heading S you gaze as Avenue after Avenue
open and close before you. Each one revealing a throbbing
mass of human movement. Cars, buses, taxies, skyscrapers,
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glass and people alive on this, the nucleus of American
commerce.
We left the Twin Towers behind and headed into the murk
of New York harbour, where the only thing that moves are
huge barges, sluggishly through the dead water, carrying
their cargoes of human waste. The statue of Liberty stares
down upon all this with no apparent distaste.
By 14.00 we were abeam of the Ambrose Light and altered
course to 210 (compass) to take us down the ocean side of
the New Jersey shore. It is largely flat coast and of little
interest. We motored past the entrance to the Delaware Bay.
There was no wind. I toyed with the idea of turning right
and heading up this beautiful bay but this would add another
120 miles to the voyage and so could not be done. Instead
we would stay outside and enter the waterway at Norfolk
in the Chesapeake Bay. This 125 miles stretch turned into
a long cold beat with the wind eventually dying leaving a
large lumpy sea. At 16.00 on the 4th of November we were
sailing up the long Thimble Channel which leads into
Norfolk.
None of us had been to Norfolk before and although,
vaguely, someone said it was a large Navy town, we had
no idea of exactly how big it was. After a difficult piece of
channel navigation you turn left into the main stream and
monster after gray monster present their sterns to you. We
motored in the dark looking for a place to park. But every
bend in the river would produce another crop of monsters.
Mooring among these would be like parking you roller skates
by Stephens Green. Upon sight of our first docked yacht
we leapt aboard and tied ourselves alongside it, exhausted.
It seemed only minutes later when the voice of our neighbour
broke through the dawn to inform us that a marina lay just
around the corner. And so after a breakfast ashore, where
we feasted on the Southern drawls, we moved Ghostwing
around to Waterside Marina. This is simply a pier extending
from a shopping mall, in return for free mooring and
facilities the visiting yachts supply an alternative attraction
for bored shoppers. We availed of the opportunity to restock
and next morning (Nov. 5th) began our journey through the
canals.
Looking at the chart there are two systems to choose from
"A", and "B". Use system "A". System "B" is an
uncultivated cul-de-sac.
It is necessary to have on hand, in the cockpit, the
respective chart of the canal section. Bouys should be ticked
off as you pass. It often happens, that, rounding a bend,
you find a wide lake in front of you, confusion over what
bouy to head for next will have you rapidly aground. All
though these lakes are wide their depth, apart from the
dredged channel, is usually only a couple of feet.
The banks on either side of the canal are dense with trees.
We were fortunate to catch the late Autumn, a patchwork
of browns, yellows and orange, mirrored in the still waters,
fought to restore itself in our wake.
We had some trying hours in darkness before tying up
alongside a barge in a small town named Coinjack. This little

town provides little in the way of entertainment, so we
created our own with the help of a pack of cards. Here
Fitzgibbon displayed a sense of diligance hitherto unknown.
Early next morning, 06.30 on the 6th of November, we left
the dock and again headed down through "the ditches",
as the locals call them, and out into the Albemante Sound.
Here we put up full sail and roared past the buoys into the
"Alligator River". This long and shallow river is so wide
that at times it’s two shores are hardly visible. The marking
bouys must be found with help of field glasses. Bearing these
two facts in mind I thought it wiser, as darkness approached,
to pull over somewhere and anchor for the night. With a
look at the chart I found that right at the southern end of
the river, by bouy number 37, there was a reported depth
of thirteen feet. We pulled in here and swung comfortably
on an anchor. Again the cards came out and we sat down
for some serious poker. What else, on the Alligator River?
By 07.10 on the 7th, fortunes having exchanged hands
we headed into the canal and by 13.30 we were in the small
but buzzing town of Belhaven. Buzzing, at least, by North
Carolina standards.
It was here that we discovered that what we were sailing
in what is referred to as a "blowboat". "Yes Sir ’dem
blowboats all come through here ’dis time a year" said a
waiter "U-all headed for Beaufort?" Indeed it was Beaufort
we were heading for, not Moorehead City. On the chart the
town is marked Moorehead City, but the canal divides it
in two, on the right it’s Moorehead City and on the left is
Beaufort. I learned later that Moorehead offers little by way
of facilities to yachts where as Beaufort is quite the opposite.
The following day, after a smooth sail down the Nause
River and Myrtle Grove Sound, we pulled into Beaufort.
We went bow-to. This tide runs fast by the dock, a stern-to
operation would be difficult without the aid of powerful
engines.
Beaufort is a yachtspersons paradise. It is inexpensive and
friendly. The Marina offers a car, free of charge, for visiting
boats, an invaluable help for shopping and searching for
spark plugs and the like. A long range weather forecast is
posted daily on the office door. All about is hum of work,
everyone is at it, decks are scrubbed, engine parts are
repaired or replaced. At night in the bars the talk is of the
Islands, the weather, past voyages and dates of departure.
For our part a little restocking remained to be done. By
November twelfth it was time to leave. The rhumb line
distance between Beaufort and Antigua is 1328 miles. Our
intention was to sail a compass course of 150° until we
reached 61° 30’ W then head S arriving off the E coast of
Antigua. The reason for this is to avoid having to steer
directly into the S.W trades which will be met at about the
23rd parallel. By sliding down along 61 °.30’ one should be
close hauled but easily able to make the course for Antigua.
By 16.00 the coast of America was growing smaller on
the horizon. Ghostwing was goosewinged on a icy northerly
and making her five knots.
The Nicholson 40 is, as I have said, a strong heavy boat.
With a gross tonnage of 17 I have always felt her rig to be
a little on the small side. The result is a lack of speed. During
a long passage with light winds this is mildly frustrating but
in fowl weather it is a comfort. She is, without doubt, one
of the most seaworthy boats on the ocean.
The passage had begun. The crew becoming individually
accustomed to the boat, each other and the thought of
spending, at least, the next day at sea. It was decided that
a two hour one-person watch system would be used. This
gave ample time off, eight hours at a time to sleep, read,
write, navigate or do simply nothing. A wise man once
said ’Sometimes I sits and thinks and sometimes I just sits’

For the next two days the wind backed and veered from
N.W to N.E rising and falling from 15 knots to nothing.
Engine on, engine off. Jib up, jib down. The wind eventually
settled in the S.E which made our course with a steadily
rising breeze from the S.W. The barometer began an
alarming descent by midnight we were under two reefs and
a number 3. Although the wind was now consistently
blowing over 40 knots the sea was extremely small and it
was uncomfortably warm. At 08.00 1 took over for my two
hour watch. Something was very wrong with this weather.
I could feel the strength of this wind on the helm. The clock
occasionally registered 60 knots, the seas though, gave no
indication of this. It was as though the wind and sea were
not interacting as they should, as though we were in some
private pocket of meteorological lunacy. Then, off the port
bow I saw two waterspouts. Two grey bending towers of
water spiralling up into the sky. I could not tell how far away
they were or what we should do to avoid them. I had never
seen these things before. They were moving, it appeared,
towards us. Their base was roughly 100 feet across, I
dreaded to think what would happen if they crossed over
us. I thought of changing course, running N, but if these
pair of brats were going to get us, get us, they would. Just
as I was nearing panic, they dispersed. From the middle
upwards and downwards they receded into their respective
elements and were gone. At 10.00, with the wind at 60+
knots the main was dropped and the storm jib raised.
Ghostwing settled down for a storm.
Niell said, with a mixture of discomfort and curiosity,
"I’ve never been in a storm before". Rucard’s only grumble
was he couldn’t take his "Walkman" on watch with him.
It was going to be the first storm for either of them. But
suddenly, during Emer’s watch the wind dropped dead. The
rain poured so heavily that she disappeared from view. ’Well
that’s it" said Jassy,’the eye. A perfect example of a
subtropical storm". Neill and Rucard looked at her, as
though for further information, ’The whole thing will take
up again after this, but from the opposite direction".
And that is exactly what happened. By the following
morning 24 hours later, the wind settled down to 20 knots
and we were on our way again.
We were now amongst the weed of the Sarragossa Sea.
It’s an odd phenomenon, small square fields of Gulf weed
collect due to a back eddie of the clockwise Atlantic current,
playing havoc with the Log. You regularly find that you’ve
being towing twenty pounds of weed for the duration of your
watch. This in turn, turns dead reckoning into a complete
guessing game. Although in these latitudes sunshine is
plentiful so the sextant seldom fails to produce the much
awaited noon position.
By November 20th we reached 61 °.30’ and began our slide
southwards. Each day now got warmer. The sea took on
a deep luminous blue. The day time watches became
uncomfortably hot but the nights were clear and moonless
where you loose yourself between the stars and the
phosphorescence.
Long after the Trade Wind System should have
established itself, wind were still variable and light. Both
books and charts will have you believe that once S of 23°
N you can be reasonably assured of trade winds, from my
own experience this is seldom the case.
If progress was slow it didn’t really matter, we were in
the land of flying fish and sunsets. As with most passages
meals became the fulcrum upon which the day revolved. We
each had a "slave" day which meant on that day you did
all the catering work, including washing up and interior
cleaning. The advantage of this system is, that once your
slave day is over, you have four days off. The standard was
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high, but every fifth day, the days when Emer cooked, it
was exceptional. Emer is a fully qualified charter chef,she
leisurely creates what one would only expect to find in an
upmarket restaurant. So between the food and the sunshine
little attention was being payed to our lack of progress. But,
day by day, miles passed. The moon sight of the 24th placed
us just to the N.E of Barbuda, a low lying island 30 miles
N of Antigua. At 14.30 I scanned the horizon and there it
was, barely visible, but there. Suddenly land fever overtook
us all. We wanted to be ashore. Great attention was paid
to sail trim. Conversation was of "The Red Snapper" or
"The Admirals Inn", of the boats and of the people. Neill
and Rucard looked at each other as Emer, Jassy and I talked
franticly of last years frolics.
By night fall the lights of Antigua were clearly visible. We
sailed by the E side of the island, keeping well out as it is
unlit on all but the N coast. We entered English harbour
at 1.30 on the 25th, dropped an anchor and awaited
morning. It had been six months since we had left from here
heading for Newport now we were back for another season,
my liver winced!
PART TWO
On the 10th of May, 1984, Ghostwing sailed out of
Falmouth Harbour, Antigua, bound for St. Martin and then
directly for Newport, Rhode Island. It was a sad departure.
As Jassy and I had no plans to return for the following
season, these goodbyes were final. A good season was had.
The months slowly drift by, charter after charter, weeks
melting into months, all within the constant sway of palm
trees and white sanded beaches. The proximity of "Race
Week" is the only reminder that this tranquil life will soon
be changing. About a week or so, before "Race Week",
English Harbour begins to fill up with craft of all sizes from
all ports. Hammers are heard through-out the day as the
locals erect wooden structures, everything from bars to
committee desks. Boats are measured for their West Indian
ratings. At night strange faces appear at the watering holes
with news of the outside world, in all a mind boggling affair.
And then there is "Race Week" itself. Whatever is left of
your mind before it begins, there will be little semblance of
sanity by prize giving night. And then, like a bad dream,
it’s all over, leaving you wondering "What was all that
about?" It’s then that you must assemble a crew and get N.
Both Neill and Rucard had found positions as soon as
they arrived, Neill as mate on a busy charter boat and
Rucard as a hand aboard a Swedish vessel on her way
around the world, no less. Emer was still available and
obliged us with her presence. The forth crew member would
be a woman named Clair Murphy. She had never sailed
before, but a willing hand is worth a bucket of experience.
So with myself and an all female crew Ghostwing headed
out of Falmouth on a bright day in May.
St, Martin is a duty free island and therefore a good place
to stop and restock. Apart from the variety of foods
available it is also a good place for cameras, sterios, clothes
etc.
Our sail to St.Martin (we logged 84.1 miles) was
memorable due to another waterspout. There was a line of
dark cloud striping the sky on this otherwise clear day. From
it the spout developed quickly. On our heading of 323°
compass, it appeared off the starboard bow. In this case we
jibed and headed off in a N.E direction. It was clear what
course the spout was taking and therefore reasonably easy
to avoid it. It was nonetheless disconserting to be witnessing
another waterspout. It disappeared before it hit the island
of Nevis.
We arrived after dawn on the 1 lth and made ourselves

comfortable, stern to at "Bobby’s Marina". Here we stayed
until the 13th, enjoying the Island and drinking good wine
at excellent prices.
By 15.30 we were outside Philipsburg harbour heading
W with a stift~easterly breeze under us. Off Point Basse
Terre we altered to our homeward course of 355°, compass.
This gave us a delightful broad reach and the 1462 miles
to Newport seemed as though they would eat themselves
rapidly. One should encounter perfect sailing winds here,
25 to 35 knots according to the pilot chart, from the S.E.
That, when your heading N, is perfect sailing, but before
midnight on the same day the wind died. Perhaps it’s merely
a pause, I thought, and went on to enjoy the moonbeams.
And it did come back briefly. By the following day we were
among the weed again. The sea was lumpy, the wind was
lightening. We played with the M.P.S. to try to make it fill.
When that became frustrating we turned on the motor.
We were carrying roughly 700 miles of diesel fuel. My
problem over the next few days was when should this be
used. In the case of little or no wind do you motor on hoping
the wind will come? and what if it doesn’t? you then wallow
windless 700 miles up the road!
The wind came and went over the next week. At the
slightest trickle the engine was off, the sails were up and
a big "Weeee"! was heard from the cockpit anytime we hit
the 2 knots mark. To make matters worse a lumpy contrary
sea spoiled what little progress could be made.
On May 22nd our position was 30°.33’ N and 67°.00’ W.
We were labouring under a large high pressure system. We
had 320 miles of fuel on board and Newport lay 694 miles
to the N. Thank God for Bermuda. That little lump of
volcanic gathering lay only 160 miles at 052° true. We had
no choice but to head for it. As soon as the decision was
made life aboard began to improve. We broke out some of
our St. Martin wine stock and sat around the cockpit talking
tales of Bermuda as the sun set. The following day about
forty dolphins came to play. They entertained us for an hour
or so and as they were leaving a humped backed whale
surfaced. He appeared and reappeared slowly heading S.
At 09.00 we entered St. George, Bermuda and tied up
alongside our old friends Cuillan of Kinsale and although
it was early morning for him, Brian Smullen welcomed us
with a cup of, none other than, Barry’s Tea. He filled us
in on the weather situation. Apparently while we were
staggering around windless, like a drunken nun, the wind
was raging N of Bermuda. Many boats had to turn back.
This explained the lumpy seas we experienced to the S. So
between boats dribbling in bored with becalment and boats
returning battered from the storm, Bermuda was full,
everyone was waiting for a front to go through which was
expected on Sunday the 27th.
¯ The thing to do in Bermuda is to rent a moped, drink rum,
a lot of it and try to survive the combination. That done
it’s time to go back to sea, lest rot sets in. So by the 27th
we were ready.
The nights were becoming cooler now as we made miles
N. The wind at first was slow to come, in puffs and starts
it blew, first from the S.W then the S.E. Pleasantly it was
always from behind. Our log was badly under-reading due
to the cursed weed. Through particularly bad patches it was
taken in altogether. On the 29th the skies darkened and the
barometer began to drop. The wind did the opposite but
it did stay behind us. We began clocking up miles. The
surfing was riotous. Eventually we were forced to reef as
the weather helm became uncontrollable. With a falling
barometer it was simply a matter of time before the front
would go through and leave us fighting this wind. It was
important to make the best of it.
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The change came at about midnight on the 30th. I went
to relieve Claire at 02.00 and couldn’t believe my eyes. The
boat was bouncing in wild confusion, with no wind and rain
pouring down. About the cockpit birds were scattered "They
came down in the rain" Claire said "just fell out of the sky".
They were those otherwise indestructable "Stormy Petrols",
waterlogged. By dawn, with 80 miles to go, the wind settled
in the N blowing over 60 knots. The sea was without
direction, walls of water would build and topple leaving
nothing but their icy spray. We hoisted the storm jib and
tried to beat home. Normally I would have hove to in these
conditions, but with only 80 miles to go it seemed simply
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unfair to sit here for the next three days being pushed
backwards.
It was a long fight. The engine was used for whatever little
help it could give. Between it and the storm jib by noon on
the 1st of June, Brenton Reef Light was abeam. We were
all extremely wet and cold beating up the channel into
Newport harbour, but we could not have been happier. By
15.20 we were tied up alongside the dock at Williams and
Manchester Shipyard. ’It seems as though something had
changed here" said Jassy, looking around, ’oh! I know,
there are no twelve meters".

Anyone for the Three Peaks
Race? Scandecor 84
John Gore-Grimes

What, you may ask, is an account of a Race doing in the
I.C.C. Annual? The Three Peaks Race is not cruising but
it is unusual and sufficiently mad to appeal to the cruising
man.
The Race was conceived by Doctors Haworth and Jones
two residents of Barmouth, the late Major H. W. Tilman’s
adopted home. Tilman was the first President of the Race
Committee and he presented the prize to the winner of the
first race in 1977. But Tilman was not a man to stand still
and at 79 he set off from Rio de Janeiro on an expedition
towards Antarctica. His intention was to spend his 80 th
Birthday on one of the remote antarctic islands but neither
he nor any of his companions were seen again.
If it is true that Tilman had a fairly cussed streak in a
most determined character, then the concept of the race
reflects his personality perfectly. The sailing and the climbing
are "cussed" and both require a stubborn determination to
complete the course and finish the race at Fort William.
The race starts at Barmouth and the course takes
competitors over St. Patrick’s Causeway and through
Bards~y Sound to the shallow S. entrance of the Menai
Straits and into Caernarvon, a distance of 62 miles. The

runners are put ashore to run up and down Snowdon (3560
ft.) a distance of 24 miles. Boats may, if they dare, sail or
row through the Menai Straits or, they may take the longer
but safer route and pass outside Anglesey, to Ravenglass
in Cumbria. The sea passage here is 92 miles by the most
direct route. Ravenglass is the next hurdle and it may only
be entered or left one hour (or more from shallow draft
boats) either side of H.W. The entrance is a cruising man’s
nightmare, particularly in westerly winds when the surf
breaks right across the entrance. Once ashore the mountain
runners have a 32 mile run up anddown England’s highest
peak. Scafell Pike (3210 ft.) When the time is right the yachts
leave Ravenglass and have a 235 mile sail to Fort William,
meeting the frustrations of the North Channel tides and the
fiercely impetuous currents of the Corryorechan and the
Dhorus Mot. At Fort William the runners have a 17.5 mile
run up and down Ben Nevis (4406 ft.)
This is the course but to complete it, very considerable
organisation is required. A well organised back-up team is
essential; relatively easy, perhaps, for the forces or police
teams but difficult, for the many amateurs who take part.
Findabar of Howth was sponsored by a Swedish Paper

Some of the Shallow draught competitors pulled up the beach at Barmouth. Photo Mats Sonderlund
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Company named Scandecor. The M.D. of Scandecor is Ake
Inghammar, a laughing pint swilling Swede. Scratch the
surface however and beneath the lager and smiles is a tough,
fell-runner, with tremendous organisational ability. Ake is
an effective planner and his English wife Pauline was in
charge of this year’s back-up team. This slight and pretty
girl, a stage singer by profession, looks too good to be any
good. Go for a morning jog with her (I certainly would not!)
and unless you are very good, you will soon be a small black
dot in the distance behind -- a long way behind.
Mats Sonderlund is a young hell blond Swede - a Swedish
orienteering champion, built like one of Brunel’s bridges,
with a body that runs like a well-tuned Ferrari. Mats had
the potential of being one of the fastest fell-runners in the
race. Mats pretty Swedish girl-friend Susanne, joined
Pauline’s back-up team. To see Susanne catch up with
Kieran Jameson and I on Ben Nevis and pass out a puffing,
Paddy, pair with the ease of a gazelle was a joyful sight -a depressingly joyful sight. We had started one hour before
her!
The third member of the back-up team was a young
English orienteer named Mark Elgood. Mark ran up and
down each of the Three Peaks before Findabar’s arrival and
he then went up and down again to act as a one man checkpoint for Findabar’s fell-runners. The final ingredients of
the back-up team were Findabar’s owners Patrick and
Elizabeth Jameson. Up at 04.00 to welcome Findabar, if
that is what was needed. They saw us off at Barmouth,
welcomed us at Caernarvon, consoled us at Ravenglass and Sponsor Ake lngehammer on Scandecor. Photo Mats Sonderlund
cooked us the mother and father of a breakfast at Fort
William. That evening, at the prize-giving, they waltzed and
quick-stepped around the floor like two-year olds. Patrick’s Suzanne de Rietz and Dermot Mouat! the mad monk of Scafell Pike. Photo
constant good humour was a great tonic to red-eyed sailors Mat Sounderlund
and foot-sore runners and Elizabeth, who has the reputation
ili
on the east coast water-front, of being a fairly tough nut,
is actually the soft-centre of the chocolate box. After some
! i
rough and frustrating hours off Ravenglass she welcomed
us ashore with concern and kindness.
Between the sailors and the runners on Findabar was
Dermot Mowat, a hybrid creature, part-sailor, part-runner.
This thin running/sailing enthusiast, ran up Snowdon and
Scafell Pike and then spent unrelenting hours on the helm
between Ravenglass and Fort William. Dermot is the only
man that I have seen, out cold on sail bags on the cabin sole
with his eyes wide open -- a sort of human shark, out for
the count but not quite asleep. This particular posture,
adopted on his return aboard at Ravenglass, earned him the
title "Dermot -- the mad monk of Scafell Pike". The
Skipper aboard Findabar was Kieran Jameson, a sailor who
needs no introduction. Being unused to the racing ways I
was not at all sure how I would manage in Kieran’s expert
and confident environment. It was easy because Kieran lacks
one of the attributes which so many racing folk feel is an
essential part of their karma -- he is not a shouter. Requests
and suggestions work so much better. Sails went up and by
golly then stayed up, to push Findabar’s fine strong hull to
its very best advantage.
I had the easiest job of all, as assistant navigator to the
excellent Decca Navigator.
If you feel that I have put too much icing on the cake
you are wrong! Most of all, successful participation in the
Three Peaks race, requires good back-up and good morale.
We were rich in both aboard Findabar. If you feel that it
would be a good idea to do the Three Peaks race, I would
urge you think a little further. In a way the sailing is the
easiest part, but it will not be easy if you use hippopotami
to run up your mountain and the men of the British Leyland
night shift, as your back-up team.
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As sailors are often poorly designed as tell-runners so too,
are fell-runners ill-arranged as sailors. This is just part of
the "cussedness" of the Tilman plan. It was not just aboard
Finclabar that some of our runners felt and were quite ill
during the sea passages but this was a trait common to all
competitors. Mats had suffered a little and Dermot a little
more on the passage from Barmouth to Caernarvon but,
as we pulled in alongside the pier, they set out purposefully
without a thought for the buffeting of the previous twelve
hours. We were the fifth boat to arrive at Caernarvon and
we were the first monohull Mats and Dermot ran 24 miles
and climbed Snowdon (3560 ft.) in just under four hours.
Ake joined the back-up team while Kieran and I planned
to make the ship ready for departure and to sleep a little.
Before we got to our bunks Patrick came aboard to tell us
that our runners would be aboard in 15 minutes. Mats had
run like a bunny rabbit and had a lot of fuel in his reserve
tank. Dermot had run an incredible speed up and down such
a steep incline, considering that all of Dermot’s running has
been on the flat.
The runners next task was Scafell Pike. Ake and Dermot
had decided to do this testing 32 mile run. We landed them
at 20.40 on Monday 25th June and they set off into the dusk
with the rather severe disadvantage of being some 12 hours
behind many of the other runners. Here the navigator cannot
blame his senior officer, Decca. I had looked at the
Ravenglass entrance at dawn and had advised against an
entry. Cruising people will sometimes press a boat at sea
but are usually very cautious on port approaches. The
entrance to Ravenglass did not look good to me and lacking
the racing motivation I applied cruising tactics ...... tactics
which cost Findabar 12 valuable hours. Knowing what we
learned on the way in, I would definitely enter Ravenglass
in similar conditions if there is a "next time".
Our runners were sorely disadvantaged by the navigator’s
judgment but both Ake and the "Mad Monk" set off into
the dusk with the same spirit and determination as if we had
landed them ashore, first in the fleet. The runners and the
back-up team had a hard night ahead of them. Having run
to the base of "the Pike" Ake and the Monk started their
ascent in pitch dark at 23.15. As they gained height, they
encountered gale force winds and fog which made the
navigation very difficult. Mats joined Pauline, Mark and
Susanne and drove the Scandecor team Saab (supplied by
Saab of Wembley) to the base of the mountain. They then
travelled on foot to pre-arranged points to provide
encouragement and warm drinks for the runners. At the top,
the wind howled and the fog further darkened a pitch black
night. Ake and Dermot spent 25 minutes on the summit
trying to locate the check-point tent, which was sited just
off the Peak. On checking in Ake gave his name and number
and then it was the Monk’s turn:
"Name? asked the Soldier. ’Mowat" replied the
Monk. "Spell it", said the Soldier. "M-O-W-A-T’,
pronounced Smyth" replied the Monk.
Descent in pitch black fog, was a precarious affair. Scafell
Pike took its toll and a couple of teams were completely lost
and had to await daylight. Our runners pressed on and
arrived at the Pennington Arms in Ravenglass at 06.05. They
had run for 8 hours and 25 minutes and had arrived back
in time for a bath and a well-earned breakfast. The Mad
Monk of Scafell Pike told me that he had quite enjoyed his
bath, particularly when the lovely Susanne had burst in with
a mug full of hot tea and a plateful of freshly cut-sandwiches
but, he confessed, "a bath is never quite the same without
you own ducks".
When Findabar was afloat again at 09.05 on Tuesday 26th
June we set off for Fort William. Patrick and Elizabeth were
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on the beach to wave us off and while Kieran and I yawned
and stretched after a good night’s sleep, Ake, Mats and
Dermot danced about the boat without any visible signs of
tiredness.
The 235 mile sail to Fort William took one day, 20 hours
and 15 minutes. We had barely tied up at Corpach when
Ake and Mats were already away, running like mountain
goats up to the summit of Ben Nevis (4,400 ft.). Conditions
on the mountain were good and Mats was first to reach the
summit. Ake found him there, yodelling happily to an empty
world, with snow under his feet and a cold penetrating mist
wafting around the cairn. The descent was completed with
speed and efficiency and our runners returned aboard to
finish the race in just 3 hours and 40 minutes. Ake looked
a little tired, but only a little. The machine Mats looked quite
ready to do the whole thing again in about half the time.
Findabar/Scandecor had finished 15th out of a total of 39
participants.
The running and back-up organisation are undoubtedly
the most demanding parts of the race but it is at sea where
hours are lost or gained. To win this race you must have
good runners and a strong back-up team but to make the
best of sea-time, it is probable that you will have to row
through the Menai Straits. You will also have to get in and
out of Ravenglass on one tide. Findabar’s deep draft
precludes her from entering and leaving Ravenglass on one
tide and her size and weight would make her a difficult lady
to row through the Menai Straits. If I had not given away

Skipper Kieran Jameson. Photo Mats Sonderlund
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the valuable 12 hours outside Ravenglass, we would have
come fifth.
The sailing was a fascinating and demanding challenge.
Kieran and I mainly worked the boat between Barmouth
and Ravenglass but we received great help from our runners
on the 235 mile sail to Fort William.
The start at Barmouth was dramatically windy and foggy.
The gun was fired at 17.30 on Saturday 23rd June and we
beat our way over St. Patrick’s Causeway to Bardsey. We
chose to stand off, but three or four trimaran’s, who coasted
up to Abersoch and inside St. Tudwals, arrived at Bardsey
Sound before the tide turned. We had to beat our way
through, against a foul tide, picking up a free wind and a
favouring current which took up rapidly to Caernarvon.
Nevertheless we had only logged 71 miles on a 62 mile track.
The entrance to Caernarvon is of interest with shifting sand
bars which betray the chart and leave navigation buoys in
quite the wrong places. The race rules permit competitors
to start the engine at the Mussel Bank buoy, half a mile from
the Caernarvon Pier. The runners are put ashore and the
yacht; anchor off. We arrived at 04.50 on Sunday 24th June
and left at 08.55. We were not tempted to row our heavy
lump through the Straits against the tide. The trimaran
Skandia Life (an all girls team), were first to arrive at
Caernarvon and they, with the eventual race winner, the
trimaran Sanskara sailed out around Anglesey ahead of us.
The Marines, sailing a 25ft. First Class and a monohull
Merry Fiddler successfully rowed their way through the
Menai Straits.
Rounding Anglesey was slow in light airs but not quite
slow enough to row. Once clear of the South Stack we set
the spinnaker and held it all the way to the Selskeir Buoy
off Ravenglass. The wind freshened and we had some
orgasmic sailing as Findabar buried her nose and charged
ahead. If anyone thought there was too much wind for the
spinnaker nobody suggested striking it. Kieran is not a man
to take sails down when his boat is straining to get to its
destination.
We arrived at the Selskeir Buoy at 00.30 on Monday 25th
June. The spinnaker was bagged and we sailed up and down
off-shore under mainsail. The tide started to flood at 03.30
and we calculated that we should start to enter Ravenglass
at 08.00. By 06.00 it was fairly bright but the wind was
W.F.5. gusting F 6-7. The sea was confused and visibility
was very poor. Somehow we lost contact with the other
competitors but looking at the breakers on the bar and the
strong on-shore wind, I felt that it would be foolhardy to
enter the narrow two mile channel which leads into
Ravenglass. The Skipper concurred and we sailed up and
down the coast between Sellafield/Windscale Nuclear
Station and the entrance to Ravenglass. The V.H.F. started
to give us bad news. A Belgium Army competitor had gone
aground and had sent out a May-Day. One of the crew had
lost his thumb. Two tri’s had been washed up on the sand,
including the girls on Skandia Life. We learned later that
the girls had been taken off by military personnel and had
been decontaminated in case of exposure to radio-active
waste. That, at least, was the official reason but they had
spent a lot of time in the water trying to push their boat
off the beach. None of this was encouraging for us and for
a while we felt that we had made the right decision. It is
one thing to float off a trimaran or a First Class but quite
another to get Findabar off the beach and back into the
water. At 11.00 we were shattered to learn that some 24
boats had managed, successfully to enter Ravenglass. That
put my caution in a new perspective but all 1 can say is, full
marks to Kieran and to the runners for accepting this
horrible situation with so much good grace.

Ake Ingehammer running to the Ben Nevis summit. Photo Mats Sonderlund

The next eight hours were difficult. Sailing up and down
along the coast, with no chance of entering Ravenglass, at
a time when our runners knew that there were 48 competitors
running on ahead up Scafell Pike, was a frustrating business.
Finally, at 19.45 we motored across the bar. Close by we
could see three yachts stranded on the shore. We dropped
our hook at 20.35. We learned that the Marines and
Sanskara had got in and out on one tide and we saw the
other 22 competitors leaving, as we pulled in. Patrick and
Elizabeth were gracious and kind but they must have had
some miserably disappointing hours during the day.
Kieran and I spent the night aboard and we slept so
soundly that we did not even feel Findabar lie down on her
side and come up again next morning, though the angle of
heel must have been impressive.
We left Ravenglass at 09.05, accompanied by Skandia Life
and some other competitors. By this time we knew that eight
of the original thirty nine starters had retired. Kieran quietly
got the boat going and he got us going too and Findabar
sailed well up to the North Channel and through it. We were
abeam of the Mull of Kintyre on Wednesday the 27th June
at 11.35 and we had a close hard-driving fetch up to
Kinunchdrach Harbour on Jura. Kinunchdrach is just S of
the Gulf of Corryvreckan but the tides there had made
progress impossible. We threw out the anchor which came
up smartly, some 20 minutes later, when we saw Skandia
Life approaching from behind. The race was on again and
Kieran gave Findabar everything she could take as we sailed
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passed the Pladdy Light and up to the entrance to Loch
Linnhe, just ahead of Skandia Life.
It was a dark and breezy night and we held the wind till
dawn, squeezing through the Corran Narrows before the tide
turned. At 05.00 we spotted the Silver Saab speeding along
the road to greet us. The wind went light and for two minutes
we rowed Findabar so as not to loose way. A small breeze
filled in and we were soon sailing faster than the oars would
take us. We tied up at Corpach at 05.50 on Thursday 28th

June and soon afterwards entered the Lough.
Next day Kieran and I climbed Ben Nevis just to see what
the runners were up to. We must say that we were mightily
impressed.
1984 was a good year for the Three Peaks Race. The wind
held up and happily there was almost no rowing. We had
taken four days, 15 hours and 34 minutes between Barmouth
and Fort William. The race winner in Sanskara had arrived
at Fort William just 24 hours before us.

Ravengla~ Harbour
Ravengla~ Harbour: 3½ miles N. Selker Point, is a sandy estuary formed by three rivers, lying between
Urld dunes. Heavy breaking seas are encountered off the entrance in strong winds from S. round to
N.W. Entrance under these conditions should not be attempted. In normal conditions entrance can be
made 3 hour~ either side high water. Entering with the flood (ebb 4 knots max.) keep midway between
dunes until cable marker then hold into S. hank (reasonabLy steep to) until mussel bed on S. side.
Sand bank on Northern ~de, just covered at half tide, lies oppoflte seaward end of mussel bed. From
midway atong mus~l bed bead for a point halfway between viaduct and buildings to the N. Anchor
e~ther just before moorings on stone and mussel, or just past on sand hank.
The barbour dries out completely 4% hours after high water¯ There are no facilities for lying a)ongside
Care should be taken to avoid a shingle spit running in a south-westerly direction from the village. The
shore W. of the village is shoal, and covered with stakes and outfall pipes, The S. leg of the harbour in
the centre of which is a fbh garth, should not be at(erupted without local knowledge. The N. leg of the
hlrbour ill ¯ ~.¯ndy hay with numerous shifting sand banks.
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A Short Cruise on the Connemara Coast
-- Shemite 1984
David Whitehead
Shemite (who is probably well known to Dublin members),
was laid up over the winter of 1983-84 at Adrian O’Connell’s
Yard in Ardbear Bay so the the strains of 10 years racing
in the Irish Sea could be attended to. As a result of "Team
O’Connell’s" labours, the crew of myself, son Duncan (10)
and nephew Keiran White (16) joined a vessel that seemed
like new on Thursday, 21 June.
The glorious weather that had set in at Easter showed signs
of a temporary aberration. It cleared over on Friday evening
and we determined to get underway at 0800 on Saturday.
At the appointed hour we motored out into Clifden Bay
setting the main and 12 foot (working) jib. In the bay we
found a stiff breeze, low flying scud and a grey confused
sea, through which we doggedly plugged from Carricknar6n
to High Island Sound. The boys were both seasick but we
were all determined, warm and (fairly) dry so spirits
remained high despite some discomfort. At 11:40 we were
able to bear off through High Island sound and with Shemite
touching 7 kts on a reach we entered Bofin Harbour at 12:30
after an uncomfortable sail. It blew hard all afternoon
confining us to the yacht until after dinner when we got
ashore at the church after a tough row in the inflatable.
While in Miko Day’s having a pint I met up with Brendan
Holloran (who has succeeded his father Barney on the
Cleggan mail boat) and he told me that as often as not the
weather pattern of the summer reverses itself for a week or
ten days around St, John’s Feast Day. Events were to prove
he was right as regards the West coast this summer.
Incidentally, the old mail boat at Inishbofin--the Leenane
Head -- is the last remaining Connemara Nobby. These
boats were introduced by the Congested Districts Board in
an attempt to develop an offshore fishery in Connemara at
the turn of the century. She is equipped with a diesel and
has a cut-down gaff ketch rig as she still serves as reserve

Shemite at Drinagh Harbour. Photo David Whitehead
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mail boat. She would be an excellent candidate for
restoration when her working days are over.
St. John’s day dawned grey and overcast with a light
westerly breeze. We sailed after lunch but the unsettled
appearance of the weather and a swell deterred us from our
objective of Inishturk (where the anchorage is poorly
protected) so we rolled of down wind to Ballinakill Harbour.
The dramatic entrance between high hills rising into the low
cloud emphasized the remoteness of this lovely bay.
We brought up to anchor in Fahy Bay but our Danforth
failed to hold even in a modest breeze (W, F3/4). The
Fisherman was substituted as bower anchor after which we
had no problems. A grand walk in the evening failed to
produce much in the way of a view as we were in mist the
whole time--a great pity as in clear weather this really is
the most beautiful sea inlet in the whole of Connacht.
On Monday morning we awoke to another day of low mist
but with a W F5 breeze. For several forecasts the sea areas
were split at Slyne Head with much better weather being
predicted to the S. Duncan and Keiran were getting a bit
bored with things so a decision was made to round the Slyne
Head. As the south going tide at Slyne started at 1800 hours
we had a leisurely breakfast and then sailed to Bofin where
the anchor was put down for lunch, after which we weighed
at 15:15 under full sail.
As usual a very confused swell was encountered across
Clifden Bay. There is much refraction of the sea by the
shores and rocks of the almost semicircular bay and one has
to be a couple of miles to the W of a line joining Slyne Head
and High Island to avoid it.
The wind dropped progressively as we approached Slyne
Head so that by 17:30 we were motoring and at 18:10 passed
the Head itself in an irregular and impressively large swell.
No sooner had we rounded than the sky cleared to blue, the
sun shone and the swell subsided. Admiring the dramatic
views from Doon Hill to the Skird rocks we motored through
Lackan Sound and up to Roundstone Pier where we
anchored close to a deserted Black Shadow at night fall.
We awoke to a lovely morning, bright and clear with a
fresh NW wind ruffling the blue water of Roundstone bay
and chasing Shemite around her anchor. The morning was
pleasurably spent in cleaning and victualling and eating an
excellent lunch at O’Dowd’s where we could admire Shemite
and the lovely background of Inishnee through the bar
windows. In the afternoon we set all sail and had a
memorable time exploring the recesses of Cloon Isle and
Birtraboy Bays. What a glorious area this is; a great expanse
of blue water fringed with golden wrack, speckled with green
capped rocky islets and ringed by the mountains of
Connemara.
In the late afternoon we thrashed to windward around
Cruagh Island and ran back through Lacken Sound to our
anchorage at Roundstone. A mighty meal of spaghetti and
a drink in O’Dowd’s crowned a perfect cruising day.
Wednesday June 27 dawned with broken cloud and
patches of sunshine--wind NW F6. I had considerable

Sruth/m Pier - Bdd bhaib{n Reilly dried out. Photo David Whitehead.

difficulty in getting the boys to abandon their sleeping bags,
but eventually they ate their way through breakfast and after
the wash-up insisted on going ashore to buy sweets. When
they had not reappeared at 11:00 1 chased around the town
and found them having a leisurely game of snooker in
Connolly’s pub! As a result we did not get underway until
12:15 when, setting main and No. 2 genoa we sped out of
the bay in glorious sunshine. Having avoided a salmon drift
net (attended by a boat) Shemite danced across a sparkling
sea to McDara’s Island on the most gorgeous afternoon I
can remember on the Connacht Coast.
At 13:30 we bore off with the jib poled out for a rolling
run, down the inside passage to Golam Head. Abeam of
Birmore Island the scene changed dramatically as low cloud
drove in from the W bringing a heavy drizzle and a fresher
squally wind. We gybed around and fetched up into
Kilkeiran Bay where we threaded our way through the rocks
and islands to anchor just off the end to Kilkerian pier. In
a westerly wind there is good shelter and a fair depth of
water just north of the pier end, but it is important not to
be directly to leeward of the alginate plant as it produces
a pretty powerful "niff".
Kilkeiran is a very friendly village--way off the
Connemara Tourist circuit. It has pretty limited shops but
the people are so civil and obliging that it is worth a visit
just for that reason. Its strong point is that it has the only
pub on the water front in the whole expanse of Kilkeiran
Bay!
The next day started out as a real scorcher with a light
easterly. We ran back up the inside Passage to Birmore
Island and threaded our way into Carna Bay. Here the water
is so clear that you actually can see crabs scutting across
the sandy bottom in twenty feet of water. The tide being
past full we did not stay long but ran out and down to Golam
Head as the wind backed westerly again. On a lazy run down
the lar Connacht coast we passed several Gleote6gs who were
making up to Roundstone for the regatta and F6ile McDara.
We rolled slowly by Kiggual and Greatmans Bays, which
opened briefly to our view, revealing further expanses of
gorgeous cruising that we reluctantly passed, and onwards
to the English Rock. Here the wind suddenly whipped
around to NE, giving a rousing beat up Cashla Bay, past
the end of Sruth~n pier. The fairway into Cashla is now
splendidly marked by lit port and starboard beacons. After
supper we walked into Carraroe. Friday, 29 June again
provided us with a lovely sunny morning, but with a near

gale from the west so we stayed at anchor until 15:00, when
it moderated to a strong breeze. We sailed with the No. l
Genoa which we could carry comfortably on a beam reach,
and stormed across to Kilronan in ten minutes over an hour.
While we were eating, a white cutter beat in from the south
with a well reefed main and staysail. On going ashore we
found that my favourite watering place, Bridie Daley’s
thatched pub, had burned down. Owing to the dry spring
there was apparently insufficient water available to
extinguish the flames. This, in Co. Galway, says it all with
regard to the unusual dryness of the summer.
In the morning we awoke to find a perfect summer day
with a light easterly and it seemed the weather disturbance
of St. John’s Feast was behind us, and so it transpired. After
breakfast I was hailed by the cutter of yesterday which
turned out to be St. David’s Light (Gerry and Margeret
Elliot) who had come all the way from the east coast of
England to visit Connemara. They planned to visit Dt~n
Aengus but were disturbed by the easterly wind, to which
Kilronan is wide open. I opined that no harm would come
of it (which turned out to be correct) and reassured them
that deisel fuel can be obtained in Roundstone (the sailing
directions are wrong on this point), which they were going
to bypass on account of this shortcoming. Since Roundstone
is to Connemara as Castletownshend is to West Cork (in
my opinion anyway) to have missed it for the lack of diesel
would indeed have been a tragedy.
We set out at 11:30 and beat slowly eastwards until the
wind failed, then motored for an hour or so, after which
it filled in from the W allowing us to set the large spinnaker,
under which we ran gently into the wonderful arm of the
sea which forms Galway Bay. We baked in the sun as Black
Head slowly passed astern and trees of Rinville poked in
clumps above a horizon that looked as sharp as the edge
of the world. We did not stop until we had penetrated as
far as the Kilcolgan River where the anchor was put into
the mud not 300 yards from Morans of the Weir. As grand
a sail as I can remember. The following day we sailed around
to Rinville where Shemite took a rest on a mooring while
her owner was engaged in less enjoyable pursuits for a while!
The cruise was completed by returning to Errislannen.
This comprised an over night passage to Roundstone. We
beat out to Spiddal where we anchored for a couple of hours
to fill the water tank and have a quick pint at the Cruiskeen
L~n. Thereafter we motored and sailed as the light westerly
breeze filled and failed. We passed through the inside
passage--mainly in thick fog (which brought back
pleasurable memories of the cruise-in-company in Maine)
and threaded McDara Sound into Inishnee.
After a final lunch at Dowd’s (where I was told that £1000
changed hands as a wager in the B~d M6r race at Feile
MacDara!) we sailed in fog so as to catch the tide at Slyne
Head (1800 hours) and beat through Lacken Sound and up
to Wild Bellows rocks. Here we sailed dramatically out of
the mist and into a glorious summer afternoon.
As the wind was light (F2) northwesterly I decided to take
my chance and go through Joyce Sound. We approached
between Carrickclumma Mor and (ditto) Beg and could see
that the central standing wave was breaking across the sound
at (infrequent) intervals. Jilling around in Cromwell Sound
we timed the break and found the shortest clear period to
be five minutes. We closed up and waited for a break-there it is--gun the engine!--a minute of tension as Shemite
leapt forward, rocks racing past-and suddenly we were
through into a scum of white water. Looking back from
Clarke’s Rock we could not easily identify the passage. It
is much easier from the E and I would not want to try it
from the W if there was any swell, as the break cannot be
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seem from the side until you are very close to being
committed to the Sound.
From Clarke’s Rock we sailed gently up to Clifden Bay
and then right down it to the causeway where we anchored
for the night. Next morning Shemite was laid up again with
Adrian O’Connell; the holiday over.
At 275 miles this was one of the shortest cruises I have
ever done but looking back it must be one of the most
enjoyable. The boys were keen and splendid company ( and

1 never had a hangover!) The scenery is unsurpassed and
the navigation always of great interest. Connemara has
changed little in twenty years and we only met one other
cruising yacht. Traditional boats are now a regular and
greatly welcomed part of the scene; the spread of mariculture
(every suitable site now has its raft) and the drift net fishery
has helped to reawaken the maritime tradition of the area.
I cannot help thinking it is the finest cruising around in
Ireland.
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Marden to the South-West
George Nairn

In 1984 I arranged a sale of our home and purchase of a
flat and the move from one to the other looked like coming
just before our holiday cruise. As a result I was obliged to
delay signing on a crew and even the departure date was
delayed from Saturday to Monday 16th July. Eventually
with no sign of a settlement of my sale contract, Marden
left Dun Laoghaire at 14.27 with self, Lyle McNab and
Nicholas Dwyer as crew and under main and large gib.
Incredibly we got no further than Dalkey Sound when the
wind headed us -- we started the engine and dropped the
jib and so we continued to Dunmore East. We had planned
a few hours rest at Arklow but we were making such good
progress with the tide under us that we decided to continue,
leaving Arklow Light abeam to port at 23.25. We continued
outside the banks to Lucifer Buoy, passing Tuskar Rock at
05.00 and entering Saltee Sound at 07.30. By 11.15 Tuesday
17th we tied up in Dunmore East Harbour alongside Xlyati
and Spectra.
Lyle lunched and left us to return to Dublin while Nick
and I showered, shaved and shopped. By 13.15 we cast off
setting the main and jib en route for Youghal. By 13.45 we
had to re start our engine and drop the jib. Off Mine Head
by 19.00 we entered Youghal Harbour at 21.20 and by 21.40
had picked up a mooring in the E bight close to Spectra.
We quickly inflated the punt, affixed the outboard and hied
ashore licking our chops at the prospect of salmon steaks

in the Watergate Inn only to find that it had changed hands
since last year and no food! A few beers and a walk of the
town produced no cooked food so back onboard across a
fierce tide to open some tins.
Wednesday 18th I woke at 06.00 to find that I had
correctly set the clock at 06.50 to alarm but in so doing had
made it one hour slow. By 06.45 1 arose -- started the engine
and dropped the mooring at 06.55 to leave Youghal by the
W bar and through Capel Sound. By 09.15 we were off
Ballycotton Island and altered course for Smith’s Rock
Buoy. At 09.50 we reduced speed to watch Gannets diving
for fish in what appeared to be a shoal. It was 10.15 befc e
we picked up a NNW force 2/3 wind and hoisted the maan
and a little later cut the engine and hoisted the gib. By 11.00
the breeze was almost gone and was around to SE. We
managed just over an hour of sailing with poled out jib.
Entering Kinsale at 14.45 under engine to tie up at 15.15
alongside a French yacht Balmee at the quay at the Marina
entrance. Unusually the Marina was full due to the start of
a single handed French yacht race starting the next day. Nick
and I tidied up the boat, showered at the Club and dead
on time met Peggy and my son John arriving by car from
Dublin to join us. Having loaded the gear from the car and
shopped, we sat down to an enormous meal of plaice stuffed
with prawns, sole, and steak at Jim Edwards Restaurant (No
Salmon or Scampi). We noticed that the prices were up on

Dunmore East -- as handy a port for the cruising man as you’ll find anywhere in Ireland. Photo W. M. Nixon
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Three Pubs at Cape Clear. Photo Dick Lovegrove
last year’s being about £8.25 each. George and Peggy to bed,
Nick and John off in the car to the Spaniard. We were kept
awake all night and until 06.30 by the crew of a Welsh boat
singing and shouting non stop a few yards away in the
Marina. Bad enough for us but what about those singled
handed sailors?
Thursday 19th we cast off at 11.00 under engine -- by
11.30 we had the main and no. 1 gib up, engine off, then
fifteen minutes later we boomed out one jib and
goosewinged another. Alas, after an hour we dropped the
jib and started the engine. By 16.20 we were off Galley Head
and altered course for Glandore Harbour which we entered
at 17.30 to anchor off Glandore at 17.45. Ashore in the punt
for drinks and a meal in the Marine Hotel -- £32 for four.
A walk to see the beautiful little Church -- the oldies to
their bunks and the youngies for more drinks etc ashore.
Friday 20th after a shopping and ice collection party ashore
we left at 11.45 under engine which we exchanged for sails
at 12.15 having a lovely sail all the way to Baltimore where
we anchored at 15.30 to a welcoming wave from Little
Egypt’s crew. After a shopping trip Peggy prepared a supper
onboard following which the boys went ashore on the prowl.
Saturday 21 st up at 09.15 for breakfast and shopping we
watched Silver Foam and off to North Harbour, Clare
Island where we tied up at 16.45 alongside Ronnie Good’s
Thunder Crest lying alongside a trawler on the N quay.
There also we found the Halls in Andante moored in
seamanlike fashion off the E wall. Later an impromptu party
started on Marden including Mervyn, Robert and Philipa
Fowler (Spectra) and Alistair and Muriel McMillan (Brent
Goose) and us.
Ronnie Good and the trawler pulled out to be replaced
inside us by an island trawler carrying sand who announced

that he would move off into the inner harbour at 21.00.
Turning up eventually at 22.15 he explained "Aw sure the
water wasn’t high enough" and to my complaint that I was
to join my friend ashore in the pub shortly after nine he
said "sure they stay in the pubs here until two or three in
the morning". A gallop ashore to Murphy’s Pub but missed
Mervyn.
Sunday 22nd dawned a lovely day and we decided to stay
-- more walks and swims and drinks on Andante. Meanwhile John had gone ashore to look for milk and returned
after some hours with an addition to the crew in the shapely
form of a French girl called Dominique (Domi). A late visit
to Murphy’s Pub.
Monday 23rd we slipped from North Harbour at 11.20
and with wind SE 2/3 we sailed to Schull anchoring close
to Brent Goose off Schull Harbour. Peggy and myself joined
Brent Goose for drinks while the young threesome went
ashore. We shopped, collected water and diesel ashore and
at 18.00 we motored and sailed from Schull through Long
Island Sound where Dominique and I swam and we talked
by VHF with Andante, Deer Hound and Bandersnatch. We
sailed to the end of Lough Buidhe and engined to
Crookhaven where we anchored among a large gathering
of yachts at 21.45 and dashed ashore for food. We found
the town very crowded and at out third restaurant
"Journey’s End" persuaded them to feed us. Chicken
breasts (very small) for three and plaice stuffed with prawns
for two and vegatables charged extra -- very dear and only
partially satisfying. However we were lucky to be fed at such
a late hour. Met Jack Wolfe, Liam McGonagle, Barbara
Fox Mills and John Guinness on our way back aboard at
00.15.
Tuesday 24th all up for breakfast by 09.45 having been
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kept awake again by noisy visitors on a nearby boat. Wind
strength had obviously increased. Later Domi treated us all
to ice cream, fruit, and chocolate sauce before, we lifted
anchor at 14.55 and headed out for sea with the intention
of rounding the Fastnet Rock on our way to Baltimore. By
15.15 we were leaving Crookhaven under main and no.2 jib
hard on the S.E wind F 4. By 15.45 the rich treat, combined
with the large seas building up were having their effect upon
the female section of our crew and an executive decision
made to forget Fastnet and we made for the gap between
Goat Island and Long Island. Back up Long Island Sound
towards Calf Island when it was decided that it was too late
to make Baltimore at a reasonable hour and we turned back
to anchor off Schull Harbour at 19.15. Peggy provided a
first class supper onboard and after a session of Liar dice,
we turned in.
Wednesday 25th Domi was up and dressed by 07.45 ready
to hitch hike to Baltimore where she hoped to join her sailing
French boy friend. We shopped ashore and checked engine
etc and at 14.35 a rain shower, lifted anchor and under sail
proceeded through thunder and lightening. We sailed
through Calf Island Middle and Calf Island East, then
through Gascanane Sound E. Channel. The wind left us,
returned and left us again until at 18.45 down sails and on
engine to drop anchor off Baltimore at 19.00. ashore for
currys at David Lyster’s who was having electrical trouble
due to the lightening. We also called to see Chef de Base
Michael looking for possible crew -- call again tomorrow
to Glenans School.
Thursday 26th at 09.15 up and breakfasted then ashore
to Glenans to look for crew -- none available. Persuaded
by John to go back to Kinsale, we started at 10.50 and motor
sailed -- sailed and motored to Kinsale inside the Stags to
tie up in Kinsale Marina at 19.30. We had another fine meal
at Jim Edwards Restaurant (who also had no electricity when
we arrived) costing a total of £37.64 for four including
drinks. We moved out of the Marina for a peaceful night
and picked up a mooring. John and Nick went ashore again
on the prowl!
Friday 27th refreshed from a good night’s sleep we rose
at 09.15 for breakfast and Peggy and John packed. At 11.00
we motored into the Marina and all drove up town, George
and Nick to shop and Peggy and John set off for Dublin.
Nick and George shopped, showered, lounged about
onboard doing odd jobs and playing Liars also talking to
Leo Conway who had tied up alongside in By-Pass. At 18.45
we cast off and moved to the same mooring where Nick
cooked a very good supper. 21.00 and we were off ashore
to the Club and Jim Edwards Pub and for a walk.
08.50 up for breakfast and by 09.30 Nick ashore to do
a little shopping while George cleaned up. By 10.03 on
engine and up main we slipped and left Kinsale, getting a
nice breeze we cut our engine at 10.22 and passing the
Bulman Buoy at 10.35 we passed between the two Sovereigns
at 11.05 and drove on at 5.5 knots before a SW F 5 altering
course to get a comfortable run. But by 13.30 the wind had
increased to F 6 and I found the dinghy upside down -- we
deflated and brought it inboard -- reefed to first slide and
reduced to no. 3 jib. By 14.00 we had Power Head abeam
-- 16.15 Capel Island abeam. We ran out to sea gybed and
in towards the land several times spotting Taikoo the Ocean
Youth Club Yacht a couple of times. Nick swears we touched
10 knots and I can stand over 9 knots. 19.00 and we had
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Mine Head to port and a reduction in wind force to F 3/4
but increased again. We had a very dark approach to
Waterford Harbour and had some difficulty in recognising
the NW shore but eventually at 24.00 we tied up alongside
Taikoo in Dunmore East. Ashore to the Club for well earned
pints, we finally got to bed, after a meal onboard, by 01.40.
Up at 08.00 Taikoo moved out and Nick cooked a huge
breakfast and we moved across the harbour at the request
of the Customs Officer (acting as Harbour Masters
Assistant). Nick shopped and we both showered. We
shopped, walked, ate and rested after our long sail on
Saturday. Off to bed by 23.10.
Monday 30th 04.50 alarm clock sounded off I woke Nick
and our neighbours and on the dot of 05.00 we cast off and
left under engine. By 05.30 we had the main up followed
shortly by the jib. 05.00 off Hook Head we laid course for
Saltee Sound. 07.40 and we were altering course again this
time through Saltee Sound. 07.50 and we were through after
a very bumpy wind against tide passage. 08.48 Barrels Rock
abeam to port 09.06 and we had Barrels Rock Buoy abeam
close to starboard and altered course for Tuskar Rock. 09.42
Tuskar abeam 2~ miles to starboard. 10.11 and we had
Lucifer Buoy alongside to part we set course for S.E
Blackwater Buoy. And so we continued outside the banks
with the wind freshening requiring a dropped jib and a reef
in the main. At 16.30 we entered Arklow Harbour and at
16.40 secured alongside Taikoo again the dock. 18.15 and
Taikoo pulled out as we motored off rescuing one of their
fenders dropped and which we returned onboard. A fine
meal cooked by Nick when we were boarded by the Assistant
Harbour Master requesting £7.50 dues. Whereupon we
decided to sail on to Wicklow which we reached at 21.55
to cheers from Taikoo’s crew. It started to rain heavily and
we walked to the Club for showers and beers and telephone.
After breakfast we shopped and left the harbour at 11.15
with the wind NNE we hoisted sails and motor-sailed. By
13.25 the wind had gone around astern and at 14.10 we were
able to cut the engine and goosewing the jib. We called the
R ST. G YC on VHF and gave Christy an ETA of 16.00
or 16.30 and were pleased to enter Dun Laoghaire Harbour
at 15.50 to motor into the dock and unload into Peggy’s
car. At 16.58 we were back on our own mooring in the East
Pier bight.
Destination
From Dun Laoghaire
To
Dunmore East
To
Youghal
To
Kinsale
To
Glandore
To
Baltimore
To
Clare Island
To
Schull
To
Crookhaven
To
Schull
To
Baltimore
To
Kinsale
To
Dunmore East
To
Arklow
To
Wicklow
To
Dun Laoghaire

Distance
Engine
Log miles Hours Hours
91.00
36.00
31.40
26.50
14.20
6.40
5.10
6.20
15.10
8.50
37.60
70.80
57.90
~11.70
21.70
440.10

21.00
8.25
8.20
7.00
3.45
1.45
1.20
3.45
4.20
4.25
8.35
13.57
11.40
2.40
4.50

21.00
8.15
6.41
4.45
.30
.30
-1.15
.20
’
7.05
.49
7.05
1.00
1.03

102.67 58.73

Pilgrimage to Quiberon
Torn O’Keefe

If we were ever going to log a cruise of any significance as
a family unit, 1984 was to be the year. Linda had just
finished her first year in College and foreseeably would not
be spending any great amount of time in future Summers
idling hours away on our Club Shamrock Orion. Joann was
putting all her energies into her studies for the Leaving
Certificate and might not be around for protracted cruising
for long more, while John our fifteen year old and least
enthusiastic of our crew was still young enough to be
shanghaied. And where better to aim for than the Quiberon
Peninsula, home of the Ecole Nationale de France where
Linda had attended an instructors course in 1983, under the
sponsorship of I.Y.A.
After an exhausting series of six races during W.I.O.R.A.
week, all was hurriedly piled on board and we headed off
for Valentia on July 7, with a doubtful forecast of strong
southerlies. By mid-afternoon it was apparent that the
vagaries of the weather had control of our destiny as we beat
for shelter into Smerwick Harbour against 35 knots of wind,
anchoring just W of Carrigveen. The ardours of the previous
week began to show in Joann as she now went down with
a septic throat. Linda and John hitched into Dingle for
antibiotics, as we lay at anchor off Ballynagall pier.
Menacing cumulo-nimbus rolled in from the S while the
wind piped up to a hefty 45 knots. We were on a lee shore
so the trusty fisherman’s anchor was heaved over the side
as a back-up for the main anchor.
A nasty chop had developed by the time the duo returned.
Ferrying them back in the inflatable was out of the question
and we were fortunate to be able to call three fishermen in
a power boat who brought them out for us. We were tested
to our limit to get the two anchors back on deck but were

rewarded with an exhilarating run back to our relatively
peaceful anchorage, the thirteen H.P. Volvo coping well
with the demands of the situation.
On to beautiful Derryane, then to Schull and to Kinsale.
The loo had broken down and great care was then taken
in the selection of a plastic bucket, an article which was
destined to become worth it’s weight in gold.
At last, on Monday morning, from Crosshaven we set sail
for Penzance. By 16.00 we were about ten miles E of the
Kinsale gas rigs. As darkness approached the wind fell very
light and we had to resort to the engine. There was some
company throughout the passage and as we closed with the
land we were cheered to hear on the V.H.F. the voice of
Capt. Healy requesting, through Land’s End Radio,
permission to berth at the wet dock in Penzance that
evening.
Our landfall was made off Pendeen Lt. and as we had
a favourable tide we took the passage inside the Longships,
then around by the Runnelstone buoy and into Mounts Bay.
At 15.00 we anchored outside the dock and later entered
in Asgards’ wake. It was great to see the familiar face of
our good friend Barry Martin directing operations on board
the Irish vessel.
We had a great session that evening with Barry and his
crew in the Admiral Benbow Inn, a pub full of atmosphere
and character. The next day John visited all the fishing tackle
shops in the town intending to buy a fishing reel which he
finally did. The question of where best to make a landfall
in France was bothering me some but I was lucky to be tied
up alongside a ketch owned by a local businessman who
tripped across on a regular basis. He was quite adamant that
L’Aberwrach was by far the best, with the spectacular
lighthouse of the Vierge, the highest in Europe, less than
three miles E of the main entrance.
With this in mind, on Thursday morning, we laid a course
for France, with the wind freshening to about 15 knots once
we hit open water. Towards nightfall, "to snug her down"
we changed to a number 2 genoa and put a reef in the main
but we were still doing over 6 knots so we opted for a number
4 jib which gave us a comfortable five knots. The wind
steadily increased to about 24 knots so we threshed along
through the night, with the lights of other craft visible at
all times and a starry canopy overhead. Ile Vierge Lt. was
sighted by the girls on watch at 01.00 and within a couple
of hours we hove-to off Ile Vierge, put on the kettle and
let the tidal stream bring us down towards the Libenter buoy
which marks the entrance to L’Aberwrach. At dawn we
sailed along the clearly marked channel, past the Pot de
Beurre beacon and picked up a white mooring buoy just off
the pontoon.
The hospitality we received in this lovely little port was
heart-warming. Returning from their first reconnaissance
of the environs the girls reported that a Monsieur Varine
who was on his way to Ireland, wanted to talk to us and
so had invited the family for breakfast on his boat. When
we arrived we were served a delightful meal of scrumptious
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croisants and coffee served in bowls. He was anxious to
know, among other things, of a safe port on the W coast
of Ireland where he could leave his boat unattended for a
few days, if necessary. I offered him my vacant mooring
in Fenit, which he gladly accepted, offering me, in return
his pontoon berth on Ile de Yeu.
The manager of the port de plaisance was extremely
helpful. We had no french currency on arrival, just
Eurocheques, so be and his brother-in-law gave Mary and
me a lift in his van to the bank in a nearby village.
Next day, with the tide turning S at noon we headed for
Morgat, but we found ourselves in fairly dense fog at the
harbour mouth, with visibility down to half a mile. At first
we were reluctant to negotiate the Chenal Du Four but seeing
two boats ahead under spinnaker and two behind we opted
for going. I had Imray chart no. C35 which is excellent for
this area, to give additional confidence. We passed Le Four
lighthouse, unsighted, bellowing in our ears, then on to La
Valbelle tower, the entrance to the Chenal proper, gathering
speed all the time as the tidal stream increased. Here, to our
relief, the fog began to lift, somewhat. We rounded Cap
de La Chevre at slack and took the start of the flood up
to Morgat.
For us, Morgat is really special and we have fond
memories of the place. On arrival Linda rang Jean and
Moniques, friends whom she met in Quiberon the previous
year. Jean is a full time sailing insturctor, employed by the
Dept. of Educations. He travels from school to school, so
that each child receives a sailing lesson per week.
He and his wife, Moniques came on board that evening
and we passed a pleasant few hours together. We had a
crowded cabin that night as we also had Jacques and Nicole
Rioll, from Paimpol who were taking their boat Tir na hOg
to Benodet. They were just ahead of us as we entered the
marina and I was intrigued to find out how such a name
got on their transon. Both have an interest in Irish
mythology so stories of Fionn McCool and his contemporaries were given an airing that night in Morgat.
On our way again the next day, through the Raz de Sein
at H.W. As we approached the sound dense fog swept in,
bringing visibility down to 70 yards, the thickest I’ve ever
seen. We barely had time to fix our position enabling us to
steer a course midway between Trevennec Lt. and La Vielle
Tower before turning S taking La Vielle to port, working
on compass and a very audible sound signal. The girls
seemed to enjoy the situation adding to the cacophony with
their own contribution from a lung operated platelayers
horn. The thumping of a large engine increased dramatically
on our starboard quarter and a 70 foot fishing vessel plunged
out of the fog not 30 yards away, going at high speed and
cutting across our bows. Adrenalin flowed freely on Orion!
Shortly afterwards we turned on a course for the Pte. de
Penmarch and gradually the fog began to lift. Visibility
never really became great but this only added interest to the
passage compelling us to maintain an accurate course and
a careful look-out for all the relevant marks. After
Penmarch we gave a tow for a few miles to a French yacht
Gullvinec. By late afternoon a light breeze came up allowing
us to set the spi for an hour. Three whales were sighted
heading S shortly before we picked up the leading marks
for Benodet. As we motored up the estuary towards the Port
de Plaisance we could get the fragrant aroma of pine trees
adding further to the beautiful scene unfolding before us
and giving us an impression that will last for many a year.
Next day was spent exploring the charming town of
Benedot, its promenade and sandy beaches. We visited the
yacht club, an old "converted" church, interesting but
deserted at the time of our visit.
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At 07.30 the next day we were off on the final leg to
Quiberon. We sailed inside the Ile de Glenans, looking very
attractive in the bright sunlight; on, S of the Ile de Groix,
N of Belle Ile and through the Passage de La Teignouse.
Here there were craft everywhere, small fishing vessels, naval
ships and yachts by the score. Rounding La Teignouse Lt.
we enjoyed a lively sail to Port Haliguen berthing at the
visitors’ pontoon. Shortly, a yacht with a male teenage crew,
on a delivery to the Morbihan pulled alongside and quicker
than it takes to say "Dia’s Muire Duit", Linda and Joann
were making arrangements with them to visit Quiberon, a
two mile walk, to sample the popular local delicacy, Les Niniches, hot toffee rolled onto a stick.
On the other side of the pontoon, the ensign of the Royal
Cork flew from the stern of an Oyster 35. We soon met
Vincent and Maureen O’Farrell with family and friends, and
that night we had a rollicking hooley aboard Sandy Ways
singing a vast selection of songs to the accompaniment of
Vincent on the button accordion.
In all we spent four glorious days in Port Haliguen. By
taxi we visited the nearby National School of Sailing where
Linda renewed a few old acquaintances.

On July 28 we began the return trip. First to Lorient,
where we berthed in the dock marina at the city centre once
more beside "Sandy Ways". Then to Concarneu, the busy
fishing port. The fish market there is an impressive sight.
On to inhospitable Loctudy, just N of Benodet and through
the Raz de Sein to Cameret. This time we took the Raz at
L.W. with about 15 knots of wind from the S. "No one
passes here without sorrow or pain" declares the postcard
of the Raz and this proved to be the case for us once again.
Having put La Vieille behind us in relatively untroubled
waters, we headed N for Trevennec Lt. A barrier of broken
water barred the way. In vain we scanned the area for a gap
so we ploughed through it suffering little more than dry
mouths and a few splashes on deck. The wind was now
increasing and by the time we rounded the Pte. Du
Toulinguet to round up for Cameret we had two reefs in
the main and the No. 4 jib.
We had an enjoyable stay at Cameret. The pontoon was
packed with boats waiting to go North or South. Con
O’Callaghan from Monkstown pulled alongside that evening
and regaled us with hair-raising yarns of his sea-adventures.
Con was out on the night of the Fasnet Race Disaster and
was bucketing knee-high water out of the cabin subsequent
to a leak developing in the anchor-well. We also met the
intrepid trio of Siamsa, of I.C.C. fame, who were heading
for Belle Ile.
One of the attractions of Camaret is the ease with which
duty-free wine and spirits is made available. One merely has
to have a simple form signed by the local Customs man,
present it to the wholesaler a few doors down who delivers
the order to the boat. The whole operation can take less than
an hour.
On Sunday, at 06.30, with an ample supply of above on
board we headed N passed Pte. St. Mathieu, through the
Chenal de La Helle and set course for the South Bishop.
That night was one to be remembered. We sailed close -hauled into a light breeze and gentle swell. A bright moon
shone down on a warm sea and a silvery wake stretched out
behind the boat as the phosphorescence lit up our trail.
Regularly, we ploughed into shoals of fish, swimming on
the surface, who scattered in all directions, each one a
glowing streak in the water.
At dawn the Bishop appeared and we were sorely tempted
to pull into St. Mary’s but we resolutely headed N. The
northerly wind continued to increase and by evening we were
banging into a lumpy sea with the tall narrow No. 4 set and
one reef. At 0.200 on Tuesday morning we tacked onto
320°M and this course brought us into Baltimore, a tired
but happy crew, 64 hours after leaving Camaret.
The following night was spent in Castletownbere where
we met Brendan and Rose Walsh also homeward bound.
A leisurely beat the next day brought both craft to
Knightstown. Onto the Great Blasket for a picnic and short
sojourn before turning into Tralee Bay.
Berthing at the pier in Fenit we were amazed to see a
familiar French sloop in our mooring. Yes! Monsieur Varian
had taken us up on our offer. And the name of his boat!
Wait till you hear! Orion.

Destination

Date
1984
July
8
11
12
13
15
16
19
21
22

From
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

28
30
31
Aug I
5
8
9
10

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
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Fenit
Smerwick
Derrynane
Schull
Kinsale
Crosshaven
Penzance
I’Aberwrach
Morgat
Benodet
Port Haliguen
Lorient
Concarneau
Loctudy
Camaret
Baltimore
Castletownbere
Knightstown
Fenit

Distance
Log miles
25
33
39
50
17
152
100
49
56
58
30
32
14
59
271
32
42
46
1105

Crew Tom O’Keefe
Mary O’Keefe
Linda O’Keefe

Joann O’Keefe
John O’Keefe

Skyward in Wild Goose
Wallace Clark

Wild Goose took us N again in the magic weather of 1984.
Who would ever have expected two calm, sunny summers
in a row?
She was late in and did not get her keel wet until the end
of June. I was lucky enough to sail with Arthur Hezlet in
France at Easter, five days eastwards from St. Tropez. His
newly acquired Agivey is a plastic Colvic 32 footer which
had wintered in Nice after coming S through the canals from
Poole last summer. The weather was fine, we had sun and
fair winds but the south of France had deteriorated since
we last cast an eye over it 25 years ago in Wild Goose.
Harbours are crowded and over organised. There is a Quai
d’Acueil in each one which means that berthing is by
permission and expensive.
At the beginning of July Wild Goose left the Bann on
Friday evening with Big Willie, Wee Willie, Chris Tinne and
myself. A wet misty evening turned brighter as we headed
E for Rathlin then N as the tide turned for Islay. Dusk saw
us entering Ardmore and dawn saw fallow deer grazing on
the shore within 50 yards of the boat. Later when we landed
some calves got trapped in a well fenced field. These tiny
and exquisite creatures about as big as a greyhound, galloped
with amazing speed across the plough and eventually cleared
a five foot fence in a single bound.
We had to stop for a tide at Port Askaig. This was no
hardship with the amenities of the pleasant hotel under the
hill where the Willie’s challanged the Islay team to a darts
match and Bruno Schroder came down for a drink and
showed us the life boat called after his father. This is one
that turned over twice in a gale a couple of winters ago
without suffering any causualties. The rival darts captain,
by the time we got back to the pub, was showing his skill
with a hammer and how to cure a leaking pipe by flattening
it extensively. We had the impression by this stage that he
was flattening the wrong pipe. Be careful next time you visit
the gents.
Next call was Colonsay where we spent the night alongside
the N side of the pier, uncomfortable enough in the morning
as the wind came in from the E and we were dipping our
counter before we got out. A better berth in these conditions
was off Oronsay where there is a great deal more water than
the chart shows inside Ghaodeamal. WE anchored in 8
fathoms off the beach and later met Adam Bergius who was
leaving, having just sold his farm. He was busy chaining
a stainless steel cup of beautiful design enscribed as "a gift
to enchanted Oronsay" to a large rock by a secret well at
the Coal Cottage. I do hope it is allowed to stay there.
On the way N we stopped at Dunchonnel the N end of
the Garvellaghs. That day, in the heat of a perfect spell of
July weather it looked as red and as calm and as inviting
as any calanque in the Maures of Provence. At Oban we
were allowed to lie off the pier immediately to the rear of
the railway station for a small fee. We found ourselves
outside an American schooner called Guayacan. A sing song
developed that night and the girls on board seemed quite
keen to show us that they Guaya-could. Here the Willie’s
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left; Chris and I took Wild Goose up to Tobermory where
we had a brief brush with the Bunting before going on up
to Eigg and so to Armadale at Skye where we left her on
a mooring owned by John Manel. He kindly looked after
her for the two and a half weeks until June and I were able
to come back in August for some quiet sailing inside the
island.
We first went S to Eigg for a mixed hockey match.
Schellenbergs versus McDonalds. The Schellenbergs won;
casualties were remarkably light. This was followed by a
candle- lit barbecue in the Cathedral Cave on the S side of
the island and next day the festivities continued with a
fiercely contested game of French and English in the garden
of the Lodge.
After such intense socialising we felt like a day or two
off and headed W for Rhum where I had promised June
a black tie dinner to follow the one which I had enjoyed
with the McDonald Clan there in May. You normally have
to give Mrs. Beeton a couple of days warning. This time
we were unlucky as they had had a major cancellation and

Wild Goose off Colonsay

allowed the staff to go on holiday. We made up for this by
proceeding to Isle Ornsay for dinner at Kinloch. The Lord
McDonald will meet you at the quay. The atmosphere is one
of a private house and the food superb.
Ted Searles, who lives at Ornsay joined us -- a good
crewman often available at short notice.
We had a noon balloon with Ian Noble, crews of French
boats from La Rochelle and a sculptor who sets up shop
each summer on the pier. At Kyle of Loch Alsh we were
made welcome alongside a large naval recovery vessel. They
assured us that if we sank in the night it would be quite easy
to pull us up. Looking at the rust on their top sides we were
not quite sure who was due to sink first. We dropped Ted
the next day at Plockton then proceeded up to Slum Bay
in Loch Carton. This was so pleasant that we spent a couple
of days there sheltered and secluded with a small eat-house
ashore, hills all round mirrored in clear water and good
shellfish.
Back then to Eilean Donnan where we had great difficulty
in anchoring in the 3.5 fathom cove S of the castle and
eventually finished up in Totaig which has plenty of tide
running through it on the ebb but very pleasant once you
are in with oak and birch trees close down to the water’s
edge and a little cottage by the stone ferry pier. Then it was
Sandaig, to nostalge around the relics of Gavin Maxwell,
and meet Bonnie Doon a fine big ketch from the east coast
of U.S.A. with Gaults on board in a very hospitable mood.
And so on to Camus Doin in Loch Hourn, probably the
most beautiful bay Wild Goose has ever been in. It was calm
and sunny and hard to imagine how fearsome it must be
when the gusts roll down the hillsides in southerly gales.
Today it combined snugness, and grandeur, tapivert of green
grass with sheep grazing on the low point E of the bay, with
high bare hillsides, firm going if you wanted to climb, and
utter stillness all round only broken by the chatter of the
waterfall in the burn at the south of the bay. It provides
shower baths and bathing pools all in one.
We met Galena there, skippered by Robert Smith, of the
Belfast ship building family, now resident in Aberdeen. Next
day I layed a mooring assisted by Ted at Isle Ornsay and
left Wild Goose once again for Miles to pick up and bring
home. It had been possibly the best fortnight June and I
have ever had.
Miles arrived with a crew of style and beauty but not
strong on experience. There were a lot more experienced by
the time they got to Ireland. A great slashing passage with
a fair wind took them W of Eigg to Coll. Arinagour was
calm and not folly, although it blew like stink from the W.
Next day they abseiled at Ulva and then went out to Staffa.
"It would have been calm enough to sail Wild Goose into
Fingal’s Cave, Dad". I wish he had -- the photograph would
have solved our Christmas card problems.
Then it was Iona, Tinkers Hole, a pub crawl at Colonsay
and down once again to Ardmore. The weather was blowing
up by this time and a forecast of force 7 N.W for the next
day.
Ardmore, the easterly tip of lslay close N of the light on
Eilean Chiurn, is a favourite arrival and departure of ours
in Scotland. Pretty surroundings, most hospitable folk
ashore when the McTaggart family are at home or Ishbell
their housekeeper is available. It is shallow at the head; you
can anchor comfortably in two fathoms just short of the
boathouse on the N side S of a ridge of rocks which divides
the harbour at this point leaving it fairly narrow. By this
time Simon Miles’ most experienced friend, had left; Mark
and Sarah remained. The wind in the night came right round
N.E. blowing almost directly into the bay. Miles was up at
0200 and got the fisherman anchor out on a long warp,
which held, as he put it, like the Bank of England.

A Fine Figurehead! Wild Goose off Coil

Next day they were weatherbound; this was Sunday 9th
September. That night produced strong winds and again
reflected by the land the winds, W outside, came right into
the bay.
At 6.15 next morning under Trysail, storm jib, mizzen,
and reefed staysail they sailed. It was six hours before H.W
Belfast
and the start of the S going tide -- the lee of the land at
first - a wind N of W FT. They were able to lay the course
for Portrush but once clear of Islay were losing the horizon
in a 15 foot swell. The mizzen and staysail had to come off
and Miles had a feeling that they should ease off for the
Irish Sea. The weather cloths were burst by water on the
side decks but not much else came on board. By 10.00 they
were about 6 miles E of Kintyre and 2 hours later got into
the lee of the Irish coast.
It blew harder than ever there, a good F8 and they were
thankful to get into Carnloch at 15.00.
I met them there, rolling a little as they walked on the
hard stone quay, but enthusiasm undimmed. We moored
Wild Goose beside a large engineless fishing boat which was
unlikely to be going to sea. Mrs. Smith, the harbour mistress
assured us we would be undisturbed. It had been a good
decision to sail, with the right choice of rig and wise to break
off for the Irish Sea -- a fine hard weather passage to end
the season. The heather on the bowsprit looked a little
bedraggled after having dipped into so many waves on the
way over. That was soon put right before I brought Wild
Goose round next weekend to lay up. She seemed to be in
a jaunty mood as if she was proud of herself, making light
of wind-against-tide in Rathlin Sound.
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An incidental cruise to the South
Coast of Ireland
Aiastair McMillan
Brent Goose is a Shipman 28. Crew: Brian Glynn, Norman
Sparksman, Muriel McMillan, (who joined and left in
Glandore) Alastair McMillan, owner-skipper.
We departed Howth for, places south on, 16th July at
12.30 with an ebb tide under us and a light SE wind. The
prospect for the next fortnight looked good and we
anticipated a cruise without incident. It was reading the log
and thinking back over the cruise that I realised that it had
been punctuated by a number of incidents.
Incident one. During the first two days of the cruise the
weather forecasters were promising us NW F2 -- 4 winds.
What could be better for going southward along the East
Coast. Unfortunately all these north westerlies blew from
SE. However they were never very strong, so motorsailing
was the order of the day.
We carried the ebb to Arklow. We took a six hour rest
in Arklow and came out on the next ebb 02.00 on Tuesday
17th to continue our journey south. Incident two. As we
exited between the piers at Arklow in a flat calm under
engine, there was a gentleman in a suit and soft hat, fishing
with a net from the end of the pier. Though I wished him
"Good Morning" I received no reply. Between Arklow and
Dunmore East there was little or no wind. We sailed when
it was possible otherwise we were using the engine. As the
day wore on it became sunny and warm.
Incident three was the necessity to turn the engine "Stop"
cable from a non-stop cable to a stop one. We had just
completed this job when Incident four occured. The
"Folkboat" fleet started to arrive and before you could say
"Folkboat" there was a trot of ten of them outside us. This
resulted in a lot of cross deck traffic and some skillful
manoeuvring the following morning to extricate ourselves
to put to sea.
Dunmore East is one of the few places where the public
toilet facilities are well kept. There is plenty of hot water
for washing and showers are available.
Before leaving Dunmore I consulted a fisherman about
the disposition of fishing nets between Dunmore and
Crosshaven. The advice I got was to go a mile S of the Hook
before turning W for Cork. Despite this advice nets turned
out to be a problem.
Wednesday 18th was a fine, sunny and warm day. We
had fitful spasms of wind, but the engine was running for
most of the day.
Incident five. After about four hours running the engine
ignition light came on. "No", the belt driving the alternator
was okay, but the coils in the regulator were very hot. The
regulator had been fixed to a bulkhead in the engine
compartment. We decided that it required air to circulate
around it. We spaced it off the bulkhead with a couple of
spare nuts and left the cover off. This helped. Eventually
I switched off the ignition key. This action cooled down the
regulator. (Subsequently, after the cruise, talking to John
LeFroy of Emerald Star Line, he said that was the right thing
to do because the ignition light coming like that indicated
that the battery was overcharged. WARNING. On no

account switch off the main battery switch as that will burn
out the alternator in a matter of minutes. These inspections
and adjustments had taken about an hour to carry out. We
started up the engine and were on the way again.
Incident six. It occured when the helmsman inadvertantly
went the wrong side of a fishing net marker buoy and we
were caught in a net. Fortunately he had put the engine into
neutral so our propellor did not become entangled. However
the net was caught between the skeg and the rudder. With
a certain amount of difficulty and a small amount of damage
to the net we managed to extricate ourselves. If there had
been a lot of wind or a big sea we would have been in a
lot of trouble. These incidents extended our time in
completing the leg by two hours making our arrival time
in Crosshaven 23.10 hrs. To our astonishment we were
greeted by the sounds of a pipe band and plenty of full voice
singing. Cork Week was in full swing. We were fortunate
to find a berth on one of the marina pontoons without
having to cross other boats.
Incident Seven. We tried to use the public telephones. No
phone worked because there was a "go slow" at the local
exchange and all the phones had been shut down at 18.00
hrs.
Having sampled some of the refreshments dispensed by
the R.Y.C. we retired to bed for a good night’s sleep
knowing no one would be crossing our decks.
Incident Eight. About 03.30 there was a lot of thumping
on the deck. I thought someone had boarded from the
pontoon and was trying to remove something from the deck.
It was only a late arriver making fast outside us. I wish he
could have been a little quieter.
On Thursday 19th we started from Crosshaven with a fair
wind to make for Kinsale. At first the sea was lumpy and
the sky overcast. As the day wore on the sun came out and
we returned to blue skies. The wind was light easterly but
it fiddled about during the passage remaining always fair.
Eventually we had to resort to the engine again.
Incident Nine. About 13.30 we were having a light lunch
when a blue shark swam by. Looking aboard he said "Is
that all there is for lunch".
We tied up alongside Marie Claire from Howth in the
marina at Kinsale in the early afternoon and spent some time
ashore looking at the "delights" of Kinsale.
Friday 20th saw us off just before 10.00 hrs heading for
Glandore. We had an E F3 breeze, blue sky and sunshine.
Shortly after we rounded the Old Head we set our spinnaker
for the first time on the cruise.
Incident Ten. No sooner was the spinnaker set and pulling
well than the fitting on the end of the pole became strained
and would not stay on the guy. The spinnaker had to come
down but we managed to boom out the headsail and under
this rig we made good progress. The fair weather gave way
to mist and fog. This made navigation around Galley Head
and the Dhullic Rocks a bit tricky. The fog stayed with us
all the way into Glandore. Here we picked up the first mate.
We anchored off the harbour and had an uncomfortable
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night rolling to and fro due to a slight swell coming from
the sea.
Saturday 21st we set off from Glandore at 10.00 bound
for Crookhaven. The sunshine had returned again and we
had SE F2 breeze. After we passed Toe Head and heading
for the Gascanne Sound the wind increased to F3-4 and
brought in a sea mist which reduced visibility and the
atmospheric temperature. We had to put on our pullovers
for the first time on the voyage. When we reached
Crookhaven we anchored off the harbour.
Incident Eleven. Anchored alongside us was a French
Yacht. Just as we were settling down to our evening meal
we noticed that the dinghy from the French Yacht had
slipped it’s painter and had taken off down the bay before
an easterly breeze. We lent them our dinghy to retrieve
theirs. On the safe return of their dinghy the French
yachtsmen gave us a very nice bottle of wine by way of thank
you for our help.
Before settling down for the night we moved over to
anchor W of Rock Island in a more sheltered position than
at the harbour. We did not want a repeat of the rolling we
had had at Glandore.
On Sunday 22nd, another fine day found us beating gently
towards North Harbour on Cape Clear.
Incident Twelve. Arriving in North Harbour about
lunchtime we met Marden skippered by George Nairn of
R. St.G.Y.C. fame and also an I.C.C. member. After some
convivality walking ashore was the order of the day. Cape
Clear and it’s surroundings were beautiful in the clear warm
sunlight. We cast off from our friends in North Harbour
at 17.25 and anchored off the pier at Schull at 19.00.
Monday 23rd brought a re-union with Marden before we
set off to motor around inside Sherkin to Baltimore. The
weather was still remaining good.
Incident Thirteen. On this passage we passed Deerhound
on his way around Ireland. I had a conversation with John
Guinness on the radio.
Incident Fourteen. On arrival at Baltimore I saw my
previous yacht Goosander sitting on the pier looking rather
sad.
Tuesday 24th a real incidental day. We set off from
Baltimore harbour with a light NE breeze as forecast hoping
to make Barloge for lunch and Castlehaven for our evening
anchorage. As we came out between the headlands at
Baltimore we ran into a SE F4-5 wind with a very lumpy
sea. I decided to tack out to clear the race off Kedge Islands
which would give us an easier passage to Barloge. After
about an hour on the port tack, we tacked to head for
Barloge.
Incident Fifteen. Just after we had tacked the lower port
shroud was waving about in the air. The bottom clevis pin
in the bottlescrew had come out and had disappeared over
the side. We reduced sail immediately by rolling up the
headsail. Even with the main paid off a bit the water was
sloshing along the side deck making working at the
bottlescrew of the shroud rather difficult. I then decided to
lower the main as well. This made working at the shroud
drier, but as we were now rolling a bit the mast kept
chucking at the shroud wanting to pull itself out. In hindsight it would have been better to have kept the main up
which would have reduced the chucking and have kept the
shroud slack. Fortunately I had a bottlescrew with a clevis
of the same size and we were able to fit it. It appeared that
the retaining ring for the clevis pin had straightened out and
slipped out of it’s position. While all this was going on we

were drifting downwind and inshore so that when order was
restored we had lost about a mile from our tacking position.
Incident Sixteen. Our ensign staff and ensign were
missing. When we left Baltimore they were in position. Now
they had disappeared. I concluded that as we had the dingy
tied tight up to the taffrail it had knocked the staff out of
it’s socket during the rolling about while we were working
at the shroud. If anyone finds it, its mine.
Incident Seventeen. We were just recovering from all these
problems when we sighted a whale. It did not come closer
than several hundred yards. In the lumpy conditions it was
difficult to get a good view of it. Taking a consensus of
opinion afterwards and consulting our whale Identikit we
decided it was probably a Pilot Whale.
The wind direction and the sea condition were now of such
that I decided it would be unwise to go into Barloge, so
regrettably we gave it a miss and went on to Castlehaven.
There we went ashore and had dinner with Mary Anne.
Wednesday 25th. We left Castlehaven at 09.40, the wind
being easterly we motorsailed inside the islands to Glandore.
The first mate left us there to return home by car.
We proceeded to Crosshaven having weighed anchor in
Glandore at 12.40. There being a light southerly wind we
motorsailed most of the way under clear skies and warm
sunshine. Arriving at 21.45 to find a Jazz session in full
swing. I never did find out who was celebrating what.
Thursday 26th saw us under way again motoring over a
glassy sea on our way to Dunmore East. Eventually at 12.15
we were able to set the sails with a nice SW F3 breeze.
Incident Eighteen. At 13.15 a shark (probably the same
one that had spoken to us before) swam alongside enquiring
"What’s for lunch".
For the second time during the cruise we were able to hoist
our spinnaker at 16.25 and hold it for three hours until the
wind died away leaving us to resort to the engine once more
to complete our leg to Dunmore East.
Friday 27th. A leisurely departure from Dunmore East
at 11.00 hrs to give us plenty of time to reach Carnsore Point
to catch the tide to take us up to Arklow. The wind was
N-NW F1-2 at first, but after we had passed through
between the Saltee Islands it backed into the S.W. and
increased F3-4 giving us a boisterous sail northward along
the coast. For the last tw hours before we reached Arklow
the wind had veered W. and brought with it the first rain
we had had on the cruise. We made fast in Arklow Basin
at 22.15 hrs.
Saturday 28th. We had the choice of leaving early in the
morning to catch the morning tide (06.30) or waiting for
the afternoon tide to bring us home to Howth. My family
made that decision for us because of an unexpected visit
home by my youngest son from England. He came down
from home by car to see me before he returned to England.
He brought other members of the family with him resulting
in a luncheon party on board. After lunch when everyone
had gone home we put to sea at 15.25 with a pleasant
offshore westerly F2-3 breeze making Howth in a comfortable six hours arriving at 21.30 Hrs. We decided to have
our last dinner on board and to stay the night having
arranged by radio for our respective spouses to collect us
at 10.00 the following morning.
During the thirteen days we had been away for Howth
we had travelled 443 miles. We sailed for 37.5 hrs.,
motorsailed for 52.75 hrs., and motored only for 16.25 hrs.
Average speed 4.1 knots.
It was a very enjoyable incidental cruise. 14637
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Bandersnatch in Cork
Romaine Cagney.

When a Cruise is divided by two different crews, is it
preferable to join the boat for the 2nd half and have the
enjoyment of sailing home, rather than to set out from
Howth and have to pack, gather, tidy, clean and leave all
shipshape for the takeover crew. I kept telling myself while
I gathered and packed for our Friday morning departure
in early August 1984 that on former occasions I always
decided the last lap was the best. I thought I had done a
good job keeping luggage to a minimum, and was a bit
disappointed to hear Ross remark with a look of horror on
his face, when he saw the pile of boxes and bags, "What
on earth are you bringing?".
We reached Castletownberehaven in time for an aperitif
on board with Ross’s son Peter, Helena his wife and Shay
and Evie Moran, who had brought Bandersnatch south. We
had an excellent dinner in The Old Bank Restaurant. We
listened to the accounts of how the disasters were overcome
and how much everyone had enjoyed their holiday, in spite
of problems and changes of plans. It is wonderful how
adversity brings out the best in most cruising types.
In the morning at the crack of dawn, as soon as the boat
took the ground, the resident crew were up, putting on the
replacement propeller, whose loss had been one of their
problems and after breakfast put on water and diesel,
packed up and had everything sparkling clean and tidy for
US.

On board were Karen Courtney and Denis Higginbotham.
Next day we paid a visit to Laurence Cove on Bere Island
and anchored in the bay for our morning coffee. There was
a large yacht alongside the quay and a small motor boat.
The motor boat, which turned out to be a Ferry, left and
we watched her course carefully. As the tide was making,
we took a chance and were delighted to find we had plenty
of water to lie alongside for the night. There is a Glenans
Sailing School there and we found a most congenial
gathering in the pub that evening. To find a little quiet corner
of the world like that, always tempts me to remove myself
from the hustle of the city and go back to a peaceful simple
life. Thank goodness cruising brings me to such places, so
I can keep my dream fresh and refurbish my hope that
someday it may be so.
Glengarriff was quite full when we arrived the following
afternoon, but we had met a local the previous evening and
followed his directions to an anchorage beyond the Ferry
Pier, to a tiny bay close to the town, from where the smaller
Ferries ply to and from Garnish Island. Though it was nearly
closing time, one of the boatmen took us over, for free,
leaving his four year old son with us as a guide, and an
insurance that we wouldn’t be left there all night. On our
return I remarked on the quantities of mussels around, the
boatman directed us to the best rocks to gather some.
We had a superb sail in a spanking breeze into Long Island
Bay. On route the mussels were taken from their overnight
buckets of water, the small ones discarded, the rest
debarnacled, debearded and given a meal of flour and
oatmeal and fresh ocean water. What a time consuming job
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it all was, but we had all day and it was well worth it. They
were so juicy, and delicious for dinner in Crookhaven.
In a gentle breeze we sauntered to Schull next afternoon,
under main alone and tried for some more ’living off the
sea’, and succeeded in catching three mackeral. Not many,
you say, but nobody else around caught any of this scarce
commodity. We had made a calculated decision before
coming S, that we would not go racing, but would stay on
the perimeters of Schull Centenary Regatta Week. We had
arranged to pick Michael Branigan up in Schull and were
delighted to find the Fleet had gone to North Harbour, and
there was plenty of room for us, and we enjoyed meeting
others like us, who were cruising "quietly", and couldn’t
possibly pass without paying their respects to one of their
favourite watering holes. Water was very scarce, but I must
say we didn’t miss it at all.
Getting a supply of ice at the top of the pier, we were
delighted to find crabs for sale. I was surprised to find their
aprons had been removed, "so we will know the good
quality crabs" explained the man behind the counter in
answer to my query. Here is another treasure that will soon
be as rare and expensive as lobster. They were selecting only
the best crabs, which were mostly the females ready to shed
their coral, and cooking them in huge quantities, for export.
Crabmen used to use oars, then they got outboard motors,
but that evening a steady stream of motorised boats landed
ten to twenty boxes each, of the most superb crabs. Modern
gear was enabling them to fish deeper and though they were
only taking the larger crabs, surely stocks will diminish
rapidly if the females are not allowed time to lay their young.
Next afternoon in North Harbour, I at once thanked Alan
Dukes for the seventh time this week, for making holidays
abroad impossible this year. The weather, perfect from day
one, continued to be perfect, and I can’t think of anywhere
more pleasant to let time slip by,than on Cape Clear Island.
Alongside was Curlew, a 28 foot yacht from Baltimore.
Christopher, her Skipper, was on a mini-cruise with his
nephew and his two pals, all round fourteen years old. Next
to arrive was Lovely Lady, a First 42, who quickly sized up
the situation, and without more ado, put herself between
Curlew and Bandersnatch. Next morning after Lovely Lady
had left, we swam and took photographs and Christopher
showed us some of his pictures from other years. His
photography was exceptional, but it was his log that
interested me. It was a medium sized hardbacked exercise
book, with approximately half a page for each daily entry,
not about wind strength, sail carried, nautical miles covered
or other such mundane matters, but snippets of the
happenings of each day, with some relevant photos pasted
in.
We didn’t find anymore mackeral giving themselves up
next day, but we had a lovely trip taking the inside passage
to Sherkin. This route is always a thrill, but especially
exciting for Karen and Michael, who had not been through
this way before. We met another slightly larger yacht going
the other way. His mast was about the same height as ours

and he assured the Skipper he would be OK. He chickened
out however, when he saw how low the overhead lines seem
to be, just before you reach them.
Sherkin seems to have changed somehow, and we didn’t
enjoy it as much as on other visits. We were disturbed with
outboards and motors, toing and froing from Baltimore till
the early hours of the morning. The supplies of milk and
potatoes had not arrived in the local shop before we left for
Kinsale next day, so as Michael had never seen Baltimore
from the sea, he suggested we motor over there for our
provisions. We were soon enveloped by the many starters
in the days Race, so we just had to stay and talk to all the
Racing Types, and were persuaded to have a drink as well.
At about 14.30 there was an exodus and we had a ring side
view of the start from the Bar window. As we were in no
hurry at all, we had a spot of lunch and another drink or
two, and put off Kinsale for another day.
I have to go back to West Cork again, because I still have
not been to Barloge. No amount of persuading would divert
Ross from Kinsale and Castletownshend, Glandore and
Courtmacsherry were all passed. We should have come for
a month. After a night in Kinsale we pushed on to
Crosshaven were we enjoyed meeting old friends.
As it was not time for serious sailing, facing the longer
legs along the S.E and E coasts on our way home, Ross was
anxious to leave early next morning. But to the delight of
the crew, he had neglected to consider what we would live
on for the next few days. Our record on mackeral was poor.
"Surely we have loads of food. All those boxes you brought
on board". He had to agree the shops would be closed when
we got to Dunmore, and knowing him, it was quite on the
cards that we might not stop at all. There was no argument
to that and he gave in gracefully, and we were allowed spend
a pleasant day ashore.
We did leave early next morning as promised, and
motoring past Ballycotton Island, the note of the engine
changed. It was purring away beautifully, but we were going
nowhere. The shaft had sheared on the first part of the cruise
and it had happened again. Thank goodness for a skeg, as
the broken shaft cannot fall out and we go "glug glug".
The breeze was beginning to fill in on the quarter and
Dunmore seemed a better bet than Crosshaven, nearer home
by road as well as sea. Fine till three miles out, the wind
died in the evening and we had a foul tide. Symphony had
passed us and very kindly Steve answered our plea for help,
and returned to give us a tow. Phone lines buzzed again
between Bandersnatch and Paddy and Noel, the mechanics

from Dublin, who had fitted the new shaft last time. They
arrived next day, to the rescue with all their engine mending
gear. After working till evening to no avail, repairs were
abandoned as the shaft could not be reattached to the
coupling.
Paddy departed for home next morning in the van and
Noel Morris was easily induced to cast in his lot with us,
while we set out to practise our sailing on the soft morning
breeze. We had timed the tides well and had made great
progress under spinnaker, going outside the banks. If we
lost the wind, Ross preferred to be away from trouble with
no engine. We carried our large spinnaker all the way to
Wicklow, and feeling the wind would probably fall sway
as usual, we successfully beat up the river and alongside,
turning the boat with the aid of the river flow so we were
facing out the right way for the morning.
We had perfect conditions for getting away, tide ebbing
gently and a tiny breeze. We cast off. Instead of sailing down
river Bandersnatch quietly made straight for the opposite
wall. The Skipper told us to fend off and push her head up
river, as that was what she wanted to do herself. Off she
went, did a pirouette in mid-stream, gybed and sailed regally
seaward, to a most appreciative audience. We had used our
eyes only, not our heads. The flood had already started and
was flowing upstream, a few feet under the ebb flow. It
caught the keel and had taken over until we got some way
on. The Harbour Master realising we had a problem, came
in his launch and towed us out to the windline.
Half way between the Baily and the Nose of Howth, we
ran out of wind. With no engine you really notice these
things. We alerted Frank Hendy, that we would need
assistance to get into the Marina, and settled down,
somewhat impatiently, as we were so near home, to wait
for Sunshot or Orinoco who were also on their way. Orinoco
soon arrived and she had the dubious pleasure of taking
us the last mile home. We had been right again to have left
port early in the morning, as we seemed to have taken our
lovely breeze away with us up the coast and the others had
motored all the way.
That wonderful weather had stayed with us since
Castletownberehaven, and we had all enjoyed such a relaxed
holiday. Bandersnatch is a faithful old friend. Though she
has her moments and troubles, like the rest of us. She always
comes up trumps, and had brought us home safely once
again. She has many more years in her still and I look
forward to sharing some of them with her.
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Deerhound -- around Ireland 1984
John Guinness

Parkinson’s Law, I discovered this year, applies to cruising,
as the slower you go, the more time you want to enable you
to go slower and see even more than that which you have
whizzed by in the past. In 1984 we spent very few nights
on passage, and mostly indulged in medium to long daylight
voyages.
In July two events took place which encouraged me to
take Deerhound to Crosshaven. Firstly, I.S.O.R.A. Week,
which I was organising, was being held in Howth and, as
an example to other non-competitors I did not want to have
my boat there; secondly, Jennifer was to take part in the
Irish J Class National championships at Crosshaven, in mid
July. At 19.00 on 29th June Deerhound left the marina, with
Jennifer, Jack Wolfe, Roger Aplin and myself on board,
and headed down the Irish Sea in ideal conditions. We were
off the Tuskar by 06.00, and anchored off the North Saltee
at 10.00. We went ashore, but found it almost impossible
to walk, as the whole island is overgrown with thistles and
bracken. Not having to be at Crosshaven until Sunday, we
had time to sail up the Suir as far as Ballyhack, before
returning to Dunmore for Dinner, which we had ashore at
The Ship, and found it to be extremely good. There was not
much wind the next morning, and we had to motor sail to
Crosshaven, where we berthed at about 16.00, Jack and I
remaining on board to hand over the boat to George Bushe
next morning, whilst the others returned to Dublin by train.
I re-joined Deerhound on the evening of 20th July,
accompanied by Jack Wolfe, Ethne O’Brien, Barbara FoxMills and Liam McGonagle. At 10.00 the following
morning, we were joined by the Honorary Treasurer, Butch
O’Boyle and Liz, for the passage to Glandore to join the
I.C.C. Rally. We had an excellent sail, somewhat frustrated
by salmon nets, and anchored off Glandore pier at teatime.
We attended the Dinner ashore, which was most enjoyable
and well organised. Deerhound formed the centre of the raft
on Sunday morning, for the party which we thought was
due to start at 11.00, but did not get under way until after
midday - something I was told to do with "Cork time",
being 2 hours behind Greenwich! As most boats had to get
back to Crosshaven that night, the party broke up in a most
sober order by 14.30. We lingered a while before making
the most arduous 6 miles voyage to Castlehaven, where I
had arranged to see Paul and Pat Chavasse, and collect
Jennifer, who had by that time finished racing in her J. Our
entrance to Castlehaven was memorable, and is now told
by Jack Wolfe.
At the entrance to Castlehaven we were confronted by
a row of floats which looked like a staked net and, having
been warned of nets we took avoiding action. Then half way
to the anchorage, our good friend, Capt. Chavasse hailed
us with a megaphone, so we motored across to converse with
him. Suddenly, we heard the swish of oars and found a fleet
of racing skiffs bearing down on us -- so our salmon floats
were, in fact, markers for the turning point of the course,
and we were in the middle! At the same time, the public
address system ashore was urging "the green yacht" to get
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out of the way. From there on Somerville & Ross had
nothing on Deerhound, for she took off like a shot rabbit
first one way and then the other, only to be headed by the
leading skiffs, until it looked like we were going to run out
of water at the end of the course! Fortunately the bay widens
at the little pier and we made our escape, much to the
amusement of all.
For the next 3 days we cruised in company with Richard
Fenhall, a colleague of mine, from London, in his Swan,
Noonmark, and were luckily able to show him the Irish coast
at its best. On leaving Castletown we called at Lough Hyne,
where the tide was just right to shoot the rapids in our
dinghy, and enjoy the tranquility of the inner lough. In a
most gorgeous S.E to S breeze we sailed through the
Gascanane Sound past Copper Point beacon, and down
Long Island Sound to Crookhaven. The anchorage had
plenty of visiting yachts, luckily there was enough room for
our two crews to eat at David Pitcairn’s very good
moderately priced Fish Restaurant, which is in Nottages old
pub, well worth visiting. Barbara and Liam left us the next
morning, before we rounded the Mizen, and sailed up
Dunmanus Bay to anchor off John and Jan Gore-Grimes’s
house at Durrus, which has a magnificent view up and down
the Bay. It is easily recognised, as it is painted, as the locals
say, "Protestant Pink". We moved up to John’s moorings
for the night, and were later joined by Bandersnatch with
Peter Courtney in charge. The three crews had a superb
Dinner at Blairs Cove, and were joined by Jan Gore-Grimes
and her Mother. After dinner, we met Hugh and Aoife
Kennedy by chance, who were dining with friends. Later
Jan very kindly invited us back to her house. Unfortunately,
some of the landbound contingent felt they had been highjacked, and did not want to stay, and my Swan friends felt
it was too late to drink! However, the more sane members
of our party had a few delecatable scoops before returning
to the raft, and then repairing on board Bandersnatch for
a "Chapeau de Nuit".
All three boats went their separate ways next day. We
sailed and motor sailed past Sheephead, across the entrance
to Bantry Bay, and through Dursey Sound, and anchored
for the night at the Ballycrovane. It had been fine for almost
a week, but the heat and atmosphere on that day were
oppressive. It was all cleared by a sizzling thunderstorm and
torrential rain, as we endeavoured to sail from Dursey Sound
in winds varying between 0 and 25 knots, and visibility of
the same ilk. We had never been to Ballycrovane before,
and thought it was a snug anchorage, but would be dreadful
in a strong westerly. We left at breakfast time, at the
beginning of one the most idyllic days I have spent at sea,
certainly the most glorious any of us can .remember in Irish
waters. We sailed gently to Sneem, after we had inspected
the inner anchorage, we anchored off Parknasilla Hotel,
where the three of us had a Pimms, each at £3 per measure,
thus we could not afford a second, especially, as each glass
was garnished with about 50 wasps. Once back on board,
and more suitably equipped with wine and gin, we tacked

up Kenmare River to Ormonde Harbour, a charming small
land-locked anchorage. Jack and Jen even went for a swim;
it was so warm that Jack sailed in his pelt as we made our
way back to Kilmakilloge, where we found a snug anchorage
off Escadwer Point. We paid a pleasant visit to the pier at
Bunaw Harbour, returning on board for an excellent dinner,
after which we sat in the cockpit watching the near full moon
lighting up the whole Bay.
Our next anchorage was Knightstown, Valencia, which
we reached at 16.00, having beaten slowly down Kenmare
River, past Scariff Island and Derrynane, inside the Skelligs,
and past Cromwell Point to Knightstown, where we took
on water, before anchoring. Chris and Helen Stillman, who
had been with us in Norway last year, joined us at 18.00
for the rest of our cruise back to Howth. Since rounding
the Mizen, we had been talking to Valencia Radio, on both
MF and VHF and asked them if anyone would like to visit
us in Knightstown. As a result, Peter Drake came on board,
and later took us up to the Station, which was of great
interest. Good modern equipment has been installed
recently, which meant enlarging the building. Rather than
build the necessary space, they installed the equipment and
are now constructing the building around it -- a strange way
to do things. The Operators, as one would imagine, are
highly trained, and can listen to at least two conversations
at once, in Fishmen’s French or Spanish, and at the same
time, operate their sets.
Peter showed us the slate quarry, which had, at the turn
of the century, been tunnelled into the hillside, and from
which vast quantities of slate had been exported.
On Saturday, we headed northwards in a lumpy sea, with
an increasing S.W wind, which enabled us, once we were
past Sybil Head, to set the spinnaker, which we carried until
we were in the channel between Inishmaan and Inisheer
(Aran Islands). We anchored at Kilronan for the night.
Visibility had not been good, and I had been taking D.F
running fixes, and was pleased to have found that they were
very accurate.
In glorious sunshine, at lunchtime the next day, we went
ashore and hired 8 bicycles. As soon as Barbara Fox-Mills,
who re-joined us by ferry from Galway, with her son and
daughter, Philip and Julie arrived, we were able to set out
on an energetic and hilarious tour of the island, with the
main object being to visit the Fort at Dun Aengus. Since
Jack can only use one pedal, and the island is very hilly,
we devised a towing system, by one of us wearing a harness
backwards, and letting Jack hold the rope, whilst steering
with one hand and pedalling with one foot -- it was not
surprising that Jack’s arms were extremely sore next day.
No hill defeated the dray horses, and we rode in company
for about 12 miles. When we returned to the harbour we
met Christopher Thornhill (R.C.C.) and his family, who
were cruising in Sai See, which he has had for a few years,
and is keeping her in immaculate order. After dinner they
came on board, and we had a tremendous sing-song, using
the R.C.C. songbook led by Christopher on his squeezebox
(Lloyd George was sung!). It was dull when we awoke, with
little wind, and had to motor sail until we were clear of
North Sound, after which we were able to beat slowly
through the islands to Roundstone, where we anchored off
the town and, met Walter Costello and Susan Luke, as a
result of a vague arrangement, before we bought lobsters
and moved to Gorteen Bay for the night, a very pleasant,
quiet, snug anchorage. We made an early start and in a
growing south-easterly and large swell headed for Joyce’s
Pass, inside Slyne Head, but decided that as the tide was
flowing N there was little point in going through this
passage, and altered course to pass around the Head. Off

High Island we met I.L.T. Atlanta, from which Captain
Allen kindly sent us a weatherfax, as we were apprehensive
that the weather was about to change for the worse. We
anchored off Inish Bofin before noon, and after a good walk
ashore, visiting Cromwell’s Castle, paid a visit to the pub,
which was prolonged, as the tide had gone out, and
Deerhound had assumed a 10° list for some unaccountable
reason. Once afloat again, we drifted back to the mainland,
where at about 20.00 we anchored at the head of Little
Killary among the most attractive scenery of high hills and
luscious trees and foliage. We called on Jamie and Mary
Young who run the Killary Adventure Centre. They later
came on board and, we heard further of the comprehensive
courses which they run, covering sailing, mountaineering
and diving.
The wind, which had been forecast freshened from the
E to N.E, was apparent when we left 07.00, hoping to land
at Caher Island, to look at the ancient remains, but not only
could we not see them from the sea, the swell was too great
to land. We also found that there was no anchorage at Clare
Island. Much work is being done to the pier, which is being
extended eastwards, but it is naturally exposed between the
S and N.E. In growing murk and wind, we rounded Achill
Head, and had to abandon the idea of anchoring at Black
Sod, as the anchorage would be exposed, thus, we sailed
up Inishkea Sound to French Port, where we anchored
beneath Glebe House, as the rain and wind increased.
Barbara, Philip and Julie, sadly for us, but fortunately
for them, left early the next morning to get back to Galway.
We remained at anchor for the next 2 days, whilst it blew,
and at times rained hard from the N.E, building up a large
sea off Eagle Island. We saw no point in heading out as we
would have had to beat across Donegal Bay, a distance of
some 60 miles, before finding any shelter.
One of the reasons for going to the Mullet Peninsula was
to visit Ted Sweeney and his family, who have looked after
the Light at Blacksod for many years. We had spoken to
his son, Vincent, who was fishing as we approached
Frenchport. We looked at the map and decided we could
walk to the lighthouse along the coast. However, Ted
warned us that it was about 10 miles, so nothing daunted,
we went ashore at 14.00, leaving Jack to mind the boat. We
had a most pleasant and interesting walk, but by 18.30 we
had not seen the light, and Mrs. Sweeney kindly came to
look for us, and brought us the last couple of miles. After
a very pleasant stop, which included crab sandwiches,
Vincent took us back to Frenchport. The next day, it was
still blowing from the N.E up to gale force. We took a less
ambitious walk northwards to the land adjacent to Eagle
Island, and saw the large swell at sea, which had built up
during the past two days, and we were glad not to be there.
The wind eased during the night and we weighed anchor
just after 07.00 and made our way past Eagle on course for
Aranmore. At about 10.00 there was an almighty bang and
I, who was in the quarterberth, thought that the dinghy had
gone over the side. Far worse, the stemhead fitting made
of two stainless steel webs had fractured, and the forestay
with full genoa and roller equipment, had parted, leaving
Deerhound bareheaded, with stay and genoa flying out to
leeward like a spinnaker in the course of being lowered. Jen,
who had been steering at the time, had the presence of mind
to go forward immediately and make a jib halyard on to
the remaining part of the stemhead fitting. This,
undoubtedly, saved us from losing our mast. At the time
it was blowing 15 to 20 knots from the N.E, and there was
a large sea and swell running as a result of the gales during
the previous 48 hours. We were only about 2.5 miles to
seaward of the Stags of Broadhaven and had we lost our
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main mast it is doubtful if we would have cleared away by
the time we had drifted on to this very inhospitable rock
strewn shore. The back stay, when the break occurred, had
hit Chris Stillman, who was sitting in the cockpit, on the
head, which meant that the top of the mast must have sprung
back at least 6 feet. We were incredibly lucky, and had it
not been for Jen’s quick thinking, we could easily have been
in real trouble. It was fortunate that the full main was set,
and bowsed down hard, as it stopped the mast springing
forward again. We were also lucky that the sail had not been
roiled, as had it been, it would have been impossible to get
it off. As it was, we had to cut it out of the luff groove in
several places. (Not to be believed but true, the sail came
down the groove in which it had not been set. It crossed
over on the way down, where the luff groove shattered and
twisted). Once the roller stay had been made fast out of the
way, we double reefed the main and set the storm jib on
the windlass, as a staysail, and with the engine ticking over
bore off for Killybegs, which we reached at 21.30. I went
ashore and rang Gillian, my daughter, and asked her to send
our spare forestay to us. The next morning she went into
Dublin early, and persuaded a passenger for Donegal at the
Bus Aras, to look after the stay and two large sails. We
collected these from Donegal, had them on board at 15.00,
and by 18.00 had the replacement stay fitted, and we were
once again ready for sea. We went ashore, much relieved,
but still amazed by the way we had averted what could have
been a disasterous situation. On Monday we motor sailed
past Slieve League, and in a brisk southerly, ran up through
Aranmore Sound, past Rutland Harbour, and W of Gola,
before rounding Bloody Foreland. It was then blowing hard
from the W, with heavy rain showers. We anchored off
Dundooan Rock in Mulroy Bay, well out of the tide for the
night.
As we were now somewhat behind schedule, we pressed
on to Greencastle next morning. Beating out of Mulroy was
not pleasant, and we had to be most careful not to put undue
strain on the stemhead fitting, as it had been badly
weakened. We sailed past Fanad Head and inside Garvan
Islands, close along the coast around Inishowen and
anchored off Liam McCormick’s garden. Joy and he gave
us a wonderful reception, and we had a most pleasant
evening with them. We left at first light to catch the tide
to Rathlin, where I had arranged with the keepers at Rathlin
East (Altacary Head) for us to be taken around the Island
and shown the two lighthouses. We went ashore at 10.00
as arranged, and met John Curry who is the Irish Lights
Contractor, and found that he had a most commodious
looking yellow dormobile, which had apparently once been
an ambulance. This, to me, was a really sophisticated form
of transport for Rathlin, where one usually finds an old
Land Rover or a worn out "Black Taxi". It transpired that
he had borrowed it from a friend, as he thought it would
be more suitable than his own. We left the harbour and set
out towards Rathlin West, which is about 5 miles away. At
the crest of the hill there was an almighty jolt, and I thought
we had gone into a mighty pothole -- wrong, the front wheel
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had fallen off and was embedded under the chassis.
Somewhat embarrassed, he told us we only had a mile or
two to go, and he would meanwhile return to the harbour
and get some alternative type of transport. We set off on
what proved to be about a four mile walk, with Jack
following. About 90 minutes later we reached the Light, and
after explaining to the Attendant what had happened,
looked around, and marvelled at the magnificent bird cliffs,
immediately to the N which in mid summer, are covered with
myriads of Guillemots, Razor Bills, Puffins and Kittiwakes.
As we were about to leave, Jack and the driver appeared
on the skyline (Rathlin West is an upside down lighthouse,
with the light at the bottom, as it had to be built from the
top of a cliff downwards, as it was impossible to construct
it from the seashore). We discovered that the driver had
walked back to the harbour and picked up all the nuts on
his way. He, there, borrowed a jack (not ours) and put the
wheel back on. On our return to the harbour, we passed
his car, and I offered to drive it back. It had no windows
and virtually no brakes, but I set off ahead of them, and
he was said to remark that at the speed I was going it was
unlikely that I would be seen again. We had a most
interesting visit to Rathlin East, after which we returned to
the harbour and had a drink at McCague’s pub before
returning on board. John Curry was so embarrassed that
I found it very difficult to make him take any payment for
looking after us during the morning.
We weighed anchor, and sailed on the wind down the
North Channel. We were off the Copeland Islands by 21.30,
when the tide changed, thus, we took the opportunity of
anchoring in Chapel Bay for the night. This was most
pleasant, as the wind had fallen completely and we found
we were surrounded by seals crying and talking to each
other. We were all very surprised to see the Liverpool ferry
making her way down Donaghadee Sound, with all lights
ablaze, looking vastly out of proportion to the channel
through which she was passing.
At first light we departed and had seals splashing around
us. There being little wind, we motor sailed back to Howth,
where we arrived at 18.02, two minutes behind schedule.
Our circumnavigation had, apart from the traumatic
experience in Donegal Bay, been very relaxed and most
enjoyable, the weather for the most part having been
exceptionally fine and sunny.
Once home, the hassle with the Insurers started, and it
took six weeks before I got permission to have the repairs
carried out, and order replacement parts. Now, a further
four weeks on, I have just completed the repairs. Had I
insisted on having them done by a Yard, and were not willing
to do them myself, I doubt ifDeerhound would be fit to go
to sea for a while yet. We are now back in full commission
in October, so I suppose we can say that our lay up period
in 1984 was from August to the end of October, as the boat
has been without a stemhead fitting, forestay or guard rails
for a number of weeks, and therefore, had been unusable.
She had become a wallflower in the marina, and the , ,o~
were apparent on the boot topping!

Dunn’s Ditties

Barbican centre is much more convenient. The Shell Pilot
to South Coast harbours is an invaluable asset. Eating ashore
is remarkably reasonable and generally good. Four hostelries
which gave particular pleasure are the Tolcarne at Newlyn;
the Lobster Pot nearby at Mousehole; the Customs House
at Falmouth and the Chart Room at Fowey.

Mike Balmforth writes: Having spent a good deal of last
winter reading about cruises in the west of Scotland, I was
keen to go somewhere different, but with only two weeks
at our disposal there wasn’t much scope. We had originally
hoped to cruise to Connemara, but that was before business
forced a two week holiday instead of the usual three.
Cruising with two young sons (aged 7 & 10) limits our
passage making potential, so Donegal became the new
objective. Settled weather saw us anchored at Sanda, Mull
of Kintyre, and the next morning we motored in a flat calm
to Rathlin, where harbour works are proceeding apace, and
noisily. By lunchtime we had a F3-4 easterly, and wasted
little time in getting away to run west under spinnaker to
Malin harbour.
We greatly enjoyed port and island hopping in this holiday
area, visiting Inistrahull, Loch Swilly, Downings, Port-naBlagh, Aranmore, Burtonport, Tory Island, Mulroy Bay and
Culdaff. A Sunday rendezvous with family in Portrush
Harbour completed our visit to Irish Waters. A fast reach
homeward with a fresh nor’westerly and a spring flood took
us from breakfast in Portrush to lunch in Southend Bay,
Mull of Kintyre.
After years of Hebridean cruising, the Donegal coast, with
its bold headlands and sandy bays, was in marked contrast
to the sheltered and weedy havens of the Western Isles. Our
appetite is whetted for another foray to Ireland’s western
seaboard.
Robert Barr writes: Condor cruised to Cornwall and Devon
in the last two weeks of August. Most of the time there was
little wind, the sun shone relentlessly and the temperature
was into the eighties. But despite these hardships, having
adjusted to a lotus-eating way of life, it turned out to be
a memorable 13 days.
My first cruise to this area in 1982, also in August, had
been a revelation. I was amazed how unspoilt and comparatively uncluttered S Cornwall is, even in high season.
Our return this year confirmed that view. Picturesque
anchorages, attractive fishing villages and small maritime
towns of character abound and there are numerous oak-lined
rivers waiting for exploration. Add to this an unfailingly
cheerful, friendly people and good yachting facilities and
you have a cruising area which it seems to me deserves more
attention from Irish yachtsmen.
Newlyn was our first port of call and we made our way
E by degrees to the delightful Yealm river via Helford river,
Falmouth and Fowey, as lovely a cruising port as you will
ever find. Our return commenced with a swim at the
Eddystone L.H. and a night at the Plymouth Barbican, then
home via Falmouth again.
There is a visitors’ marina near the commercial port with
access to the centre of Falmouth. There are visitors’
moorings at the Helford river and also at Fowey and the
Yealm river. There are two marinas at Plymouth. The
Mayflower on the Devonport side is a long way from the
centre of the town. We found that the other one at the new

Desmond Barrington writes: With but seven days to spare
and a novice crew, a jaunt to the Scillies was really a
temptation to providence. However, Neil Higgin’s Moody
32 Roaring Water is a fine ship; it was to be our last trip
in her before her sale. Over the previous three seasons of
gentle cruising around West Cork I’d been solemnly
promising the hands (Leo and Dominique Keegan, Peter
Mooney and my wife Helen) we’d go furrin’ sometime.
ALe Mans start then from Baltimore on July 6. At 16.00,
two hours after arriving from Dublin we were stored,
aboard, and dieseling Scilly-wards like fugitives from justice.
After 27 hours of motor-sailing into a gentle southerly
we’d run our distance. Dominique -- a lady who loves
everything about cruising except the bits between leaving
port and arrival -- casually remarked the presence of a
lighthouse on her side of the boat. "Should it be there?"
she asked. Round Island it was, so into New Grimsby Sound
and a quiet anchorage among the entire population of
Brittany on one of their annual sail migrations.
Sunday was shore leave on beautiful Tresco. A splendid
day. At midnight we were aroused by moaning rigging,
urgent shoutings, and riding lights bearing down on us. I
ambled up to watch and perhaps even help the French sailors
now paying the price of anchoring to a toothpick on a
fathom of light line -- "Omigod! It’s us!" We’d anchored
on a wedge of the sound’s notorious sedge-weed and for the
preceding 28 hours had been attached to the bottom by the
merest fingernails of the anchor flukes.
Hughtown, across the Tresco flats, was our next port of
call. Customs and a pleasantly garrulous assistant harbour
master filled us in on the local scene while relieving us of
£4 for the privilege of sharing St. Mary’s Pool for the night
with 69 other yachts; mostly French; all inveterate
anchor-draggers.
It continued to blow southerly 7-8 for the next two days,
so we spent the time searching St. Mary’s for haute cuisine.
Nothing approaching the hauteur of our own galley was
found, but with booze at British prices, who cared.
We had promised ourselves never to put to sea in anything
over a forecast 6 but come Wednesday with my deadline
looming the forecast of 6-7 SW seemed acceptable and we
left for Baltimore via St. Mary’s Sound at 0800. By noon
the wind had veered gusting 8 with sea to match so for the
sake of the ladies’ comfort we eased sheets for Cork. What
all-male crews do for excuses in these circumstances I don’t
know.
We were in Crosshaven on Thursday in nice time for
lunch.
A happy and succesful cruise. What more could you ask?
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Ronan Beirne writes: On Friday July 6th 1984 at 0015
Tamalin set sail from Dun Laoghaire for the SW coast.
Tamalin is a Coaster 33 owned by Harry Boyd, my fatherin-law. We sailed down the E coast in calm warm balmy
weather arriving in Dunmore East at 1730. While most of
the crew discussed the voyage in the bar (Harry, Liam &
Cormac Boyd, Don Richardson & myself) John Kidney was
slaving away in the galley preparing supper. Once we saw
Tamalin "s burgee lowered we in the bar knew that was the
signal for feeding time. The following morning at 0600 we
set of for Kinsale arriving at 1800.

The delivery to the South now completed, The Skipper
Harry and the rest of the crew departed for home while
Sheila, my wife arrived by car. Here in Kinsale we spent a
week living aboard. The following weekend The Skipper
arrived back with his wife Kitty, daughter Aoife and
navigator Gerry Creedon. On July 15th we motorsailed
along the coast in beautiful weather but little wind.
Castletownsend was our destination arriving at 1230. The
harbour was a hive of activity with a couple of sailboards,
sailing dinghies, a few people rowing and fishing, a motor
boat inspecting the yachts at anchor and generally people
enjoying themselves just messing about on the water in the
hot summer.
The following day, Monday, we were off again arriving
at Crookhaven at noon. Here we found showers ashore
(plenty of 50p’s required) and in the evening Gerry’s wife,
Pat, arrived by car from Kenmare to join us for dinner
ashore. On Tuesday we set off for the Kenmare River. The
Skipper took us through Dursey Sound which I read about
in several I.C.C. accounts and had often wondered about
the overhead cables. There was plenty of clearance for
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Tamalin’s 30 foot masthead and once clear of the sound we
sailed up the Kenmare River to Oysterbed Pier in Sneem
Harbour where we dropped anchor. The Creedons kindly
entertained us to dinner (after we had used up all their hot
water) in their house a couple of miles from our anchorage.
We spent the next four days at the anchorage, making
one day trip across to Kilmakillogue Harbour. This spot is
described in the I.C.C. directions as ’one of the most lovely
harbours on this coast’. It certainly is.
Sheila and I reluctantly departed on Saturday while
Tamalin spent the rest of July and August on that coast.
Our holiday on board was Sheila’s first cruise, a gentle
introduction. Next year Iceland!
Brian and Les Black write: Mary Lunn’s summer cruise this
season turned out to be an educational, as well as an
enjoyable, experience. In the first of our five weeks, the wind
howled and the rain plummeted down as we sailed to
Wicklow. However, eventually the forecast improved
sufficiently to tempt our family crew -- just ourselves and
our two youngsters, Kieron (14) and Sarah (10) -- to make
a hop to St Mary’s Scilly Isles, and after an exhilarating
night’s sailing down the silvery path of the moon’s rays, with
a gusty north-westerly and a beam sea, the holiday proper
had begun.
The remaining weeks, one in the Scillies, one enjoying the
scenery, cuisine and wine of the Brittany coast, and two
more renewing and extending our aquaintance with the
Scillies were characterised by sunny, pleasant days and
traumatic, broken nights. We dragged in Porth Conger, St.
Agnes, but fortunately avoided hitting the rocks or anyone
else. Others dragged but were not so lucky, and we have
the scraped paint, gouged rubbing strake and snapped mizen
to prove it. A strong blow in a French marina may cause
few problems other than squeaking fenders -- although with
Mary Lunn’s rather unreliable manouevring powers under
engine at slow speeds there can be some dry-mouthed
moments even here -- but in exposed Scillies’ anchorages
a sudden rise in wind strength can leave one with a difficult
choice, to stay put and pray, or get up and get out to what
you hope will be a safer spot.
The similarity of some of the port names in the Scillies
is a hindrance. One evening, as we joined the cavalcade of
haven seekers trying to find a decent night’s sleep, we
received a call from Winkie Nixon on Turtle. As our throttle
cable had just snapped, we kept it brief.
"We’re just heading into Old Grimsby on Tresco," I said,
"but Brian’s having a bit of mechanical trouble."
"I hope it responds to penicillin as usual," replied Winkie,
affably. "We’re in Old Grimsby too."
"I don’t think so," I said, "I can’t see you. Do you think
you could be in New Grimsby?"
"Possibly. Where do you think you are?"
"I’m not sure now. I think we’re in either New Grimsby
or Old Grimsby. Where do you think you are?"
Winkie reached a decision. "I think we’re in Middle-Aged
Grimsby. The point is, are you going to the pub?"
Just then, another voice cut in. "Mr. Nixon, you’re
supposed to be an expert. Where can I go for a secure lie?"
Winkie thought about it for a moment, and then
pronounced. "Well, you could go and sit under a tree ..... "
John Bourke writes: Richard Hooper took Miss Fionnuala
to La Trinite where the Bourke family took over from him
on Thursday the 5th July. Our plan was to cruise the Gulf
of Morbihan and as we were swept into the Gulf with a
strong tide I realised it was even more lovely than I had
hoped. The water was very blue and the islands were very

before leaving at 15.15 arriving at Lock Boisdale at 19.15.
Friday the 13th saw us sailing past Canna and Rum arriving
at Mallaig at 18.25. On Saturday John White had to leave
us and Verve left Mallaig and passed close to Eigg rounding
Ardnamurchan Point at 17.15 and arriving at Tobermory
at 18.45. On Sunday we sailed southwards passing Staffa
and stopping at Iona where we landed. That evening was
spent anchored at Tinkers Hole. There were three other
boats there. Fred was anxious to go through the Crinan
Canal and we arrived there on Monday evening. On Tuesday
we passed through the Crinan Canal taking about six hours
to complete the passage. On Wednesday the 18th we headed
SSE past Kilbrennan Sound and round east of Arran arriving
at Lamlash at 17.30. Thursday was a day of poor visibility
and we sailed south close to Ailsa Craig and spent the night
at Loch Ryan. On Friday the 20th we moved down to the
crowded harbour at Portpatrick. Next day we had a good
following wind and a beautiful warm day for our passage
to Port St Mary, arriving there at 19.10. Sunday the 22nd
was our final day and we started at 07.15. We had a fast
passage with following wind, arriving back at Dun
Laoghaire at 19.20

green with trees and houses. Little groups of yachts nestled
in the bays and passages and there was movement
everywhere. We anchored seventy yards off the White Sand
at Baie de Drehan at the NE tip of Le Oaux Moins. The
island has no cars and we swam and walked and visited the
church which was full of model boats. We spent Friday
further exploring the island and on Saturday motored down
to Port de Garet and after to the excellent new Marina in
Port Haliguen. On Sunday the 8th we beat across to Le
Palais in Belle Isle where we walked the town and its
battlements before eating delicious crepes on the quayside.
On Monday the 9th July we sailed to Concarneau -- the
marina there has so many amenities at hand and yet feels
quite private. Though sunny the wind was fresh and we
stayed at Concarneau Wednesday the 1 lth and Thursday
12th July. Setting off on Friday the 13th, we had a sunny
beat Penmarch Point and a grey reach to Audierne. On
Saturday the 14th July we met the Raz de Seine on the way
to the Scillies but a gale warning headed us off to Morgat.
On Sunday the 15th July we left France and beat to the
Scillies arriving at midnight at Port Cressa and motoring
around to St. Mary’s the next morning. We stayed until
Thursday in our lovely Scilly and motored to Tresco for the
day and to see the gardens once more. Then we went again
to windward as usual. It was a light passage with dense fog
off the south Irish Sea. I used the engine for 30 hours
altogether and we arrived back in the sunshine of Dun
Laoghaire at 02.00 on Saturday.
Peter Bunting writes: The west coast of Scotland exerts a
powerful attraction on those of us who sail from Belfast
Lough and Strangford. Mostly our first experience of
cruising has been on that splendid coast, among the islands.
Accordingly, when events caused the cancellation of earlier,
more ambitious plans, the crew of Gulkarna were quite
reconciled to revisiting some near at hand Scottish
anchorages. We had been absent from there for five years.
Here are a few places visited and some impressions:Chapel Bay -- rolling: Carnlough -- a squeeze: Sanda -delightful, eerie: Small Isles -- good pub grub: Craobhe -now a marina: Little Horseshoe Bay -- sun goes early: Oban
-- unchanged and unremarkable: Port Ramsey -- now
home to a large deserted working boat, function unknown:
Shuna -- where mackrel can be caught: Fortwilliam -- yuck!
only from necessity: Tobermory -- overfull of boats but still
magnetic: Loch Sunart -- our own anchorage, deserted as
always: Loch Spelve -- dodge the fish cages, obey the polite
notice "please do not disturb the deer on the hill": Colonsay
-- climb the monument, shower at the hotel: Port Askaig
-- visit the lifeboat, in the care of former fisherman from
Skerries: home.
No heroics, lazy days. Nostalgia rules OK.
Paul Campbell writes: This year I had Fred and Eileen
Espey, John White and Rob D’alton with me as Verve left
Dun Laoghaire Harbour on Friday 6th July at 07.25 with
a light SSE breeze. Next morning saw us passed South Rock
and later just east of Mew Island. Finally we anchored at
Larne at, 16.45. Next day we left at 06.55 and sailed past
the Mull of Kintyre and onwards to Ardminish Bay on Gigha
Island. A pleasant dinner aboard and on Monday the 9th
we left at 10.30 and sailed to Loch Crinan arriving there
at 16.30. We joined Dick Tital who took us to his house
for dinner. We arrive back aboard at 10.50 and left on
Tuesday the 10th 09.40 arriving at Tobermory at 16.20. Next
day it was time to sail to the Hebrides and in fresh conditions
with poor visibility we finally arrived at Castlebay at 20.15.
Thursday was a rest morning and we stretched our legs

Brennie Connor writes: A most enjoyable season, starting
on the 16th March 1984 launched Vinter at Malahide
boatyard after four months ashore when she changed colour
from dark green to navy.
(4th -- 6th May) First outing was to Port St. Mary with
Ross Courtney, Jimmy Markey and Wally Costello, being
bilge keeled here, able to moor outside the Abbot Hotel (how
convenient! !). AS this is an annual pilgrimage, we promised,
as usual, to go to the narrow gauge railway and the horse
trams in Douglas but, alas, were unable to leave the environs
of Port St. Mary.
(26th May -- 9th June) Ounavarra (Palma/Corfu). Took
off from Dublin and flew together with L. McGonagle, R.
Courtney, B. Tucker, P. Shorthall and B. Hearne to Palma
where we were to join Ounavarra and set off for Greece.
Our passage took us firstly to Andraitch to take on stores
and all the neccessary items for the trip to Corfu. After an
enjoyable 36 hours, set sail for southern Sardinia. We tied
up on the island of San Pietro in the town of Carloforte
where we took on fuel and water and after an enjoyable time
ashore, set off for northern Sicily, where we stayed overnight
in Malatso, before going through the Straits of Messina. The
great thing at this time of year is to watch the swordfish
fishing boats transversing the Straits at great speed with their
look-outs atop the main mast and their harpoonist out on
bowsprits equal in length to the boat itself. Once clear of
southern Italy, our course took us to Argostoli the capital
of Kafalonia where we cleared customs and again took on
supplies. Happy memories of Greece two years previous and
in particular the beautiful village of Fiscardo, the skipper
had no hesitation in suggesting to the crew that we might
go there for our first overnight in Greece.
Having had a wonderful evening in this beautiful hamlet,
we set off for the Lefkas Canal and after a reasonably hard
sail, went to Galos, the main town on the island of Paxos.
From there we sailed up the coast to Corfu Island and left
OunavarrA tied up securely in Gouvia Marina.
(29th June -- 8th July). Leigh Mary to South Brittany
in good company with Brian Tucker and Brian Hearne, set
off for Hughtown. After an enjoyable night ashore, left en
route for Ushant, but alas, picked up a stray fishing net just
north of Ushant Lighthouse. However, we were able to limp
in to Camaret, and put Leigh Mary on the wall and at low
water remove the net. The following day had a great sail
to Benodet, however the problems of the net were more than
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anticipated and damage had been caused to the gear box
and the P. Bracket. With good fortune, we located and
excellent shipwright in Benodet, who took charge of all the
neccessary details and we flew home from Quimper.
(4th -- 18th September). Ounavarra Nidri -- Palma.
Homeward crew L. McGonagle, D. O’Brien, M. Hall and
L. Cassidy.
Ounavarra was not without her problems during the
summer. However, with the great assistance of Ken Carter
all was put back in A1 order. Leaving Nidri, we again visited
Fiscardo before setting of for the Lipari Islands north of
Sicily. It was a great experience to see these volcanic islands.
Our course took us from Lipari to the northern end of
Sardinia where we spent two most entertaining days at Porto
Cervo, the highlight being the excellent results achieved by
the Irish Team in the Sardinia Cup.
After a late and enjoyable evening at the Irish party, we
set off N through the Straits of Bonafacio, to Minorca,
making our landfall at 4.0 am we then proceeded up the river
to Mahon and anchored in the Bay outside the town. After
lunch we set off for our final port of call --Palma-- where
we tied up the following morning, leaving Ounavarra back
in her own berth at the Club Nautico.
In all, a most memorable Season.
Harry Cudmore writes: Early this year i sold Namhara. She
had given my crew and myself much pleasant sailing since
1970, but it was felt a smaller vessel was now more suitable.
The new arrival is a Yamaha 30 with 12 H.P. Vanmar engine
and is called 070Auretta% after an earlier yacht. Although
eleven feet shorter than Namhara she has as much usable
space.
This wonderful summer we introduced Auretta to our old
haunts in the south west. Crew Paddy Maher, son Finbar
and two of his friends. For the first time we were able to
land on the Great Blasket, where we enjoyed swimming and
exploring. We also put a landing party on Skellig Michael.
Anchored off the Oyster Bed pier (Sneem) we were
surrounded by twenty yachts, all foreign and could not help
thinking how much these visitors must marvel at the beauty
of this wonderful cruising area we take so much for granted.
In total we visited twelve anchorages and ended our cruise
in Schull, on August Saturday leaving our junior crew in
charge.
Harold Cudmore (Jnr) writes: Mid November ’83 I spent
a weekend with Jack Cassidy and Stu Ward on his 46 foot
motor-cruiser visiting Rottnest Island off Perth, Western
Australia and getting a little fishing. These are the waters
where the next America’s Cup is being raced for.
Then Jack and I drove north to Geraldton and joined
Chris Russell on his 43 foot steel ketch September Song for
a few days cruising. We sailed west about 45 N.m. to an
area known as the Abrolhos Islands, a reef area consisitng
of three groups lying N. S. about 50 n.m. We visited the
southerly Pelsart Group basing at Ding Island. This area
is unusual in that the highest land, of coral, is only six feet
above water. On Ding Is. and nearby is., some no more than
a couple of hundred sq. meters, there are ’camps’ consisting
of ’jerry’ built cottages with individual slips. These are used
by the crayfish fishermen in the summer as the crays migrate
offshore.
We took about 40 crays we were given and caught plenty
of Grouper and indulged ourselves with the local excellent
boutique wine. This area exports crays to the U.S. annually
of the value of 100 million dollars having a well organised
co-op and good conservation.
The Dutch ship Batavia was wrecked on these islands in
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1627, leading to a famous mutiny with murder and rape
followed by a savage retribution with some of the mutineers
being condemned to the mainland. There is an excellent little
maratime museum in Geraldton.
Ronald Cudmore writes: After a late launching, we spent
a most enjoyable summer cruising on Morgana from Dun
Laoghaire down to West Cork as far as Castletownbere. We
were travelling at a leisurely pace and stopped off at the
many harbours we had not visited in recent years. We carried
an Optimist on board for the children, Kris (8) and Mark
(4), to potter about the harbours, though it was enjoyed
mostly by Anne as a novice to dinghy sailing.
While Kris has done over 15,000 miles cruising with us
in all sorts of weather, he has just recently become
apprehensive about the boat leaning over too far. Hopefully,
this apprehension is a passing phase.
Towards the end of the season, Mark was responsible for
Anne having one hand in plaster. When we next went out
sailing, Kris promptly noted that his Mum had the makings
of a single-handed sailor!
Denis B Johnston writes: We returned to cruising Vamp of
Hamble
on the west coast of Scotland this year having deserted her
for four years.
Margaret, Peter and I left Bangor on 8th July heading
for Gigha but a fresh easterly off the Mull changed our plans
and we sailed on to the Fairy Isles at the head of L. Sween.
The next day we made to Tobermoray and after a day’s
shopping and eating headed north again.
A fine sail round Ardnamurchan in 5-6 SW gave us a good
start and we reached Portree in late afternoon but in poor
weather with heavy cloud, mist and rain.
on 12th July we headed north again in company with
David and Maureen Greenhaigh and family in Freemew. We
visited North Harbour Scalpay which we liked very much,
East L. Tarbert which we didn’t, and L. Marvaig.
On 16th July at lunch time we moored alongside in
Stornway.
We sailed and motored leisurely south down the outer isles
revisiting Scalpay and then to Rodel, Skiport and Barra
where we stayed two days in glorious sunshine.
On 20th July we reluctantly left Barra and later anchored
off Fingall’s Cave. The three younger members were able
to row in to take photographs.
In early evening we made our way through the sound of
Iona, the shallow dog-leg passage giving us some anxious
moments and we lay that night in the Tinkers Hole.
Next morning we motored to Martyr’s Bay and went
ashore for morning service in the Abbey. After lunch we
headed to Scalasig where we spent an uncomfortable night
with a moderate swell despite being on the lee side of the
island, not an anchorage we could recommend.
The next day we motored through the Sound of Islay and
across to Gigha where we found George and Lynn Ralston
and family on Syrena with about twenty other yachts.
On Wednesday 25th July we motored in a flat calm to
the tip of the Mull where we had just finished lunch when
we ran into a strong north westerly that had all three yachts
surfing on the swell across the north channel, marvellous
sailing in bright sunshine and a total passage of just nine
hours to Bangor.
An uneventful and most enjoyable family cruise.
David Laurence writes: With the chance of chartering a
Swan 371, I managed a crew of eight without difficulty;
setting out for south Brittany and the Morbihan.

Loch Alsh and from Angus Rock to Portaferry, 6 knots of
favourable tide on each occasion so only 6 tacks on the entire
cruise. Who says gaffers don’t go to windward.
We had further old gaffing in Sheila a 24’ Albert Strange
design, built 1904 in the Isle of Man and for many years
owned in Dublin by Pat Walsh. She has been beautifully
restored by Mike Burn and is moored near Woodbridge on
the River Deben. There we spent two days in September
listening to the call of the curlews and the hiss of the
primuses o’er the marshes.

The departure date entry in my log reads -- "Weather
atrocious, Force 10 in the Solent." The following day when
it was blowing a leisurely ’8’ we set off through the Solent
having sorted all the bits of strings out and had a very
pleasant sail to Poole, arriving in some splendour on a
screaming reach of 10 knots. The following day there was
no wind and we crossed the Channel very comfortably under
engine to Braye in Alderney. With a breeze the next day we
attempted to sail down to L’Aber Wrach, but the wind died
off and back-tracked to St. Peter Port.
From now on we motored virtually the rest of the
fortnight with only a few hours of wind here and there.
From St. Peter Port we motored to L’Aber Wrach,
spending a day there. The following day we set off with the
tide for the Chenal Du Four, and on past the Raz de Seine.
My co-navigator came down at 04.00 in the morning to tell
me he thought it was a bit foggy! He wasn’t kidding!! The
rest of that day we didn’t see the cross trees at all. Ernest
the satellite navigation machine decided to reject all fixes
and we were down to honest to goodness basic navigational
principles, with the aid of the Seafix R.D.F.! (so much for
computers!) By tea-time everyone was getting a bit
claustrophobic and for safety I decided that we would head
seaward of Belle Ile and hope that before nightfall the fog
would lift. The fog duly cleared and we rounded Belle Ile
entering Le Palais in time for supper.
We left Le Palais the following day and had perhaps the
most delightful sail of the season on a fine reach across La
Trinite thru the Teigneuse Passage in a flat sea. From La
Trinite again with no wind, we motored up towards the
entrance of the Morbihan, which was to be in fact our target
for this cruise, but half a mile from the entrance the fan
belt on the engine went and hence all the cooling and we
had to drift back very slowly to La Trinite and try and get
a fan belt, which we duly did, and set off again the same day.
An oyster-opener went thru one of the crew’s hands so
we put into Port Haliguen where the local GP offered
excellent service and soon patched our comrade up. At this
point I felt the gods had no wish for us to see the Morbihan
so we headed back under engine via Concarneau, Camaret
and then on to the Channel Islands.
The total distance covered in this trip was 850 miles with
a total of 111 V2 engine hours.

John Mcconnell writes: When Winkie Nixon was writing ’To
Sail the Crested Sea’ I borrowed from my late and great
friend Gerald Barry several of Harry Donegan’s log books
from The Gull I took xerox copies of all the pages which
I felt would be of interest to Winkie and made some copies
of photographs which accompanied the logs. On tidying up
my desk recently I came across one of the photos taken
aboard the Gull immediately after ’don Geraldo the
Immaculate One’ had been, as the log puts it ’salvaged’
having gone overboard. The original had been entitled ’The
Bos’n after his dip off the Old Head -- Whit 1943’.

Brian Law writes: Rosie and I had bought Redwing a 28’
6" Albert Strange designed Gaff Yawl in August 1982 but
had only sailed in her for three weeks before hauling out.
Consequently when relaunched in late May this year she
made a little water. We tied alongside the D.C.C. Lightship
on her first night afloat and entertained visitors with a local
home brew and the bilge pump. Nick Keig and two others
had arrived from the Isle of Man for the weekend in a 50
MPH type speedboat and asked for a berth. Next morning
Nick commented "Just my luck to be given a berth on a
sinking ship after a poteen supper. You know that stuff
expands the brain -- or maybe it just contracts the skull".
A wooden boat rally centered around the Albert Strange
Association A.G.M. was held in Strangford Lough in early
June. Ian Taggart C.C.C. in Venture came down from the
Clyde and Paddy Barry ICC came north in the Bad Mor
St. Patrick. Some 15 other wooden boats attended, the crack
being good enough to plan a repeat sometime June 1985.
The Round Ireland Race in Hesperia III of Down
provided a contrast to this, then during the July fortnight
Rosie and I cruised some 470 miles in Redwing to Skye and
back. we were joined by our son David for the second week.
With southerlies for the first week and northerlies coming
home we were on the wind twice only. Down the Kyle of

Bill Masser writes: Pintail of Kew returned to West Cork
this summer leaving Christchurch on 21st July and getting
back on 29th August. We picked up our old shipmates,
Norman and Nora Addison at Salcombe and they came as
far as Baltimore. Thereafter, it was just just Elizabeth and
I with our two children, Paul (12) and Harriet (10), and we
made the most of the glorious weather we had no right to
expect after the summer of ’83.
We had charts as far as the Blaskets and intended to make
our landfall at the Fastnet and go quickly north so that we
could cruise slowly back to Kinsale and then home. But when
we found ourselves 30 miles south of the Old Head with a
fresh N.E. wind we used some higher mathematics and logic
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to deduce that "The satisfaction of a cruise may be
proportional to its length but the enjoyment is probably not"
and headed for hot baths at Sandycove.
Thereafter, we sailed by days as far as Glengarriff (our
farthest from home in 1979) and back to Kinsale, spending
nights at new anchorages as far as possible.
As we left Dartmouth on the last leg, I said to Elizabeth
"We must make a list of Moments to Remember of that
cruise. Here are some of them:-- Lying on the hot sand on
Tresco (while the children played in upside-down rubber
dinghy renamed Nautilus) saying "Who’d every bother to
go to Spain" * Halfway between the Scillies and Baltimore
passing close to a French yacht on a reciprocal course,
motoring on autopilot with nobody in the cockpit (I like to
think he saw us, but ...) * An exhilerating sail from
Crookhaven to Castletown around the Mizen in a strong
southerly and torrential rain (the children as warm and
comfortable as you like in their bunks plugged into their
Walkman) * An evening barbecue on the terrace of Bantry
House with the owner, Egerton Shellswell-White, an old
school friend. Pintail anchored below * Sitting on a bench
outside the Blue Loo at Glengarriff chatting to Tony
Doherty about boats and mountains and coming to the
conclusion that a schoolmaster’s lot is not an unhappy one
¯ Collecting cockles and mussels while dried out at the head
of Crookhaven and eating a magnificent shellfish soup that
evening (lashings of garlic is the secret) * Dancing in the
streets of Schull on the night of the Centenary Regatta *
On board Joliba listening to Mungo Park telling the story
of the time he hit the jackstaff off the warship at Cowes
with his mast * Visiting State o Chassis to see Desmond
Bradley and finding that the Arandora tradition of lots of
gorgeous girls aboard is maintained * Swimming down the
rapids at Lough Hyne with the children on a spring tide *
Back at Sandycove (Kinsale) filling a bucket with whitebait
in six scoops of a net and feasting on them next evening *
Spending a day at The Dock while a south easterly blew itself
down a bit. We went there for an early picnic lunch but fell
into bad company (Vincent and Mary Ford) and were still
there at evening forecast time many pints and many stories
later * A magic night anchored in The Cove between Gugh
and St. Agnes in the Scillies * Deep water swims from the
boat when becalmed between the Scillies and Christchurch.
(We made a rope boarding ladder with wooden rungs, the
bottom weighted down with a short length of chain. It’s the
most useful thing we added to Pintail’s gear since we threw
out the loo and bought a black bucket) * Saying "Thank
you, Mr. Lister" for the umpteenth and last time when we
stopped our faithful old dump-truck diesel back at
Christchurch. We had a lot of calm weather, and if we had
had to sail all the way it would have got very tedious at times.
There were a few Moments to Forget but I seem to have
forgotten them. It was our most enjoyable cruise yet and
it’s very satisfactory that we still have a visit to the Blaskets
as an objective for the future.

Her interior is on the Nirvana principle that can be
removed for racing. The accommodation is only 3 double
cabins and main saloon, but all beautifully appointed with
the ceilings panelled in, I lie not, ostrich leather. It would
be impossible to list her vast electronic inventory but to say
Huaso had everything including Telex and T.V. and a
computer. Her racing performance is relatively untried. She
competed in this year’s S.O.R.C. and without any exotic
sails did remarkably well. To passage make in a yacht of
this size is something else. Fast, comfortable and above all
dry. The crossing went without incident and I set out here
our table of distance to give the reader an idea of the
potential of these Maxis.
St. Barts West Indies to Horta, Azores. 2430 miles in
l0 days 18 hours (258 hours) average speed 9.4 knots.
Azores to Jose Banus Spain. 1198 miles in 5 days
exactly, average speed 9.98 knots.
Jose Banu to Palma. 1 Day 21 Hours (45 hours) 427 miles
average speed 9.48 knots.
Our best day’s run was 258 miles logged and the highest
speed going through the Straits of Gibralter in a following
westerly gale 24.5 knots on a surge. We overtook steamers
nd the look on the bridge of ’where did we go wrong?’ will
remain for a long time.
Readers of my contribution to last year’s Annual will
recall that I have some very fixed ideas about the suitable
charter yacht, so on my arrival in Palma I set about looking
for the right yacht to buy which I would operate myself this
winter in the Caribbean. My search took me to Rhodes
where I found Chrismi and after some hard bargaining my
offer was accepted and subject to survey in September I take
delivery of her and make passage once more to Antigua.
Chrismi, now Chrismi of Sark for registration purposes
is a 72ft O.A. Aluminium ketch designed by Joubert and
built by E.S.Y. Biot and launched in 1978. Her waterline
is 63.5 feet, beam 17.8, and draft l 1.4 Her gross tonnage
is 48.34 She is a fine powerful ketch and though no Huaso
to look at, has ideal accommodation, providing 4 identical
double cabins all with head and shower. A skipper’s cabin
with own head and shower and crew’s accommodation
likewise in the bow. She has a good sized guest cockpit apart
from the steering station aft. A 200 h.p. General Motors
V6 provides the motive power and in addition there is a
Perkins 4-108 220 volt generator. 665 Gallons of diesel and
875 gallons of water give her a good range and make her
ideal for charter. Being a one off design, I hope will set me
apart from the Ocean 60s and Irwin 65s which I will be in
competition with.
I plan initially to spend the summers in the Med and
winters in the Caribbean so will always be looking for
passage crew. Any members of the I.C.C. who would like
to make a crossing should make contact with me C/o V.E.B.
Nicholson and Sons, English Harbour, Antigua, West
Indies, where I will be based for the winter.

Peter Muilins writes: Since leaving the Swan 47 Talent in
May 1983, I rejoined the crew of Cuilaun and sailed with
Michael and Brian back to the Caribbean till May of this
year, when I was offered the opportunity to sail to Europe
on an 81 ft. Maxi called Huaso. Huaso (pronounced Wasso)
is a South American cartoon character, and aptly so, was
designed by German Freres. She was built the previous year
by Huismann in Holland and is ’The State of The Art’ and
last word in the current phase of Maxi Madness. Her metallic
black hull and llSft four spreader rig and exquisite lines
must make her one of the most beautiful modern yachts
afloat.

David Nicholson writes: Black Shadow had a quiet season
in 1984 but we did manage a trip up the West in late June.
Poor weather was a feature of our trip spent in this area.
even though the rest of the country was having glorious
sunshine, the clouds were sitting very low in the west for
a few weeks.
At anchor at Inishmore and took local bus to Dun Aengus
where we had our exercise climbing the hill to see this ancient
fort.
Poor weather made it impossible to travel far so we went
to Roundstone. Friendly locals agreed to look after the boat
and we left it there for a week. When we returned we had
a new crew, Adrian & Deirdre Stokes and Robin & Doris
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Matthews and Joan and I. We covered much of the same
ground again but one incident deserves a mention.
At Coonawileen Bay, we decided to go ashore to watch
one of the Semi-finals of the European Soccer Cup on t.v.
in the local pub. Frantic not to miss the start, the skipper
threw an anchor without much thought and on return from
the match found poor Black Shadow, with Deirdre still
aboard, teetering on a most unfriendly rock. We were just
in the nick of time and with some gentle rocking, she slid
gracefully off -- and no damage was done.
The homeward trip was made with yet another new crew
and by this time the weather was fine and breezy and we
could enjoy the scenery and we did some swimming and
fishing. We made a quick call to Kilbaha Bay, just inside
Loop Head on the northside of the Shannon Estuary. this
is a charming fishing village but not a place to visit with
a south easterly wind.
We continued to Kinsale with a visit the Skellig rock and
Baltimore. Black Shadow then shed her cruising attire and
spent a week as support boat during the Flying Fifteen
World Championships, giving us all a chance to re-stock
and re-assemble for Schull week.
Black Shadow took part in all the activities on sea and
ashore at the Centenary Regatta in Schull. It was a splendid
event made even more enjoyable by the fantastic weather.
Towards the end of the season, we went on a short weekend cruise to Ring in Clonakilty Bay. It was mid September
and yet we were the first Irish boat to call there this season.
It is a beautiful unspoilt harbour that should not be missed
in good weather. It is entered over the bar which shows 8’
6" of water at high water neaps. Then pass the starboard
beacon, leaving about a boat length clearance and hug the
eastern shore as you wind your way up to where the fishing
boats are anchored. We dried out at the second pier,
opposite the pub, but the large third one further up is
probably more convenient and certainly there is more water.
To conclude the cruising season, we took part in the
I.C.C. Rally on September 23rd and made a day of it from
Kinsale to East Ferry. Our Commodore made everyone very
welcome and organised the weather perfectly.
Maurice O’Connor writes: Our cruise began in Galway on
the 21st July and in the next week with excellent weather
but with little wind Roundstone, Inishbofin,Cleggan,
Inishturk, Little Killary and finally Aranmore were visited.
The only near miss was a marked but disregarded submerged
rock at the north end of Inishbofin Sound.
The weekend of the 28th and 29th July a "long sea
voyage" to Dingle was undertaken from the Aran Islands
and we were happily joined by Stanley Dyke and Liam Boyd
for this leg which was motor sailed in fourteen or fifteen
hours. We carried on to Knightstown in Valentia Island
where Stanley Dyke left and on the following morning we
had a very slow sail to Derrynane. At about 3 a.m. the next
morning a severe gusty W.N.W. wind had all anchors

dragging. We had an eventful time dragging around the
harbour and when we hauled our plough anchor it had been
bent like an U! Later that day Liam availed of a lift back
to Dublin and we had an E.E.C. party comprising French,
Welsh and ourselves, to see him off.
We set sail on the 2nd August following engine repairs
and it seemed with a fair wind for the Dursey Sound.
However within minutes again engine trouble developed and
it was decided to head for Oyster Bay, Sneem. Further
engine repairs were undertaken that evening, and the
following morning, and although this day, Friday 3rd, had
a poor forecast with winds up to F 7 from the S. by S.W.
we felt that we should push on and we left under main and
engine. However in about an hour and a half the engine
failed, we broke out the furling jib and took in a few rolls
and were more or less pointing towards Dursey, The wind
at this time was getting up to 30 knots. A further misfortune
however lay ahead in that the shackle at the peak of the jib
broke and the jib sagged but the lower half was still helping
but we wondered for how long. We finally arrived at the
entrance to the Dursey and so with eyes closed and not
breathing but with plenty of tail wind we whisked through
into relative calm waters on the other side. This of course
did not last for long.
We reached now towards Crow Head. The wind had
increased in the gusts up to about 35 knots. Because of the
condition of the jib I felt that the next alteration of course
had to be a jibe, although in this strength of wind this caused
more than a little concern. However when we had a good
offing from the Cat Rocks this was completed and we started
a run to Castletownbere Haven. We had the good fortune
to lay alongside Peter Courtney who dealt with the roller
reefing problem and got it into working order again. The
inevitable engine repairs were again undertaken, a night was
spent ashore and the following morning we left for the Mizen
and Schull arriving there in the middle afternoon.
Three days were spent in Schull in the middle of their
Centenary Week and on the 8th August we began our return
home, calling at Kinsale, Youghal, Dunmore. From
Dunmore we decided to go inside the Saltees through St.
Patrick’s Bridge. We arrived at this at about one hour after
the beginning of the flood and had about three and a half
fathoms of water which was more than I expected. When
we got to Carnsore the wind was dead ahead so we took
down the main, furled the jib and began a slow passage
under engine. Very little progress was being made in the
disturbed water so we broke out the furling jib and reached
out into calmer water and eventually along the fairway into
Rosslare. the next morning we motor sailed up the inner
channel to Arklow and on berthing alongside the engine
failed, this however had to be the end of the voyage as I
had run out of time. I was recommended a competent
engineer who would deal with the engine and my two sons
Allan and Maurice went down and brought her back to
Dublin on the 19th August.
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List of Members

An asterisk denotes an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Adams, Peter J, 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F, 1974
Anderson, James B S, 1982
Aplin, Roger, 1972
Ashenhurst, C.G., 1980
Balmforth, M.B., 1966
Barnes, Dermot, 1955
Barr,Mrs. Hazel, 1971
Barr, R.G.M., 1973
Barr, Robert, 1969
Barrington, Desmond J., 1983
Barry, Paddy, 1984
Barton, Robert W., 1982
Beck, Horace P., 1963
Beckett, John D., 1963
Beckett,Dr. W.K., 1973
Beirne, Ronan M., 1975
Benson,Dr. R., 1975
Black, Brian, 1981
Blaikie, James A., 1969
Bourke, J. Roger, 1940 Corbiere
Bourke, John P., 1965
Bourke,Dr. Michael Paget, 1975
Bourke, Philip, 1983
*Bourne, Edward, 1978 Hon Sec
R.C.C.
Bowring,Wing Cdr J.H., 1973
Bradley, Brendan, 1980
Bradley, Desmond, 1957
Braidwood,Mrs. , 1963
Braidwood, W.S., 1963
Bramwell,Dr. B.R., 1963
Branigan, Patrick M.C., 1982
Brindley, Aidan C., 1954
Broderick, K.J., 1943
Brown,Mrs. M., 1973
Brown, Richard P., 1970
Bryce, Robert G., 1969
Bunting,Mrs. E.A.M., 1969
Bunting, Peter J., 1962
Burke, J.F., 1971
Burns, Richard M., 1969
Butler, J.C., 1959
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Byrne, E.Philip E., 1982
Byrne, H.E.O’C., 1974
Cagney,Mrs. Romaine, 1978
Cahill, Bernard M, 1984
Cahill, James, 1978
*Campbell, R.P., 1934 (1969)
Carr,Mrs..I.E., 1972
Carr, W. Derek, 1972
Cassidy, Brendan, 1982
Cassidy, Liam, 1978
Cassidy, Robert, 1984
Clapham,Mrs D., 1974
Clapham, John F., 1965
Clark, H.W.S.M.B.E.DL, 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S.H.R., t967

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.
Elm House, Mannamead Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, Calcaria
Shangri La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co Louth, Kami Kai
30 The Orchard, Glenageary Wds, Glenageary, Co Dublin, (806531)
Gaskins Leap, Thormanby Rd, Howth, Co Dublin, (323090) Baily of Howth; Mij
Synge Street, Dublin 8, (857248/756426)
Meer, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin, (852643/500102) Ailsa
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA, (Toward 0369-87-251) Sgeir Ban
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co Dublin,
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down, (813369)
60 TuUynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down, (813369)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co Dublin, (893269) Condor
37 Ballinclea Hghs., Killiney, Co. Dublin,(855732)
21 Belgrave Rd, Monkstown, Co Dublin, Saint Patrick
13 Waterloo Pk. Sth., Belfast, BT 15 5 HX, Timella
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A., (Vermont 05766) Jack Ivor
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin, (889826) Dara (PO)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin, (880162) Dara (PO)
49 The Drive, Woodbrook Glen, Bray, Co Wicklow, ((office)788644)
64 Bellevue Rd, Glenageary, Co Dublin, (802352) Marlou
45 Lecale Park, Downpatrick, Co Down, (Downpatrick 2835) Mary Lunn
Lyndhurst Cresc, Springhill Rd, Bangor, Co Down, (Bangor 2209) Different Drummer
Ashbourne Ave, Limerick, (061-28026(off.061-31544)) Iduna
Albert House, Victoria Rd, Dalkey, Co Dublin, , (858355) Miss Fionnuala(PO)
9 Morton Tce., London, SW 11 2NS,
104 Mt Anvil Pk, Dublin 14, (887491) Fiacra
33 Hestercombe Ave., Fulham, London, SW6 5LL, (01- 736-4545)
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin, (853899)
Fairview, KindlestownHill, Delgany, Co Wicklow, (874034)
Moorfield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin, (855622) State O’Chassis(PO)
3 Dufferin Vls., Bangor, Co Down, (2382)
3 Dufferin Vls., Bangor, Co Down, (2382)
Killinchy, Co Down, (541505/BELFAST 669300)
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin, (982236) Maximizar
25 Seabank Crt., Sandycove, Co Dublin, (809039) Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave, Blackrock, Co Dublin, (886784)
6 Monastery Crs, Clondalkin, Co Dublin, (592898) Aurora
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co Down, (209)
St Benedicts, Thormanby Rd., Baily, Co Dublin, (322829)
Ballreaghh Farm, Portferry Rd., Newtownards, Co Down, (812310)
Ballyreagh Farm, Portferry Rd, Newtownards, Co Down, (812310) Gulkarna
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork, (021-33730) Golden Shamrock
Box 409, Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A., Adele
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork, (021-811343) Tam O’Shanter
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin, Nixe
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin 14, , (981951) Beaver
Lismoyle, Shore Rd., Malahide, Co Dublin, (450498(Office):757911) Rapparee
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13, (323239)
Cuan Ban, Colla Rd, Schull, Co Cork, , (028-28309) Whistling Oyster
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co Mayo, (094-21364(Off:Swinford7))
Cuilin, Bray, Co Wicklow, (821028) Verve (PO)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down, (2051)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down, (2051) Melora 111
Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, (322254) Anita
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave E, DunLaoghaire, Co Dublin, , (806380) Rhapsody
Lee View, Inniscarra, Co Cork,
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast, (63177)
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast, (63177) Tresillian Ili
Gorteade Ctg., Upperlands, Co Derry, (Maghera 747) Wild Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co Down, (541814)
Ocknell House, Stoney Cross, Lyndhurst, Hants., England,
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NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Coad, Brian P., 1982
Cobbe, T.L., 1939
Coe, R., 1957
Coffey, John F., 1981
Colleran, Patrick, 1980
Collins, Michael D., 1975
Connor, Brendan J., 1980
Cooke, K.L., 1959
Cooke, Victor A., 1977
Cooper, Paul D., 1983
Corbally, Bernard H.C., 1984
Costello, Walter F., 1980
Cotter, William J., 1975
Courtney, Peter, 1982
Courtney, Ross, 1948

Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny, (056-29417) Rassay
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co Dublin, (450343)
Craigie, Monastereven, Co Kildare, (045-25300)
Elsinore, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey, Co Dublin, , (859206) Meg of Muglins
17 Whitehall Rd, Churchtown, Dublin 14, (984994)
Inniskeel, King Edward Rd., Bray, Co Wicklow, , (867619) Ardrichele
22 Offington Dr., Sutton, Dublin 13, (322403(Office:747021) Vinter
Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, (322348 (Ofice-771801)) Kumaree
Islandreagh Hse, Dunadry, Co Antrim, Misaja
91 Kilbarrack Road, Raheny, Dublin 5, (326014)
Gilspear, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow,
12C The Lodge, Corrbridge, Howth, Co Dublin, (323095)
6 Old Orchard, Templeogue, Dublin 14, (904192)
Seamount, Balscadden Road, Howth, Co Dublin, (322008) Oona
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co Dublin, , (323090 (Office:322721))
Bandersnatch of Howth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3, (339593 (Office:771553))
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co Louth, (041-51329)
Lynton, Dalkey Avenue, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (859775)
Castlebuoy, Strand Road, Baldoyle, Co. Dublin, (323423)
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork, (021-52420)
Goodbody & Wilkinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2, (773481) Morgana
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork, (021-291060(Office:24019)) Setanta Too(PO)
Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co. Cork,
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork, (021-293024)
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-293016(office:24091))Auretta
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork, (021-291060)
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork, , (021- 294307(office:24019))
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-293016)
6 Camden Place, Cork, (021-53726)
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork, (021-293625) Anna Petrea
Goodbody & Wilkinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2, (773481) Morgana
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin, , (322428) Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6, (977002 (office:778932)
22 Raillis Avenue, Largs., Ayrshire, Scotland, (0475-675477)
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin, ((Office: 763671))Siamsa(PO)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co Cork, (021-72471)
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan, 48236, U.S.A., (313- 885 4374)
Boru
Rockmount, Montenotte, Cork, (021-505969 (Off:505399)) Bokma
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down, (Holywood 2287)
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down,
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down, Suvretta
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain,
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain,
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork, Darinda
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin, (491326)
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, (698103) Charles Whittan(PO)
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down, (61410(Off:Dundonald4535)) Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow, (045-65233)
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, (2164) Seaboard(PO)
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, Seaboard(PO)
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co Limerick, , , (061-88245/44604) French Lady
Drumadarragh House, 2 Drumadarragh Rd, Doagh, Ballyclare, Co Antrim, (B’Clare
40480)
2 Southern Rd, Cork, (021-21327) Bali-Hai
Carrigmore, Glounthaune, Co. Cork, (021-821137) Yellow Devil
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth, (041- 8944(office042-7221)) Force
One
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down, (370) Maid of Skye
Ardmanagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork, (021-841199)
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-23706.Office:25235) Moonduster
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-23706)
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co Wicklow, (862779)
Ballylickey, Bantry, Co. Cork, (027-50352) Samharcin an Iar
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware, 19732, U.S.A., Barlovento I1
Prospect House, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow,
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, (691158.Office:770733)Anasu H
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork, (021-953441.Office:505264)
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin, (807918)
41 Victoria Ave, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 3EB, (0247- 811421)
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork,
45 Sciennes Road, Edinburgh, EH9 INS,

Cox, James F., 1970
Coyle, Michael F., 1971
Cresswell, R.S., 1949
Cronin, T.P., 1981
Crosbie, E., 1957
Cudmore Anne, 1979
Cudmore Fred, 1947
Cudmore Fred Jnr., 1966
Cudmore H.(Jun.), 1959
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore John, 1977
Cudmore Justin R., 1966
Cudmore,Mrs. Mary, 1970
Cudmore, Peter F., 1966
Cudmore, Richard B., 1966
Cudmore, Ronald, 1964
Cuffe-Smith,Capt. W.R., 1970
Cullen, M., 1971
Cunningham, Brian, 1967
d’Alton, M.M.A., 1956
d’Alton, Robert, 1978
Dalton, Brian, 1969
Daly, Dominic J., 1968
Davey, D.W.H., 1969
Davis,Mrs. Helen, 1980
Davis, Samuel, 1980
de Quincy, Roger, 1969
de Quincy,Mrs. Sheila, 1974
Dean, Douglas, 1965
Dempsey, J.A., 1973
Denham,Dr. P.C., 1975
Devenney, E.K., 1973
Dick, J.R.William, 1971
Dickinson, L.B., 1969
Dickinson, William B., 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A., 1965
Dixon,Hon. Robin, M.B.E.1977
Doherty, Tony, 1969
Donegan, James D., 1983
Donegan, Patrick, 1968
Dorman,Dr. J.K.A., 1971
Doyle, D. Conor, 1966
Doyle, Denis N., 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Doyle, John G., 1967
Du Plessis, Hugo, 1978
du Pont, Pierre, 1969
Ducane, Charles A., 1983
Dunn, Aidan, 1963
Dwyer, Kevin F., 1966
Dyke, Stanley W., 1965
*Elliot, W. Mayne, 1932 (1982)
Ender, Theodore, 1972
England,Mrs. Elizabeth M., 1967
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Escott, William P., 1980
Espey, Fred.J.K., 1979
Everett, T., 1975
Eves, Alastair R W, 1984
Eves, Jeremy R.F., 1975

70 Thornleigh Gdns., Bangor, Co. Down,
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, (805160) Ariadne
56 Cabin Hill Gdns., Belfast, (653917)
The Sheiling, Downshire Rd, Bangor, Co Down,
Ganaway, Ballywater, Newtownards, Co., Down, (BT22 2L J) Millisle 861213
(O.Belfast224271
Carrig-Gorm, 27 Bridge Road, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co. Down,
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down, BT22 2L J, (Millisle 861213 (Office
Bangor 61531)) Takahe(PO)
3 Kylemore Park, Taylors Hill, Galway, (091-23997)
C/o Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co Dublin,
Earlscliff Mews, Badly, Co Dublin,
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 541114) Moss Rose
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 541114)
19B Victor Hugo, 92200 Neuilly, Sur Seine, Paris, France, Skaco 11
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (021-841428/51848)
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (021-841428/51848) Spellbound of Skellig
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (858087) Silver Shadow
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down, (3667) Onaway

Eves, Roland E., 1982
Eves, F.Maitland, M.B.E. 1967
Fahy, Patrick J., 1982
Fannin, Robert J., 1981
Fannin, Robert N., 1959
Faulkner, Dennis J., 1960
Faulkner,Mrs. J.K., 1969
Felix, Bernard, 1963
Fielding,Mrs C., 1971
Fielding,Dr. R.J., 1956
Finnegan, John J., 1966
Firth, Ivan J., 1978
Fisher, J.D.F., 1969
FitzGerald, C.J., 1944 Commodore
ICC
FitzGerald, David H.B., 1966
Flanagan, Jack J., 1980
Flowers, Maurice H., 1983
Fogarty, John J., 1967
Fogerty, Walter B.C., 1983
Foley,Mrs. Clare, 1980
Fowler, Robert J., 1969
Fox-Mills, Barbara, 1981
French,Miss D., 1934
Fryer, Patrick J.H., 1969
Gallagher, Benignus N., 1980
Geldof, Robert, 1968
Gibbons, Stephen, 1984
Gibson, James C., 1977
Glaser,Dr. Otto, 1972
Glover,Dr. W.E., 1963
Gogarty, Desmond, 1960
Gomes,Mrs. Deirdre, 1980
Gomes, H.R., 1967
Gore-Grimes, Anthony, 1978
Gore-Grimes,Mrs. J., 1975
Gore-Grimes, John, 1973 Hon
Editor ICC Annual
Goulding, Tom, 1980
Gray, C.Peter, 1980
Green,Dr. Chris H., 1964
Green,Dr. Michael, 1964
Greenhalgh, David, 1978
Greer, Howard, 1966
Greer, P.H., LL.D. 1951
Guinness, lan R., 1979
Guinness, J.H., 1961
Guinness,Mrs. M.J., 1966 Hon.
Publications. Of
Guinness, Peter, 1963
Hall, Mervyn J., 1970
Hall,Mrs. Nancy W., 1965
Hall, R.C.A., 1952
Hanan, Thomas J., 1937
Harbison,Dr. John F., 1977
Harte, Edward D., 1969
Hasset, Barry, 1975
Healy,Capt. George F., 1968
Heard,Mrs. Ruth, 1967
Heath, Lewis F.G, 1978
Hegarty, Brian, 1957 Hon.
Sec. 1. C. C.

Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Rd, Cork, (021-292210 Office:021-20095) Mandalay
Tower View, Tonreo, Clarenbridge, Co Galway, , (091- 86115.Off:Tynagh 214)
Partizan of Emsworth
Reamount House, Lusk, Co. Dublin, (437233) Rockabill
9 Shandon Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, Itza Purlatoo
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Cork, Nora Sheila
Burnley, Ennis Road, Limerick,
2 Richmond House, Richmond Hill, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, (806632) Vision 3
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, , (858529.Office:801422)
Spectra
The Tansey, Bally, Co. Dublin, (322823)
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow, (876374)
Craigdhu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (859658)
4 Carrickbrack Hill, Sutton, Dublin 13, Blue Belle
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, (802818.Office:778869)
33 Killowen Village, Newry, Co Down,
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down, (23438) Chloe
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin, (324797/688227) Tritsch-Tratsch IV; Verna
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W., (337-2889) Melite
Lamlash, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth, (041-8740/08165)Alpara
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down, (365)
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down, (365)
Roxboro, Baily, Co. Dublin, (322449.Office:748537) Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323670)
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin,
(323670.Office:748537) Shardana
12 Asgard Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, Walrus
45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (853911 (Office:777623)) Andromeda
12 Collawin Road, Northbridge, Sydney 2063, N.S.W, (9581931)
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 6S J, (33676)
15 Ashley Park, Bangor, Co. Down, Freemew
Cynara, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin, , (323731.Office:983911)
Deilginnis Bright Eyes(PO
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, (323195.Office:771801)
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323123)Hera
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323123.Office:716944) Deerhound
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323123) Stroker(PO)
Chaple Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks., England,
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (858264.Office:773167)
Andante
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (021-841083)
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (021-841083) Roane(PO)
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930, Australia, Rosbeg
30 Casana View, Howth, Co. Dublin, (325212)
Mill House, Coosheen, Schull, Co. Cork, (028-28385)
7 Janeville, Ballintemple, Cork, (32793)
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin, (808058) Master of Yacht Asgard II
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin, (852258) Harklow
South Winds, Ulverton Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (804372) Four Seasons
Cairngorm, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323421)Freebird
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Hegarty, Dermot, 1959
Hemphill, Lord, 1981
Hennessy,Dr. Noel St.J., 1957
Henry,Dr. George R., 1969
Henshall, James A., 1979
Hicks, Henry R., 1981
Hill, Michael, 1980
Hillard, C.E., 1961
Hogan, Thomas P., 1967
Horsman, Henry F., 1952
Hosford, W.K., 1974
Hughes, N.C., F.R.C.S. 1972
Hunt, C.K., 1963
Hutchinson, William R., 1969
Irving, J.F., 1960
Irwin, D.M., 1973
Irwin, John, 1982
Jameson, J. Patrick, 1968
Johnson, Terence, 1960

2 Killeen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin, (450603)
Raford House, Kiltulla, Co. Galway, Knocknagreena
The Hollow, Tibradden Road, Rockbrook, Dublin 16,
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin, , Jacqueline
Lonsdale, 743 Shore Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, , Maimoune(PO)
Ganaway, 107 Whiterock Bay, Killinchy, Co. Down, (0238-541447) Roe (PO)
86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim,
Barlogue, Ard Foyle Ave, Ballintemple, Cork, , (021-291061 O:021- 831453)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin, (808103)
Glenteigue, Arklow, (0402-9804)
Ravenswood, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, (882253)
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast, (Drumbo 323) Taitsing
Fortview, Ardbrack, Kinsale, Co. Cork, (021-72534)
42 Ballyeasborough Road, Portavogie, Co. Down, BT22 IDB, (512) Vagrant
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Term, Shropshire, Saunterer of Leigh
37 Ward Ave, Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HP, (Bangor 65528)
23 Killinchy St., Comber, Co. Down,
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin, (322931/741231) Findabar of Howth
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, , (851439.Office:960144) State
0 ’Chassis(PO)
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Rd, Donaghadee, Co. Down, BT21 0PD, (883951) Vamp of
Hamble
53 Bayside Walk, Sutton, Dublin 13, (323062/331103) Helen of Howth
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (805982)
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork, (021-831235) Stargazer
11 Stradbrook Hill, New Road, Monkstown, Co. Dublin,
Cale Francisco, Fiol y Juan 2-4-11, Palma de Majorca, Spain, 0
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6, (972567) Jeepers
75 Dunluce Road, Clontarf, Dublin 3,
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 541470)
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down, , (Killinchy 541470) Icarus
of Cuan
Edgebank, 16Deramore Park Sth., Belfast, (660500) Tosca IV of Bangor
17 Silverbirch Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, BTl9 2EU, (0247-62128) Ceres
109 Essex Rd., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, U.S.A., Snowstar
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin, (323442.Office:778932)
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork, (023-43553.Off.:023-43240) Yami Yami
15 Wyvern, Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin,
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (853312)
Hillside, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin, (894406)
Slieve Rua, Hillcrest Road, Sandyford, Dublin 14, , (986948.Office:761236)
San Jose, North Circular Road, Limerick, (061-53167)
7 Richmond Ave, Monkstown, Co Dublin,
274 Grange Rd, Worplesdon, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 6QZ,
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim, (70461.Office:77317) Redwing
Heydere, Westfields, N. C. Road, Limerick, , (061- 51567.Office:45290) Mokav H
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin, (889486)
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast, BT4 2DX, (656989) Sarita
Graigeveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down, (0849-541579) Wishbone
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork, (021-293977/26841) Rebel County
El Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (852837)
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork, (021-831139)
Corrig, Convent Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (859782) Little Egypt
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, (322507) Gunfleet H
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin, (324181.Office771801)
Carrigaline, Co. Cork, (021-882303) Vive (PO)
29 Bridge Road, Helens Bay, Co. Down,
Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork, , (293577.Office:962222) Windhover
Ballynally Lane, Moville, Co. Donegal, (Moville 239) Eoin Ruadh
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co Wicklow, (582101) Heather Bell
White House, Dalkey Avenue, Co. Dublin, (859585) Aileen
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork, (021-31348)
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock, Co. Cork, (021-33439)Pidun
Cloghreen, Baily, Co. Dublin, (322408)
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down, (2237) Snow Goose of
Moygannon
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork, (021-293966.Office:25252)
57 Sydney Parade Ave, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, (696100.Office:682781) Symphonie
4 Barnstead Drive, Blackrock, Co Cork, (021-294197) Luv ls
Stagg Rock, Nashville Park, Howth, Co Dublin,
Rockmount, 20 Warren Rd., Donaghdee, Co. Down, (883553) Mandarin
Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Dublin, (893565) Estrellita (PO)
Woodley, Eaton Brae, Shankill, Co. Dublin, (824457) Lovely Lady

Johnston, Denis B., 1979
Kavanagh, Gerald P., 1980
Keane, Barry, 1975
Keily, D.J., 1973
Kelliher, E. Brenda, 1983
Kelliher, Malcolm E., 1982
Kelly, C.D., 1975
Kelly, John C., 1979
Kennedy,Mrs. B., 1973
Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy Q.C., Hugh P., 1963
Kenset, David J., 1978
Kiley, John C., 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph, 1971
Kirby, Tom, 1971
Knight, R.D., 1971
Knott, H.B., 1964
Lane,Dr. Victor, 1983
Large, Richard T., 1958
Larkin, Frank J., 1982
Latham, Leslie D., 1984
Laurence, David T., 1975
Law, J. Brian, 1975
Lawless, Peter D., 1964
Lee, Reginald, 1961
Lennox, George A., 1969
Leonard, Alan G., 1964
Love, Clayton (Jun.), 1971
Love, D.B., 1963
Love,Mrs. T., 1963
Lovegrove, Richard B., 1981
Luke, Derek, 1959
Luke, Dermot, 1955
Lyden, Brendan P., 1968
Lynas,Mrs. Marla, 1981
Macllwraith, George H., 1970
MacLaverty, K.J., 1961
Macauley, W.P., 1963
Macken, J.J., 1949
Madden, Arthur G., 1961
Madden,Dr. J., 1971
Magan, Arthur S.C., 1981
Magennis, C., 1975
Maher, Patrick J., 1959
Malone, Stephen A., 1979
Mansfield, Stafford, 1981
Markey, James A, 1984
Marshall, A.H., 1963
Martin, Clive C., 1978
Martin, F.D., 1954
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Martin, J. Kenneth, 1982
Tres Fleur, Westminister Rd., Foxrock, Dublin 18, (893981) Estrellita (PO)
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks., England, Pintail of Kew
Masser, K., 1966
Massey, Nicholas W., 1980
2 Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Co. Dublin, (325058)
Maxwell,Cdr. J,D., R.N.Retd. 1982
Old Court, Strangford, Downpatrick, Co. Down, Virago of Strangford
McAnaney, E., 1975
88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6, (971421)
McAuley, Daniel J., 1979
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast, BTI 19SZ, (613712) Capella of Kent
McAuley, F.D., MCh.D.O.M.S.
MCh.D.O.M.S.
45 Upper Leeson St., Dublin 4., (604580)
25 Thormanby Road, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin, (322126)
McBride, Denis, 1972
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin, (323335)
McBride, Edward D., 1970
McCann, George, 1968
21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, (Bangor 62035)
McCarthy, Vincent J., 1977
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Rd., Blackrock, Co. Dublin,
McClement, Donald J., 1983
2 Cedar Grove, Glasheen Road, Cork,
McConnell, J.C., 1958
McConnell House, Charlemont Place, Dublin 2, (858451.Office:781544) Snow Bird
120 Balinclea Hgts., Killiney, Co. Dublin, (Office:781544) Bloodhound
McConnell, John H., 1965
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (858451) Kala
McConnell,Mrs. M.T., 1959
Derryverogue, Donadea, Naas, Co Kildare,
McConnell, Stafford C., 1971
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co Donegal, (Greencastle 5/Derry65014) Manaan
McCormick, W.H.D., 1956
Maclir; Vinga H
McDowell, J.R., 1963
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down, BTI9 1J J,
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin, (893153)
McFerran, K., 1931
Dept.of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Rd, Belfast, BT9 7BL, (667208)
McFerran, N., 1965
McGonagle, Liam, 1959 Vice
The Tansey, Baily, Co. Dublin, (322823.Office:761818) Ounavara of Howth;
Commodore ICC
Corcomroe
15 Sydenham Court, Sydenham Rd, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4,
McGuire, John F., 1975
McHenry, Cormac P., 1980
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14, (884733.) Ring of Kerry
Glebe Cottage, 7 Church Hill, Killinchy, Co. Down, Sheenan e,,[
McIlwaine, A.D., 1960
McKee, Michael, 1962 Rear
~’¢,,
Commodore ICC
"---~,--~" 52 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HL, (Bangor 2692)
McKenna, David C., 1964
C/o Mr T M Clark, Merchant Banking Div, Lloyds Bank International Ltd, 40/66
Queen Victoria St, London EC4P 4EL,
McKinley, Fergus, 1953
Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin, (888376)
McKinney, John H., 1975
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14, (982514.Office:978490) Aracaty II (PO)
McLaverty, C.P., 1961
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9,
McMahon, James, 1973
Rathlin, 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6, (972391) Echo of Porchester
McMillan, Alistair, 1968
Treborth, Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin, (324042) Brent Goose
Strangford, Downpatrick, Co. Down, Anolis
McMordie, H.M., 1972
21 Tivoli Terrace Nt, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, (803800.Office:685755) Kilderkin
McMullen, Colin P., 1975
McMullen, L., 1940
l l Almoners’ Ave., Cambridge, CB1 4NZ, (247020)
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare, (045-7728)
Mellon, D.E., 1947 M.D.
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, (973075)
Miller, C.G., 1955
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co Wexford, (053-58836) Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, (831392) Windrose
Minchin, John, 1960
Mollard, Robert E., 1969
27 Sion Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin, (854317.Office:505677) Korsar
Monson, Roderick G., 1983
2 Castlehill Rd., Stormont, Belfast, BT4 3GL, (656051)Mazara
Montgomery, E.J., 1955
78 Northumberland Rd, Dublin, (681903.Office:761201)
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny, (056-27125) Acari
Moose, W.P., 1964
Morck,Dr. P.B., 1958
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow, (0404-5164) Samantha
23 Albany Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6,
Morck,Mrs. P.C., 1962
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork, (293297.Office:502381) Blue Jay
Morehead, R., 1950
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny, (Fiddown 8)
Morris, Arthur, 1961
Morris,Dr. Geoffrey, 1983
Clonmore House, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny,
Morrison, R. Ian, 1957
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin, (323106) Safari of Howth
Morrissey, Donal, 1982
Clarenbridge House, Clarenbridge, Co. Galway, (091-86225) Joggernaut (PO)
Morton,Admral Sir Anthony,
G.B.E.K.C.B. 1970
Flat 6; Amhurst, 90 St Cross Road, Winchester, Hunts, SO23 9PX, (0962-56393) Sung
Foon of Beaulieu
Struan Hill, Delgany, Co. Wicklow, (01-874785) State O’Chassis (PC))
Mulhern, James, 1958
Mullen, T.J., 1975
59 Sefton, Rochestown Ave, DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin, (855026) Tiger
38 Avenue Morley, Fort George, St Peter Port, Guernsey, ((0481)26991) Maid of
Mullins, John, 1972
Kileen
Mullins, Peter J.D., 1971
38 Ave Morley, Fort George, St Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I., (0481-26991) Chrismi of
Sark
Murphy, W.J., 1963
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd., Cork,
Nairn, George E., 1980
Grange Lodge, Kill’O’the Grange, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, (894356) Marden
Nicholson, David, 1980
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (841055) Black Shadow
Farmhill, Farmhill Road, Marino, Holywood, Co. Down, (Holywood 2196) Ragnar
Nixon, James, 1971
Nixon, W.M., 1963
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin, (323929) Turtle
O’Boyle, Donal, 1974 Hon
Treasurer ICC
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, (021-831028)
O’Brien, Daniel D., 1978
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin, (852754) Live Wire
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O’Brien, John J., 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C., 1959
O’Ceallaigh,Mrs. M., 1963
O’Connor, Daniel, 1971
O’Connor,Dr. M., 1957
O’Donnell, Barry, 1~984
O’Donoghue,Dr. R.F., 1971
O’Farrell, Michael, 1975
O’Farrell, Vincent J., 1981
O’Flaherty, Michael, 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas, 1975
O’Halloran, Brian, 1983
O’Hanlon, Andrew, 1969
O’Hanlon,Mrs. B., M.D. 1962
O’Keeffe,Dr. Maurice, 1972
O’Keeffe, Thomas, 1983
O’Morchoe, David N.C., 1981
O’Neill, J. Russell, 1964
O’Rahilly,Dr. Michael, 1979
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1964
O’Sullivan, Patrick J.F., 1984
Olver, John R., 1971
Orr, Arthus S.P.Vrd., 1970
Orr, S.A., 1973
Osborne, James R., 1974
Osterberg, Paul, 1949
Park,Dr. David S., 1969
Park, Mungo, 1955
Patton, Henry A., 1969

Flat 3 Bear Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Hbr., Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (804369)
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (852619) Julia
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (852619)
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin, (893395.Office:764661) Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Sq., Dublin, (767136) The Lady Beatrice
58 Ailesbury Rd, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.,
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork, (841051) Cabaret
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Rd., Warrenpoint, Co. Down, (2620) Cuchulain
Ardbrack Cottage, Kinsale, Co. Cork, (021-72148)
Le Fainel, St Martin’s, Guernsey, C.I., (0481-37650) Cuilaun
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dubin, (905800.Office:689690) Triona
Balrath, Co. Meath,
Craigholm, Brighton Rd., Foxrock, Dublin 18, (896284)
34 Lr.Mt.Pleasant Av, Dublin 6, (Office:763914)
8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, (965130)
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale, Co. Cork, (72458.Office:72253) Miss Demena
Tawlaght, Fenit, Tralee, Co. Kerry,
Ardgarry, Gorey, Co. Wexford, (055-21803)
59 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down,
12 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin, (695285) Red Velvet
9 Rock Street, Tralee, Co. Kerry, (066-21011) Ceili
4 Princes St, Tralee, Co Kerry,
31 Oakwood Grove, Warwick, CV34 5TD, Moody Blue (PO)
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast, (63601.Office:57261) Maimoune (PO)
41 Wardown Cresc., Luton, Bedfordshire, (410034)
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, (979039) Verve (PO)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down, (226)
The Croft, 144 Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down, (813593) Cruiskeen
Carrig Breach, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin, (322210) Joliba
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down, BT21 OPD, (882517
Off:0232-663166) Nisha
Broadlands Cottage, Britwell Salome, Nr. Watlington, Oxon, England,
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork, (021-831128) Melody
Craigview, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, (322276)
Craigview, Claremont Road, Howth, Co. Dublin, (322276)
Owl’s Nest, Box 398, Manchester, MA 01944, U.S.A., (617-526-1492) Goldeneye
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, (852237) Norella (PO)
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, (852237.Office:853634) Norella (PO)
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork, (021-811394) Cecille
25 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 6,
20 Offington Court, Sutton, Dublin 13, (393186) Rob Roy
11 Burrow Rd., Sutton, Dulin 13, (325544.Office:765801)
Stratford, Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin, (805328.Office:808305)
The Residence, Kilboroney, Rostrevor, Co. Down, (470) Petrel
Grove Farm, 2 Grove Rd., Annalong, Co. Down, (Annalong 8043) Diane of Down
Rosciar, Killincarrig Rd, Greystones, Co Wicklow, (874572)
20b Strand Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13, (324671)
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim,
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin, (881093.Office:775014) Neon
Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Rd., Dublin 14, (Office:984444) Happy Return
113 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin, (886437)
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down, (65681) Erlin Mor (PO)
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork, (021-811370)
Ballyrobin Cottage, Muckamore, Co. Antrim,
34 Killnakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast, Macfin
30 Dublin Rd., Skerries, Co. Dublin, (491438)
Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin, , (803585.Office:503611)
Sceolaing
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4., (691770)
7 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, C. Dublin, (894026.Office:266641) Aracaty III (PO)
Elstow, Knapton Rd., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin, (807151)
Ashdale, Castle Close, Sandycove, Co Dublin,
20 Callender St., Belfast, BTI 5BQ, (Dub.960382:B’fast.43878)
7 Edith Tce., Londow, SW.10, (352-7367) Thalassa
1 Strand Rd, Sutton, Dublin 13,
10 Massey Ave., Belfast, BT4 2JS, (63809(Office:084-245454)) Maimoune (PO)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Ave., Milngavie, Glasgow, G62 8AV, (041-956-1984)
Portlet, Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin, (801878) Gay Gannet

*Paul, Alan H. O.B.E., (1958)
Payne, J. Somers, 1969
Pearson, Alan J., 1983
Pearson, J.D., 1950
Perkins, R.Forbes, 1980
Pritchard,Mrs. Maura, 1966
Pritchard, P. Marshall, 1966
Radley, George, 1971
Rea, William T., 1977
Reilly, Norbert, 1983
Revill, Reginald G., 1979
Roberts, Rex, 1974
Roberts, T., 1973
Robinson, A., 1973
Roche, Charles A., 1972
Roche, John O’S., 1978
Roche, Pierce, 1975
Roche, T.H., 1935
Rogerson, Frederick, 1969
Rogerson, Frederick J., 1983
Ronaldson, Charles E., 1967
Ronan, J.G., 1956
Ross, John M., 1983
Russell, John F., 1965
Ryan, David F., 1973
Ryan, Dermod J., 1971 Ashdale
Ryan,Senator Eoin, 1957
Ryan, Frank, 1971
Ryan, John, 1956
Ryan, Paul J., 1984
Selig, Ivan, 1965
Sewell, Richard G., 1969
Shanahan, Timothy P., 1984
Shanks, T.R.J., 1972
Sharp, Ronald, 1974
Sheil, Leonard, 1968
Sheppard, T., Lt Comm. RN Retd
1957
Sheridan, Frank W., 1981
Simpson, Peter C. D., 1982

Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin, (853371) Greylag of Arklow
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Rd., Galway, (091-63920)
Sandhill, Bastardstown, Kilmore, Co.Wexford, (053-29676)
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Sims, R.J.A, 1969
Sisk, H.B., 1973
Slater, Ronnie, 1977
Smiles, Alan E., 1958
Smullen, Brian P., 1968
Smullen, John D., 1961
Smyth, B.T., 1960
Smyth, F.B., 1964
Smyth, Francis G., 1979
Smyth, Nicholas L., 1983
Smyth, W.A., 1960
Snell, M.H., 1974
Somerville, R. Andrew, 1980
Somerville-Large, P.T., 1946
Speidel, Noel, 1968
Steadman, David, 1967
Stevenson, John A., 1964
Stevenson, John C., 1984
Stewart, Alan C., 1959
Stewart, R.R., 1968
Sullivan, C. St.J., 1955
Sullivan, Michael R., 1967
Taggart, A.G., 1970 Hon. Sec.
C.C.C.
Taggart, John I., 1975
Taggart, Thos. N., 1966
Tierney, John, 1960
Tisdall, Patrick, 1974
Tomlinson, Michael, 1962
Tomlinson,Mrs. Molly, 1965
Traynor, Colm, 1975
Tughan, D., 1969
Turvey, Desmond E., 1980
Tyrrel, Aidan, 1971
Tyrrell, John, 1940
Verschoyle, Peter F., 1981
Vickery, fan, 1972
ViUiers-Stuart, James, 1977
Villiers-Stuart, M.F., 1957
Virden, Jonathan, 1968
Waddell, John, 1981
Waldron,Dr. Oliver C., 1978
Walsh, Anthony, 1979
Walsh, Patrick J., 1982
Walsh, Reginald T., 1950
Walsh, William, 1968
Watson, Neil, 1962
Watson,Mrs. Patricia, 1966
Watson, Richard R., 1962
Watson, William R., 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M., 1975
Whelan, Patrick, 1980
Whelehan, Harold, 1979
White, John N., 1974
White, Lawrence W., 1980
Whitehead, David, 1972
Wilby, K.A., 1964
Williams, David J., 1984
Williams, W. Peter, 1968
Wilson, P., 1964
Wingfield, Robert T., 1969
Winkelmann, Franz C., 1984
Wolfe, J.M., 1959
Wolfe, John W., 1978
Wolfe, Peter C., 1974
Woode, Wolfe C.F.W., 1958
Wylie, Ian E., 1971

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down, BT20 5HW, (3563)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co. Kildare, (045-76268.Office:514624) Vagrant (PO)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, (852373) Tandara
321 West Lyon Farm Dr, Grennwich, CT06830, U.S.A.,
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6., (806729.Office:605011)
Woodbrook Side Lodge, Bray, Co.Wicklow, (821454)
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drum beg, Dunmurry, Belfast, BT17 9LH, (610310)
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5, (313897.Office:338133)
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co Down, (60081) M’Lady of Down
Ardkeen, Castleroy, Co. Limerick,
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drumbeg, Dunmurry, Belfast, BT17 9LH, Velma
BaUintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork, (021-883193) Golden Harvest
Flat 17, 17 Meredith St., London ECI,
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow, (862216)
The Lodge, Clifton, Port St.Mary, I.O.M.,
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4, (656145) Dolphin
c/o Assistance Techq., Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008, Paris, (878-8480)
Ardmore, 1 Seaforth Rd, Bangor, Co Down,
6 Haile Park, Haile; Egremont, Cumbria, CA22 2ND, England,
St. Adrians, 146 Dublin Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13, (322937)
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin, (854744)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd, Cork, (292734.Office:25331) Meander Ili
Highlaws, 3 Camstradden Dr Wst, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 4A J, (041-942-0615)
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 531232)
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 531232) Kirmew
Aisling, Knapton Rd., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin, (804391.Office:767998) State
O’Chassis (PO)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork, Severance
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire, L64 6QE, (Neston 051- 3364259)
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral, Cheshire, L64 6QE, (Neston 051- 3364259)
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5, (313122)
Portavo House, 176 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down, (883351)
Gorsehaven, Shielmartin Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13, (324241) Corcomroe (PO)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork, (Coachford 117)
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co Wicklow, (0402-2452:Yard 2403)
Ravello, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, (858347) Vamos H
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork,
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr.Cappoquin, Co, Waterford, (024-6144) Arctic Tern
Loughside, 53 Shore Rd., Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim, BT38 8WA, (Whiteabbey 62245)
Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High Street, Yalding, Kent, MEI8 6HZ, Twayblade
Ringveagh, 10 Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co. Down, (Killinchy 541264) Heather of
Mourne
The Cottage, Littlewick Green, Nr Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 3QU, (0628-82-2013)
Redrock, Skerries, Co. Dublin,
Beaumont House, Woodvale Rd., Beaumont, Cork., (021-292556) Lola
Kildary, 65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4, (691385) Sapphire
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co. Cork, (021-831483.Office:502358) Carrigdoun
Wentworth House, Church St., Wicklow, (0404-2152. Yard:2492)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, (322472)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, (322472) Bright Eyes (PO)
4401 43rd.Street Sth, St. Petersburg, Florida, 33711, U.S.A., Schuss
The Riggins, Greenpark, Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath, (256643)
Lotaville, Tivoli, Cork, (821227) Charlina
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, (324139.Office:720622)
3 Hillcourt Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin, (855514.Office:806820) Glenmumbles (PO)
Boardman Ave., Manchester, Massachusett, MA 01944, U.S.A., Witchery
c/o 1625 Broadway, Suite 1550, Denver, CO 80202, U.S.A., Shemite
33 Castle Rd, Studley, Warwickshire, B80 7LS, (Studley 4080)
4 Prospect Park, Ballygowan, Co Down, BT23 6LW,
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down, (Ballygowan 360)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 3BA, Nan of.Gare
The Spine House, Grimston, Melton Mowbray, Leicistershire, LE14 3BZ,
(0664-812785)
12 Anglesea Rd, Dublin 4, Siamsa (PO)
53 The Village, Bettyglen, Watermill Rd, Raheny, Dublin 5,
Seaview Cottage, Seatown, Swords, Co. Dublin,
34 Croudaun Park, Celbridge, Co. Kildare, (514257)
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork,
22 Marmont Park, Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2GR, (760158.Office:20202)
Hallo we " en
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List of Yachts

The letter G before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that the yacht is built of wood, fibreglass
or steel.
Owner

Yacht

T.M.

Rig

W.P. Moss
R.M. Burns
C.G. Asbenhurst
H. DuPlessis
D. Gogarty
A. Dunn
M.J. Hall
C. P. Gray
B. Cassidy
R.B. Cudmore
H.M.McMordie
F. Ryan J. McKinney
J. Villiers-Stuart
M. Collins
F. Espey
H. Cudmore Snr
Mrs. M.P. Browne
J.B.S.Anderson
A. Doherty
R. Courtney
E.P.E.Byrne
D. Nicholson
J.H. McConnell
B.N. Gallagher
R. Morehead
D.J. Daly
B. Dalton
A. McMillan
H. Greer & R.R. Watson
R.F.O’Donaghue
P.J. Adams
C.G. Miller
D.J. MacAuley
W. Walsh
G. Radley
D. Kensett
P. Whelan
J.C. Gibson
P.J.D. Mullins
R. Barr
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.D. Beckett
J.H. Guinness
H.G.r, eer
A. Robinson
J.A. Blaikie
J. McMahon
K.J. MacLaverty
C.E. Ronaldson
K.J. & C.C. Martin
P. Bourke
J.P. Jameson
P.J. Donegan
L.F.G. Heath
E.K. Devenny
B. Hegarty
D.H.T. Greenhalgh
P.A. Dinneen
L. Sheil

Acari
Adele
Ailsa
Aisling na Mara
Alpara
Anasu 11
Andante
Andromeda
Anita
Anna Petrea
Anolis
Aracaty II1
Arctic" Tern
A rdrichele
Ariadne
Auretta
Aurora
Baily of Howth
Bali Hai
Bandersnatch of Howth
Beaver
Black Shadow
Bloodhound
Blue Belle
Blue Jay
Bokma
Boru
Brent Goose
Bright Eyes
Cabaret
Calcaria
Calloo
Cappella of Kent
Carrigdoun
Cecille
Ceres
Charlina
Chloe
Chrismi of Sark
Condor
Cruiskeen
Cuchulain
Cuilaun
Dara
Deerhound
Deilginis
Diane of Down
Different Drummer
Echo of Porchester
Eoin Ruadh
Erlin Mor
Estrellita
Fiacra
Findabar of Howth
Force One
Four Seasons
Freda
Freebird
Freemew
French Lady
Gay Gannet

11.00
28.00
4.00
10.00
14.00
17.00
13.00
4.00
0.00
6.00
15.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
0.00
9.00
0.00
21.00
6.00
13.00
3.00
10.00
5.00
9.00
12.00
16.00
15.00
7.00
9.00
10.10
10.00
4.00
16.00
22.00
12.00
4.00
30.00
6.50
48.00
7.00
15.00
11.00
28.00
4.00
28.00
0.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
9.00
16.00
6.00
16.00
12.00
21.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
18.00
7.00

Sloop W.
1939
Ketch F.
1969
Sloop W.
1959
1978
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
1968
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop W.
1962
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F.
1976
Ketch W.
1900
Sloop W.
1955
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1938
Sloop F.
1977
Motor
Ketch F.
1981
Sloop W.
1962
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1976
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
1971
Ketch F.
1979
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1980
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1977
Yawl W.
1959
Sloop W.
1964
Sloop F.
1981
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop W.
Ketch F
1976
Sloop W.
1967
Ketch S.
1978
Sloop F.
1980
Ketch W.
1962
Sloop F.
1971
Ketch W.
1970
Sloop W.
1946
Ketch F.
1970
G. Sloop W. 1907
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1974
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
1973
Ketch S.
1978
Cutter W.
1911
Sloop F.
1976
Sloop W.
1961
Sloop F.
1980
Sloop W.
1963
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Built

Designer & Class
Robert Clark
Hood 50
Dragon Petersen & Thuesen
Westerly Berwick 32
Dufour 35
W. Rayner; Atlantic
Yamaha 35
Dragon
Howth 17 O.D.
Peter Brunn 28’ Grinde
E.H. Hamilton
C.A. Nicholson Int.8m.
Nicholson 32
Group Finot Fastnet 34
Yamaha 30
Norman Cruisers Lancs.
Oyster 46
Sparkman & Stephens 37
Oliver J. Lee Hunter 501
Contessa 35 Peterson
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
David Sadler Contessa 32
Sadler 35
Banjer
V. Aarnipalo Finmar 36
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
D. Sadler Contessa 32
Van de Stadt. Jupiter Vz ton
Holman & Pye UFO 34
A.C. Robb Jenny Wren
Buchanan
Philippe Briand.Sun Fizz 40
S. & S. Swan 36
Dragon
Moody 52
M. Griffiths Golden Hind
Joubert
Ruffian 8.5 W.P. Brown
J. Tyrell
P. Brett Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Y. Monthly
Hood 50
Howth 17
Holman & Pye Gladiateur
W.P.Brown Ruffian 23
Robert Clarke
Tord Sunden Folkboat
J. Cisiers. Noray 38
Westerly Centaur
Sparksman & Stephens 40’
Ericson Yachts U.S.A.
Heath 40’
C.J. Butler Achilles 9 metre
Nicholson Jolina
Jean Berret
C.R. Holman Sterling

Owner

A. Gore-Grimes
J.N. White
M.H. Snell
J.F. Burke
R.F. Perkins
T. Sheppard
P.J. Bunting
D. Luke
I. Wylie
F. Rogerson
Mrs Ruth Heard
J. Waddell
W.P. Macauley
G.P. Kavanagh
I.R. Guinness
T. & B. Kennedy
J. R. Bourke
M.H. Flowers
H. P. Beck
J. Finnegan
C.D. Kelly
D. Morrissey & D.
Whitehead
Mungo Park
C. O’Ceallaigh
M.T. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart
R. Mollard
K.L. Cooke
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
D.E. O’Connor
R.B. Lovegrove
D.D. O’Brien
H. du Plessis
P.J. Walsh
F.D. Martin
S. Mansfield
F.G.Smyth
J.A. Mullins
J.K.A. Dorman
ASP Orr/JA Henshall/R
Shanks
C.J. FitzGerald
A.H. Marshal
G. E. Nairn
R. Benson
B. Black
P.M.C. Branigan
R. G. Monson
M.R. Sullivan
J.F. Coffey
W.D. Carr
J.B.S. Anderson
Dr M. O’Keefe
J.P. Bourke
P.D. Lawless
J.R.H. Olver
D.N. Doyle
R. Cudmore
D.J Faulkner
F.D. Tughan
P. Wilson
T.H. Roche
Dermot Byrne
J.J. Fogarty
Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
J.D.R. Fisher
P. Courtney
L.D. McGonagle
D.H.B. Fitzgerald
R. Morehead
W. Rea
S.H.R. Clarke

Yacht

T.M.

Rig

Built

Designer & Class

Gibbon
Glenmumbles
Golden Harvest
Golden Shamrock
Goldeneye
Greylag of Arklow
Gulkarna
Gunfleet of Howth
Halloween
Happy Return
Harklow
Heather of Mourne
Heatherbell
Helen of Howth
Hera
lcarus of Cuan
lduna
ltza Purlatoo
Jack lvor
Jane
Jeepers

5.00
4.00
16.00
9.00
12.00
12.00
18.00
10.00
3.00
5.00
12.00
10.00
52.00
32.00
0.00
15.00
4.00
18.00
20.00
4.00
5.00

Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Yawl W.
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor W.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
C.B.Yawl W.
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.

1978
1950
1974
1976
1960
1961
1977
1969
1970
1965
1963
1973
1932
1962
1899
1980
1939
1983

Folkboat
A. Mylne Glen O.D.
Giles Bowman 40’
Ron Holland
Concordia 40’ Yawl
Laurent Giles
Halberg Rassy 41’ Olle Endelein
S. & S. Swan 36
Squib
Holman-Stella
J. Tyrrell
Holman & Pye. Centurion
J.N. Miller & Sons
Kearney & Tyrrell 54’
Howth 17’ O.D.
Moody 36
L. Giles Lymington L.
S. Jones. Oyster 43
Moody 44
Dragon O.D.
J. 24

Joggernaut
Joliba
Julia
Kala
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Korsar
Kumaree
Leemara
Leprechaun
Little Egypt
Live Wire
Loe Vean
Lola
Lovely Lady
Luv Is
M’Lady of Down
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye

12.00
12.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
8.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
5.15
11.00
16.00
11.00
10.00
20.00
9.00

Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F
G.Cutter W.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.

1979
1979
1947
1974
1969
1947
1969
1970
1971
1962
1975
1976
1978
1979
1982
1981
1979
1976
1955

Maimoune
Mandalay
Mandarin
Marden
Marlou
Mary Lunn
Maximizar
Mazara
Meander Ill
Meg of Mullins
Melora Ill
Mij
Miss Demena
Miss Fionnuala
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster
Morgana
Moss Rose
Myth of Mourne
Nan of Gare
Neon Tetra
Nixe 111
Nora Sheila
Norella
Onaway
Oona
Ounavara of Howth
Partizan of Emsworth
Pipit
Procyon
Quiver vii

2.50
14.00
7.50
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
8.00
11.00
12.00
27.00
5.00
9.00
9.00
5.00
14.00
20.00
10.00
77.00
15.00
13.00
20.00
27.00
5.00
8.00
6.00
0.00
21.00
17.00
4.50
4.00
24.00

Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Junk
Sloop W
Motor
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Ketch
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
T.S.D.Y.S.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.

1902
1979
1981
1963
1934
1940
1978
1957
1978
1972
1959
1978
1965
1974
1976
1981
1970
1973
1970
1965
1954
1942
1955
1967
1961
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1959
1978

1974
1972
1971
1972

Dubois. G.K. 34
Holland N.I.C. 345
M. Giles. W. Channel O.D.
Derek Stukins. Downcraft 21
Guy Thompson T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens 34
Dufour
Dufour. Arpege
Peterson Thuesen Dragon O.D.
P. Norlin Scampi MK IV
High Tension 36 De Ridder
A.Primrose; Moody 30
German Frers. First 42
Van de Stadt DB1 3A Ton
John Perryman; Rathlin
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope Fairy
A. Primrose Moody 33
A.H. Marshal
D. Hilliard
Musler 35’
Uffa Fox
Pelle Peterson Maxi 95
McGruer
McGruer Grampian 34’
Nicholson 35
A. Mylne & Co.
Folkboat
J. Alden. Mistral 36
Albinson Comfort 30
Ron Holland Eygthene 24
Moody 33 A. Primose
German Frers 52’ A.C.
Holman & Pye Bowman 36
Herd & Mackenzie
A. Gurney Rancher 41
Sparkman & Stephens 8 C/R
D. Hilliard
Baglietto (R.S.N.) M.T.B. 20m.
L. Giles Vertue
Murray Int. 7m. C/R
R. Warrington-Smith
Howth 17 O.D.
Laurent Giles Moody 46
Holman & Pye Island 40
A. Primrose Seal
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
Camper & Nicholson

Owner

T.M.

Rig

Built

Designer & Class

11.00
4.00
10.00
6.00
20.00
12.00
6.50
10.00
6.00
14.00
20.00
10.00
4.00
2.00
17.00
15.00
5.00
16.00
7.00
12.00
10.00
16.00
11.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
9.00
10.00
15.00
7.00

Sloop F.
Sloop
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
G. Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Lug W.
Yawl F.
G. Cutter W.
Gaff Cutter
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop G.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.

1972
1972
1979

Peter Brett. Rival 34.
Dragon
R. Holland Club Shamrock
Ecume de Mer
Holland 2 Ton A.C.
Hustler 35 Holman & Pye
Albert Strange
Holland Club Shamrock
Kerry 27’ O’Brien Kennedy
D. Hillard
Baltic 42
Jean Berret First 30E
A. Mylne. River Class
G. Gletcher Ultimate
Hallberg Rassy 42
40’ Galway Hooker
Roger Dongray
Westerly. Conway 36
Colin Marine
H.W. White
A. Buchanan. Neptune
Camper & Nicholson Nicholson 43
Fastnet 34 Group Finot
Robert Clark
Holland Club Shamrock
Oyster 39
Ruffian 8.5 W.P. Brown
Camper & Nicholson 31
A.M.Dickie & Sons
SHE 27

5.00
10.00
15.00

Sloop F.
Sloop F.
1977
S.S.D.M.Y. S 1982

W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
Nicholson 33
Bekebrede Pedro Boot

6.00
17.00
9.00
20.50

Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.

1978
1968

Stargazer

11.00

Sloop F.

1979

Maxi 84
K.A. Neilsen. Custom
Walsh Wakefield Ltd. Mirage 28
Moody 42AC Mark II Primrose &
Dixon
A. Primrose Moody 30

State o "Chassis
Stroker
Sula
Sung Foon of Beaulieu
Suvretta
Symphonie
Taitsing
Takahe
Tam o’Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
The Lady Beatrice
Tiger
Timella
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian III
Triona
Tritsch-Tratsch IV
Turtle
Twayblade

12.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
15.00
12.00
16.00
16.00
7.00
5.00
10.00
9.00
15.00
4.00
20.00
7.00
9.00

Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch G.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.

1979
1981
1979
1980

Vagrant
Vamos H
Vamp of Hamble
Velma
Verna
Verve
ViVi
Vinter
Virago of Strangford
Vision 3
Walrus

2.50
19.00
14.00
18.00
40.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
11.00
4.00
6.00

1884
Cutter G
Schooners S. 1972
Sloop F.
1966
Ketch F.
1981
1973
Ketch S.
Yawl W.
1963
Sloop W.
1925
Sloop G.
1978
Sloop F.
1962
Sloop W.
1963
Sloop F.
1978

Yacht

Raasay of Melfort
B.P. Coad
Ragnar
J. Nixon
H.E.O’C. Byrne
Rapparee
Rapparee
D. McKenna
Rebel County
C. Love Jnr.
Dr. M. O’Rahilly
Red Velvet
Redwing
J.B. Law
L. Cassidy
Rhapsody
C.P. McHenry
Ring of Kerry
Roane
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
N. Reilly
Rob Roy
Rockabill
J.J. Flanagan
Roe
H.R. Hicks
Rosbeg
T.J. Hanan
Safari of Howth
R.I. Morrison
Paddy Barry
Saint Patrick
Samantha
P. Morck
Hugo du Plessis
Samharcin an lar
Reginald T. Walsh
Sapphire
G.A. Lennox
Sarita
Saunterer of Leigh
J.F. Irving
Sceolaing
D. Ryan
Schuss
W.R. Watson
Seaboard
L.B.Dickinson
Setanta Too
F. Cudmore
Severance
P.A. Tisdall
Sgeir Ban
M. Balmforth
J. Gore-Grimes
Shardana
Sheenan
A.D.Maclllwaine
Shemite
D. Whitehead
M.M.D’Alton/F.C.WinklelmSiamsa
ann
I.J. Firth
Silver Shadow
Snow Bird
J.C. McConnell
C. Magennis
Snow Goose of
Moygannon
J.C. Kiley Jnr.
Snow Star
Spectra
R.J. Fowler
R. Fielding
Spellbound of Skellig
D.J. Keily
D.Bradley; T.Johnston &
J.Tierney
Mrs. M.J. Guinness
E.M. Booth
A.S. Morton
S. Davis
S.A. Malone
N.C. Hughes
F.M. & J.R.J. Eves
J.C. Butler
R. Slater
R. Sewell
M. O’Connor
T.J. Mullen
R.W. Barton
H.P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
M. O’Gallagher
Dr. O. Glaser
W.M. Nixon
J. Virden
W.R. Hutchinson & H.B.
Sisk
P.F. Verschoyle
D.B. Johnston
W.A. Smyth
Dr. O. Glazer
P. Campbell & J. Osborne
B.P. Lyden
B. Connor
Cdr. J.D. Maxwell
C. Foley
T.J. Goulding

Sloop
Sloop
Yawl
Sloop
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F.
F.
W.
F.

1979
1971
1911
1978
1973
1969
1983
1982
1921
1973
1982
1909
1978
1977
1965
1910
1970
1969
1975
1938
1977
1982
1980
1977
1937
1973

1981

1978
1961
1972
1977
1906
1977
1968
1960
1971
1962
1981
1970

Holland NIC 345
Johnson J. 24
Walsh Wakefield
Dufour 28
West Solent O.D.
Briand Symphonie
A. Buchanan
Westerly Conway 36
B. Chance; Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
Reg Freeman Seadog
C. Nicholson Jolina
Nicholson 38
Dragon O.D.
German Freres 44
Hustler 30 Holman & Pye
Buchanan
W.M. Fife
R. Tucker Ryton 38
A.H.Buchanan;Queen
Freedom 40
Van der Meer Trewes 59
A.C. Robb. Princess
K. Reimers 30 sq.m.
Westerly Berwick
Nicholson 36
5.5 Meter
Super Seal 26’ Ron Holland

Owner

Yacht

B.M. Cahill
H.W.S. Clark
J. Minchin
G.H. Macilwraith
M.F. Villiers-Stuart
A. Leonard
L. W. White
T. Kirby
J. D. Donegan

Whistling Oyster
18.00
Wild Goose of Moyle
10.00
Wild Rose
6.00
Windhover
6.00
Winifreda of Greenisland 13.00
Wishbone
9.00
Witchery
12.00
Yarni- Yami
6.00
Yellow Devil
8.00

T.M.
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Rig
Ketch F.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop W.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F

Built

Designer & Class

1983
1936
1969
1980

Holman & Pye. Oyster 435
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
Sadler 25
The Admiralty
Holman North Sea 24
Sparkman & Stephens 35’
Sadler 25
P. Norlin. Scampi

1965
1978
1974

